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As young men, when they knit and shape perfectly, do

seldom grow to a further stature
;

so knowledge, while it

is in aphorisms and observations, it is in growth ;
but when

it once is comprehended in exact methods, it may perchance

be further polished and illustrated, and accommodated for

use and practice ;
but it increaseth no more in bulk and

substance.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, B. 1.
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TO WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.

MY HONOURED FRIEND.

The favour I have always experienced from

you emboldens me to address you publicly by

this name. For more than twenty years I have

cherisht the wish of offering some testimony of my

gratitude to him by whom my eyes were opened to

see and enjoy the world of poetry in nature and

in books. In this feeling he, who shared all my

feelings, fully partook. You knew my brother ;

and though he was less fortunate than I have

been, in having fewer opportunities of learning

from your living discourse, you could not deny

him that esteem and affection, with which all

delighted to regard him. Your writings were

among those he prized the most : and unless this

little work had appeared anonymously when it
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first came out, he would have united with me in

dedicating it to you.

Then too would another name have been asso-

ciated with yours, the name of one to whom

we felt an equal and like obligation, a name

which, I trust, will ever be coupled with yours

in the admiration and love of Englishmen, the

name of Coleridge. You and he came forward toge-

ther in a shallow, hard, and worldly age, an age

alien and almost averse from the higher and more

strenuous exercises of imagination and thought,

as the purifiers and regenerators of poetry and

philosophy. It was a great aim ; and greatly

have you both wrought for its accomplishment.

Many, among those who are now England's best

hope and stay, will respond to my thankful ac-

knowledgement of the benefits my heart and mind

have received from you both. Many will echo

my wish, for the benefit of my country, that your

influence and his may be more and more widely
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diffused. Many will join in my prayer, that

health and strength of body and mind may be

granted to you, to complete the noble works

which you have still in store, so that men may

learn more worthily to understand and appreciate

what a glorious gift God bestows on a nation,

when he gives them a poet.

Had this work been dedicated to you then,

it might have pleased you more to see your

great friend's name beside your own. The

proof of my brother's regard too would have

endeared the offering. Then, if you will allow

me to quote a poem, which, from its faithful

expression of fraternal love, has always sound-

ed to me like the voice of my own heart,

" There were two springs which bubbled side by

side, As if they had been made that they might

be Companions for each other." But now for a

while that blessed companionship has been inter-

rupted :
" One has disappeared ; The other, left
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behind, is flowing still." Yet, small as the tribute

is, and although it must come before you without

these recommendations, may you still accept it in

consideration of the reverence which brings it;

and may you continue to think with your wonted

kindness

Of your affectionate Servant

JULIUS CHARLES HAKE.

Herstmonceux.



TO THE READER.

I HERE present you with a few suggestions, the

fruits, alas ! of much idleness. Such of them as

are distinguisht by some capital letter, I have

borrowed from my acuter friends. My own are

little more than glimmerings, I had almost said

dreams, of thought : not a word in them is to be

taken on trust.

If then I am addressing one of that numerous

class, who read to be told what to think, let

me advise you to meddle with the book no fur-

ther. You wish to buy a house ready furnisht :

do not come to look for it in a stonequarry.

But if you are building up your opinions for

yourself, and only want to be provided with

materials, you may meet with many things in

these pages to suit you. Do not despise them



for their want of name and show. Remember

what the old author says, that ' ' even to such a

one as I am, an idiota or common person, no

great things, melancholizing in woods and quiet

places by rivers, the Goddesse herself Truth has

oftentimes appeared."

Reader, if you weigh me at all, weigh me pa-

tiently ; judge rne candidly ; and may you find

half the satisfaction in examining my Guesses,

that I have myself had in making them.

Authors usually do not think about writing a

preface, until they have reacht the conclusion ;

and with reason. For few have such stedfast-

ness of purpose, and such definiteness and clear

foresight of understanding, as to know, when they

take up their pen, how soon they shall lay it

down again. The foregoing paragraphs were

written some months ago : since that time this

little book has increast to more than four times

the bulk then contemplated ; and withal has ac-

quired two fathers instead of one. The tempta-

tions held out by the freedom and pliant aptness
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of the plan ; the thoughtful excitement of lonely

rambles, of gardening, and of other like occu-

pations, in which the mind has leisure to muse

during the healthful activity of the body, with

the fresh wakeful breezes blowing round it ; above

all, intercourse and converse with those, every hour

in whose society is rich in the blossoms of present

enjoyment, and in the seeds of future meditation,

in whom too the imagination delightedly recog-

nizes living realities goodlier and fairer than her

fairest and goodliest visions, so that pleasure

kindles a desire in her of portraying what she

cannot hope to surpass ; these causes, happening

to meet together, have occasioned my becoming

a principal in a work, wherein I had only lookt

forward to being a subordinate auxiliary. The

letter u, with which my earlier contributions were

markt, has for distinction's sake continued to

be affixt to them. As our minds have grown up

together, have been nourisht in great measure by

the same food, have sympathized in their affec-

tions and their aversions, and been shaped reci-

procally by the assimilating influences of brotherly
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communion, a family likeness will, I trust, be

perceivable throughout these volumes, although

perhaps with such differences as it is not dis-

pleasing to behold in the children of the same

parents. And thus I commit this book to the

world, with a prayer that He to whom so much

of it, if I may not say the whole, is devoted,

will, if he think it worthy to be employed in

his service, render it an instrument of good to

some of his children. May it awaken some one

to the knowledge of himself. May it induce

some one to think more kindly of his neighbour.

May it enlighten some one to behold the footsteps

of God in the creation. u.

May llth, 1827.

In this new edition the few remarks found

among my brother's papers, suitable to the work,

have been, or will be incorporated. Unfortunately

for the work they are but few. Soon after the

publication of the first edition, he gave up guessing

at Truth, for the higher office of preaching Truth.

How faithfully he discharged that office, may be
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seen in the two volumes of his Sermons. And

now he has been raised from the earth to the

full fruition of that Truth, of which he had first

been the earnest seeker, and then the dutiful

servant and herald.

My own portion of the work has been a good

deal enlarged. On looking it over for the press,

I found much that was inaccurate, more that was

unsatisfactory. Many thoughts seemed to need

being more fully developt. Ten years cannot

pass over one's head, least of all in these event-

ful times, without modifying sundry opinions. A

change of position too brings a new horizon, and

new points of view. And when old thoughts are

awakened, it is as with old recollections : a long

train of associations start up ; nor is it easy

to withstand the pleasure of following them out.

Various however as are the matters discust or

toucht on in the following pages, I would fain hope

that one spirit will be felt to breathe through them.

It would be a delightful reward, if they may

help some of the young, in this age of the Con-

fusion of Thoughts, to discern some of those
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principles which infuse strength and order into

men's hearts and minds. Above all would I desire

to suggest to my readers, how in all things, small

as well as great, profane as well as sacred, it

behoves us to keep our eyes fixt on the star

which led the wise men of old, and by which

alone can any wisdom be guided, from what-

soever part of the intellectual globe, to a place

where it may rejoice with exceeding greatjoy.

J. C. H.

January Qth, 1838.

Some persons may possibly be offended by certain unusual

modes of spelling in these pages. An opportunity of saying
a few words on this subject will perhaps occur in the next

volume. For the present 1 will merely observe, lest they
should be regarded as capricious innovations, that the

principles of orthography here followed have been explained
and vindicated in the first volume of the Philological

Museum,
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THE virtue of Paganism was strength : the vir-

tue of Christianity is obedience.

Man without religion is the creature of circum-

stances: Religion is above all circumstances, and

will lift him up above them.

Moral prejudices are the stopgaps of virtue : and,

as with other stopgaps, it is often more difficult

to get either out or in through them, than through

any other part of the fence.

A mother should give her children a super-

abundance of enthusiasm ; that, after they have

lost all they are sure to lose on mixing with the

world, enough may still remain to prompt and sup-

port them through great actions. A cloak should

be of three-pile, to keep its gloss in wear.

The heart has often been compared to the needle

for its constancy : has it ever been so for its vari-

ations ? Yet were any man to keep minutes of

B
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his feelings from youth to age, what a table of

variations would they present ! how numerous !

how diverse ! and how strange ! This is just

what we find in the writings of Horace. If we

consider his occasional effusions, and such they

almost all are, as merely expressing the piety, or

the passion, the seriousness, or the levity, of the

moment, we shall have no difficulty in accounting

for those discrepancies in their features, which have

so much puzzled professional commentators. Their

very contradictions prove their truth. Or could

the face even of Ninon de 1'Enclos at seventy be

exactly what it was at seventeen ? Nay, was

Cleopatra before Augustus the same as Cleopatra

with Antony ? or Cleopatra with Antony the same

as with the great Julius ?

The teachers of youth in a free country should

select those books for their chief study, so far, I

mean, as this world is concerned, which are best

adapted to foster a spirit of manly freedom. The

duty of preserving the liberty, which our ancestors,

through God's blessing, won, establisht, and handed

down to us, is no less imperative than any com-

mandment in the second table ; if it be not the

concentration of the whole. And is this duty to

be learnt from scientific investigations ? Is it to

be pickt up in the crucible ? or extracted from the

occult properties of lines and numbers ? I fear,

there is a moment of broken lights in the intellec-

tual day of civilized countries, when, among the
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manifold refractions of knowledge, wisdom is al-

most lost sight of. Society in time breeds a number

of mouths, which will not consent to be enter-

tained without a corresponding variety of dishes,

so that unity is left alone as an inhospitable sin-

gularity; and many things are got at any way,
rather than a few in the right way. But however

these things may be in men's corrupted fancies and

opinions, would we imbibe the feelings, the senti-

ments, and the principles, which become the inhe-

ritors of England's name and glory, we must abide

by the springs of which our ancestors drank. Like

them, we must nourish our minds by contemplating

the unbending strength of purpose and uncalculating

self-devotion, which nerved and animated the phi-

losophic and heroic patriots of the heathen world :

and we shall then blush, should Christianity, with

all her additional incentives, have shone on our

hearts without kindling a zeal as steady and as

pure.
" Is not our mistress, fair Religion,

As worthy of all our heart's devotion,

As Virtue was to that first blinded age ?

As we do them in means, shall they surpass

Us in the end 1" Donne's Satires, iii. 5.

The threatenings of Christianity are material

and tangible. They speak of and to the senses ;

because they speak of and to the sensual and

earthly, in character, intellect, and pursuits. The

promises of Christianity on the other hand are

addrest to a different class of persons ; to those
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who love, which cometh after fear ; to those who

have begun to advance in goodness ; to those who

are already in some degree delivered from the

thraldom of the body. But being spoken of hea-

ven to the heavenly-minded, how could they be

other than heavenly ?

The fact then, that there is nothing definite,

and little inviting or attractive, except to the eye

of faith, in the Christian representation of future

bliss, instead of being a reasonable objection to its

truth, is rather a confirmation of it. And so per-

haps thought Sfclden, who says in his Table-Talk :

" The Turks tell their people of a heaven where

there is sensible pleasure, but of a hell where they

shall suffer they don't know what. The Christians

quite invert this order : they tell us of a hell where

we shall feel sensible pain, but of a heaven where

we shall enjoy we can't tell what." L.

Many persons, however ambitious to be great

in great things, have been well content to be little

in little things. Jupiter Scapin was a happy
name : but he for whom it was invented, was

only one of a very large family. A.

Why should not distant parishes interchange

their apprentices ? so that the lads on their re-

turn home might bring back such improvements
in agriculture and the mechanical arts, as they

may have observed or been taught during their

absence. E.
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A practice of the sort was usual two centuries

ago ; and still exists in Germany, and other parts

of the Continent.

The first thing we leam is Meum, the last

Tuum. None can have lived with children with-

out noticing the former fact ; few have associated

with men and not remarkt the latter.

To address the prejudices of our hearers is to

argue in short-hand with them. But it is also

more: it is to invest our opinion with the pro-

bability of prescription, and through the under-

standing, which we occupy, to attack the heart.

The ancients dreaded death : the Christian only

fears dying.

A person should go out upon the water on a

fine day to a short distance from a beautiful coast,

if he would see nature really smile. Never does

she look so joyous, as when the sun is brightly re-

flected by the water, while the waves are rippling

gently, and the scene receives life and animation

here and there from the glancing transit of a row-

boat, and the quieter motion of a few small vessels.

But the land must be well in sight ; not only for

its own sake, but because the vastness and awful-

ness of a mere sea-view would ill sort with the

other parts of the gay and glittering prospect.
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The second Punic war was a struggle between

Hannibal and the Roman people. Its event proved

that the good sense of a nation, when duly em-

bodied and exerted, must ultimately exhaust and

overpower the resources of a single mind, however

excellent in genius and prowess.

The war of Sertorius, the Roman Hannibal, is

of the same kind, and teaches the same lesson.

Nothing short of extreme necessity will induce

a wise man to change all his servants at once. A
new set, coming together fortuitously, are sure to

cross and jostle . . like the Epicurean atoms, I

was going to say ; but no, unlike the silent atoms,

they have the faculty of claiming and complain-

ing ; and they exert it, until the family is distract-

ed with disputes about the limits of their several

offices.

But after a household has once been set in

order, there is little or no evil to apprehend from

minor changes in it. A new servant on arriving

finds himself in the middle of a system : his place

is markt out and assigned ; the course of his busi-

ness lies before him ; and he falls into it as readily

as a new wheel-horse to a mail, when his collar is

to the pole, and the coach has started.

It is the same with those great families, which

we call nations. To remould a government and

form a constitution anew are works of the greatest

difficulty and hazard. The attempt is likely to

fail altogether, and cannot succeed thoroughly
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under very many years. It is the last desperate

resource of a ruined people, a staking double or

quits with evil, and giving it, I much fear, the

first game. But still it is a resource. We make

use of cataplasms to restore suspended animation ;

and Burke himself might have tried Medea's kettle

on a carcass.

Be that however as it may, from judicious

subordinate reforms good, and good only, is to be

lookt for. Nor are their benefits limited to the

removal of the abuse, which their author may have

designed to correct. No perpetual motion, God be

praised ! has yet been discovered for free govern-

ments. For the impulse which keeps them going,

they are indebted mainly to subordinate reforms ;

now, by the exposure of a particular delinquency,

spreading salutary vigilance through a whole ad-

ministration ; now, by the origination of some

popular improvement from without, leading, if

there be any certainty in party motives, any such

things in ambitious men as policy and emulation,

to the counter-adoption of numerous meliora-

tions from within, which would else have been only

dreamt of as impossible.

As a little girl was playing round me one day
with her white frock over her head, I laughingly

called her Pishashee, the name which the Indians

give to their white devil. The child was de-

lighted with so fine a name, and ran about the

house crying out to every one she met, I am the
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Pishashee, I am the Pishashee. Would she have

done so, had she been wrapt in black, and called

witch or devil instead ? No : for, as usual, the re-

ality was nothing, the sound and colour every-

thing.

But how many grown-up persons are running

about the world, quite as anxious as the little girl

was to get the name of Pishashees ! Only she

did not understand it.

True modesty consists, not in an ignorance of

our merits, but. in a due estimation of them.

Modesty then is only another name for self-know-

ledge ; that is, for the absence of ignorance on the

one subject which we ought best to understand,

as well from its vast importance to us, as from

our continual opportunities of studying it. And

yet it is a virtue.

But what, on second thoughts, are these merits ?

Jeremy Taylor tells us, in his Life of Christ:

"
Nothing but the innumerable sins which we

have added to what we have received. For we

can call nothing ours, but such things as we are

ashamed to own, and such things as are apt to

ruin us. Everything besides is the gift of God ;

and for a man to exalt himself thereon is just as

if a wall on which the sun reflects, should boast

itself against another that stands in the shadow."

Considerations upon Christ's Sermon on Humility.

After casting a glance at our own weaknesses,
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how eagerly does our vanity console itself with

pitying the infirmities of our friends ! T.

It is as hard to know when one is in Paris,

as when one is out of London. R.

The first is the city of a great king ; the latter,

of a great people. M.

When the moon, after covering herself with

darkness as in sorrow, at last throws off the gar-

ments of her widowhood, she does not at once

expose her beauty barefacedly to the eye of man,

but veils herself for a time in a transparent cloud,

till by degrees she gains courage to endure the

gaze and admiration of beholders.

To those whoseGod is honour, disgrace alone is sin.

Some people carry their hearts in their heads:

very many carry their heads in their hearts. The

difficulty is to keep them apart, and yet both ac-

tively working together. A.

Life may be defined to be the power of self-

augmentation or assimilation, not of self-nurture ;

for then a steam-engine over a coalpit might be

made to live.

Philosophy, like everything else, in a Christian

country should be Christian. We throw away
the better half of our means, when we neglect to
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avail ourselves of the advantages which starting

in the right road gives us. It is idle to urge, that,

unless we do this, antichristians will deride us.

Curs bark at gentlemen on horseback : but who,

except a hypochondriac, ever gave up riding on

that account ?

In man's original state, before his soul had been

stupefied by the Fall, his moral sensitiveness was

probably as acute as his physical sensitiveness is

now ; so that an evil action, from its irreconcilable-

ness with his nature, would have inflicted as much

pain on the mind, as a blow causes to the body.

By the Fall, this fineness of moral tact was lost ;

conscience, the voice of God within us, is at

once its relic and its evidence ; and we were left

to ourselves to discover what is good ; though we

still retain the desire of good, when we have made

out what it consists in.

They who disbelieve in virtue, because man has

never been found perfect, might as reasonably deny
the sun, because it is not always noon.

Two persons can hardly set up their booths in

the same quarter of Vanity Fair, without inter-

fering with, and therefore disliking each other. B.

Fickleness in women of the world is the fault

most likely to result from their condition in so-

ciety. The knowing both what weaknesses are
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the most severely condemned, and what good

qualities the most highly prized, in the female

character, by our sex as well as their own, must

needs render them desirous of pleasing generally,

to the exclusion, so far as nature will permit,

of strong and lasting affection for individuals.

Well ! we deserve no better of them. And after

all, the flame is only smothered by society,

not extinguisht. Give it free air, and it will

blaze.

The following sentence is translated from D'Alem-

bert by Dugald Stewart :
" The truth is, that no

relation whatever can be discovered between a sen-

sation in the mind and the object by which it is

occasioned, or at least to which we refer it : it does

not appear possible to trace, by dint of reasoning,

any practicable passagefrom the one to the other."

If this be so, if there be no necessary connexion

between the reception of an object into the senses,

and its impression on the mind, what ground have

we for supposing the organs of sense to be more

than machinery for the uses of the body only ?

The body may indeed be said to see through the

eye : but how, if we can trace no nearer con-

nexion between the mind and an object painted on

the retina, than between it and the object itself,

how can it be asserted, that the mind needs the

eye to see with ?

Most idle then are all disquisitions on the in-

termediate state, founded on the assumption that
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the soul, when out of the body, has no percep-

tions. Waller's couplet,
" The soul's dark cottage, battered and decayed,

Lets in new lights through chinks that Time has made,"

may be, perhaps is, no less true in fact, than

pretty in fancy. Spirits may acquire new modes

of communication on losing their mouths and ears,

just as a bird gets its feathers on bursting from the

shell. Our own experience furnishes a similar

analogy. As the unborn infant possesses dormant

senses, which it puts forth on coming into this

world ; so may our still embryo soul perhaps have

latent senses, living inlets shall I call them, or

capacities, of spiritual vision and communion ?

to be exercised hereafter for its improvement and

delight, when it issues from its present womb, the

body.

But here a dreadful supposition crosses me.

What if sin, which so enfeebles the understanding,

and dulls the conscience, should also clog and ul-

timately stifle these undevelopt powers and facul-

ties, so as to render spiritual communion after

death impossible to the wicked? What if the

imbruted soul make its own prison, shut itself up
from God, and exclude everything but the memory
of its crimes, evil desires

"
baying body," and the

dread of intolerable, unavoidable, momentarily ap-

proaching punishment ? At least it is debarred from

repentance : this one thought is terrible enough.

Though Jesus called poor men to be the com-
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panions of his life, he chose a well-educated and

distinguish! man to be the chief preacher of la's

religion. Such a man, as well from his station,

as from his acuteness, and the natural pride of a

powerful and cultivated intellect, was the last per-

son to become the dupe of credulous enthusiasts ;

especially when they were lowborn and illiterate.

From such an appointment may also be drawn

an inference in favour of a learned ministry. If

some of the apostles had no other human instruc-

tor than the best master that ever lived, Jesus

Christ; the one most immediately and superna-

turally called by him to preach the Gospel, was

full of sacred and profane learning.

It was a practice worthy of our worthy ances-

tors, to fill their houses at Christmas with their

relations and friends ; that, when nature was frozen

and dreary out of doors, something might be found

within doors " to keep the pulses of their hearts

in proper motion." The custom however is only

appropriate among people who happen to have a

heart. It is bad taste to retain it in these days,

when everybody worth hanging

oublie sa mere,

Et par bon ton se defend d'etre pere. .

especially in Doctors Commons, and before a ma-

gistrate.

It is evident, that most people have life granted

to them for their own sake : but not a few seem
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sent into the world chiefly for the sake of others.

How many infants every year come and go like

apparitions ! This remark too, if true in any de-

gree, holds good much further.

A critic should be a pair of snuffers. He is

oftener an extinguisher ; and not seldom a thief, u.

The intellect of the wise is like glass : it admits

the light of heaven, and reflects it.

They who have to educate children, should keep

in mind that boys are to be men, and that girls

are to be women. The neglect of this momentous

consideration gives us a race of moral herma-

phrodites. A.

Poetry is to philosophy what the sabbath is

to the rest of the week.

The ideal incentives to virtuous energy are a

sort of moon to the moral world. Their borrowed

light is but a dimmer substitute for the lifegiving

rays of religion ; replacing those rays, when hidden

or obscured, and evidencing their existence, when

they are unseen in the heavens.

To exclaim then, during the blaze of devotional

enthusiasm, against the beauty and usefulness of

such auxiliary motives, is fond. To shut the eye

against their luminous aid, when religion does not

enlighten our path, is lunatic. To understand their
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comparative worthlessness, feel their positive value,

and turn them, as occasion arises, to account, is

the part of the truly wise.

I have called these incentives a sort of moon.

Had the image occurred to one of those old writers,

who took such pleasure in tracing out recondite

analogies, he would scarcely have omitted to re-

mark, that, in the conjunctions of these two ima-

ginary bodies, the moral moon is never eclipst,

except at the full, nor ever eclipses, but when it

is in the wane. "
Love," says our greatest living

prose-writer, in one of his wisest and happiest

moods,
"

is a secondary passion in those who love

most, a primary in those who love least. He who

is inspired by it in a great degree, is inspired by
honour in a greater."* So is it with honour and

religion.

Before me were the two Monte Cavallo statues,

towering gigantically above the pygmies of the pre-

sent day, and looking like Titans in the act of

threatening heaven. Over my head the stars were

just beginning to look out, and might well have

been taken for guardian angels keeping watch over

the temples below. Behind, and on my left, were

palaces ; on my right, gardens, and hills beyond,

*
Imaginary Conversations, vol. ii. p. 79. The passage

is all the better for its accidental coincidence with those

two noble lines by Lovelace :

" I could not love thee, dear, so much,
Loved I not iionour more."
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with the orange tints of sunset over them still

glowing in the distance. Within a stone's throw

of me, in the midst of objects thus glorious in

themselves,, and thus in harmony with each other,

was stuck an unplaned post, on which glimmered a

paper lantern. Such is Rome.

So great enormities have been committed within

the memory of living men by privateers, as may
be seen in the Journal of Alexander Davidson,

in the Edinburgh Annual Register, vol. iii. p. 2,

that it seems advisable that, on board every such

ship, except perhaps in the four seas, there should

be a superintending national officer, to keep a pub-

lic journal, and to prevent crimes. If the officer

die on the cruise, the privateer should be bound to

make the nearest friendly port, unless she meet

with a national ship-of-war that can spare her a

superintendent out of its crew. A privateer not

conforming to the regulations on these points should

be deemed a pirate.

Unless some such provisions are adopted, the

States now springing up in America will one day
send forth a swarm of piratical privateers, cruel

as the Buccaneers, and more unprincipled.

A statesman may do much for commerce, most

by leaving it alone. A river never flows so

smoothly, as when it follows its own course, with-

out either aid or check. Let it make its own bed :

it will do so better than you can. A.
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Anguish is so alien to man's spirit, that perhaps

nothing is more difficult to will than contrition.

God therefore is good enough to afflict us ; that

our hearts, being brought low enough to feed on

sorrow, may the more easily sorrow for sin unto

repentance.

In most ruins we behold what Time has spared.

Ancient Rome appears to have defied him ; and in

its present remains we see the limbs, which he has

rent and scattered in the struggle. T.

How melancholy are all memorials ! T.

Were we merely the creatures of outward im-

pulses, what would faces of joy be but so many

glaciers, on which the seeming smile of happiness

at sunrise is only a flinging back of the rays they

appear to be greeting, from frozen and impassive

heads ?

It is with flowers, as with moral qualities : the

bright are sometimes poisonous; but, I believe,

never the sweet.

Picturesqueness is that quality in objects which

fits them for making a good picture ; and it refers

to the appearances of things in form and colour,

more than to their' accidental associations. Rem-

brandt would have been right in painting turbans

and Spanish cloaks, though the Cid had been a
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scrivener, Cortez had sold sugar, and Mahomet had

been notorious for setting up a drug-shop instead of

a religion.

It is a proof of our natural bias to evil, that

gain is slower and harder than loss, in all things

good : but in all things bad, getting is quicker and

easier than getting rid of; especially in those very

bad things, habits, and mistresses, and their chil-

dren.

Would you cure or kill an evil prejudice ?

Manage it as you would a pulling horse; tickle

it as you would a trout ; treat it as you would

the most headstrong thing in the world, and the

readiest to take alarm, the likeliest to slip through

your fingers at the moment you think you have

got it safe, and are just about to make an end

of it.

Three reasons occur to me for thinking bodily

sins more curable than mental ones :

In the first place, they are more easily ascer-

tained to be sins ; since they clothe themselves

in outward acts, which admit neither of denial,

nor, except in way of excuse, of self-deception.

Nobody, the morning after he has been drunk,

can be ignorant that he went to bed not sober :

his nerves and stomach assure him of the fact.

But the same man might be long in finding out

that he thinks more highly of himself than he
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ought to think ; from having no palpable standard

to convince him of it.

Secondly, bodily sins do not so immediately af-

fect the reason, but that we still possess an un-

corrapted judge within us, to discover and proclaim

their criminality. Whereas mental sins corrupt

the faculty appointed to determine on their guilt,

and darken the light which should shew their

darkness.

In the third place, bodily sins must be connected

with certain times and places. Consequently, by
a new arrangement of his hours, and by abstaining,

so far as may be, from the places which have

ministered opportunities to any bodily vice, a man

may in some degree disable himself for committing

it. This in most vices of the kind is easy, in

sloth not; which is therefore the most dangerous

of them, or at least the hardest to be cured. The

mind on the other hand is its own place, and does

not depend on contingencies of season and situation

for the power of indulging its follies or its passions.

Still it must be remembered that bodily sins

breed mental ones, thus leaving, after they are

stifled or extinct, an evil and vivacious brood

behind them. "
Nothing grows weak with age,

(says South,) but that which will at length die

with age; which sin never does. The longer the

blot continues, the deeper it sinks. Vice, in re-

treating from the practice of men, retires into their

fancy" . . . and from such a stronghold what shall

drive it ?
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'Twas a night clear and cloudless, and the sight,

Swifter than heaven-commissioned cherubim,

Soaring above the moon, glancing beyond

The stars, was lost in heaven's abysmal blue.

There are things the knowledge of which proves

their revelation. The mind can no more penetrate

into the secrets of heaven, than the eye can force

a way through the clouds of heaven. It is only

when they are withdrawn by a mightier hand,, that

the sight can rise beyond the moon, and ascending

to the stars, repose on the unfathomable ether;

that emblem of omnipresent Deity, which, every-

where enfolding and supporting man, yet baffles

his senses, and is unperceived, except when he looks

upward and contemplates it above him.

It is well for us that we are born babies in

intellect. Could we understand half what most

mothers say and do to their infants, we should be

filled with a conceit of our own importance, which

would render us insupportable for years. Happy
the boy whose mother is tired of talking nonsense

to him, before he is old enough to know the sense

of it!

By a man's earnest attempts to convince others,

he convinces us that he is convinced himself. B.

It has been objected to the Reformers, that they
dwelt too much on the great corruption of our na-

ture. But surely, if our strength is to be perfected,
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it can only be, like the Apostle's, in weakness. He
who feels his fall from Paradise the most sorely,

will also be the most grateful for the offer of re-

turning thither on the wings of the Redeemer's love.

Written on Whitsunday.

Who has not seen the sun on a fine spring

morning pouring his rays through a transparent

white cloud, filling all places with the purity of

his presence, and kindling the birds into joy and

song ? Such, I conceive, would be the constant

effects of the Holy Spirit on the soul, were there

no evil in the world. As it is, the moral sun,

like the natural, though
"

it always makes a day,"

is often clouded over. It is only under a com-

bination of peculiarly happy circumstances, that the

heart suffers this sweet violence perceptibly, and

feels and enjoys the ecstasy of being borne along

by overpowering unresisted influxes of good. To

most, I fear, this happens only during the spring

of life : but some hearts keep young, even at

eighty.

After listening to very fine music, it appears one

of the hardest problems, how the delights of heaven

can be so attempered to man, as to become endura-

ble for their pain.

A speech, being a matter of adaptation, and

having to win opinions, should contain a little for

the few, and a great deal for the many. Burke
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injured his oratory by neglecting the latter half

of this rule ; as Sheridan must have spoilt his by
his carelessness about the former. But the many
will always carry it for the moment against the

few : though Burke was allowed to be the greater

man, Sheridan drew most hearers.

"
I am convinced that jokes are often accidental.

A man in the course of conversation throws out

a remark at random, and is as much surprised as

any of the company, on hearing it, to find it

witty."

For the substance of this observation I am in-

debted to one of the pleasantest men I ever knew,

who doubtless gave his own experience in it. He

might have carried it some steps further with ease

and profit. It would have done our pride no harm

to be reminded, how few of our best and wisest,

and even of our newest thoughts, do really and

wholly originate in ourselves ; how few of them

are voluntary, or at least intentional. Take from

them all that has been suggested or improved by
the hints and remarks of others, all that has fallen

from us accidentally, all that has been struck out

of us by collision, all that has been prompted by
a sudden impulse, or has occurred to us when least

looking for it ; and the remainder, which can alone

be claimed as the fruit of study and forethought,

will in every man form a small portion of his store,

and in most men will be little worth preserving.

We can no more make thoughts than seeds. How
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absurd then for a man to call himself a poet, or

maker! The ablest writer is only a gardener

first, and then a cook. His tasks are, carefully to

select and cultivate his strongest and most nutri-

tive thoughts ; and when they are ripe, to dress

them, wholesomely, yet so that they may have

a relish.

To return to my friend's remark : let me

strengthen it with the authority of one of the

wittiest men that ever lived ; who might assured-

ly have boasted, if any man ever could, that his

wit was not a foundling. "As the repute of

wisdom, (says South, Sermon viii,) so that of

wit also, is very casual. Sometimes a lucky say-

ing, or a pertinent reply, has procured an esteem

of wit to persons otherwise very shallow ; so that

if such a one should have the ill hap to strike

a man dead with a smart saying, it ought in

all reason and conscience to be judged but a

chance-medley. Nay, even when there is a real

stock of wit, yet the wittiest sayings and sen-

tences will be found in a great measure the issues

of chance, and nothing else but so many lucky

hits of a roving fancy. For, consult the acutest

poets and speakers, and they will confess that

their quickest and most admired conceptions were

such as darted into their minds like sudden flashes

of lightning, they knew not how nor whence ; and

not by any certain consequence or dependence of

one thought upon another." If any further con-

firmation were needed, the poet of our age has
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been heard to declare, that once in his life he

fancied he had hit upon an original thought, but

that after a while he met with it in so common

an author as Boyle.

Whoever wishes to see an emblem of political

unions and enmities, should walk, when the sun

shines, in a shrubbery. So long as the air is quite

still, the shadows combine to form a very pretty

trellice-work, which looks as if it would be lasting.

But the wind is sometimes perverse enough to

blow ; and then to pieces goes the trellice-work in

an instant ; and the shadows, which before were

so quiet and distinct, cross and intermingle con-

fusedly. It seems impossible they should ever re-

unite : yet the moment the wind subsides, they

dovetail into each other as closely as before.

Before I travelled, I had no notion that moun-

tain scenery was so unreal. Beside the strange-

ness of finding common objects on new levels, and

hence in new points of view, you have only to get

into a retired nook, and you hear water and catch

a glimpse of the tops of trees, but see nothing dis-

tinctly except the corner of rock where you are

standing. You are surrounded by a number of

well-known effects, so completely severed to the

eye and imagination from their equally well-known

and usually accompanying causes, that you cannot

tell what to make of them.
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All things here are strange !

Rocks scarred like rough-hewn wood ! Ice brown as sand

Wet by the tide, and cleft, with depths between,

And streams outgushing from its frozen feet !

Snow-bridges arching over headlong torrents !

And then the sightless sounds, and noiseless motions,

Which hover round us ! I should dream I dreamt,

But for those looks of kindness still unchanged.

these mob torrents ! here, with show of fury,

Rushing submissive to an arch of snow,

That frailest fancy-work of Nature's idlesse ;

There threatening rocks, and rending ancient firs,

The soverains of the wood, yet overwhelmed

And dasht to the earth with hooting violence.

Many actions, like the Rhone, have two sources,

-one pure, the other impure.

It is with great men as with great mountains.

They oppress us with awe when we stand under

them : they disappoint our insatiable imaginations

when we are nigh, but not quite close to them :

and then the further we recede from them, the

more astonishing they appear ; until, their bases

being concealed by intervening objects, they at

one moment seem miraculously lifted above the

earth, and the next strike our fancies as let down

from heaven.

The apparent and the real progress of human

affairs are both well illustrated in a waterfall ;

where the same noisy bubbling eddies continue for
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months and years, though the water which froths

in them changes every moment. But as every

drop in its passage tends to loosen and detach some

particle of the channel, the stream is working a

change all the time in the appearance of the fall,

by altering its bed, and so subjecting the river

during its descent to a new set of percussions and

reverberations.

And what, when at last effected, is the conse-

quence of this change ? The foam breaks into

shapes somewhat different : but the noise, the

bubbling, and the eddies are still as violent as

before.

A little management may often evade resistence,

which a vast force might strive in vain to over-

come. A.

Leaves are light, and useless, and idle, and

wavering, and changeable : they even dance : yet

God in his wisdom has made them part of the

oak. In so doing he has given us a lesson, not to

deny the stout-heartedness within, because we see

the lightsomeness without.

How disproportionate are the projects and the

means of men ! To raise a single church to a

single apostle, the monuments of antiquity were

ransackt, and forgiveness of sins was doled out at

a price. Yet its principal gate has been left un-

fmisht; and its holy of holies is encrusted with

stucco.
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On entering St Peter's, my first impulse was to

throw myself on my knees ; and but for the fear

of being observed by my companions, I must have

bowed my face to the ground, and kist the pave-

ment. I moved slowly up the nave, opprest by

my own littleness ; and when at last I reacht the

brazen canopy, and my spirit sank within me
beneath the sublimity of the dome, I felt that,

as the ancient Romans could not condemn Manlius

within sight of the Capitol, so it would be im-

possible for an Italian of the present day to re-

nounce Popery under the dome of St Peter's.

The germ of idolatry is contained in the prone-

ness of man's feelings and imagination to take

their impressions from outward objects, rather than

from the dictates of reason ; under the controll of

which they can scarcely be brought, without a

great impairing of their energies.

It may possibly have been in part from a mer-

ciful indulgence to this principle of our nature,

that God vouchsafed to shew himself in the flesh.

At least one may discern traces which seem to

favour such a belief, both in the Jewish scheme

and in the Christian. In both God revealed him-

self palpably to the outward senses of Jris people :

in both he addrest himself personally by acts of

loving kindness to their affections. It is not mere-

ly for being redeemed, that we are called on to feel

thankful ; but for being redeemed by the blood of

the God-man Jesus Christ, which he poured out for
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us upon the cross. So it was not simply as God,

that Jehovah was to be worshipt by the Jews ;

but as the God of their fathers, who had brought

them out of the house of bondage, whose voice they

had heard and lived, who had chosen them to be

his people, and had given them his laws, and a

land flowing with milk and honey.

The last sentence has suggested a query of some

importance. Out of the house of bondage : what

says the advocate of colonial slavery to this ? that

the bondage was no evil ? that the deliverance

of a people from personal slavery was not a work

befitting God's right hand ? Or will he tell us

that the cases differ ? that the animal wants of

the Israelites were ill attended to ? that they were

ill-fed ? This at least will not serve his purpose ;

for the fleshpots of Egypt are proverbial. What
will serve it, I leave him to discover ; only recom-

mending him to beware of relying much on the

order to expose the Hebrew children. If he does,

it will give way under him. Meanwhile to those

religious men who are labouring for the emanicipa-

tion of the Negroes, amid the various doubts and

difficulties with which every great political mea-

sure is beset, it must needs be an inspiring thought,

that to rescue a race of men from personal slavery,

and raise them to the rank and self-respect of in-

dependent beings, is, in the truest sense of the

word, a godlike task; inasmuch as it is a task

which, God's book tells us, God himself has ac-

complisht. But these things, as St Paul says,
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expressly speaking of the Pentateuch, happenedfor

ensamples, and were writtenfor our admonition.

Often would, the lad

Watch with sad fixedness the summer sun

I n bloodred blaze sink hero-like to rest.

Then, to set like thee ! but I, alas !

Am weak, a poor unheeded shepherd boy.*

T'was that a las undid him. His ambition,

Once the vague instinct of his nobleness,

Thus tempered in the glowing furnace-heat

Of lone repinings and aye-present aims,

Brightened to hope, and hardened to resolve.

To hope ! What hope is that, whose clearest ray

Is drencht with mothers tears ! what that resolve,

Whose strength is crime, whose instrument is death !

There is something melancholy and painful in

the entire abandonment of any institution designed

for good. It is too plain a confession of intellectual

weakness, too manifest a receding before the brute

power of outward things. Any one can amputate :

the difficulty and the object is to restore. To reani-

mate lifeless forms, to catch their departed spirit,

and embody it in another shape, in the room

of institutions grown obsolete, to substitute such

new ones as will mould, sway, and propell the exist-

ing mass of thought and character, and thus do for

the present age, what the old in their vigour did for

* Since these lines were written, a fine passage, expressing

the feelings
with which an ambitious lad sits watching the

setting sun, has been pointed out to me in Schiller's

Robbers.
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the past, these are things worth living a politi-

cian's life for, with all its labours and disgusts.

Did that alone suffice, who would live any other ?

But to accomplish these things, the most dextrous

mastery of the art is requisite, guided by the bright-

est illuminations of the science : and who is gifted

with both these, when so few have either ?

Quicquid credam valde credo, must be the motto

of every true poet. His belief is of the heart, not

of the head ; and springs from himself, much more

than from the object.

It is curious that we express personality and

unity by the same symbol.

Is there any country in which polygamy is more

frequent than in England ?

In some cases the mistress has been so much
a wife, it only remains for the wife to be a mis-

tress.

Yet, strictly speaking, it is just as impossible

for any but a wife to be a wife, as for any but a

wife to be a mother. And as Wisdom cries,

through the lips of a great French philosopher,
" N'en croyez pas les romans : il faut etre epouse

pour etre mere." Bonald, Pensees, p. 97.

Xerxes promist a great reward to the inventor

of a new pleasure. What would he not promise,
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in our days, to the inventor of a new incident ?

Fancy and chance have long since come to an end,

the one of its combinations, the other of its leger-

demain.

" Now the huge book of faery-land lies closed,

And those strong brazen clasps will yield no more."

But since the fictitious sources of poetry are

thus as it were drunk up, is poetry to fail with

them ? If not, from whence is it to be supplied ?

From the inexhaustible springs of truth and feeling,

which are ever gurgling and boiling up in the

caverns of the human heart.

It is an uncharitable errour to ascribe the delight,

with which unpoetical persons often speak of a

mountain-tour, to affectation. The delight is as

real as mutton and beef, with which it has a closer

connexion than the travelers themselves suspect;

arising in great measure from the good effects

of mountain air, regular exercise, and wholesome

diet, upon the spirits. This is sensual indeed,

though not improperly so : but it is no concession

to the materialist. I do not deny that my neigh-

bour has a soul, by referring a particular pleasure

in him to the body.

Poetry should be an alterative: modern play-

wrights have converted it into a sedative ; which

they administer in such unseasonable quantities,

that, like an overdose of opium, it makes one sick.
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Time is no agent, as some people appear to

think it, that it should accomplish anything of it-

self. Looking at a heap of stones for a thousand

years will do no more toward building a house of

them, than looking at them for a moment. For

time, when applied to works of any kind, being

only a succession of relevant acts, each furthering

the work, it is clear that even an infinite succession

of irrelevant and therefore inefficient acts would no

more achieve or forward the completion, than an

infinite number of jumps on the same spot would

advance a man toward his journey's end. For

there is a motion without progress, in time as well

as in space ; where a thing has often remained

stationary, which appeared to us, while we were

leaving it behind, to have receded.

There is a sort of ostracism continually going

on against the best, both of men and measures.

Hence the good are fain to purchase the acquies-

cence of the bad, by consenting to be satisfied

with the second, third, or even fourth best, ac-

cording as they can make their bargain.

Courage, when it is not heroic self-sacrifice, is

sometimes a modification, and sometimes a result

of faith. How vast a field then is opened to man,

by establishing faith and its modifications upon the

power and truth of God ! Had this great Gospel

virtue (which, as the New Testament philosophi-

cally affirms, has power to remove mountains)
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been really and extensively operative, what highth

of perfection might we not have reacht ? As the

apparent impossibilities, which check man's exer-

tions, receded, his views would have enlarged

in proportion : so that, considering how the re-

moval of a single obstacle will often disclose un-

imagined paths, and open the way to undreamt-

of advances, our wishes might perhaps afford a

surer measure even than our hopes, for calculating

the progress of man under the impulse of this

master principle. Who, notwithstanding the Vicar

of Wakefield, twenty years ago thought that prac-

ticable, which Mrs. Fry has shewn to be almost

easy ?

From a narrow notion of human duty, men

imagine that the devout and social affections are

the only qualities stunted by want of faith. Were

it so, we should not have to deplore that narrow

sphere of knowledge, that dearth of heroic enter-

prise, that scarcity of landmarks and pinnacles in

virtue, for which cowardly man has to thank his

distrust of what he can accomplish, God assisting.

We could in no wise have had more than one dis-

coverer of America : but we should then have been

blest with many Columbuses. So Bacon teaches

in his Essay on Atheism :
" Take an example of

a dog, and mark what a generosity and courage he

'.rill put on, when he finds himself maintained by
a man, who to him is instead of a god, or melior

natura ; which courage is manifestly such, as that

creature, without that confidence of a better nature

D
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than his own, could never attain. So man, when he

resteth and assureth himself upon divine protection

and favour, gathereth a force and faith, which

human nature in itself could not obtain. There-

fore, as atheism is in all respects hateful, so it is

especially in this, that it destroys magnanimity,
and depriveth human nature of the means to exalt

itself above human frailty."

But I may be told perhaps that, although this

is spoken most truly against atheism, no such

thing as atheism is to be found now ; and I may
be askt, Who are atheists? I answer, with sorrow

and awe, Practically every man is an atheist,

who lices without God in the world.

Friendship is love with jewels on, but without

either flowers or veil.

Juliet's flow of feeling is a proof of her purity.

As oftentimes, when walking in a wood near

sunset, though the sun himself be hidden by the

highth and bushiness of the tree.s around, yet we

know that he is still above the horizon, from see-

ing his beams in the open glades before us, illu-

minating a thousand leaves, the several brightnesses

of which are so many evidences of his presence ;

thus is it with the Holy Spirit. He works in

secret ; but his work is manifest in the lives of

all true Christians. Lamps so heavenly must

have been lighted from on high.
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As the Epicureans had a Deism without a God,

so the Unitarians have a Christianity without a

Christ, and a Jesus but no Saviour.

Christian prudence passes for a want of worldly

courage ; just as Christian courage is taken for a

want of worldly prudence. But the two qualities

are easily reconciled. When we have outward

circumstances to contend with, what need we fear,

God being with us ? When we have sin and

temptation to contend with, what should we not

fear ? God leaving our defense to our own hearts,

which at the first attack will surrender to the

enemy, and go over at the first solicitation.

Of Christian courage I have just spoken. On

Christian prudence it is well said, that he who

loves danger shall perish by it.
" He who will

fight the devil at his own weapon, must not won-

der if he finds him an overmatch." South, Ser-

mon Ixv.

Mark how the moon athwart yon snowy waste

An instant glares on us ! then hides her head,

Curtained in thickest clouds, while half her orb

Hangs on the horizon like an urn of fire.

That too diminishes, drawn up toward heaven

By some invisible hand : and now 'tis gone :

And nought remains to man, but anxious thoughts,

Why one so beautiful should frown on him
;

With painful longings for a gift resumed,

And the aching sense that something has been lost.
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Light may blind a man : darkness never can.

What then ! are we to pray to be left in dark-

ness ? no ! but beware, ye who walk in the

light, lest ye turn your light into a curse. A.

Plan for the Alleviation of the Poor-rates,

written in 1826.

I entreat every one who does not see the griev-

ous evil of the Poorlaws as now administered,

or who doubts the necessity of applying some

strong remedy, to read the article on those laws

in the GGth number of the Quarterly Review. It

is written professedly in their defense : yet, un-

less with Malachi Malagrowther I called them a

cancer, I could say nothing severer than is there

said against their present administration, and its

effects and tendencies ; which the writer refers to

the act passed in 1795, "enabling overseers to

relieve poor persons at their own homes" For

nearly a century before, the poor-rates had fluc-

tuated but little. In the thirty-one years since,

they have risen from two to six millions ; and if no

measures are taken to stop the evil, they must still

go on increasing.
" Yet (as the Reviewer says)

the direct savings which would accrue from a better

system of supporting the poor, are not worth con-

sideration, when contrasted with the indirect ad-

vantages, from the melioration of the character and

habits of the agricultural labourer."

Almost every man in England is affected by
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this evil system : almost every man, except the

farmers, who are the loudest in their complaints,

is directly injured by it ; the poor most. Let

them then, to use their own phrase, know the

rights of the matter. Shew them how great, how

important a part of the system, as it now exists,

is quite new. Appeal to their own experience,

whether it is not most pernicious. Half the diffi-

culty which impedes an alteration of the Poorlaws,

will be at an end. The repeal of the Act of 1795

may do a good deal, especially for the payers of

poor-rates. But I am disposed to go much fur-

ther ; not from hardheartedness, or a disregard for

the happiness and welfare of the honest and indus-

trious poor of this land ; but from a belief that,

after a few years, when the evil effects of the pre-

sent system are worn out of the character and

habits of the English labourer, his condition would

be improved by a complete change in our system
of legal charity. Old age is the only period of

a poor man's life, when, if honest and industri-

ous, he would not be sorry to owe his regular

support to any hands except his own. Now in

old age his comforts would be augmented, and,

what is of still more consequence to him, his re-

spectability would be increast, he would be a

richer man, a more independent man, a man of

greater consequence in the village, from the adop-

tion of some such regulations as the following.

Let a fund be establish! for the benefit of the

poor, to be called the National Poor-fund. Out
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of this fund, every labourer (paying the sum of

weekly, from the time he is sixteen till

he is ,) shall at the age of sixty-five be

entitled to receive the third of a hale labourer's

average wages. That third at the end of four

years is to be doubled ; and at the end of eight

years tripled. Thus at seventy-three the labourer,

if he live so long, will be entitled of right to re-

ceive the full amount of a healthy labourer's

wages.

The poor of large towns and manufacturers, I

conceive, are shorter-lived than peasants. If so,

they should be entitled to the benefits of the

National Poor-fund earlier. The trifle to be paid

weekly both by them and by the agricultural

labourers should be less, perhaps considerably less,

than what would be demanded by an Insurance-

office guaranteeing the same prospective advan-

tages.

Occasional distress may safely be left to private

charity. Consequently there need not be any

temporary relief: nor should there, as that would

reopen a door to all the present evils. There

should also be but few poor-houses. Orphans,

and occasionally the aged, in country parishes

might be boarded out, (as is, or was, the custom

at Lyons with the foundlings, who, instead of

being reared in the hospital, were put out to

nurse,) due care being taken to place the orphans

with cottagers of good repute. But a subscriber

to the fund, if disabled by an accident, might at
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any age claim relief from it apportioned to his

maimedness.

Persons who had not contributed to the fund in

their youth, would receive no relief from it in old

age. Contributions for less than years should

be forfeited: but every man, paying his dues

for that number of years, and then discontinuing

his contribution, should be entitled to relief pro-

portionate. Whether he should begin to receive

at sixty-five, only receiving less weekly, or should

begin to receive aid later, is a question I am not

prepared to answer. Perhaps the latter would be

the better plan in most cases.

Of women I say nothing : but it would be easy

to form a liberal scale, and liberal it should be,

for them. Only I would allow contributors, who

die without benefiting by the fund, to bequeathe to

women who are, or to female infants provided they

become, contributors, the amount of one year's con-

tribution for every during which the testator

may have contributed ; such amount being carried

to the account of the legatee, exactly as if she had

paid it herself.

To increase this Poor-fund, either a parliamen-

tary grant should be voted yearly, or, what

would be far better, and should therefore be tried

in tne first instance, the rich should come for-

ward as honorary subscribers. Nay, every one

without exception should belong to it, either as

subscriber or contributor. It is the littles of the

little which make the mickle.
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Of the contributors I have spoken already. For

subscribers., the following yearly proportion, or

something like it, would suffice : one pound for

all who in any way have sixty pounds a year ;

two for all who have a hundred; and so on.

Only there should be a maximum, and that not

a large one ; so that in rich families the wife

might subscribe as well as the husband. All

persons now liable to be rated should put in a

trifle for every child above six or seven years old ;

this in the case of the wealthy should be as much,

or nearly so, as they put in for themselves. More-

over all masters should take care that their ser-

vants are subscribers, making them an allowance

on purpose. In return for this they should be

admitted to relief in old age, as they would now

be, on making out a case of necessity. But only

bona,-fi<le working persons should be entitled to re-

ceive of right, as contributors to the fund; who

are carefully to be distinguisht from the subscribers

in aid of it.

The Jacobins, in realizing their systems of

fraternization, always contrived to be the elder

brothers. L.

-I rise

From a perturbed sleep, broken by dreams

Of long and desperate conflict hand to hand,

Of wounds, and rage, and hard-earned victory,

And charging over falling enemies

With shouts of joy. . . How quiet is the night !
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The trees are motionless
; the cloudless blue

Sleeps in the firmament ; the thoughtful moon,

With her attendant train of circling stars,

Seems to forget her journey through the heavens,

To gaze upon the beauties of the scene.

That scene how still ! no truant breeze abroad

To mar its quietness. The very brook,
'

,

So wont to prattle like a merry child,

Now creeps with caution o'er its pebbled way,
As if afraid to violate the silence.

Handsomeness is the more animal excellence,

beauty the more imaginative. A handsome Ma-

donna I cannot conceive, and never saw a handsome

Venus : but I have seen many a handsome country-

girl, and a few very handsome ladies.

There would not be half the difficulty in doing

right, but for the frequent occurrence of cases

where the lesser virtues are on the side of wrong.

Curiosity is little more than another name for

Hope.

Since the generality of persons act from mpulse,

much more than from principle, men are neither so

good nor so bad as we are apt to think them.

There is an honest unwillingness to pass off

another's observations for our own, which makes a

man appear pedantic.
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Pereant qui ante nos nostra dixerint !. . Immo
vivant ! provided they are worthy to live. So

may we have the satisfaction of knowing, what

literary incentive can be greater ? that we too have

been permitted to utter sacred words, and to think

the thoughts of great minds.

The commentator guides and lights us to the

altar erected by the author, after he has himself

kindled his torch at the flame which burns upon it.

And what are Art and Science, if not a running

commentary on Nature ? what are poets and phi-

losophers, but torchbearers leading us through the

mazes and recesses of God's two mighty temples,

the sensible and the spiritual world ? Books, as

Dryden has aptly termed them, are spectacles to

read Nature. Eschylus and Aristotle, Shakspeare

and Bacon, are the priests who preach and expound
the mysteries of man and the universe. They
teach us to understand and feel what we see, to

decipher and syllable the hieroglyphics of the senses.

Do you not, since you have read Wordsworth, feel

a fresh and more thoughtful delight, whenever you
hear a cuckoo, whenever you see a daisy, whenever

you play with a child ? Have not Thucydides

and Machiavel aided you in discovering the tides

of feeling and the currents of passion by which

events are borne along the ocean of Time ? Can

you not discern something more in man, now that

you look at him with eyes purged and unsealed by

gazing upon Shakspeare and Dante ? From these
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terrestrial and celestial globes we learn the con-

figuration of the earth and of the heavens.

But wheresoever good is done, good is received in

return. The law of reciprocation is not confined

to the physical system of things : in the career of

benevolence and beneficence also is every action

followed by a corresponding reaction. Intellectual

light is not poured as from a lantern, leaving the

bearer in the shade : on the contrary, it supplies us

with the power of beholding and contemplating the

luminary it flows from. The more familiar we

become with Nature, with the greater veneration

and love do we return to the masters by whom we

were initiated ; and as they have taught us to un-

derstand Nature, Nature as it were teaches us to

understand them,
" When I have been traveling in Italy (says a

lively modern writer), how often have I exclaimed,

How like a, picture ! I remember once, while

watching a glorious sunset from the banks of the

Arno, I caught myself saying, This is truly one of
Claude's sunsets. Now when I again see one of

my favorite Grosvenor Claudes, I shall probably

exclaim, How natural ! how like what I have seen

so often on the Arno, or from the Monte Pincio !"

(Journal ofan Ennuyee, p. 335.)
Tii3 same thing must have happened to most

lovers of landscape-painting. How often in the

Netherlands does one see Cuyp's solid oppressive

sunshine ! and Rubenses boundless objectless plains,

which no other painter would have deemed either
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Worthy or susceptible of being transferred from

Nature's Gallery to Art's ! More than once, in

mounting the hill of Fiesole to Landor's beautiful

villa, have I stopt with my companion to gaze on

that pure living ether, in which Perugino is wont to

enshrine his Virgins and Saints, and which till

then I had imagined to be a heavenly vision spe-

cially vouchsafed to him, such as this world of cloud

and mist could not parallel. Many a time too

among the Sussex downs have I felt grateful to

Copley Fielding for opening my eyes to see beauties

and harmonies, which else might have been un-

heeded, and for breathing ideas into the prospect,

whereby
" the repose of earth, sky, sea, and air

was vivified."

Hence it is easy to perceive, why what is called

a taste for the picturesque never arises in a coun-

try, until it has reacht an advanced stage of

intellectual culture. It is because an eye for the

picturesque can only be formed by looking at pic-

tures ; that is, primarily. In this, as in other

cases, it is by Art that we are first led to fix our

attention and reflexion more diligently on the beau-

ties of Nature : although, when such attention and

reflexion have once become general, they may be

excited even in such as have never seen a picture.

When we are told therefore that the earliest pas-

sages to be found in any ancient author, which

savour of what we should now call poetical de-

scription, are in the epistles of Pliny, we must not

infer from this that Pliny had a livelier and intenser
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love of Nature than any of the ancient poets.

Supposing the remark to be correct, (and I will

not stop to inquire how far it is so), all it would

prove is, that Pliny was,, what we know him to

have been, a virtuoso, as we used to call it, a pic-

ture-fancier, and that people in his day were be-

ginning to look at Nature in the mirror of Art. It

is a mistake however, to conclude that men are

insensible to the beauties, which they are not al-

ways talking about and analysing ; that the love of

Nature is a new feeling, because the taste for the

picturesque is a modem taste. When the moun-

taineer descends into the plain, he soon begins to

pine with love of his native hills, and has often

been known to fall sick, nay even to die, of that

love. Yet, had he never left them, you would never

have heard him prate about them. When I was

on the Lake of Zug, which lies bosomed among
those grand mountains, the boatman, after tell-

ing some stories about Suwarrow's march through

the neighbourhood, askt me, Is it true, that he came

from a country where there is not a mountain to be

seen ? Yes, I replied : you may go hundreds of

miles without coming to a hillock. That must be

beautiful! he exclaimed: das muss schon seyn.

Hid exclamation was prompted no doubt by the

thought of the difficulties which the mountains

about him opposed to traffic. Even on his own

score he erred, as Mammon is wont to do, grossly.

For those very mountains gave him his lake, and

brought him the strangers, whereby he earned his
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livelihood. But it is the habit of the imagination,

when there is no call for action, to dwell only on

"the ills we have/' without thinking of "the others

which we know not of." This very man how-

ever, had he been transported to the plains he

sighed for, even though they had been as flat as

Burnet's Paradise, or the tabula rasa which Locke

supposed to be the paradisiacal state of the human

mind, would probably have been seized with

the homesickness which is so common among his

countrymen, as it is also among the Swedes and

Norwegians, but which, I believe, is never found,

except in the natives of a mountainous and beauti-

ful country.

The noisiest streams are the shallowest. It is

an old saying, but never out of season ; least of

all in this age, the fit symbol of which would be,

not, like the Ephesian personification of Nature,

multimamma, for it neither brings forth nor nou-

rishes, but multilingua,. Your amateur will

talk by the ell, or, if you wish it, by the mile,

about the inexpressible charms of Nature : but I

never heard that his love had caused him the

slightest uneasiness.

It is only by the perception of some contrast,

that we become conscious of our feelings. The

feelings however may exist for centuries, without

the consciousness ; and still, when they are mighty,

they will overpower Consciousness ; when they are

deep, he will be unable to fathom them. Love

has indeed been called "loquacious as a vernal
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bird ;" and with truth : but his loquacity comes

on him mostly in the absence of his beloved.

Here too the same illustration holds : the deep

stream is not heard, until some obstacle opposes

it. But can anybody, when floating down the

Rhine, believe that the builders and dwellers in

those castles, with which every rock is crested, were

blind to all the beauties around them ? Is it quite

impossible that they should have felt almost as

much as the sentimental tourist, who returns to his

parlour in some metropolis, and puffs out the fumes

of his admiration through his quill ? Has the moon

no existence independent of the halo about her ?

Or does the halo even flow from her ? Is it not

produced by the dimness and density of the atmo-

sphere through which she has to shine ? Give me
the love of the bird that broods over her own nest,

rather than of one that lays her eggs in the nest

of another, albeit she warble about parental affec-

tion as loudly as Rousseau or Lord Byron.

Convents too . . how many of them are situate

amid the sublimest and most beautiful scenery !

I will only mention two, the great Chartreuse, and

the monastery of the Camaldulans near Naples.

The hacknied remark at such places is, yes!

the monks always knew how to pick out the eyes of
the land, and to pounce upon its fatness. It is

forgotten, that, when the convents were built,

the country round was mostly either a barren wil-

derness, or a vast impenetrable forest, and that,

if it is otherwise now, the change is owing to
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the patient industry of the monks and their de-

pendents, not liable to alternations and interrup-

tions, as is the case with other proprietors, but

continued without intermission through centuries.

Though one is bound however to protest against

this stale and vulgar scoff, I know not how one

can imagine that the men, who, when half " the

world lay before them, where to choose their place

of rest," pitcht their homes in spots surrounded by

such surpassing grandeur and beauty, can have

been without all sense for what they saw. Rather,

in retiring from the world to worship God in soli-

tude, did they seek out the most glorious and awful

chambers in that earthly temple, which also is

" not made with hands."

Add to this, that in every country, where there

are national legends, they are always deeply and

vividly imprest with a feeling of the magnificence

or the loveliness in the midst of which they have

arisen. Indeed they are often little else than the

expression and outpouring of those feelings : and

such primitive poetical legends will hardly be

found, except in the bosom of a beautiful country,

growing up in it, and pendent from it, almost like

fruit from a tree. The powerful influence exercised

by natural objects in giving shape and life to those

forms in which the imagination embodies the ideas

of superhuman power, is finely illustrated by
Wordsworth in one of the noblest passages of the

Excursion : where he casts a glance over the

workings of this principle in the mythologies of
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the Persians, the Babylonians, the Chaldeans, and

the Greeks ; shewing with what plastic power the

imaginative love of nature wedded and harmonized

the dim conceptions of the mysteries which lie

behind the curtain of the senses, with the ob-

jects by which it happened to be surrounded,

incarnating the invisible in the visible, and im-

pregnating the visible with the invisible. The

same principle is of universal application. You

may perceive how it has operated in the tradi-

tions of the Highlands, of the Rhine, of Bohemia,

of Sweden and Norway, in short of every country

where poetry has been indigenous. As the poetry

of the Asiatic nations may be termed the poetry of

the sun, so is the Edda the poetry of ice. u.

I have been trying to shew, that, though a taste

for the picturesque, as the very form of the word

picturesque, which betrays its recent origin, implies,

is a late growth, a kind of aftermath, in the mind

of a people, which cannot arise until a nation has

gone through a long process of intellectual culture,

nor indeed until after the first crop has been ga-

thered in, still a feeling and love for the beauties of

nature may exist altogether independently of that

self-conscious, self-analysing taste, and that such

a feeling is sure to spring up, wherever there is

nourishment for it, in a nation's vernal prime:

although it is true that there sometimes is a period,

between the first crop and the aftermath, when
the field looks parcht and yellow and bristly, and
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as if the dew of heaven could not moisten it.

When the mind of a people first awakes, it is full

of its morning dreams, and holds those dreams to

be, as the proverb accounts them, true. A long

time passes, it must have encountered and strug-

gled with opposition, before it acquires anything

like a clear determinate selfconsciousness. For a

long time it scarcely regards itself as separate from

nature. It lies in her arms, and feeds at her

breast, and looks up into her face, and smiles at

her smiles. When it speaks, you rather hear the

voice of nature speaking through it, than any dis-

tinct voice of its own. It is like a child, in all

whose words and thoughts you may perceive the

promptings of its mother. Very probably indeed

it may not talk much about its love for its mother :

but it will give the strongest proofs of that love, by

thinking in all things as its mother thinks, and

speaking as its mother speaks, and doing as its

mother does.

This is the character of poetry in early times. It

may be argued, that you find no picturesque de-

scriptions in it. That is to say, the poets had not

learnt to look at nature with the eye of a painter,

nor to seek for secondary reflex beauties in natural

objects, arising whether from symbolical, or from

accidental association. Nor do you see their love

of nature from their talking about nature : for they
are not conversant with abstractions ; they deal

only with persons and things. You may discern

that love however, by the way in which it is mixt
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up with the whole substance of their minds, as the

glow of health mixes itself up with the whole

substance of our bodies, unthought of, it may be,

until we are reminded of it by its opposite, but

still felt and enjoyed. Of Asiatic poetry it is

needless to speak : for that, even now, has hardly

emerged from its nonage, or risen beyond a child's

fondness for flowers. But even in Homer, al-

though in Greek poetry afterward the human ele-

ment, that which treats of man as being and

doing and suffering, predominated more than in

the poetry of any other country over the natural,

which dwells on the contemplation of the outward

world, its forms, its changes, and its influences,

and though the germs of this are to be found in the

living energy and definiteness and bodiliness of all

Homer's characters, still what a love of nature is

there in him ! What a fresh morning air breathes

through those twin firstbirths of Poetry ! what a

clear bright sky hangs over those two lofty peaks

of Parnassus. In his own words we may say,

that over them vTTfppdyr] ao-Treros aldr/p. Indeed this

aWrror aldijp may be regarded as the peculiar at-

mosphere of Greek literature and art, an atmosphere

which then first opened and broke upon it. Of all

poems the Homeric have the most thoroughly out-

of-door character. We stand on the Ionian coast,

looking out upon the sea, and beholding it under

every variety of hue and form and aspect. And

there he too was wont to stand ; there, as Cole-

ridge so melodiously expresses it, he

E2
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Beheld the Iliad and the Odyssee
Rise to the swelling of the voiceful sea.

Every epithet he gives to a natural object, every

image taken from one,, has the liveliest truth : and

truth is ever the best proof that any one can give of

love. Of the poetical descriptions of morning com-

posed since the days of Homer, the chief part are

little else than expansions and amplifications of his

three sweet epithets, rjpiyeveia, KpoKoimrKos, and pobo-

8dK.ru\os. Nor can anything be more aptly chosen

than his adjuncts and accompaniments: which shews

that he was not destitute of what we call the senti-

mental love of nature, that love of nature which dis-

cerns a correspondence, and as it were a sympathy,
between its appearances and changes, and the vicissi-

tudes of human feeling and passion. Chryses, after

his entreaties have been denied, walks aKtav napa

61va 7roXv0Xoio-/3oio 6a\da-(Tr]s, where the murmur of

its waves seems to respond to his feelings, and at

length stirs him to pour them forth in a prayer to

Apollo. In like manner Achilles, when Briseis is

taken from him, sits apart by himself, 6iv f<f>' a\os

TrdXirjs opowv (Trl ou/twra TTOVTOV. The epithet ou>07ra,

denoting the dark gloom, perhaps the purple grape-

colour of the distant sea, while it was dashing and

foaming at his feet, brings it into harmony and

sympathy with Achilles. A bright blue sea would

have been out of keeping here. Or take a cou-

ple of similies. When Apollo comes down from

Olympus to avenge his insulted priest, he conies

oiKus. When Thetis rises from the sea
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to listen to the complaint of her son, she rises

TJVT o/ii'xA?;.
Parallels to these two similies may be

found in two of our own greatest poets. Milton

tells us that Pandemonium,
" Rose like an exhala-

tion from the earth." Coleridge's Ancient Ma-

riner says of himself, that he passes
"

like night

from land to land." Milton's image is a fine

one. Coleridge's appears to me, to adopt the ex-

pression he himself makes use of, when speaking of

Wordsworth's faults,
"

too great for the subject,"

a piece of " mental bombast." Be this however

as it may, how inferior are they both, in grandeur,

in simplicity, in beauty, in grace, to the Homeric !

which moreover have better caught the spirit and

sentiment of the natural appearances. For Apollo

does come with all the power and majesty, and

with all the terrours of night ; and the soft waviness

of an exhalation images the rising of the goddess

much better than the massiness and hard stiff

outline of a building. In Homer's landscapes, it is

true, there is a want, or, I would rather say, an

absence of those ornamental picturesque epithets

with which Pope has bedizened his translation.

This however only shews that the objects he speaks

of " had no need of a remoter charm, By thought

supplied, or any interest Unborrowed from the

eye." Such as they are, he loves them for their

own sake. In his vivid transparent verse, egeffravev

Tra<rai (TKOTTiat, /cat npcoovfs axpoi, KOI vdirai, Havra 8e T

eTSfrai aarpa ;
and we feel that he too, as he says

of his shepherd, yfyrjde fypkva at the sight ; though
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neither " a conscious swain,"
" as Pope styles him,

nor thinking of "
blessing the useful light/' as by

a kind of second sight of utilitarianism the bard of

Twickenham is pleased to render it. This dis-

tinctness of the Homeric descriptions leads Cicero,

in a fine passage of the Tusculan Questions, to

contend that, though blind, he who could so re-

present every object as to enable us to see what he

himself could not see, must have derived great

pleasure and enjoyment from his inward sight.

There is more reason however in the witticism of

Velleius, that, if any one supposes Homer to have

been bom blind, he must himself be destitute of

every sense. For assuredly never was there a

fable more repugnant to truth, than that of Homer's

blindness. It originated probably in the identifica-

tion of the author of the Iliad with the author of

the hymn to Apollo ; and was then fostered by
the notion that Homer had .designed to represent

himself under the character of Demodocus in the

Odyssee. Milton has indeed made a fine use of

Homer's blindness : but, looking at it as a fact,

one might just as reasonably believe that the sun

is blind, as that Homer was.

In the Greek poets of the great age, I have

already admitted, there is little love of nature.

Man was then become very nearly all-in-all, to

whose level the gods themselves were brought

down ; not the skeleton man of philosophy, nor

the puppet of empirical observation, but the ideal

man of imaginative thought, an idea as perfect as
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it can be, when drawn from no higher source than

what lies in man himself. The manifold dazzling

glories of Athens and of Greece filled their minds

with the notion of the greatness of human nature :

and that greatness they tried to exhibit in its

struggle with fate and with the gods. Their

characters are mostly statuesque even in this re-

spect, that they have no background. In the Pro-

metheus itself, the wilderness and the other natu-

ral horrours are mainly employed, like the chains

and wedge, as instruments by which Jupiter tries

to intimidate the benefactor of mankind. This

however is not so much the case with Sophocles ; in

whose Edipus at Colonus, Ajax, and Philoctetes,

the scenery forms an important element, not merely
in the imaginative, but even in the dramatic

beauty. In after times, when the glory of Greece

had faded and sunk, and man was no longer the

all-engrossing object of admiration, we find a re-

vival of the love of nature in the pastoral poetry of

the Sicilians.

With regard to modern poetry, when we are

looking at any question connected with its history,

we ought to bear in mind that we did not begin from

the beginning, and that, with very few exceptions,

we had not to hew our materials out of the quarry,

or to devise the groundplan of our edifices, but

made use, at least in great measure, of the ruins

and substructions of antiquity. Hence Greece alone

affords a type of the natural development of

the human mind through its various ages and
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stages. Owing to this, and perhaps still more to

the influence, direct and indirect, of Christianity,

we from the first find a far greater body of re-

flective thought in modern poetry than in the

ancient. Dante is not, what Homer was, the

father of poetry springing in the freshness and

simplicity of childhood out of the arms of mother

earth : he is rather, like Noah, the father of a

second poetical world, to whom he pours forth his

prophetic song, fraught with the wisdom and the

experience of the old world.

It would require a long dissertation, illsuited

to these pages, to pursue this train of thought

through the literature of modern Europe. Let me
hasten home, and take a glance at our own poets.

The early ones, especially the greatest among

them, were intense and devoted lovers of nature.

Chaucer sparkles with the dew of morning. Spenser

lies bathed in the sylvan shade. Milton glows

with orient light. One might almost fancy that he

had gazed himself blind, and that then he had been

raised to the sky, and there stood and waited, like

"
blind Orion hungering for the morn." So abun-

dantly had he stored his mind with visions of

natural beauty, that, when all without became

dark, he was still most rich in his inward treasure,

and " Ceast not to wander where the muses haunt

Clear spring, or shady grove, or sunny hill." Shak-

speare
"
glances from heaven to earth, from earth to

heaven." All nature ministers to him, as gladly

as a mother to her child. Whether he wishes her
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to tune her myriad-voiced organ to Romeo's love,

or to Miranda's innocence, or to Perdita's simplicity,

or'to Rosalind's playfulness, or to the sports of the

Fairies, or to Timon's misanthropy, or to Macbeth's

desolating ambition, or to Lear's heartbroken

frenzy, he has only to ask, and she puts on

every feeling and every passion with which he

chooses to invest her.

But when Milton lost his eyes, Poetry lost hers.

A time followed, when our poets ceast to commune

with Nature, and ceast to love her, and, as there can

be no true knowledge without love, ceast therefore to

know anything about her. Man again became all-

in-all ; but not the ideal human nature of Greek

poetry, in its altitudes of action and passion. The

human nature of our poets in those days was the

human nature of what was called the town, with

all its pettinesses, and hollownesses, and crooked-

nesses, and rottennesses : the great business and

struggle of men seemed to be, to outlie, outcheat,

outwhore, and outhector each other. Our poets

then dwelt in Grub-street ; and, to judge from

their works, seldom left their garrets, save to go to

the coffeehouse, the playhouse, or the stews. Dryden
wrote a bombastical description of night, from which

one might suppose that he had never seen night,

except by candlelight. He talkt of " Nature's

self seeming to lie dead," of " the mountains seem-

ing to nod their drowsy head," much as Charles

the Second used to do at a sermon, and of
"

sleeping flowers sweating beneath the night-
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dews," which I can only parallel by a translation

I once saw of Virgil's Scilicet is superis labor est,

"
Ay sure, for this the gods laborious sweat." Yet

this was extolled by Rymer, a countryman of

Shakspeare's, as the finest description of night ever

composed : an opinion which Johnson quotes,

without expressing any dissent ; telling us more-

over that these lines were oftener repeated in his

days than almost any other of Dryden's. What
then must have been the knowledge of nature, and

what the feeling for it, in an age, when the poetical

imagery, which the readers and repeaters of poetry

were accustomed to associate with night, was Na-

ture's lying dead, mountains nodding their drowsy

heads, and sleeping flowers sweating beneath the

nightdews ! People even learnt to fancy, and to tell

one another, that all this was indeed so. As it is

the wont of hollow things to echo, whenever a poet

hit on a striking image, or a startling expression,

it was bandied from mouth to mouth. Thus

nodding mountains became a stock phrase. Pope
makes Eloisa talk of " lowbrowed rocks that

hang nodding o'er the deep :" where however we

may suppose the poet to transfer the motion of the

image in the water to the rocks themselves. In

his Iliad,
" Pelion nods his shaggy brows," and

"
nodding Ilion waits the impending fall :" in his

Odyssee,
" On Ossa Pelion nods with all his woods."

The same piece of falsetto is doubtless to be found

scores of times in the versewriters of the same

school.
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Yet description, and moral satire or declamation,

were the richest veins, poor and shallow as they

are at best, which were opened in our serious verse

between the death of Milton and the regeneration

of English poetry at the close of the last century.

Nor was our description of the highest kind, being

deficient both in imaginativeness and in reality.

It seldom betokened anything like that intimate,

personal, thoughtful, dutiful, and loving communion

with nature, which we perceive in every page of

Wordsworth : and owing to this very want of

familiarity with the realities, our poets could not

deal with them as he does, shaping and moulding

and combining and animating them, according to

the impulses of his imagination, and calling forth

new melodies and harmonies, to fill earth, sea, and

sky. They did look at nature through the spec-

tacles of books. It was as though a number of

eyes were set in a row, like boys playing at leap-

frog, each hinder one having to look through all

that stood before it, and hence seeing nature, not

as it is in itself, but refracted and distorted by a

number of more or less turbid media. Ever and

anon too one would be seized with an ambition of

surpassing his predecessors, and would try by a

feat at leap-eye to get before them : in so doing

however, from ignorance of the ground, he mostly

stumbled and fell. Making an impotent effort

after originality, he would attempt to vary the

combinations of words in which former writers had

spoken of the same objects : but, as one is ever
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liable to trip, and to violate idiom at least, if not

grammar, when speaking a forein language, so

by these aliens to nature, and sojourners in the

land of poetry, images and expressions, which be-

longed to particular circumstances, or to particular

phases of feeling, were often misapplied to cir-

stances and feelings with which they were wholly

incongruous. When the jay spread out his pea-

cock's tail, many of the quills were sticking up in

the air.

But, though our descriptive poetry was mostly

wanting both in imaginativeness and in reality,

this did not disqualify it for being what is called

picturesque. For picturesqueness, as it is com-

monly understood, consists not in looking at things

as they really are, and as the sun or Homer look

at them, nor in seeing them, as Shakspeare, Milton,

Wordsworth see them, transfigured by the plastic

power of the imagination, but rather in seeing them

arrayed in the associations of various kinds with

which the course of ages has environed them.

Painting, even historical painting, being mute, and

poorly supplied with means for expressing new or

remote combinations of thought, has ever succeeded

best in representing that which is familiar and

easy to be understood. It has so scanty a vocabu-

lary to tell its story with, that its story must

needs be a short one, and ought to be such that its

outline and main features should be discernible at

a glance. For it has to speak to the eye, which

does not proceed cumulatively and step by step,
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but the impressions of which are rather coinstan-

taneous than successive. Its business is to give the

utmost accuracy, completeness, and delicacy, to

the details it makes use of in expressing such ideas

as have already got possession of the popular mind,

and form a portion of the popular belief. If it

can do this, it may well refrain from seeking to

utter new ideas, or going on a voyage of discovery

into unknown regions of thought. Its stock in

trade may be said to consist chiefly in common-

places : and it no more tires of or by repeating

them, than a rosebush tires of or by pouring forth

roses ; or than the sun tires of or by shining daily

upon the same landscape. In poetry on the other

hand commonplaces are worthless. Only so far as

a work is original, only so far as a thought is

original, either in its form and conception, or at

least in its position and combination, can it be said

to be truly poetical. Poetry and painting are

indeed sister arts, as they have often been termed.

But the sphere of each is totally distinct from that

of the other : though they can be made to touch at

any point, they cannot be made to coincide ; nor

can they be brought to touch in more points than

one at the same moment, without some bruise and

injury to one or other of them. Painting by the

outward is to express the inward ; poetry by the

inward is to express the outward: but the main

and immediate business of painting is with the

outward, that of poetry with the inward. That

which painting represents, poetry describes : that
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which poetry represents, painting can only sym-
bolize. Whenever this is forgotten, it is hurt-

ful to both. Fuseli, for instance, was always

forgetting the painter, in striving to be a poet.

Perhaps the same was sometimes too much the

case with Hogarth. Assuredly it is so with

Martin, and frequently with Turner, who might
have been a very great painter, had he been content

to be what he might be. On the other hand, when

poetry becomes picturesque, it is like Prospero

casting away his wand, to take up a common

sceptre: and it will mostly have to learn that

ordinary men are more unmanageable, not only

than Ariels, but even than Calibans.

In truth this has been one of the misfortunes of

our poetry for the last hundred and fifty years,

that it has been much more picturesque than

poetical. To many of the excellences of painting

indeed it has made little pretension. It has no

foreground ; it has no background: it wants light ; it

wants shade : it wants an atmosphere : it wants

the unity resulting from having all the parts placed

at once before the eye. All these things are miss-

ing in descriptive poetry ; though in epic and dra-

matic there are qualities that correspond to them.

This is enough to shew how idle it is for poetry to

abandon its own domain, and try to set up its

throne in the territory of its neighbour. Every

thing that our poets had to mention, was described

and reflected upon. First one thing was described

and reflected upon ; and then something else was
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described and reflected upon ; and then . . . some

third thing was treated in the same way.
The power of infusing life and exhibiting action is

wanting. No word was supposed to be capable of

standing alone : all must have a crutch to lean

on : every object must be attended by an epithet

or two, or by a phrase, pickt out much as school-

boys pick theirs out of the Gradus, with little

regard to any point except its fitting the verse, and

not disturbing its monotonous smoothness. If it

had ever been applied to the object by any poet, if

it ever could be applied to it under any circum-

stances, this was enough : no matter whether it

suited the particular occasion or no. The grand

repository for all such phraseology was that transla-

tion of Homer, which has perhaps done more harm

than any other work ever did to the literature of

its country ; thus exactly reversing the fate of its

original. For assuredly no human work ever ex-

ercised so powerful and beneficial an influence on

the literature and arts of the people out of whom
it sprang, as the Homeric poems. Nor can I think

that there was much ground in point of fact for

Plato's charge, of their having been injurious to

religion and morality. The mischief had other

sources, inherent in polytheism, and such as natural

religion cannot quench. But as for Pope's transla-

tion, it has been a sort of poetic stage-wardrobe, to

which anybody might resort for as much tinsel

and tawdry lace, and as many Bristol diamonds,

as he wanted, and where everybody might learn
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the welcome lesson, that the last thing to be

thought of in writing verses is the meaning. .

Even since the dawn of a better day on our

poetry, description and reflexion have still ab-

sorbed too large a portion of its energy. Few
writers have kept it before their eyes so distinctly

as the authors of Count Julian and of Philip Van

Artevelde, that the great business and office of

poetry is not to describe, but to create ; not to

pour forth an everlasting singsong about mountains

and fountains, and hills and rills, and flowers and

bowers, and woods and floods, and roses and posies,

and vallies and allies, but to represent human

character and feeling, action and passion, the

ceaseless warfare, and the alternate victories of

life and of death. u.

The line of Milton quoted above, in which Pan-

demonium is described as rising out of the earth,
" like an exhalation," is supposed by Mr Peck to

be " a hint taken from some of the moving scenes

and machines invented for the stage by Inigo

Jones." This conjecture is termed very probable

by Bishop Newton, in a note repeated by Dr

Hawkins, and by Mr Todd ; and the latter tries

to confirm it by an extract from an account of a

Mask acted at Whitehall in 1637. Alas for poets,

when the critics set about unraveling their

thoughts ! when they even pretend to make out

by what old bones their minds have been ma-

nured ! On seeing a poet overlaid by a copious
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variorum commentary, one is often reminded of

Gulliver lying helpless and stirless under the net

that the Lilliputians had spun around him.

But to be serious : even if the Mask referred to

had been acted in 1657, instead of 1637, and if

Milton in that year had had eyes to see it with,

I should still have been slow to believe that a

thought so trivial could have crost his mind,

when he was hovering on the outspread wings of

his imagination over the abyss of hell. An eagle

does not stoop after a worm. Sheridan indeed,

who never scrupled to borrow, whether money or

thoughts, and to pass them off for his own, might
have caught such a hint from the stage. For having
no light in himself, he tried to patch up a mimic

sun, by sticking together as many candles as he

could lay hands on, wax, mould, or rushlights,

no matter which. Hence, brilliant as his come-

dies are, they want unity and life : they rather spar-

kle, than shine ; and are like a box of trinkets, not

a beautiful head radiant with jewelry. Of Milton's

mind, on the other hand, the leading character-

istic is its unity. He has the thoughts of all

ages at his command ; but he has made them his

own. He sits
"
high on a throne of royal state,

adorned With all the wealth of Ormus and of Ind,

And where the gorgeous East with richest hand

Has showered barbaric pearl and gold." There

are no false gems in him, no tinsel. It seems as if

nothing could dwell in his mind, but what was

grand and sterling.

F
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Besides, if we look at the passagCj the M fabric

huge
"

does not rise at once, as the commenta-

tors appear to have supposed, ready-made by a

charm out of the earth, like a scene from the floor

of a theatre : which is thus strangely brought in

to serve for a go-between in this simily; as though

Milton, without such a hint, could not have thought

of comparing the erection of Pandemonium to the

rising of a mist. Such was the dignified severity

of Milton's mind, that he has carefully abstained

throughout Paradise Lost from everything like

common magic. His spirits are superhuman; and

their actions are supernatural, but not unnatural,

or contranatural. That is, the processes by which

they accomplish their purposes are analogous to

those by which men do so : they are subject to the

same universal laws: only their strength and speed

are far greater. But he has nothing arbitrary, no

capricious fantastical transformations. When any-

thing appears to be such, there is always a moral

purpose to justify it ; as in the sublime passage

where the applause which Satan expects, is turned

into " a dismal universal hiss," exemplifying how
the most triumphant success in evil is ,in fact a

sinking deeper and deeper in misery and shame.

To a higher moral law the laws of nature may
bend, but not to a mere act of wilfulness. That

Pandemonium was built aboveground, and not

drawn up from underground, is clear from the pre-

vious account of the materials prepared for it.

Milton wanted a council-chamber for his infernal
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conclave. Of course it was to surpass every-

thing on earth in magnificence ; and it was to

be completed almost instantaneously. Hence,, in-

stead of exhibiting the gradual process of a labo-

rious accumulation, it seemed to spring up sud-

denly, to rise,
"

like an exhalation."

This comparison may possibly have been sug-

gested by the Homeric fjvr o/ux^7
?- At least a re-

collection of Homer's image may have been floating

in Milton's mind ; as it is clear that just after, when

he says, the fabric rose
" with the sound Of dulcet

symphonies, and voices sweet," he must have been

thinking of the legend of Amphion's building the

walls of Thebes. For his mind was such a treasury

oflearning, he had so fed on the thoughts of former

ages, transubstantiating them, to use his own ex-

pression, by "concoctive heat," and the knowledge
of his earlier years seems to have become so much

more vivid and ebullient, when fresh influxes were

stopt, that one may allowably attribute all man-

ner of learned allusions to him, provided they

are in harmony with his subject, and lie within

the range of his reading. Many of these have

been detected by his commentators : but the in-

vestigation is by no means exhausted. Not a few

of his allusions they have mist : others they have

mistaken.

For instance, in the note on the passage where

Milton compares one of the regions of hell to
" that

great Serbonian bog Betwixt Damiata and Mount

Casius old, Where armies whole have sunk," the
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modern editors, in a note taken from Patrick

Hume, refer only to Herodotus and Lucan ; neither

of whom says a word about armies being lost in

the bog. I conclude therefore that no commen-

tator has traced this passage to its real source in

Diodorus Siculus (i. 30) ; where we are told, that

"
persons ignorant of the country, who approach

the lake Serbonis, have to encounter unlookt-for

perils. For the firth being narrow and like a

fillet, and vast sandbanks lying round it on all

sides, when the south wind blows for a continu-

ance, a quantity of sand is driven over it. This

covers the water, and renders the surface of the

lake so like that of the land, as to be quite undis-

tinguishable. Hence many who did not know the

nature of the spot, missing the road, have been

swallowed up, along with whole armies," In a

subsequent part of his history (xvi. 46), he says

that Artaxerxes, in his expedition into Egypt, lost

a part of his army there. The substance of the

preceding passage is indeed given by George San-

dys in his travels, and thence extracted by Pur-

chas, p. 913; but Milton's source was probably

the Greek. For his historical allusions are

often taken from Diodorus, with whom he seems

to have been better acquainted than with the

earlier historians, the immense superiority of the

latter not being generally recognized in those days;

and who, as Wakefield has shewn, was his

authority for the beautiful passage about the
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mariners off at sea, senting
" Sabean odours from

the spicy shore Of Araby the blest."

Other blind men, it is true, seldom quote books :

but it is not so with Milton. The prodigious

power, readiness, and accuracy of his memory, as

well as the confidence he felt in it, are proved by
his setting himself, several years after he had

become totally blind, to compose his treatise on

Christian Doctrine ; which, made up as it is of

scriptural texts, would seem to require perpetual

reference to the sacred volume. A still more ex-

traordinary enterprise was that of the Latin dic-

tionary, a work which, one would imagine, might

easily wear out a sound pair of eyes, but in which

hardly any man could stir a couple of steps with-

out eyes. Well might he, who, after five years of

blindness, had the courage to undertake these two

vast works, along with Paradise Lost, declare that

he did '" not bate a jot Of heart or hope, but still

bore up and steered Uphillward" For this is the

word which Milton at first used in his noble sonnet :

though for the sake of correctness, steering uphill-

ward being a kind of pilotage which he alone prac-

tist, or which at all events is only practicable

where the clogs of this material world are not

dragging us down, he altered it into right on-

ward.

To return to the passage which led to this dis-

cussion : not only is Mr Peck's conjecture at va-

riance with Milton's conception of the manner in

which Pandemonium is constructed, and with the

F 3
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processes by which thoughts arise in the mind

of a true poet, as incongruous as it would be

for the sun to shoot his rays through a popgun :

there is also a third objection, to which some

may perhaps attach more weight ; namely, the

long interval which must have elapst since Mil-

ton saw the machinery referred to, if indeed he

had ever seen it at all. Sheridan, as I have said,

had he been at the play overnight, and been writ-

ing verses about Pandemonium the next morning,

might have bethought himself that it would be a

happy hit to make Pandemonium rise up like a

palace in a pantomime. But even Sheridan would

hardly have done this, unless the impression had

been so recent and vivid, as to force itself upon the

mind in despite of the more orderly laws of asso-

ciation. Now Milton can have seen nothing of

the sort since the closing of the theatres in 1642.

Nor is it likely that he was ever present at a

court-mask. But Inigo Joneses improvements in

machinery were probably confined to the court.

For new inventions did not travel so fast in those

days as now : and the change of scene in Comus

from the wood to the palace seems to have been

effected in a different manner. At all events one

should have to suppose that this spectacle, which

Milton, if he ever saw it, would have forgot-

ten forthwith, lay dormant in his mind for above

fifteen years, until on a sudden it started up

unbidden, when he was describing the building

of Pandemonium.
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That an antiquarian critic, like Mr Peck,

should have brought forward such a conjecture,

may not be very wonderful. For it requires no

little self-denial to resist the temptation of be-

lieving that we have hit on an ingenious thought :

the more strange and out of the way the thought,

the likelier is it to delude us. But that he

should have found companions in his visionary

ramble, that a person like Bishop Newton, who

was not without poetical taste, and who had not

the same temptation to mislead him, should deem

his conjecture very probable, that critic after critic

should approve of it, is indeed surprising. With

regard to Mr Todd however, we see from other

places that he too has an itching for explaining poetry

by the help ofpersonal anecdotes. Thus he suggests

that the two lines in the description of the castle

in the Allegro,
" Where perhaps some beauty

lies, The Cynosure of neighbouring eyes," were

designed as a compliment to the Countess of Der-

by, who had a house near Milton's father's at

Horton. Yet in the same breath he tells us that

she was already a grandmother ; and so, what-

ever she might have been in earlier days, she could

hardly be any longer the Cynosure of neighbouring

eyes, or even fancy that she was so. Therefore,

unless Milton had expressly told her that she

was his Cynosure, the compliment must have

been wholly lost. And what need is there for sup-

posing a particular reference to any one ? The

imaginative process by which Milton animates his
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castle, is so simple and natural, that I believe

there are few young men, who have ever read

a tale of romance, in whose minds, when they

have been passing by castles, especially if
" bo-

somed high in tufted trees," the fancy has not

sprung up, how lovely a sight it would be, were

a beautiful damsel looking out from the turret-

window. The very first novel I have happened
to take up since writing the above, Arnim's Dolores,

opens with a description of an old castle, Avith its

little bright gardens in the turrets, where, he says,
"
perchance beautiful princesses may be watching

the passing knight among wreaths of flowers of

their own training." This is nothing but the ordi-

nary working of the imagination,
"
Which, if it

would but apprehend some joy, Straight compre-

hends some bringer of that joy."

These remarks would hardly have been worth

making, unless anecdotical explanations of poetry

were so much in vogue. People of sluggish ima-

ginations, whose thoughts seldom wander beyond
the sphere of their eyes and ears, are glad to detect

any mark in a great poet, which brings him down

to their level, and proves that he could think of

such matters as they themselves talk about with

their neighbours. Moreover, as there is an irre-

pressible instinct of the understanding, which leads

us to seek out the causes of things, they who have

no eyes to discern the cause in the thing itself,

look for it in something round about. They fancy

that every thought must needs have an immediate
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outward suggestment : and if they catch sight

of a dry stick lying near a tree, they cry out,

fvprjiea I Here is one of the roots,

The vanity of these anecdotical explanations is

well reproved by Buttmann in his masterly essay

on the supposed personal allusions in Horace. But

unfortunately even his own countrymen have not

all taken warning from his admonitions. An over-

fondness for these exercises of ingenuity is the

chief fault in Dissen's otherwise valuable edition of

Pindar : where, among a number of similar fanta-

sies, we are told that the famous words, by which

critics have been so much puzzled, apto-rov ^kv vdwp,

which, as the context plainly shews, declare the

superiority of water to the other elements, like

that of the Olympic to the other games, were

merely meant by the poet to remind Hiero's guests

that they ought to mix water with their wine : a

conjecture which for impertinence is scarcely sur-

past by the notorious one, that Shakspeare served

as a butcher's boy, because he has a simily about

a calf driven to the shambles, and makes Hamlet

say,
' ' There 's a divinity that shapes our ends,

Rough-hew them how we will." On equally valid

grounds might we establish that Shakspeare prac-

tist every trade, and was a native of every country

under heaven ; nay, that he, instead of Pythagoras,

must have been the real Euphorbus, and that the

souls of half mankind must have transmigrated

into his.

What then ! Is it essential to poetry, that there
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should be nothing personal and individual in it?

nothing indicative of the poet's own feelings ? no-

thing drawn from his own experience ? nothing to

shew when, and where, and how, and with whom
he has lived ? Is he to dwell aloof from the earth,

as it were in a ring like Saturn's, looking down on

it in cold abstraction, without allowing any of its

influences to come near him, and ruffle the blank

mirror of his soul ? So far from it, that the poet,

of all men, has the liveliest sympathy with the

world around him, which to his eyes
" looks with

such a look," and to his ears
"
speaks with such a

tone, That he almost receives its heart into his

own." Nor has a critic any higher office, than

that of tracing out the correspondence between the

spirit of a great author, and that of his age and

country. Illustrations of manners and customs

too may be valuable, as filling up and giving

reality to our conception of the world the poet saw

around him. Only in such inquiries we must be

on our guard against our constitutional tendency to

mistake instruments for causes, and must keep in

mind that the poet's own genius is the cornerstone

and the keystone of his works.

While we confine ourselves to generalities, we

may endeavour, and often profitably, to explain

the growth and structure of a poet's mind, so far

as it has been modified by circumstances. But to

descend into particulars, to account for such and

such a thought, or such and such an expression, by
such and such an incident, unless we have same
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historical ground to proceed on, is hazardous and

idle ; just as hazardous and idle as it would be to

determine why a tree has put forth such and such

a branch, or to divine from what river or what

cloud the sea has drawn the watery particles

which it casts up in such and such a wave. Gene-

rals, being few and lasting, we may apprehend :

but particulars are so numerous, indefinite, and

fleeting, one might almost as easily mark out and

catch one of the motes dancing in the sunbeam.

Not however that authentic information con-

cerning the workings of a poet's mind, and the

origin of his works, when attainable, is to be re-

jected. In a psychological view it is often very

instructive. Even Walter Scott's confessions about

the composition of his novels, external and super-

ficial as they are, according to the character of his

genius, are not without interest. Benvenuto Cel-

lini's one can hardly read without partaking in his

anxieties. Cowper's poems derive a fresh charm

from their connexion with the occurrences in his

life. Above all, in Goethe's Memoirs, and in the

other writings of his later years, do we see the

elements of his more genial works, and the nisus

formaticus, which gave them unity and shape, ex-

hibited with his own exquisite clearness, like the

beautiful fibrous roots of a hyacinth striking down

into a glass of water. To take an image some-

thing like that which he himself applies to Shak-

speare, after pointing out the hours and the

minutes which mankind had reacht in the great
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year of thought., he has opened the watch and

enabled us to perceive the springs and the works.

Here, to make my peace with anecdote-mongers,

let me tell one relating to the origin of the

finest statue of the greatest sculptor who has

arisen since the genius of Greece droopt and wasted

away beneath the yoke of Rome. An illustrious

friend of mine, calling on Thorwaldsen some years

ago, found him, as he said to me, in a glow,

almost in a trance, of creative power. On his in-

quiring what had happened, My friend, my dear

friend, said the sculptor, I have an idea, I have a

work in my head, which will be worthy to live. I

teas walking out yesterday, when I saw a boy sit-

ting on a stone in an attitude which struck me very

much. What a beautiful statue that would make !

I said to myself. But what would it do for ? It

would do . . . it would do . . . it would do ex-

actlyfor Mercury, drawing his sword, just after he

has played Argus to sleep. I came home immedi-

ately . . I began modeling . . I workt all the

evening, till at my usual hour I went to bed. But

my idea would not let me rest. I wasforced to get

up again : I struck a light, and workt at my model

for three or four hours ; after which I again went

to bed. But again I coidd not rest : again I was

forced to get up, and have been working ever since.

() my friend, if I can but execute my idea, it will

be a glorious statue.

And a noble statue it is : although Thorwaldsen

himself did not think that the execution came up
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to the idea. For I have heard of a remarkable

speech of his made some years after to another

friend, who found him one day somewhat out of

spirits. Being askt whether anything had occurred

to distress him, he answered, My genius is decaying.

What do you mean ? said the visiter. Why! here

is my statue of Christ : it is the first of my works

that I have everfelt satisfied with. Till now my idea

has always been sofar beyond what I could execute.

But it is no longer so. I shall never have a great

idea again. The same, I believe, must have been

the case with all men of true genius. While they

who have nothing but talents, may often be 'as-

tonisht at the effects they have produced, by put-

ting things together, which fit more aptly than

they had expected, a man of genius, who has had

an idea of a whole in his mind, will feel that no

outward mode of expressing that idea, whether by

form, or colours, or words, is adequate to represent

it : whence it comes that men of genius have so

often attacht the highest value to their less genial

works. God alone could look down on his creation

and behold that it was all very good.

Thorwaldsen's Mercury, it appears, was suggested

by a boy whom he had seen sitting on a stone. But

does that detract from the sculptor's genius ? Every
other man living might have seen the boy ; and

no statue of Mercury would have sprung out of the

vision. So that, though genius does not wholly
create its works out of nothing, its

"
mighty

world
"

is not merely what it perceives, but what,
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as Wordsworth expresses it in his lines on the Wye,
"

it half creates." u.

Another form of the same materialism, which

cannot comprehend or conceive anything, except as

the product of some external cause, is the spirit, so

general of late years, which attaches an inordi-

nate importance to mechanical inventions, and

accounts them the great agents in the history of

mankind. It is a common opinion with these ex-

oteric philosophers, that the invention of printing

was the chief cause of the Reformation, that the

invention of the compass occasioned the discovery

of America, and that the vast changes in the mili-

tary and political state of Europe since the middle

ages have been brought about by the invention of

gunpowder. It would be almost as rational to say

that the cock's crowing makes the sun rise. These

very inventions had existed, the greatest of them

for many centuries, in China, without producing

any kindred result. For Avhy ? Because the utility

of an invention depends on our making use of it.

There is no power, none at least for good, in any
instrument or weapon, except so far as there is

power in him who wields it : nor does the sword

guide and move the hand, but the hand the sword.

Nay, it is the hand that fashions the sword. The

means and instruments, as we see in China, may
lie dormant and ineffective for centuries. But

when man's spirit is once awake, when his heart

is alert, when his mind is astir, he will always
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discover the means he wants, or make them. Here

also is the saying fulfilled, that they who seek will

find.

Or we may look at the matter in another light.

We may conceive that, whenever any of the great

changes ordained by God's providence in the des-

tinies of mankind are about to take place, the

means requisite for the effecting of those changes

are likewise prepared by the same providence.

Niebuhr applied this to lesser things. He repeat-

edly expresses his conviction that the various vicis-

situdes by which learning has been promoted, are

under the controll of an overruling Providence; and

he has more than once spoken of the recent dis-

coveries, by which so many remains of antiquity

have been brought to light, as providential dispen-

sations for the increase of our knowledge of God's

works, and of his creatures. His conviction was,

that, though it is in the sweat of our brow that we

are to learn, and though nothing can be learnt

without labour, yet here also everything is so or-

dered, that the means of knowing whatever is

needful and desirable, may be discovered, if man
will only be diligent in cultivating and making the

most of what has already been bestowed on him.

He held, that to him who hath will be given ; that

not only will he be enabled to make much increase

of the talents he has received, but that others will

be thrown in his path. This way of thinking has

been reproved as profane, by those who yet would

perhaps deem it impious if a man, when he cut his
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finger, or caught a cold, did not recognize a visita-

tion of Providence in such accidents. Now why is

this ? In all other things we maintain that man's

labour is of no avail., unless God is pleased to bless

it ; that, without God's blessing, in vain will the

husbandman sow, in vain will the merchant send

forth his ships, in vain will the physician pre-

scribe his remedies. Why then do we outlaw

knowledge ? why do we declare that the exercise

of our intellectual powers is altogether independent

of God ? why do we exclude them not only from

the sanctuary, but even from the outer court of

the temple ? why do we deny that poets and phi-

losophers, scholars and men of science, can serve

God, each in his calling, as well as bakers and

butchers, as well as hewers of wood and drawers of

water ?

It is true, there is often an upstart pride in the

understanding ;
and we are still prone to fancy that

knowledge of itself will make us ars gods. Though
so largs a part of our knowledge is derivative,

from the teaching either of other men or of things,

and though so small a tittle of it can alone be

justly esteemed by each man as his own, we are

apt to forget this, and to regard it all as our own,

as sprung, like Minerva, full grown out of our own

heads : for this among other reasons, that, when

we are pouring it forth, in whatsoever manner, its

original sources are out of sight ; nor is there any-

thing to remind us of the numberless tributaries

by which it has been swelled. This tendency of
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knowledge however to look upon itself as self-

created and alien from God is very much encou-

raged by the practice of the religious to treat it and

speak of it as such. Were we wise, we should

discern that the intellectual, the natural, and the

moral world are three concentric spheres in God's

world ; and that it is a robbery of God to cut off

any one of them from him, and give it up to the

prince of darkness. As we read in the Book of

Wisdom, it is God that "hath given us certain

knowledge of the things that are, to know how

the world was made, and the operation of the ele-

ments ; the beginning, ending, and midst of the

times; the alteration of the turning of the sun,

and the change of seasons ; the circuits of years,

and the positions of stars ; the nature of living

creatures, and the furies of wild beasts ; the vio-

lence of winds, and the reasonings of men." u.

I spoke some pages back of Greek literature as

being characterized by its acnreTos aWr]p) its serene

transparent brightness. Ought I not rather to

have said that this is the characteristic of the

Christian mind, of that mind on which the true

light has indeed risen ? Not, it appears to me, so

far as that mind has been manifested in its works

of poetry and art ; at least with the exception of

a starry spirit here and there, such as Fra Ange-
lico da Fiesole and Raphael. For the Greeks

lookt mainly, and almost entirely, at the outwaid,

G
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at that which could be brought in distinct and

definite forms before the eye of the imagination.

To this they were predisposed from the first by
their exquisite animal organization, which gave
them a lively susceptibility for every enjoyment
the outward world could offer, but which at the

same time was so muscular and tightly braced as

not to be overpowered and rendered effeminate

thereby : and this their natural tendency to re-

ceive delight from the active enjoyment of the out-

ward world, found everything in the outward

world best fitted to foster and strengthen it. The

climate and country were such as to gratify every

appetite for pleasurable sensation, without ener-

vating or relaxing the frame, or allowing the mind

to sink into an Asiatic torpour. They rewarded

industry richly : but they also called for it, and

would not pamper sloth. By its physical struc-

ture Greece gave its inhabitants the hardihood of

the mountaineer. Yet the Greeks were not like

other mountaineers, whose minds seem mostly to

have been bounded by their own narrow horizon,

so as hardly to take note of what was going on

in the world without : to which cause may in a

great measure be ascribed the intellectual barren-

ness of mountainous countries, or, if this be too

strong an expression, the scantiness of the great

works they have produced, when compared with

the feelings which we might suppose they would

inspire. But the Greek was not shut in by his

mountains. Whenever he scaled a hight, the sea
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spread out before him, and wooed him to come

into her arms, and to let her bear him away to

some of the smiling islands she encircled. Hence,

like the hero, who in his Homeric form is perhaps

the best representative of the Greek character,

TroXXwi' avSpcoTTuiv idtv acrrta, Kal voov eyva>.

He had the two great stimulants to enterprise

before him. The voice of the mountains, and the

voice of the sea,
" each a mighty voice," were ever

rousing and stirring and prompting him; each

moreover checking the hurtful effects of the other.

The sea enlarged the range and scope of his

thoughts, which the mountains might have penned
in: thus it saved him from the "homely wits,"

which Shakspeare ascribes to
"
home-keeping

youth." The mountains on the other hand coun-

teracted that homelessness, which a mere sea-life

is apt to breed, except in those in whom there is

a living consciousness that on the sea as on the

shore they are equally in the hand of God: to

which homelessness, and want of a solid ground to

strike root in, it is mainly owing that neither

Tyre nor Carthage, notwithstanding all their

power and wealth, occupies any place in the in-

tellectual history of mankind. To the Greeks

however, as to us, who have a country and a

home upon the land, the sea was an inexhaustible

mine of intellectual riches. Nor is it without

a prophetic symbolicalness that the sea fills so

important a part in both the Homeric poems.
The amphibious character of the Greeks was al-
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ready determined : they were to be lords of land

and sea. Both these voices too,
"
liberty's chosen

music/' as Wordsworth terms them in his glorious

sonnet, called the Greeks to freedom : and nobly

did they answer the call, when the sound of the

mighty Pan was glowing in their ears, at Mara-

thon and Thermopylae, at Salamis and Platea.

Freedom moreover, and the free forms of their

constitutions, brought numerous opportunities and

demands for outward activity. The Greek poets and

historians were also soldiers and statesmen. They
had to deal with men, to act with them, and by

them, and upon them, in the forum, and in the

field. Their converse was with men in the con-

crete, as living agents, not with the abstraction

man, nor with the shadowy self-reflecting visions of

the imagination. Even at the present day, though

our habits and education are so efficacious in

reducing all men to the same level, there is a

clearly perceptible difference between those au-

thors who have taken an active part in public life,

and those who have been mere men of letters.

The former, though they may often be deficient

in speculative power, and unskilled in the forms

of literature, have a knowledge of the practical

springs of action, and a temperance of judgement,

which is seldom found in a recluse, unaccustomed

to meet with resistance among his own thoughts,

or apt to slip away from it when he does, and

therefore unpractist in bearing or dealing with

it. That mystic seclusion, so common in modern
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times, as it has always been in Asia, was

scarcely known in Greece. Even the want of

books, and the consequent necessity of going to

things themselves for the knowledge of them,

sharpened the eyes of the Greeks, and gave

them livelier and clearer perceptions: while our

eyes are dimmed by poring over the records of

what others have seen and thought ; and the

impressions we thus obtain are much less vivid

and true.

Added to all this, their anthropomorphic reli-

gion, which sprang in the first instance out of

these very tendencies of the Greek mind, reacted

powerfully upon them, as the free exercise of

every faculty is wont to do, and exerted a great

influence in keeping the Greeks within the sphere

which nature seemed to assign to them, by pre-

venting their thinking or desiring to venture out of

that sphere, and by teaching them to find con-

tentment and every enjoyment they could imagine

within it. For it was by abiding within it that

they were as gods. The feeling exprest in the speech

of Achilles in Hades was one in which the whole

people partook :

[3ov\oip.T]v K firdpovpos ea>v 6rjrfV(fJifv aXAw,

77
Tracrii/ i/eKveoxri Ka.Ta(f)difj.fvoirriv dvacrcreti/.

Through the combined operation of these causes

the Greeks acquired a clearness of vision for all

the workings of life, and all the manifestations of

beauty, far beyond that of any other people.

Whatever they saw, they saw thoroughly, and
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almost palpably, with a sharpness almost incom-

prehensible in our land of books and mists.

To mention a couple of instances: the anatomy
of the older Greek statues is so perfect, that Mr

Haydon, whose scattered dissertations on ques-

tions of art, rich as they often are in genius and

thought, well deserve to be collected and pre-

served from a newspaper grave, in his remarks

on the Elgin marbles, pledges himself that, if any
one were to break off a toe from one of these mar-

bles, he would prove
" the great consequences of

vitality, as it acts externally, to exist in that toe."

Yet it is very doubtful whether the Greeks ever

anatomized human bodies, at all events they

knew hardly anything of anatomy scientifically,

from an examination of the internal structure,

before the Alexandrian age. Now even with the

help of the scientific knowledge, it is a rarity in

modern art to find figures of which the anatomy is

not in some respect faulty ; at least where the

body is not either almost entirely concealed by dra-

pery, or cased, like the yolk of an egg, in the soft

albumen of a pseudo-ideal. When it is otherwise,

as in the works of Michael Angelo and Annibal

Caracci, we too often see studies, rather than

works of art, and muscular contortions and con-

volutions, instead of the gentle play and flow of

life. Mr Haydon indeed contends that the Greek

sculptors must have been good anatomists : but all

historical evidence is against such a supposition.

The truth is, that, as such wonderful stories are
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told of the keen eyes which the wild Indians have

for all manner of tracks in their forests, so the

Greeks had a clear and keen-sightedness in ano-

ther direction, which to us, all whose perceptions

are mixt up with such a bundle of multifarious

notions, and who see so many things in every-

thing, beside what we really do see, appears quite

inconceivable. They studied life, not, as we do,

in death, but in life; and that not in the stiff,

crampt, inanimate life of a model, but in the fresh,

buoyant, energetic life, which was called forth in

the gymnasia.

Another striking example of the accuracy of the

Greek eye is afforded by a remark of Spurzheim's,

that the heads of all the old Greek statues are in

perfect accordance with his system, and betoken

the very intellectual and moral qualities which the

character was meant to be endowed with : although

in few modern statues or busts is any correspondence

discoverable between the character and the shape of

the head. For groundless and erroneous as may be

the psychological, or, as the authors themselves

term them, the phrenological views, which have

lately been set forth as the scientific anatomy of

the human mind, it can hardly be questioned that

there is a great deal of truth in what has been

called the gnomonic part of the system, or that

Gall was an acute and accurate observer of those

conformations of the scull, which are the ordinary

accompaniments, if not the infallible indications,

of the various intellectual powers. But in these
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very observations he had been anticipated above

two thousand years ago by the unerring eye of the

Greek sculptors.

In like manner do the Greeks seem by a kind

of intuition to have at once discerned the true prin-

ciples of proportion and harmony and grace and

beauty in all things, in the human figure, in

architecture, in style, in all the forms and modes

of composition. These principles, which they dis-

cerned from the first, and which other nations

have hardly known anything of, except as prima-

rily derivative from them, they exemplified in that

wonderful series of masterpieces, from Homer

down to Plato and Aristotle and Demosthenes ; a

series of which we see only the fragments, but the

very fragments of which the rest of the world would

vainly strive to match. Rome may have more

regal majesty ; modern Europe may be superior in

wisdom, especially in that wisdom of which the

owl may serve as the emblem : but in the con-

test of beauty no one could hesitate; the apple

must be awarded to Greece.

This is what I meant by speaking of the a<nr(Tos

aWfip of Greek literature. The Greeks saw what

they saw thoroughly. Their eyes were piercing ;

and they knew how to use them, and to trust

them. In modern literature on the other hand,

the pervading feeling is, that we see only through

a glass darkly. While with the Greeks the un-

seen world was the world of shadows, in the great

works of modern times there is a more or less
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conscious feeling that the outward world of the

eye is the world of shadows, that the tangled web

of life is to be swept away, and that the invisible

world is the only abode of true living realities.

How strongly is this illustrated by the contrast

between the two great works which stand at the

head of ancient and of Christian literature, the

Homeric poems, and the Divina Commedia!

While the former teem with life, like a morning

in spring, and everything in them, as on such a

morning, has its life raised to the highest pitch,

Dante's wanderings are all through the regions

beyond the grave. He begins with overleaping

death, and leaving it behind him : and to his

imagination the secret things of the next world,

and its inhabitants, seem to be more distinctly and

vividly present than the persons and things around

him. Nor was Milton's home on earth. And

though Shakspeare's was, it was not on an earth

lying quietly beneath the clear blue sky. How he

drives the clouds over it ! how he flashes across it !

Ever and anon indeed he sweeps the clouds away,
and shines down brightly upon it ; but only for a

few moments together. Thus too has it been with

all those in modern times whose minds have been

so far opened as to see and feel the mystery of

life. They have not shrunk from that mystery in

reverent awe like the Greeks, nor planted a beau-

tiful impenetrable grove around the temple of the

Furies. While the Greeks, as I said just now,

could not dream of anatomizing life, we have
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anatomized everything : and whereas all their

works are of the day, a large portion of ours

might fitly be designated by the title of Night

Thoughts. As to the frivolous triflers, who take

things as they are, and skip about and sip the

surface, they are no more to be reckoned into ac-

count in estimating the character of an age, than a

man would take the flies into account in drawing

up an inventory of his chattels.

Perhaps however the reason why modern lite-

rature has not had more of this serenity and

brightness, is that it has so seldom been possest

by the true spirit of Christianity in any high de-

gree. A little knowledge will merely unsettle a

man's prejudices, without giving him anything bet-

ter in their stead : and Christianity, intellectually

as well as morally, unless it be indeed embraced

with a longing and believing heart, serves only to

make our darkness visible. The burning and

shining lights of Christianity have rather been

content to shine in the vallies : those on the hills

have mostly been lights of this world, and therefore

flaring and smoking, For individual Christians

there are, individual Christians, I believe, there

have been in all ages, whose spirits do indeed dwell

in the midst of an ao-neros aldr/p. Nay, as Cole-

ridge once said to me, "that in Italy the sky is

so clear, you seem to see beyond the moon," so

are there those who seem to look beyond and

through the heavens, into the very heaven of

heavens. u.
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Thirlwall, in his History, in which the Greeks

have at length been called out of their graves by a

mind combining their own clearness and grace with

all the wealth and power of modern learning and

thought, and at whose call, as at that of a kindred

spirit, they have therefore readily come forth, re-

marks, that Greece "
is distinguisht among Euro-

pean countries by the same character which distin-

guishes Europe itself from the other continents,

the great range of its coast, compared with the

extent of its surface." Nothing could be more

favorable, as a condition, not only of political and

commercial, but also of intellectual greatness. In-

deed this might be added to the long list of grounds

for the truth of the Pindaric saying, apiarov p.ev

v8ap, and would suggest itself in an ode ad-

drest to Hiero far more naturally and appropri-

ately than the superiority of wine and water to

wine ; a superiority which it may be a mark of

barbarism to deny, but which few Englishmen
would acknowledge.

A similar extent of coast was also one of the

great advantages of Italy, and is now one of the

greatest in the local circumstances of England.

Goethe, who above all men had the talent of ex-

pressing profound and farstretching thoughts in the

simplest words, and whose style has more of light

in it, with less of lightning, than any other writer's-

since Plato, has thrown out a suggestion in one of

his reviews, that "
perhaps it is the sight of the sea

from youth upward, that gives English and Spanish
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poets such an advantage over those of inland coun-

tries :" (vol. xlv. p. 227). He spoke on this point

from his own feelings : for he himself never saw

the sea, till he went to Italy in his 38th year.

To us, who have been familiar with the sea all our

lives, it might almost seem as though our minds

would have been but "
poor shrunken things/'

without its air to brace and expand them ; if for

instance we had never seen the avripiOpov yeXao-fia

of the waves, as Aphrodite rises from their bosom,

if we had never heard the manyvoiced song

with which the Nereids now hymn the bridal, now

bewail the bereavement of Thetis, ifwe knew not

how changeful the sea is, and yet how constant and

changeless amid all the changes of the seasons, if

we knew not how powerful she is, whom Winter

with all his chains can no more bind than Xerxes

could, how powerful to destroy in her fury, how far

more powerful to bless in her calmness, if we had

never learnt the lesson of obedience and of order

from her, the lesson of ceaseless activity, and of deep

unfathomable rest, if we had had no sublunary

teacher but the mute motionless earth, if we had

been deprived of this ever faithful mirror of heaven.

The sea appears to be the great separator of na-

tions, the impassable barrier to all intercourse :

dissociabilis the Roman poet calls it. Yet in fact

it is the great medium of intercourse, the chief

uniter of mankind, the only means by which the

opposite ends of the earth can hold converse as

though they were neighbours. Thus in divers
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ways the KOVTOS arpvyeros has become even more

productive, than if fields of corn were waving all

over it.

That it has been an essential condition in the

civilizing of nations, all history shews. Perhaps

the Germans in our days are the first people who

have reacht any high degree of culture, who have

become eminent in poetry and in thought, with-

out its immediate aid. Yet Germany has been

called
" she of the Danube and the Northern Sea ;"

and might still more justly be called she of the

Rhine. For the Danube, not bringing her into con-

nexion with the sea, has had a less powerful influ-

ence on her destinies : whereas the Rhine has acted

a more important part in her history, than any
river in that ofany other country, except the Nile.

Hence the example of Germany will not enable

us to conceive how such a people as Ulysses was

to go in search of, ol OVK urao-t 6a\aa-aav 'Ai/epey,

ovSe ff oAeenrt p-f/jnyptvov flBap e8ovcri.v
)

how those

who, not knowing the sea, have no salt to season

their thoughts with, how the Russians for in-

stance can ever become civilized ; notwithstanding

what Peter tried to effect, from a partial conscious-

ness of this want, by building his capital on the

Baltic. Still less can one imagine how the centre

of Asia, or of Africa, can ever emerge out of barba-

rism. Genius or knowledge, springing up in those

regions, would be merely like a fountain in an

oasis, unable to mingle with its kindred, and unite

into a continuous stream. Or if such a thing as
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a stream were to be found there, it would soon be

swallowed up and lost, from having no sea within

reach to shape its course to. In the legends in-

deed Neptune is represented as contending with

Minerva for the honour of giving name to Athens,

and with Apollo for the possession of Corinth. But

in fact he wrought along with them, and mighty
was his aid, in glorifying their favorite cities.

There is also a further point of analogy between

the position of Greece, and that of England.

Greece, lying on the frontier of Europe toward

Asia, was the link of union between the two, the

country in which the practical European under-

standing seized, and gave a living and productive

energy to the primeval ideas of Asia. Her sons

carried off Europa with her letters from Phenicia,

and Medea with her magic from Colchis. When
the Asiatics, attempting reprisals, laid hands on

her queen of beauty, the whole nation arose, and

sallied forth from their homes, and bore her back

again in triumph : for to whom could she belong

rightfully and permanently, except to a Greek ?

And if lo went from them into Egypt, it was only
to become the ancestress of Hercules.

Now England in like manner is the frontier of

Europe toward America, and the great bond of

connexion between them. Through us the mind
of the Old World passes into the New. What our

intellectual office may be in this respect, will

be seen hereafter, when it becomes more apparent
and determinate, what the character of the
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American mind is to be. At present England is

the country,, where that depth and inwardness of

thought, which seems to belong to the Germanic

mind, has assumed the distinct outward positive

form of the Roman.

An intermixture of the same elements has also

taken place in France, but with a very different

result. In the English character, as in our lan-

guage, the Teutonic or spiritual element has fortu-

nately been predominant ; and so the two factors

have been potentiated : while in France, where the

Roman or formal element gained the upperhand
the natural consequence has been, that they have

almost neutralized and destroyed each other. The

ideas of the Germans waned into abstractions :

the law and order of the Romans shriveled into

rules and forms, which no idea can impregnate, but

which every insurgent abstraction can overthrow.

The externality of the classical spirit has worn

down into mere superficiality. The French cha-

racter is indeed a character, stampt upon them

from without. Their profoimdest thoughts are

bans mots. They are the only nation that ever

existed in which a government can be hist off the

stage like a bad play, and in which its fall excites

less consternation, than the violation of a fashion

in dress.

In truth the ease and composure with which the

revolution of July 1830 was accomplisht, and by
which almost everybody was so dazzled, notwith-

standing the fearful lessons of forty years before,
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when in like manner Satan appeared at first as

an angel of light, and when all mankind were

deluded, and worshipt the new-bom fiend,

would have been deemed by a wise observer one

of the saddest features about it. let us bleed,

when we are wounded ! let not our wounds close

up, as if nothing had been cleft but a shadow ! It

is better to bleed even to death, than to live with-

out blood in our veins. And in truth blood will

flow. If it does not flow in the field from prin-

ciple, it is sure to flow in tenfold torrents by the

guillotine, through that ferocity, which, when law

and custom are overthrown, nothing but principle

can keep in check.

A Frenchman might indeed urge that his pa-

tron saint is related in the legend not to have

felt the loss of his head, and to have walkt away
after it had been cut off, just as well as if it had

been standing on his shoulders. But, where no

miracle is in the case, it is only the lowest orders

of creatures, that are quite as brisk and lively

after decapitation as before. u.

I hate to see trees pollarded . . or nations. u.

Europe was conceived to be on the point of dis-

solution. Burke heard the death-watch, and rang

the alarm. A hollow sound past from nation to

nation, like that which announces the splitting and

breaking up of the ice in the regions around the

pole. Well ! the politicians and economists, and
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the doctors in statecraft, resolved to avert the

stroke of vengeance, not indeed by actions like

those of the Curtii and Decii ; such actions are

extravagant, and chivalrous, and superstitious, and

patriotic, and heroic, and self-devoting, and altoge-

ther unworthy and unseemly in men of sense,

who know that selfishness is the only source of all

good ; but by borrowing a device from the Ara-

bian fabulist. They seem to think they shall ap-

pease, or at least weary out the minister of wrath,

if they can but get him to hear through their thou-

sand and one constitutions. u.

From what was said just now about the French

character, as a combination the factors ofwhich have

almost neutralized each other, it follows that the

French are the very people for that mode of life

and doctrine, which has become so notorious under

the title of the juste milieu, and which aims at re-

conciling opposites by a mechanical, or at the

utmost by a chemical, instead of an organical

union. It is only in the latter, when acting toge-

ther under the sway of a constraining higher prin-

ciple, that powers, which, if left to themselves,

thwart and battle against each other, can be made

to bring forth peace and its fruits. According to the

modern theory however, the best way of produc-

ing a new being is not by the marriage of the

man and woman, but by taking half of each, and

tying them one to the other. The result, it is

true, will not have much life in it : but what does
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that matter ? It is manufactured in a moment :

the whole work goes on before the eyes of the

world : and the new creature is fullsized from the

first. How stupid and impotent on the other hand

is Nature ! who hides the germs and first stirrings

of all life in darkness ; who is always forced to

begin with the minutest particles ; and who can

produce nothing great, except by slow and tedious

processes of growth and assimilation. How tardily

and snaillike she crawls about her task ! She

never does anything per saltum. She cannot get to

the end of her journey, as we can, in a trice, by a

hop, a skip, and a jump. It takes her a thousand

years to grow a nation, and thousands to grow
a philosopher.

Amen ! so be it ! Man, when he is working

consciously, does not know how to work impercep-

tibly. He cannot trust to Time, as Nature can, in

the assurance that Time will work along with her.

For, while Time fosters and ripens Nature's works,

he only crumbles man's. It is well imagined, that

the creature whom Frankenstein makes, should be

a huge monster. Being unable to impart a living

power of growth and increase by any effort of our

will or understanding, or except when we are con-

tent to act in subordination to Nature, we try,

when we set about any work, on which we mean to

pride ourselves as especially our own, to render it

as big as we can ; so that, size being our chief cri-

terion of greatness, we may have the better war-

rant for falling down and worshiping it. Thus
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Frankenstein's man-monster is an apt type of the

numerous newfangled hop-skip-and-jump constitu-

tions, which have been circulating about Europe

for the last half century : in which the old states-

manly practice of enacting new ordinances and in-

stitutions, as occasion after occasion arises, has

been superseded by attempts to draw up a com-

plete abstract code for all sorts of states, without

regard to existing rights, usages, manners, feelings,

to the necessities of the country, or the character

of the people. Indeed the following description

of the monster, when he first begins to move,

might almost be regarded as a satire on the Consti-

tution of 1791. " His limbs were in proportion ;

and I had selected his features as beautiful. Beau-

tiful ! His yellow skin scarcely covered the mus-

cles and arteries beneath. His hair was of a

lustrous black, and flowing : his teeth of a pearly

whiteness : but these only formed a more horrid

contrast with his watery eyes, which seemed al-

most of the same colour as their dun white sockets,

his shriveld complexion, and straight black lips."

So is it with abstract constitutions. Their fabrica-

tors try to make their parts proportionate, and to

pick out the most beautiful features for them : but

there are muscular and arterial workings ever

going on in the body of a nation, there is such an

intermingling and convolution of passions, and feel-

ings, and consciousnesses, and thoughts, and de-

sires, and regrets, and sorrows, that no yellow

parchment, which man can draw over, will cover or
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hide them. And though the more external and

lifeless parts, the hair and teeth, which are so often

artificial, may be bright and dazzling, though the

teeth especially may be well fitted for doing their

work of destruction, no art can give a living

eye : omiaTw 8' tv a-^vlais eppfi TTcur 'A^poSiVct.

The man-monster's cruelty too was of the same

sort as that of the French constitution-mongers, and

of their works; and it resulted from the same cause,

the utter want of sympathy with man and the

world, such as they are. The misfortune is, that

we cannot get rid of them, as he was got rid of, by

sending them to the North Pole : although its ice

would be an element very congenial to the minds

that gave birth to them, and would form a fitting

grave for monstrosities, which, starting up in the

frozen zone of human nature, were crystallized

from their very cradle. u.

The strength of a nation, humanly speaking,

consists not in its population, or wealth, or know-

ledge, or in any other such heartless and merely

scientific elements, but in the number of its pro-

prietors. Such too, according to the most learned

and wisest of historians, was the opinion of an-

tiquity.
" All ancient legislators (says Niebuhr,

when speaking of Numa), and above all Moses,

rested the result of their ordinances for virtue,

civil order, and good manners, on securing land-

ed property, or at least the hereditary posses-

sion of land, to the greatest possible number of

citizens."
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They who are not aware of the manner in which

national character and political institutions mutu-

ally act and are acted on, till they gradually mould

each other, have never reflected on the theory of

new shoes. Which leads me to remark, that mo-

dern constitution-mongers have shewn themselves

as unskilful and inconsiderate in making shoes, as

the old limping sorefooted aristocracies of the Con-

tinent have been intractable and impatient in

wearing them. The one insisted that the boot

must fit, because, after the fashion of Laputa, it

had been cut to diagram: the others would bear

nothing on their feet in any degree hard or com-

mon. Leather is the natural covering of the

hands : on them we will still wear it : on the legs it

is ignoble and masculine. Any other sacrifice we

are content to make : but ourfeet must continue as

heretofore, swathed up in fleecy hosiery, especially

when we ride or walk. It is a reward we may

justly claim for condescending to acts so toilsome.

It is a privilege we have inherited, with the gout of

our immortal ancestors ; and we cannot in honour

give it up. But you say, the privilege must be

abolisht, because the commodity is scarce. Let the

people then make their sacrifice, and give up

stockings.

Beauty is perfection unmodified by a predomi-

nating expression.

Song is the tone of feeling. Like poetry, the

language of feeling, art should regulate, and per-
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haps temper and modify it. But whenever such a

modification is introduced as destroys the predomi-

nance of the feeling, which yet happens in ninety-

nine settings out of a hundred, and with nine hun-

dred and ninety-nine taught singers out of a thou-

sand, the essence is sacrificed to what should be

the accident ; and we get notes indeed, but no

song.

If song however be the tone of feeling, what is

beautiful singing ? The balance of feeling, not the

absence of it.

Close boroughs are said to be an oligarchal

innovation on the ancient constitution of Eng-
land. But are not the forty-shilling freeholders,

in their present state, a democratical innovation ?

The one may balance and neutralize the other ;

and if so, the constitution will remain practically

unaltered by the accession of these two new oppo-

site and equal powers. Whereas to destroy the

former innovation, without at the same time tak-

ing away the latter, must change the system of

our polity in reality as well as in idea. L.

When the pit seats itself in the boxes, the gal-

lery will soon drive out both, and occupy the whole

of the house. A.

In like manner, when the calculating expedi-

ential understanding has superseded the conscience

and the reason, the senses soon rush forth from
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their dens, and sweep away everything before them.

If there be nothing brighter than the reflected

light of the moon, the wild beasts will not keep in

their lair. And when that moon, after having

reacht a moment of apparent glory, by looking full

at the sun, fancies it may turn away from the sun,

and still have light in itself, it straightway begins

to wane, and ere long goes out altogether, leaving

its worshipers in the darkness which they had

vainly dreamt it would enlighten. This was seen

in the Roman empire. It was seen in the last

century all over Europe, above all in France. u.

He who does not learn from events, rejects the

lessons of experience. He who judges from the

event, makes fortune an assessor in his judge-

ments.

What an instance of the misclassifications and

misconceptions produced by a general term, is

the common mistake which looks on the Greeks

and Romans as one and the same people, because

they are both called ancients !

The difference between desultory reading and

a course of study may be aptly illustrated, by com-

paring the former to a number of mirrors set in

a straight line, so that every one of them reflects a

different object, the latter to the same mirrors so

skilfully arranged as to perpetuate one set of ob-

jects in an endless series of reflexions.
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If we read two books on the same subject, the

second leads us to review the statements and ar-

guments of the first ; the errors of which are little

likely to escape this kind of proving, if I may so

call it ; while the truths are more strongly im-

printed on the memory, not merely by repetition,

though that too is of use, but by the deeper con-

viction thus wrought into the mind, of their being

verily and indeed truths.

Would you then restrict the mind to a single

line of study ? No more than the body to any

single kind of labour. The sure way of cramping

and deforming both is to confine them entirely

to an employment which keeps a few of their

powers or muscles in strong continuous action,

leaving the rest to shrink and stiffen from inert-

ness. Liberal exercise is necessary for both. For

the mind the best perhaps is poetry. Abstract

truth, which in science is ever the main object,

has no link to attach our sympathies to man ; nay,

rather withers the fibres by which our hearts would

otherwise lay hold on him, absorbing our affec-

tions, and diverting them from man, who, viewed

in the concrete, and as he exists, is the antipode of

abstract truth. High therefore and precious must

be the worth and benefit of poetry ; which, taking

men as individuals, and shedding a strong light on

the portions and degrees of truth latent in every

human feeling, reconciles us to our kind; and

shews that a devotion to truth, however it may
alienate the mind from man, only unites it more
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affectionately to men, in their various relations of

love, (for love is truth,) as children, and fathers,

and husbands, and citizens, and, one day perhaps

much more than it has hitherto done, as Chris-

tians.

Vice is the greatest of all jacobins, the arch-

leveler.

A democracy by a natural process degenerates

into an ochlocracy : and then the hangman has the

fairest chance of becoming the autocrat. A.

Many of the supposed increasers of knowledge
have only given a new name, and often a worse, to

what was well known before. u.

God did not make harps, nor pirouettes, nor

crayon-drawing, nor the names of all the great

cities in Africa, nor conchology, nor the Contes

Moraux, and a proper command of countenance,

and prudery, and twenty other things of the sort.

They must all be taught then ; or how is a poor

girl to know anything about them ?

But health, strength, the heart, the soul, with

their fairest inmates, modesty, cheerfulness, truth,

purity, fond affection, all these things he did

make ; and so they may safely be left to nature.

Nobody can suppose it to be mamma's fault, if

they don't come of themselves.
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How fond man is of tinsel ! I have known a

boy steal, to give away. A.

Offenders may be divided into two classes, the

old in crime., and the young. The old and hard-

ened criminal, in becoming so, must have acquired

a confidence in his own fate-fencedness, or, as he

would call it, his luck. The young then are the

only offenders whom the law is likely to intimi-

date. Now to these imprisonment or transporta-

tion cannot but look much less formidable, when

they see it granted as a commutation, instead of

being awarded as a penalty. It is no longer

transportation, but getting off with transportation :

and doubtless it is often urged in this shape on

the novice, as an argument for crime. So that

in all likelihood the threat of death, in cases

where it can rarely be executed, is worse than

nugatory, and positively pernicious.

These remarks refer chiefly to such laws as

are still continually violated. With those, which,

having accomplish^ the purpose they were framed

for, live only in the character of the people, let no

reformer presume to meddle, until he has studied

and refuted Col. Frankland's Speech on Sir S.

Romilly's Billsfor making alterations in the Crimi-

nal Laic.

It is an odd device, when a fellow commits a

crime to send him to the antipodes for it. Could

one shove him thither in a straight line, down
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a tunnel, he might at least bring back some useful

hints, to certain friends of mine, who are just now

busied in asking mother Earth what she is made

of. But that a rogue, by picking a pocket, should

earn the circuit of half the globe, seems really

meant as a parody on the conceptions of those

who hold that the happiness of a future life will

consist mainly in going the round of all the coun-

tries they have not visited in the present. Un-

less indeed our legislators fancy, that, by setting

a man topsyturvy, they rnay give his better

qualities, which have hitherto been opprest by
the weight of evil passions and habits, a chance

of coming to the top.

How ingeniously contrived this plan is, to ren-

der punishments expensive and burthensome to

the state that inflicts them, is notorious. Let

this pass however : we must not grudge a little

money, when a great political good is to be effect-

ed. True, it would be much cheaper and more

profitable to employ our convicts in hard labour

at home. Far easier too would it be to keep them

under proper moral and religious discipline. But

how could Botany Bay go on, if the importation

of vice were put a stop to ? For, as there is

nothing too bad to manure a new soil with, so,

reasoning by analogy, there can be no scoundrels

too bad to people a new land with. The argu-

ment halts a little, and seems to be clubfooted, and

is assuredly topheavy. In all well-ordered cities,

the inhabitants are compelled to get rid of their
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own dirt, in such a way that it shall not be a

nuisance to the neighbourhood. It is singular that

the English, of all nations the nicest on this point,

should in their political capacity deem it justi-

fiable and seemly to toss the dregs and feces of

the community into the midst of their neighbour's

estate.

Deportation, as the French termed it, for poli-

tical offenses may indeed at times be expedient,

and beneficial, and just. For a man's being a

bad subject in one state is no proof that he may
not become a good subject under other rulers and

a different form of government. More especially

in this age of insurrectionary spirits, when the

old maxim, which may occasionally have afforded

a sanctuary for establisht abuses, has been con-

verted into its far more dangerous opposite, that

whatever is, is wrong, there may easily be per-

sons who from incompatibility of character cannot

live peaceably in their own old country, yet who

may have energy and zeal to fit them for taking

an active part in a new order of things. Such

was the origin of many of the most nourishing

Greek colonies. Men of stirring minds, who found

no place in accord with their wishes at home,

went in search of other homes, carrying the civi-

lization and the glory of the mother country into

all the regions around. Something of the same

spirit gave rise to the settlements of the Normans

in the middle ages. In this way too states may be

formed, great from the power of the moral principle
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that cements them. In this way were those

states formed, which, above all the nations of the

earth, have reason to glory in their origin, New

England, and Pensylvania.

But transportation for moral offenses is in every

point of view impolitic, injurious, and unjust.

"Plantations (says Bacon, speaking of colonies)

are amongst ancient, primitive, and heroical works.

But it is a shameful and unblessed thing, to take

the scum of people, and wicked condemned men,

to be the people with whom you plant. And not

only so ; but it spoileth the plantation : for they

will ever live like rogues, and not fall to work, but

be lazy, and do mischief, and spend victuals,

and be quickly weary, and then certify over to

their country to the discredit of the plantation."

Yet in defiance of this warning from him, whom
we profess to revere as the father of true philo-

sophy, and the " wisest of mankind," we have

gone on for the last half century peopling the new

quarter of the world with the refuse of the gallows ;

as though we conceived that in morals also two

negatives were likely to make an affirmative, that

the coacervation of filth, if the mass be only

huge enough, would of itself ferment into purity,

and that every paradox might be lookt for in the

country of the ornithorynchus paradoxus. Bacon's

words however have been fulfilled, in this as in

so many other cases : for the prophet of modern

science was gifted with a still more piercing vision

into the hearts and thoughts of men. What
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indeed could be expected of a people so utterly

destitute of that which is the most precious part

of a nation's inheritance, of that which has ever

been found one of the most powerful of human

stimulants to generous exertion, the glory of its

ancestors ? what could be expected of a people who,

instead of glory, have no inheritance but shame ?

For it will hardly be argued in these days, that

the Romans, who reacht the highest pitch of

earthly grandeur, sprang originally from a horde

of bandits and outlaws. That fable may be re-

garded as exploded : and assuredly there never

was a nation, in whom the glory of their ancestors

was so lively and mighty a principle, as among
the Romans. But not content with the ignominy

of the original settlement, though we ought to

know that disease is ever so much more conta-

gious than health, we yearly send out a number

of plague-ships, as they may in truth be called,

for fear lest the sanitary condition of our Australian

colony should improve.

If any persons are to be selected by preference

for the peopling of a new country, they ought

rather to be the most temperate, the most pru-

dent, the most energetic, the most virtuous, in

the whole nation. For their task is the most

arduous, requiring Wisdom to put forth all her

strength and all her craft for its worthy execution.

Their responsibility is the most weighty ; seeing

that upon them the character of a whole people

for ages will mainly depend. And they will find
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much to dishearten them, much to draw them

astray ; without being protected against their own

hearts, and upheld and fortified in their better

resolves, as in a constituted state all men are in

some measure, by the healthy and cordial influ-

ences of Law and Custom and Opinion. that

statesmen would consider what a glorious privilege

they enjoy, when they are allowed to become the

fathers of a new people ! This however seems

to be one of the things which God has reserved

wholly to himself.

Yet how vast are the means with which the

circumstances of England at this day supply her

for colonization ! How vast consequently is the

duty which falls upon her ! With her population

overflowing in every quarter, with her imperial

fleets riding the acknowledged lords of every sea,

mistress of half the islands in the globe, and of

an extent of coast such as no other nation ever

ruled over, her manifest calling is to do that

over the Atlantic and the Pacific, which Greece

did so successfully in the Mediterranean and the

Euxine. As Greece girt herself round with a

constellation of Greek states, so ought England
to throw a girdle of English states round the

world, to plant the English language, the English

character, English knowledge, English manliness,

English freedom, above all to plant the Cross,

wherever she hoists her flag, wherever the simple

natives bow to her armipotent sceptre. We have

been highly blest with a glory above that of other
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nations. Of the paramounts in the various realms

of thought during the last three centuries, many of

the greatest have been of our blood. Our duty

therefore is to spread our glory abroad, to let our

light shine from East to West, and from Pole to

Pole, to do what in us lies, that Shakspeare

and Milton and Bacon and Hooker and Newton

may be familiar and honoured names a thousand

years hence, among every people that hears the

voice of the sea.

Yet of this duty we have been utterly regard-

less, because we have so long been regardless of

a still higher duty. For our duties hang in such

a chain, one from the other, and all from heaven,

that he who fulfills the highest, is likely to fulfill

the rest ; while he who neglects the highest,

whereby alone the others are upheld, will pro-

bably let the rest draggle about in the mire. We
have long been unmindful, as a nation, of that

which in our colonial policy we ought to deem our

highest duty, the duty of planting the colonies of

Christ. We have thought only of planting the

colonies of Mammon, not those of Christ, nor even

those of Minerva and Apollo. Nay, till very

lately we sent out our colonists not so much to

christianize the heathens, as to be heathenized by
them : and when a Christian is heathenized, then

does the saying come to pass in all its darkness

and woe, that the last state of such a man is

worse than the first.

Itet us cast our thoughts backward. Of all
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the works of all the men who were living eighteen

hundred years ago, what is remaining now ? One

man was then lord of half the known earth.

In power none could vie with him, in the wis-

dom of this world few. He had sagacious minis-

ters, and able generals. Of all his works, of all

theirs, of all the works of the other princes and

rulers of those days, what is left now ? Here

and there a name, and here and there a ruin. Of

the works of those who wielded a mightier weapon
than the sword, a weapon that the rust cannot

eat away so rapidly, a weapon drawn from the

armory of thought, some still live and act, and

are cherisht and revered by the learned. The

range of their influence however is narrow : it is

confined to few, and even in them mostly to a few

of their meditative, not of their active hours. But

at the same time there issued from a nation,

among the most despised of the earth, twelve

poor men, with no sword in their hands, scantily

supplied with the stores of human learning or

thought. They went forth East, and West, and

North, and South, into all quarters of the world.

They were reviled : they were spit upon : they

were trampled under foot : every engine of torture,

every mode of death, was employed to crush

them. And where is their work now ? It is set

as a diadem on the brows of the nations. Their

voice sounds at this day in all parts of the earth.

High and low hear it : kings on their thrones bow

down to it : senates acknowledge it as their law :
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the poor and afflicted rejoice in it : and as it

has triumpht over all those powers which destroy

the works of man, as, instead of falling before them,

it has gone on age after age, increasing in power

and in glory, so is it the only voice which can

triumph over death, and turn the king of terrours

into an angel of light.

Therefore, even if princes and statesmen had no

higher motive than the desire of producing works

which should last, and should bear their names over

the waves of time, they should aim at becoming

the fellowlabourers, not of Tiberius and Sejanus,

nor even of Augustus and Agrippa, but of Peter

and Paul. Their object should be, not to build

monuments which crumble away and are forgotten,

but to work among the builders of that which

is truly the Eternal City. For so too will it be

eighteen hundred years hence, if the world lasts so

long. Of the works of our generals and statesmen,

eminent as several of them have been, all traces

will have vanisht. Indeed of him who was the

mightiest among them, all traces have well nigh

vanisht already. For they who deal in death, are

mostly given up soon to death, they and their

works. Of our poets and philosophers some may
still survive ; and many a thoughtful youth in

distant regions may still repair for wisdom to the

fountains of Burke and Wordsworth. But the

works which assuredly will live, and be great and

glorious, are the works of those poor unregarded

men, who have gone forth in the spirit of the
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twelve from Judea, whether to India, to Africa,

to Greenland, or to the isles in the Pacific. As

their names are written in the Book of Life, so

are their works : and it may be that the noblest

monument of England in those days will be the

Christian empire of New Zealand.

This is one of the many ways in which God

casts down the mighty, and exalts the humble and

meek. Through his blessing there have been many
men amongst us of late years, whose works will

live as long as the world, and far longer. But, as

a nation, the very heathens will rise up in the judge-

ment against us, and condemn us. For they, when

they sent out colonies, deemed it their first and

highest duty to hallow the newborn state by conse-

crating it to their national god: and they were

studious to preserve the tie of a common religion

and a common worship, as the most binding and

lasting of all ties, between the mother -country and

its offspring. And so inherent is permanency in

religion, so akin is it to eternity, that the monu-

ments even of a false and corrupt religion will out-

last every other memorial of its age and people.

With what power does this thought come upon us,

when standing amid the temples of Paestum!

All other traces of the people who raised them,

have been swept away: the very materials of the

buildirigs that once surrounded them, have vanisht,

one knows not how nor whither : the country about

is a wide waste : the earth has become barren with

age : Nature herself seems to have grown old and
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died there. Yet still those mighty columns lift up

their heads toward heaven, as though they too were
" fashioned to endure the assault of Time with all

his hours:" and still one gazes through them at

the deepblue sea and sky, and at the hills of

Amalfi on the opposite coast of the bay. A day

spent among those temples is never to be forgotten,

whether as a vision of unimagined sublimity and

beauty, or as a lesson how the glory of all man's

works passes away, and nothing of them abides,

save that which he gives to God. When Mary
anointed our Lord's feet, the act was a transient

one: it was done/or his burial: the holy feet which

she anointed, ceast soon after to walk on earth.

Yet he declared that, wheresoever his gospel was

preacht in the whole world, that act should also be

told as a memorial of her. So has it ever been

with what lias been given to God, even though it

were blindly and erringly. While all other things

perisht, this has endured.

The same doctrine is set forth in the colossal

hieroglyphics of Girgenti and Selinus. At Athens

too what are the buildings which two thousand

years of slavery have failed to crush ? The temple

of Theseus, and the Parthenon. Man, when work-

ing for himself, has ever felt that so perishable a

creature may well be content with a perishable

shell. On the other hand, when he is working for

those whom his belief has enthroned in the heavens,

he strives to make his works worthy of them, not

only in grandeur and in beauty, but also in their

imperishable indestructible massiness and strength.
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Moreover Time himself seems almost to shrink

from an act of sacrilege ; and Nature ever loves to

beautify the ruined house of God.

It is not however by the heathens alone that the

propagation of their religion in their colonies has

been deemed a duty. Christendom in former days

was animated by a like principle : and in the joy

excited by the discovery of America, one main ele-

ment was, that a new realm would thereby be won

for Christ. This feeling is exprest in the old pa-

tents for our colonies : for instance, in that for the

plantation of Virginia, James the First declares his

approval of " so noble a work, which may by the

providence of Almighty God hereafter tend to the

glory of his Divine Majesty, in propagating the

Christian religion to such people as yet live in dark-

ness and miserable ignorance of the true knowledge
and worship of God." For nations, as well as in-

dividuals, might it often be wisht, that "the child

were indeed father of the man." u.

Once on a time there was a certain country,

in which, from local circumstances, the land could

be divided no way so conveniently as into four-

sided figures. A mathematician, having remarkt

this, ascertained the laws of all such figures, and

laid them down fully and accurately. His coun-

trymen learnt to esteem him a philosopher ; and

his precepts were observed religiously for years.

A convulsion of nature at length changed the face

and local character of the district : whereupon a

^kilful surveyor, being employed to lay out some
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fields afresh, ventured to give one of them five

sides. The innovation is talkt of universally, and

is half applauded by some younger and bolder

members of the community : when a big-mouthed

and weighty doctor, to set the matter at rest for

ever, quotes the authority of the above-mentioned

mathematician, thatfixer of agricultural positions,

and grand landmark ofposterity, who had demon-

strated to the weakest apprehensions that a field

ought never to have more than four sides: and

then he proves, to the satisfaction of all his hearers,

that a pentagon has more.

This weighty doctor is one of a herd : every-

body knows he knows not how many such.

Among them are the critics,
" who feel by rule,

and think by precedent." To instance only in

the melody of verse : nothing can be clearer than

that a polysyllabic language will fall into different

cadences from a language which abounds in mono-

syllables. The character of languages too in this

respect often varies greatly with their age : for

they usually drop many syllables behind them

in their progress through time. Yet we continu-

ally hear the rule-and-precedent critics condemn-

ing verses for differing from the rhythm of former

days : just as though there could be only one good
tune in metre.

For the motives of a man's actions, hear his

friend : for their prudence and propriety, his ene-

my. In our every-day judgements we are apt
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to jumble the two together : if we see an action

is unwise, accusing it of being ill-intentioned ; and

if we know it to be well-intentioned, persuading

ourselves it must be wise : both foolishly ; the

first the most so.

Abuse I would use, were there use in abusing,

But now 'tis a nuisance you '11 lose by not losing.

So reproof, were it proof, I M approve your reproving ;

But until it improves, you should rather love loving.

How many Christians have imbibed the spirit

of their Master's beautiful and most merciful para-

ble of the tares, which the servants are forbidden

to pluck up, lest they should root up the wheat

along with them ? Never have there been want-

ing men, who, like the servants, come and give

notice of the tares, and ask leave to go and gather

them up. Alas too ! even in that Church, which

professes to follow Jesus, and calls itself after his

sacred name, the ruling principle has often been

to destroy the tares, let what will come of the

wheat; nay, sometimes to destroy the wheat, lest

perchance a tare should be left standing. Indeed

I know not who can be said to have acted even

up to the letter of this command, unless it be

authors toward their own works. u.

It is not without a whimsical analogy to po-

lemical fulminations, that great guns are loaded

with iron, pistols and muskets fire lead, rapidly,
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incessantly, fatiguingly, and ninety-nine times

out of a hundred, they say, without effect.

Knowledge is the parent of love ; Wisdom, love

itself.

They who are sinking in the world, find more

weights than corks ready to attach themselves;

and even if they can lay hold on a bladder, it is

too likely to burst before it raises their heads above

water. A.

The independence of the men who buy their

seats, a foreiner would think I am speaking of

a theatre, is often urged by the opposers of Par-

liamentary Reform as an advantage resulting from

the present system. And independent those gen-

tlemen certainly are, at least of the people of

England, whose interests they have in charge.

But the parliamentary balance has two ends ; and

shewing that a certain body of members are not

dependent on the people, will hardly, I fear, pass

for proof that they are not hangers on at all. In-

dependent then is not the fit term to describe

these members by : the plain and proper word is

irresponsible. Now their being so may be un-

avoidable, may be desirable even, for the sake of

some contingent good. But can it be good in

itself, and for itself? can it be a thing to boast

of? Observe, we are talking of representatives,

not of peers, or king.
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In proportion as every word stands for a sepa-

rate conception, language comes nearer to the

accuracy and unimpressiveness of algebraic cha-

racters, so useful when the particular links in

a chain of reasoning have no intrinsic value,

and are important only as connecting the premises

with the conclusion. But circumlocutions mag-

nify details : and their march being sedate and

stately, the mind can keep pace with them with-

out running itself out of breath. In the due

mixture of these two modes of expression, lies the

secret of an argumentative style. As a general

rule, the first should prevail more in writing, the

last in speaking ; circumlocution being to words,

what repetition is to arguments. The first too

is the fitter dress for a short logical sentence ; the

last for a long one in which the feelings are any
wise appealed to : though to recommend in the

same breath, that shortness should be made more

short, and that length should be lengthened, may
sound paradoxical. Yet this amounts to much

the same thing with the old Stoic illustration.

Zeno, says Cicero,
" manu demonstrare solebat,

quid inter dialecticos et oratores interesset. Nam
cum compresserat digitos pugnumque fecerat, dia-

lecticam aiebat ejusmodi esse : cum autem di-

duxerat, et manum dilataverat, palmae illius simi-

lem eloquentiam esse dicebat." (Orat. 32.) With

an evident reference to this illustration, Fuller

says of Campian, that he was "excellent at the

flat hand of rhetoric, which rather gives pats than
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blows ; but he could not bend his fist to dispute."

(Holy State, B. II. c. 5.)

Oratory may be symbolized by a warrior's eye,

flashing from beneath a philosopher's brow. But

why a warrior's eye, rather than a poet's ? Be-

cause in oratory the will must predominate.

To talk without effort is after all the great-

charm of talking.

The proudest word in English, to judge by its

way of carrying itself, is /. It is the least of

monosyllables., if it be indeed a syllable : yet who

in good society ever saw a little one ?

Foreiners find it hard to understand all the im-

portance which every wellbred Englishman, as in

duty bound, attaches to himself. They cannot

conceive why, whenever they have to speak in the

first person, they must stand on tiptoe, lifting them-

selves up, until" they tower, like Ajax, with head

and shoulders above their comrades. Hence in

their letters, as in those of the uneducated among
our own countrymen, we now and then stumble on

a little i, with a startling shock, as on coming to a

short step in a flight of stairs. A Frenchman is

too courteous and polisht to thrust himself at full

length into his neighbour's face: he makes a bow,

and sticks out his tail. Indeed this big one-lettered

pronoun is quite peculiar to John Bull, as much so
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as Magna Charta, with which perchance it may not

be altogether unconnected. At least it certainly is

an apt symbol of our national character, both in

some of its nobler and of its harsher features. In

it you may discern the Englishman's freedom, his

unbending firmness, his straightforwardness, his in-

dividuality of character: you may also see his self-

importance, his arrogance, his opinionativeness, his

propensity to separate and seclude himself from his

neighbours, and to look down on all mankind with

contempt. Even as he has bared his representa-

tive / of its consonants and adjuncts, in like man-

ner has he also stript his soul of its consonants, of

those social and affable qualities, which smooth the

intercourse between man and man, and by the help

of which people unite readily one with another.

Look at four Englishmen in a stagecoach : the odds

are, they will be sitting as stiff and unsociable as

four 7s.

But is / a syllable ? It has hardly a better

claim to the title than Orson, before he left the

woods, had to be called a family. And by the by,

they who would derive all language from simple

sounds, by their juxtaposition and accumulation,

and all society from savages, who are to unite un-

der the influence of mutual repulsion, may perceive

in / and Orson, that the isolated state is quite as

likely to be posterior to the social, as to be anterior.

You have only to strip vowels of their consonants, -

man of his kindly affections, which are sure to dry

up of themselves, and to drop off, when they have
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nothing to act on. Death crumbles into dust ; but

dust has no power in itself to coalesce into life.

Perhaps the peculiar self-importance of our / may
number among the reasons why our writers now-

adays are so loth to make use of it ; as though

its very utterance were a mark of egotism. An

overjealous watchfulness betrays that there must

be something unsound. In simpler times, before

our selfconsciousness became so sensitive and irri-

table, people were not afraid of saying I, when

occasion arose : and they never dreamt that their

doing so could be any offense to their neighbours.

But now we eschew it by all manner of shifts. We
multiply, we dispersonate ourselves : we turn our-

selves outside in. We are ready to become he, she,

it, they, anything rather than 7.

A tribe of writers are fond of merging their indi-

viduality in a multitudinous ice. They think they

may pass themselves off unnoticed, like the Irish-

man's bad guinea, in a handful of halfpence. This

is one of the affectations with which the literature

of the day is tainted, a trick caught, or at least

much fostered, by the habit of writing in Reviews.

Now in a Review, which, among divers other qua-

lities of Cerberus, has that of manyheadedness, and

the writers in which speak in some measure as the

members of a junto, the plural we is warrantable;

provided it be not thrust forward, as it so often is,

to make up for the want of argument by the
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show of authority. But in other books, except

when the author can reasonably be conceived to be

speaking not merely in his own person, but as the

organ of a body, or when he can fairly assume that

his readers are going along with him, his using the

plural we impresses one with much such a feeling

as a man's being afraid to look one in the face.

Yet I have known of a work, a history of great

merit, which was sent back to its author with a

request that he would weed the /s out of it, by a

person of high eminence ; who however rose to emi-

nence in the first instance as a reviewer, and the

eccentricities in whose character and conduct may
perhaps be best solved by looking upon him as a

reviewer transformed into a politician. For a re-

viewer's business is to have positive opinions upon

all subjects;, without need of stedfast principles or

thoroughgoing knowledge upon any : and he belongs

to the hornet class, unproductive of anything use-

ful or sweet, but ever ready to sally forth and sting,

to the class of which lago is the head, and who

are
"
nothing, if not critical."

So far indeed, is the anxiety to suppress the

personal pronoun from being a sure criterion of

humility, that there is frequently a ludicrous con-

trast between the conventional generality of our

language, and the egotism of the sentiments ex-

prest in it. Under this cover a man is withheld

by no shame from prating about his most trivial

caprices, and will say ice think so and so, we do so

and so, ten times, where Montaigne might have
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hesitated to say / once. Often, especially in scien-

tific treatises, which,, from the propensity of their

authors to look upon words, and to deal with them,

as bare signs, are mostly rude and amorphous

in style, the plural ice is mere clumsiness, a

kind of refuge for the destitute, a help for those

who cannot get quit of their subjectivity, or write

about objects objectively. This, which is the great

difficulty in all thought, the forgetting oneself,

and passing out of oneself into the object of one's

contemplation, is also one of the main difficulties

in composition. It requires much more selfoblivion

to speak of things as they are, than to talk about

what we see, and what ice perceive, and what we

think, and what ice conceive, and what ice find, and

what we know: and as selfoblivion is in all things

an indispensable condition of grace, which is infalli-

bly marred by selfconsciousness, the exclusion of

such references to ourselves, except when we are

speaking personally or problematically, is an essen-

tial requisite for classical grace in style. This to

be sure is the very last merit which any one would

look for in Dr Chalmers. He is a great thinker,

and a great and good man ; and his writings have

a number of merits, but not this. Still even in

him it produces a whimsical effect, when, in de-

claring his having given up the opinion he once held

on the allsufficiency and exclusiveness of the mira-

culous evidence for Christianity, although he is

speaking of what is so distinctively personal, he still
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cannot divest himself of the plurality he has been

accustomed to assume. See the recent edition of

his Works, vol. iii. p. 385. Droll however as it

sounds, to find a man saying, We formerly thought

differently, but we have now changed our mind, the

passage is a fine proof of the candour and ingenu-

ousness which characterize its author : and every

lover of true philosophy must rejoice at the acces-

sion of so illustrious a convert from the thaumato-

latry by which our theology for more than a cen-

tury has been debased.

Moreover the plural ice, though not seldom

used dictatorially, rather diminishes than increases

the weight of what is said. One is slow to believe

that a man is much in earnest, when he will not

stand out and bear the brunt of the public gaze,

when he shrinks from avowing, What I hace writ-

ten, I have written. Whereas a certain respect and

deference is ever felt almost instinctively for the

personality of another, when it is not impertinently

protruded : and it is pleasant to be reminded now
and then that we are reading the words of a man,
not the words of a book. Hence the interest we
feel in the passages where Milton speaks of himself.

This was one of the things which added to the

power of Cobbett's style. His readers knew who

was talking to them. They knew it was William

Cobbett, not the Times, or the Morning Chronicle,

that the words proceeded from the breast of a

man, not merely from the mouth of a printing-press.
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It is only under his own shape, we all feel, that we

can constrain Proteus to answer us, or rely on what

he says.

Another common disguise is that of putting on a

domino. Instead of coming forward in their own

persons, many choose rather to make their appear-

ance as the Author, the Writer, the Reviewer. In

prefaces this is so much the fashion, that our best

and purest writers, Southey for instance, and Thirl-

wall, have complied with it. Nay, even Words-

worth has sanctioned this prudish coquetry by his

practice in the preface to the Excursion, and in

his other later writings in prose. In earlier days

he shewed no reluctance to speak as himself.

This affectation is well ridiculed by Tieck, in his

Dramaturgische Blaetter, i. 275. " It has struck

me for years (he says), as strange, that our review-

ers have at length allowed themselves to be so

overawed by the everlasting jests and jeers of their

numberless witty and witless assailants, as to have

dropt the plural ice; much to their disadvantage,

it seems to me ; nay, much to the disadvantage of

true modesty, which they profess to be aiming at.

In a collective work, to which there are many ano-

nymous contributors, each, so long as he continues

anonymous, speaks in the name of his collegues, as

though they agreed with him. The editor too must

examine and approve of the articles : so that there

must always be two persons of one mind; and

these may fairly call themselves we. Reviewers

moreover have often to lift up their voices against
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whatever is new, paradoxical, original; and are com-

pelled on the other hand, whether by their own con-

victions, or by personal considerations, to praise what

is middling and commonplace. Hence no soverain

upon earth can have a better right to say we, than

such a reviewer; who may lie down at night with

the calmest conscience, under the conviction that he

has been speaking as the mouthpiece of thousands

of his countrymen, when he declared, We are quite

unable to understand this and that, or, We can by

no means approve of such a notion. How tame

in comparison is the newfangled phrase ! The re-

viewer confesses that he cannot understand this.

"
Still stranger is it to see, how writers in

journals, even when they sign their names, and

thus appear in their own persons, have for some

time almost universally shunned saying /, just

as if they were children, with an unaccountable

squeamishness, and have twisted and twined about

in the uncouthest windings, to escape from this

short simple sound. Even in independent works

one already meets with such expressions as The

writer of this, or, The writer of these lines, a

longwinded swollen /, which is carrying us back to

a stiff clumsy lawpaper style. In journals the

phrase is, The undersigned has to state, Your corre-

spondent conceives. Ere long we shall find in philo-

sophical treatises, The thinker of this thought takes

the liberty of remarking, or, The discoverer of this

notion begs leave to say. Nay, if this modesty be

such a palpable virtue, as it would seem to be from

K
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the general rage for it, shall we not soon see in de-

scriptive poetry, The poet ofthese lines walkt through

the wood? Even this however would be far too

presumptuous, to call oneself a poet. So the next

phrase will be, The versifier of this feeble essay

Walkt, if his memory deceive him not, Across a mea-

dow, where, audacious deed! Hepluckt a daisyfrom
its grassy couch : or, The youth, whose wish is that

he may hereafter Be deemed a poet, sauntered to-

ward the grove. There is no end of such peri-

phrases; and perhaps the barbarism will spread so

widely, that compositors, whenever they come to an

/ in a manuscript, will change it into one of these

trailing circumlocutions. When I look into Les-

sing and his contemporaries, I find none of this

absurd affectation. Modesty must dwell within,

in the heart ; and a short 7 is the modestest, most

natural, simplest word I can use, when I have any-

thing I want to say to the reader."

There is another mode of getting rid of our I,

which has recently become very common, espe-

cially in ladies notes, so that I suppose it is in-

culcated by The Polite Letter-writer : though to be

sure / is such an inflexible unfeminine word, one

cannot wonder they should catch at any means of

evading it. Ask a couple to dinner : Mrs Simp-
kins will reply, Mr Simpkins and myself will be

very happy. This indeed is needlessly awkward :

for she might so easily betake herself to a woman's

natural place of shelter, by using we. But one

person will tell you, Lord A, and myself took a
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walk this morning; another, Col. B. and myself

fought a duel ; another, Miss E. and myself have

been making love to each other,
" Thus by myself

myself is self-abused." One might fancy that,

it having been made a grave charge against Wol-

sey, that he said, The King and I, everybody was

haunted by the fear of being indicted for a similar

misdemeanour.

In like manner myself is often used, incorrect-

ly, it seems to me, instead of the objective pro-

noun me. Its legitimate usage is either as a re-

ciprocal pronoun, or for the sake of distinction,

or of some particular emphasis : as when Juliet

cries,
"
Romeo, doff thy name, And for that name,

which is no part of thee, Take all myself:" or

as when Adam, says to Eve,
" Best image of my-

self, and dearer half." In the opening of the pa-

radisiacal hymn, "These are thy glorious works.

Parent of good, Almighty ! Thine this universal

frame, Thus wondrous fair ! Thyself how won-

drous then .'" there is an evident contrast : If thy

works are so wondrous, how wondrous must Thou

thyself be ! In like manner, when Valentine in

The Two Gentlemen of Verona, says of Proteus,
"

I knew him as myself; And though myself have

been an idle truant, Omitting the sweet benefit

of time, To clothe my age with angel-like per-

fection, Yet hath Sir Proteus Made use and

fair advantage of his days ;" it amounts to the

same thing as if he had said, Though I for my
part have been an idle truant. Where there is
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no such emphasis, or purpose of bringing out a

distinction or contrast, the simple pronoun is the

right one. Inaccuracies of this kind also, though

occasionally found in writers of former times, have

become much more frequent of late years. Even

Coleridge, when speaking about his projected poem
on Cain, says,

" The title and subject were sug-

gested by myself'' In such expressions as my
father and myself, my brother and myself, we

are misled by homoeophony : but the old song

beginning
" My father, my mother, and I," may

teach us what is the idiomatic, and also the correct

usage.

On the other hand, me is often substituted

vulgarly and ungrammatically for /. For the

objective me, on which others act, is very far

from being so formidable a creature, either to one-

self or to others, as the subjective 7, the ground of

all consciousness, and volition, and action, and

responsibility. Grammatically too it seems to us

as if / always required something to follow it,

something to express doing or suffering. Hence

when one cries out, Who is there ? three people

out of four answer, Me. Hence too such expres-

sions as that in Launce's speech, where he gets

so puzzled about his personal identity, after hav-

ing once admitted the thought that he could be

anything but himself: "
I am the dog . . . no, the

dog is himself; and I am the dog... oh, the doy

is me, and I am myself. . . ay, so, so." It may be

considered a token of the want of individuality in
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the French character, that their je is incapable

of standing alone ; and that, in such phrases as

the foregoing, moi would be the only admissible

word. u.

This shrinking from the use of the personal

pronoun, this autophoby, as it may be called,

is not indeed a proof of the modesty it is de-

signed to indicate ; no more so than the hydro-

phobia is a proof that, there is no thirst in the

constitution. On the contrary, it rather betrays

a morbidly sensitive selfconsciousness. It may
however be regarded as a symptom of the decay

of individuality of character amongst us, as a

symptom that, as is mostly the case in an age

of high cultivation, we are ceasing to be living

persons, each animated by one pervading formative

principle, ready to follow it whithersoever it may
lead us, and to stake our lives for it, and that

we are all shriveling up into encyclopedias of

opinions. To refer to specific evidence of this is

needless. Else abundance may be found in the

want of character, the want of determinate con-

sistent stedfast principles, so wofully manifest in

those who have taken a prominent part in the

proceedings of our legislature of late years. There

is still one rock indeed, stout and bold and un-

shakable as can be wisht : but the main part of the

people about him have been washt and ground

down to sand, the form of which a breath of air, a

child's caprice, a man's foot will change. Or what

K 3
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other inference can be drawn from the vapid cha-

racterlessness of our recent poetry and novels of

modern life, when compared with that rich fund of

original genial humorous characters, which seemed

to be the peculiar dower of the English intellect, and

which abode with it, amid all the vicissitudes of our

literature, from the age of Shakspeare, nay, from

that of Chaucer, down to the days of Swift and

Defoe and Fielding and Smollett and Goldsmith ?

Yet by a whimsical incongruity, at the very

time when strongly markt outlines of character are

fading away in the haze of a literary and scientific

amalgama, every man, woman, and child has sud-

denly started up an individual. This again is

an example how language is corrupted by a silly

dread of plain speaking. Our ancestors were men

and women. The former word too was often used

generally, as it is still, like the Latin homo, for

every human being. Unluckily however we have

no form answering to the German Mensch ; and

hence, in seeking for a word which should convey
no intimation of sex, we have had recourse to a

variety of substitutes : for, no one being strictly

appropriate, each after a time has been deemed

vulgar, and none has been lasting.

.In Chaucer's days wight was the common word

in the singular,_/b/ in the plural. Neither of these

words had any tinge of vulgarity then attacht to

them. In the Doctor's Tale, he says of Virginia,
'' Fair was this maid, of excellent beautee, Aboven

every icig/ttihat man may see :" where we also find
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man used indefinitely, as in German, answering to

our present one, from the French on, homo. So

again soon after :
" Of alle treason soverain pesti-

lence Is, when a wight betrayeth innocence." A
hundred other examples might be cited. In like

manner folk is used perpetually, especially in the

Parson's Tale :
"
Many be the ways that leadfolk

to Christ;" "Sins be the ways that lead folk to

hell." When Shakspeare wrote, both these words

had lost somewhat of their dignity. Biron calls

Armado "a most illustrious wight;" and the con-

temptuous application of this term to others is a

piece of Pistol's gasconading. The use of it is also

a part of the irony with which lago winds up his

description of a good woman :
" She was a wight

... if ever such leight were ... To suckle fools,

and chronicle small beer." Folk was seldom used,

except with the addition of a plural s, in such ex-

pressions as oldfolks, goodfolks, countryfolks. The

word in good repute then, in the singular, was a

body, of which we retain traces in the compounds,

somebody, nobody, anybody, everybody. Rosalind,

on recovering from her fainting-fit, says, "A body

would think this was well counterfeited;" where we

should now say a person. Bianca, in the Taming
of the Shrew, speaks of " a hastywitted body." That

there was nothing derogatory in the word, is clear

from Angelo's calling himself "
so eminent a body."

Other words, such as a soul, a creature, a fellow,

were mostly attended with a by-shade of meaning.
A number were summed up under the general word
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people, the Latin counterpart of the Saxon folk,

which it superseded. Of this use we find the germs
in our Bible, in the expressions much people, all

people, all the people,
" wonder ! (cries Miranda,

when she first sees the shipwreckt party ;) How

many goodly creatures are there here ! How beau-

teous mankind is ! brave new world, That has

suck people in it !" Bassanio, after opening the

casket, compares himself to one " That thinks he

hath done well in people's eyes," So too Richard

the Second says of himself,
" Thus play I in one

person many people." These passages justify the

idiomatic use of the word, which, it is to be hoped,

will still keep its ground, in spite of the ignorant

affectation of unidiomatic fine writing.

Next everybody became a person; a word which

is not inappropriate, when we bethink ourselves of

its etymology, seeing that so many persons are in

truth little else than masks, and that every breath

of air will sound through them : for to the lower

orders, who do not wear masks, the term is seldom

applied. Several causes combined to give this word

general circulation. It was a French word : it be-

longed to Law Latin, and to that of the schools :

it was adopted from the Vulgate by our translators.

It was at least coming into use in Shakspeare's

time. Angelo asks Isabella, what she would do,
"
Finding herself desired of such a person, Whose

credit with the judge could save her brother." And

Dogberry says,
" Our watch have comprehended

two aspicious persons,"
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Nowadays however all these words are grown

stale. Such grand people are we, for whom the

world is too narrow, our dignity will not conde-

scend to enter into anything short of a quadrisyl-

lable. No ! give us a fine big long word, no matter

what it means : only it must not have been de-

graded by being applied to any former generation.

As a woman now deems it an insult to be called

anything but a female, as a strumpet is become

an unfortunatefemale, and as every day we may
read of sundryfemales being taken to Bowstreet,

in like manner everybody has been metamorphosed
into an individual, by the Circe who rules the

fashionable slang of the day. You can hardly look

into a newspaper, but you find some story how five

or six individuals were lost in the snow, or were

overturned, or were thrown out of a boat, or were

burnt to death. A minister of state comes and tells

the House of Commons, that twenty individuals

were executed at the last assizes. A beggar this

morning said to me, that he was an unfortunate in-

dividual. A man of literary eminence told me the

other day that an individual was looking at a pic-

ture, and that this individual was a painter. Nay,
one even reads, how an individual met another in-

dividual in the street, and how these two indivi-

duals quarrelled, and how a third individual came

up to part the two individuals who were fighting,

and how the two individuals fell upon the third

individual, and belaboured him for his pains. This

is hardly an exaggerated parody of an extract I met
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with a short time back from a speech, which was

pronounced to be "
magnificent/' and in which the

word recurs five times in eighteen lines. Alas too !

even Wordsworth, of all our writers the most con-

scientiously scrupulous in the use of words, in a

note to one of the poems in his last volume, says

that it was " never seen by the individual for whom
it was intended." So true is the remark, which

Coleridge makes when speaking of the purity of

Wordsworth's language, that " in prose it is scarcely

possible to preserve our style unalloyed by the

vicious phraseology which meets us everywhere,

from the sermon to the newspaper." For if Landor

has done so, it is because he has spent so much

of his life abroad : hence his knowledge of our per-

manent language has been little troubled by the

rubbish which floats on our ephemeral language, and

from which no man living in England can escape.

When and whence did this strange piece of

pompous inanity come to us ? and how did it gain

such sudden vogue ? It sounds very modern in-

deed, scarcely older than the Reform-Bill. Have

we caught it from Irish oratory ? or from the

Scotch pulpit ? both of which have been so busy

of late years in corrupting our mother English.

To the former one might ascribe it, from seeing

that of all classes our Irish speakers are the

fondest of babbling about individuals. Its empty

grandiloquence too sounds like a voice from the

Emerald Isle ; while its philosophical pretension

bespeaks the north of the Tweed. Or is it a
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Gallicism ? for the French too apply their individu

to particular persons, though never, I believe, thus

promiscuously. Its having got down already into

the mouth of beggars is a curious instance of the

rapidity with which words circulate in this age

of steampresses, and steamcoaches, and steamboats,

and steamthoughts, and steam-constitutions.

The attempt to check the progress of a word

which has already acquired such currency, may
perhaps be very idle. Still it is well if one can but

lead some of the less thoughtless to call to mind,

that words have a meaning and a history, and that,

if used according to their historical meaning, they

have also life and power. The word in question

too is a good and valuable word, and worth re-

claiming for its own appropriate signification. We
want it ; we have frequent occasion for it, and

have no substitute to fill its place. It should

hardly be used, except where some distinction or

contrast is either exprest or implied. A man is

an individual, as regarded in his special particular

unity, not in his public capacity, not as a member

of a body : he is an individual, so far as he is an

integral whole, different and distinct from other

men : and that which makes him what he is,

that in which he differs and is distinguisht from

other men, is his individuality, and individualizes

him. Milton indeed often uses individual for

undivided, or indivisible, as for instance in that

grand passage of his Ode on Time, where he says

that, when time is at an end,
" Then long eternity
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shall greet our bliss With an individual kiss."

Raleigh too, and other writers of his age, attach

the same meaning to it. To our ears however this

sounds like a Latinism. Indeed this is the only

sense in which the Romans used the word. That

which it bears with us, it acquired among the

schoolmen, from whom we have derived so large

a portion of our philosophical vocabulary.

By the way, a good glossary to the schoolmen

would be an interesting and instructive work ; a

glossary collecting all the words which they coined,

pointing out the changes they made in the signi-

fication of old Latin words, explaining the grounds

of these innovations, and the wants they were

meant to supply, and tracking all these words

through the various languages of modern Europe.

Valuable as Ducange's great work is for political,

legal, ecclesiastical, military, and all manner of

technical words, we still want a similar, though a

far less bulky and laborious collection of such

words as his plan did not embrace, especially of

philosophical, scientific, and medical words, before

we can be thoroughly acquainted with the altera-

tions which Latin underwent, when, from being

the language of Rome, it became that of all persons

of education throughout Europe. Even from Du-

cange it would be well if some industrious gram-

marian would pick out all such words as have left

any offspring amongst us. Then alone shall we

be prepared for understanding the history of the

English language, when its various elements have
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been carefully separated, collected, arranged, and

classified. u.

The offense charged against Wolsey is usually

conceived to have been his having prefixt his

name to the King's; as though, when he wrote

Ego et Rex meus, it had been tantamount to

saying I and the King ; an expression so re-

pugnant to our English notions of good-breeding,

that it seems to us to imply the most overweening

assumption of superiority. Hence, when the lords

are taunting him in Shakspeare, Norfolk says,
" Then that in all you writ to Rome, or else To

forein princes, Ego et Rex meus Was still in-

scribed, in which you brought the King To be your

servant." Thus the article of the Bill against him

is stated by Holinshed, from whom Shakspeare's

words are copied :
"
Item, in all writings which he

wrote to Rome, or any other forein prince, he wrote

Ego et Rex meus, I and my King, as who would

say that the King were his servant." The charge

is given in similar words by Grafton, by Hall,

and by Foxe. Addison too understood it in the

same sense : in his paper on Egotism (Specta-

tor, 562), he says, "The most violent egotism

which I have met with in the course of my read-

ing, is that of Cardinal Wolsey, Ego et Rex meus,

I and my King,"

From this one might suppose that the grievance

would have been removed, had he written Rex

meus et ego, violating the Latin idiom ; which in
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such expressions follows the natural order of our

thoughts, and, inasmuch as a man's own feelings

and conduct must usually be foremost in his

mind, makes him place himself first, when he has

to speak of himself along with another. And
thus Wolsey's last biographer, in the Cabinet

Cyclopedia, talks of " the Ego et Rex meus charge,

which only betrays its framer's ignorance of the

Latin idiom." Yet when one finds that the first

name subscribed to the Bill against Wolsey is

that of Thomas More, a modest man will be slow

to believe that it can have been drawn up with

such very gross ignorance. Nor was it. A

transcript of the Bill from the Records is given

by Lord Herbert in his Life of Henry the Eighth,

and has lately been reprinted in the State-Trials :

and there the fourth article stands as follows.

11 Also the said Lord Cardinal, of his presump-

tuous mind, in divers and many of his letters

and instructions sent out of this realm to out-

ward parties, had joined himself with your Grace,

as in saying and writing in his said letters and in-

structions, The King and I, and / would ye should

do thus; The King and I give you our hearty

thanks : whereby it is apparent that he used him-

self more like a fellow to your Highness, than like

a subject." So that the blunder is imaginary.

The charge was, not that he placed himself above

and before the King, but that he spoke of himself

along and on a level with the King, in a manner

ill befitting a subject and a servant.
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"
It is always a mistake (says Niebuhr) to

attribute ignorance on subjects of general notoriety

to eminent men, in order to account for what we

may find in them that runs counter to current

opinions." This, and Coleridge's golden rule,

" Until you understand an author's ignorance, pre-

sume yourself ignorant of his understanding,"

should be borne in mind by all writers who feel

an itching in their forefinger and thumb to be

carping at their wisers and betters. u.

The substitution of plurality for unity, and the

unwillingness to make use of the simple personal

pronoun, are not confined to that of the first person.

In the languages of modern Europe this and divers

other expedients have been adopted, to supersede the

pronoun of the second person : and only among cer-

tain classes, or in particlar cases, is it thought allow-

able nowadays to address any one by his rightful ap-

pellation, thou. This is commonly supposed to be

dictated by a desire of shewing honour to him

whom we are addressing. But the further ques-

tion arises : why is it esteemed a mark of honour to

turn an individual into a multitude ? Surely we do

not mean to intimate that he must multiply him-

self like Kehama, in order to storm our hearts by

bringing a fresh self against every entrance. Might
not one rather expect that the mark of honour

would be to separate him from all other men, and

to regard him exclusively as himself, and by him-

self? as Cressida's servant tells her, that Ajax U
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' a very man per se, And stands alone." The secret

motive, which lies at the bottom of these conven-

tions, I believe to be a reluctance, in the one case

to obtrude one's own personality, in the other to

intrude on the personality of another. In both there

is the feeling of conscious sinfulness, leading us to

hide among the trees.

Among the Greeks and Romans, as there was

not the same consciousness of a sinful nature, nei-

ther was there the same shrinking from personality

in their addresses to each other. We see this in

many features of their literature, especially of their

oratory ;
which critics, judging them perversely,

according to the feelings and notions of modern

times, pronounce to be in bad taste. For with us

a personality always means an insult, and such as

no gentleman will be guilty of. But the ancients

felt differently on this matter: nor did they ever

fancy there could be anything indecorous or affront-

ing in calling each other simply vv or tu. This is

of a piece with their unscrupulousness about the

exhibition of the naked form. Regarding human

nature as one, they were little sensible of the pro-

priety of concealing any part of it. If they did

so, in conformity to the custom of wearing clothing,

in the statues of real personages, whom they wisht

to represent as their countrymen had been wont to

see them, they proved that this did not arise from

any moral delicacy, inasmuch as nakedness was

deemed appropriate to the statues of most of the

gods. Whereas in modern times the feeling of the
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duplicity of our nature has been so strong, and it

has been so much the custom to look upon the body

as the main root and source of evil, that our aim

has been to hide every part of it, except the face as

the index, and the hand as the instrument of the

mind. So too are we studious to conceal every

action of our animal nature, even those, such

as tears and the other outward signs of grief,
in

which the animal nature is acting under the sway
of the spiritual. To us the tears of Achilles, the

groans of Philoctetes seem not merely unheroic, but

unmanly : nay, even a woman now would feel

shame to be detected in such a manifestation of

weakness.

In like manner does it strike our minds as such

insolent familiarity for a man to thou his supe-

riors, that most people, I imagine, would sup-

pose that under the Roman empire at all events it

can never have been allowable to address an em-

peror with a bare tit. If any one needs to be

convinced of the contrary, he has only to look into

Pliny's letters to Trajan, or Fronto's to Antoninus

Pius and Marcus Aurelius : he will find that no

more ceremony was observed in writing to the mas-

ter of the world, than if he had been a common

Roman citizen. Many striking speeches too, shew-

ing this, are recorded. For instance, that ofAsinius

Gallus to Tiberius : Interrogo, Caesar, quampartem

reipublicae mandari tibi veils ? That of Haterius :

Quousque patieris Caesar non adesse caput reipub-

licae ? That of Piso, which Tacitus calls vestigium

L
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morientis libertatis : Qzto loco censebis, Caesar ? Si

primus, habebo quod sequar : si post omnes, vereor

ne imprudens dissentiam. That of Subrius Fla*

vus, when askt by Nero, why he had conspired

against him : Oderam te : odisse coepi, postquam

parricida matris et uxoris et auriga et kistrio et in-

cendiarius exstitisti. The same thing is proved by
the extraordinary tumultuous address of the senate

to Pertinax on the death of Commodus : Parricida

trahatur. Rogamus, Auguste : parricida trahatur.

Exaudi Caesar. Delatores ad leonem. Exaudi

Caesar. Delatores ad leonem. Exaudi Caesar.

Gladiatorem in spoltario. Exaudi Caesar.

From a couple of passages in the Augustan His-

tory indeed, one might imagine that Diocletian's

love of pomp and ceremony had shewn itself in ex-

acting the plural from those who addrest him. The

authors of the several Lives have not been satisfac-

torily ascertained : but in that of Marcus Aurelius

the writer says : Dens usque etiam mine habetur,

ut vobis ipsis, sacratissime imperator Diodetiane, et

semper visum est et videtur : qui eum inter numi-

na vestra, non ut caeteros, sed specialiter venera-

mini, ac saepe dicitis, vos vita et dementia tales

esse cupere, quailsfuit Marcus. And at the end

of the Life of Lucius Verus, which no doubt is by
the same writer, after denying the report that

Marcus Aurelius had poisoned Verus, he adds : Post

Marcum, praeter vestram dementiam, Diodetiane

Auguste, imperatorem talem nee adulatio videatur

posse confine/ere. How these two passages are to
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be accounted for, I know not. They are too per-

sonal to allow of our supposing that Maximian

was comprehended in them. Was it an Oriental

fashion, which Diocletian tried to introduce, along

with the Persian diadem and silk robes and tissue

of gold, and which was dropt from its repugnance

to the genius of the Latin language ? In the other

addresses the ordinary style is the singular, as may
be seen in those to Diocletian, in the Lives of

Elius Verus, of Heliogabalus, and of Macrinus ;

and in those to Constantine, in the Lives of Geta,

of Alexander Severus, of the Maximins, of the

Gordians, and of Claudius.

Such too, so far as my observation has extended,

was the style under the Byzantine empire. In

their rescripts indeed, and other ordinances, the

Roman emperors spoke in the plural number, as

may be seen in every other page of the Pandects.

For the use of the plural nos was already very

common among the Romans, at least among their

aristocracy, in their best ages ; the bent of their

spirit leading them to merge their own indi-

viduality, more than any other people has ever

done, in their social character, as members whe-

ther of their family, or of their order, or of the

Roman nation. In this too they shewed that they
were a nation of kings. For a soverain's duty is to

forget his own personality, and to regard himself

as an impersonation of the state. He should ex-

actly reverse Louis the Fourteenth's hateful and

fearful speech : La France c'est moi, Instead of
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swallowing up his country in his voracious maw,
he should identify himself with it, and feel that his

whole being is wrapt up in his people, and that

apart from them he is nothing, no more than a

head when severed from its body. Hence nos,

nous, icir, tee, is the fitting style for princes

in their public capacity ; as it is for all who are

speaking and acting, not in their own persons,

but as officers of the state. For them to say,

/ order so and so, might seem almost as im-

pertinent, as for a servant to say, I am to have a

jmrty at dinner tomorrow. In these days our

household ties are so loosened, that most servants

would say, My Master is to have a party tomor-

row ; or perhaps, entirely disguising the relation

between them, would call him simply Mr A, In

simpler times, when there was more dutiful affec-

tion and loyalty, they would have said we, like

Caleb Balderstone. The use of nos however by the

Roman emperors did not involve that of vos in ad-

dresses to them ; any more than our calling every-

body you implies that they call themselves we.

It would require a long and laborious discus-

sion, with the command of a well-stockt public

library, to make out when and how and by what

steps the use of the plural pronoun in speak-

ing to another became prevalent in the various

languages of modern Europe. Grammarians have

hardly turned their attention to this point. The

difficulty of such an inquiry is the greater, be-

cause the language of books in this respect has
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by no means fallen in with that of ordinary

life. Poetry especially, as its aim is to lift men

above the artificial conventions of society, has

retained the natural simple pronoun much more

extensively than common speech. Hence the

use of thou in poetry does not prove that it

would have been used under the same circum-

stances in conversation : though the use of the

plural pronoun justifies our inferring, that it

was already current, and probably much widelier

spread. In Boccaccio's novels, where one might

expect to find a closer reflexion of common life,

the singular pronoun seems to be used constantly.

From his letters however one sees that in the

intercourse of society it had already been super-

seded in most cases by the plural. On the other

hand Petrarch, whose reverent love leads him to

address Laura by the plural pronoun, uses the

singular in sonnets written to his friends, and

uniformly in his letters. Indeed the adoption

of the Roman tu, except in letters to soverain

princes, seems to have been general in Latin

epistles, at least since the revival of learning : for

in earlier times it had been common to use vos.

We find tu constantly in Luther's letters, in Me-

lanchthon's, in Milton's private ones. In those

which he wrote for Cromwell, soverain princes

are called ros ; and so is Mazarin. The prince

of Tarentum, Mendez de Haro, and the Conde

Mirano are tu. In the Prove^al of the Trouba-

dours, Raynouard observes, vos is almost always
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used in speaking to a single person. In the

Fabliaux we find distinctions answering to those

which have prevailed almost ever since in French :

Tu is used to indicate familiarity; vous respect.

Parents say tu to their children, husbands to

their wives : the children and wives use the

more respectful vous. The same sort of distinc-

tion seems to prevail in the Niebelungen Lay,
in which, as in the Homeric poems, the repre-

sentation of manners probably agreed very near-

ly with what was actually found in the world.

In the conversation between Chriemhild and her

mother, and in that between Siegfried and his

parents, the parents use du, the son and daughter

ir. The princes and knights sometimes take one

form, sometimes the other, the singular apparently

where there is more intimacy, or more passion.

Husbands and wives too use both forms indiscri-

minately. Is the general prevalence of the plural

in modern Europe derived from the Teutonic lan-

guages ? Or did it arise from the same common

cause in them and the Romanesque together ?

In England the peculiarity has been the entire

exclusion of tkou from the language of the great

body of the people. Now and then indeed one

sees it in those loveletters which are unlucky

enough to find their way into a court of justice :

but it is not appropriated, as in France, Italy, and

Germany, for the expression of familiarity. We
enter into no bond to thou one another, as our

neighbours do to tutoyer, and to duzen. This
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may be a mark of our characteristic reserve and

shrinking from every demonstration of feeling. But

when was this sentence of banishment against thou

issued ? In Robert of Gloucester, and our other old

verse chroniclers, it seems to be the constant word.,

being used even by Cordelia in her reply to her

father. So is it in Peirs Plouhman ; the nature of

which work however leads us to look for a close

adherence to the language of the Bible : and I

doubt whether even Mr Belsham can have gone

so far in modernizing the words of the Scriptures,

as to substitute you for thou. That no conclusion

can be drawn from Peirs Plouhman with regard to

the usage, at least of the higher classes in his time,

is clear from Chaucer ; in whom you, except in pas-

sages of familiarity or elevation, is the customary

pronoun. From Gower too one may infer that thou

was then deemed appropriate to the language of

familiarity, you to that of respect. The Confessor

regularly uses thou to the Lover ; the Lover you or

ye to the Confessor. Shakspeare's practice would

seem to imply that a distinction, like that which

prevailed on the Continent, was also recognized in

England. Prospero for instance, except in two

places, constantly says thou to Miranda ; while

she always replies with you. The same thing is

observable in most of Lear's speeches to his daugh-

ters, and in Volumnia's more affectionate ones to

Coriolanus. When she puts on the reserve of

offended dignity, she says you. Yet there is no

instance of thou, I believe, in Ellises Collection of
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Letters ; though some of them go back as far as

the reign of Henry the Fifth : but in few of them

could one expect it. From Roper's beautiful Life

of Sir Thomas More however we perceive, that

fathers in his days would occasionally, though not

uniformly,, t/iou their children.
"
Lo, dost tkou not

see, Megg, (he said to his daughter, when looking

out of his prison-window, while Reynolds and three

other monks were led to execution,) that these

blessed fathers be now as cheerfully going to their

deaths, as bridegrooms to their marriage ? Where-

fore thereby mayest tkou see, mine own good

daughter, what a great difference there is between

such as have in effect spent all their days in a

strait, hard, penitential, and painful life, reli-

giously, and such as have in the world, like

worldly wretches, (as thy poor father hath done,)

consumed all their time in pleasure and ease

licentiously. For God, considering their long-con-

tinued life in most sore and grievous penance, will

no longer suffer them to remain here in this vale

of misery and iniquity, but speedily hence taketh

them to the fruition of his everlasting Deity.

Whereas thy sillyfather, Megg, that like a most

wicked caitiff, hath past forth the whole course

of his miserable life most sinfully, God, thinking

him not worthy so soon to come to that eternal

felicity, leaveth him here yet still in the world,

further to be plagued and turmoiled with misery."

The same thing may be seen in the Earl of North-

umberland's speech to his son, in Cavendishes
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Life of Wolsey, when he is warning him against

displeasing the king by making love to Anne

Boleyn. Wolsey too, in whose service Lord Percy

was, talks to him in the same paternal style.

From Charles the First's last words to the Duke

of Gloucester, we perceive that this practice even

then was not obsolete, at least in speaking to

young children.
' '

Sweetheart, now they will

cut off thy father's head. Mark, child, what I

say : they will cut off my head, and perhaps

make thee a king. But mark what I say : you
must not be a king so long as your brother

Charles and James do live. For they will cut off

your brothers heads, (when they can catch them,)

and cut off thy head too at last : and therefore I

charge you, do not be made a king by them." In

Lord Capel's letter to his wife, written on the day
on which he was beheaded (1649), he uses tkou

throughout.
" My eternal life is in Christ Jesus :

my worldly considerations in the highest degree

thou hast deserved. Let me live long here in

thy dear memory. I beseech thee, take care of thy

health : sorrow not, afflict not thyself too much :

God will be to thee better than a husband, and to

my children better than a father."

There was another usage of thou, which prevailed

for some centuries, namely, in speaking to inferiors.

When you came into use among the higher classes,

the lower were still addrest with thou. Living in

closer communion with nature, with her simple

permanent forms and ever-recurring operations, they
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are in great measure exempted from the capricious

sway of fashion, which tosses about the upper twigs

and leaves of society, but seldom shakes the trunk.

Or at least they were so till very lately : for the

enormous increase of traffic of every kind, and the

ceaseless inroads of the press, which is sending its

emissaries into every cottage, are rapidly changing

their character. Yet still one regards and treats

them much more as children of nature : and a judi-

cious man would as soon think of feeding them

with kickshaws and ragoos, as of talking to them

in any but the plainest homeliest words. What
a broad distinction was made with regard to the

personal pronoun, may be seen in the very interest-

ing account of William Thorpe's examination on a

charge of heresy before the Archbishop of Canter^

bury in 1407 ; where the archbishop and his clerks

uniformly tkou him, not insultingly, but as a mat-

ter of course ; while he always uses you in his

answers. The same distinction is apparent in

the dialogues between Othello and lago. Thus it

has happened that we find thou in many of the

noblest speeches on record, the last words of great

and good men to the executioner on the scaffold :

and in legal murders of the great and good, not-

withstanding the boasted excellence of our laws

and courts of justice, the history of England is

richer than that of any other country. It does one

good to read such words ; so I will quote a few ex-

amples. For instance, those of Sir Thomas More :

Pluckup thy spirits, man, and be not afraid to do thine
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office
: my neck is very short ; take, heed therefore,

thou strike not awry, for saving of thine honesty.

Those of Fisher, the pious Bishop of Rochester,

when the executioner knelt down to him and be-

sought his forgiveness : / forgive thee with all my
heart ; and I trust thou shalt see me overcome this

storm lustily. Those of the Duke of Suffolk on the

same occasion: God forgive thee ! and I do ; and

when thou doesl thine office, I pray thee do it well,

and bring me out of this world quickly ; and God

have mercy on thee ! When Raleigh was led to the

scaffold, a baldheaded old man prest through the

crowd, and prayed that God would support him.

/ thank thee, my good friend, said Raleigh to him,

and am sorry I am in no case to return thee any-

thing for thy good will. But here, (observing his

bald head,) take this nightcap; thou hast more need

of it now than I. Shortly after, he bad the execu-

tioner shew him the axe : / prithee let me see it.

Dost thou think I am afraid of it ? And after he

had laid his head on the block, the blow being de-

layed, he lifted himself up, and said : What dost

thou fear? strike, man. In Lady Jane Grey's

words indeed, as they are given by Foxe, we find

you : Pray you, dispatch me quickly. Will you

take it off before I lie down ? Perhaps it may have

seemed to her gentle spirit that thou was some-

what unfeminine : though it was the word used by
mistresses in speaking to their servants, as we may

perceive from the scenes between Olivia and Mal-

volio, and from those between Julia and Lucetta in
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The Two Gentlemen of Verona ; where Julia, when

she is offended with her maid, passes from the fa-

miliar thou to the more distant you.

It may be imagined that the adoption of the

simple pronoun in these speeches was occasioned by
the solemnity of the moment, impelling the parting

spirit to cast off the artificial conventional drapery

of society. But, not to mention that this itself

would have been idle affectation, to have taken

thought at such a moment about using a word

at variance with the language of ordinary life,

in speeches made at the same time to persons

of their own rank we find the same men saying

you : and other anecdotes in the biographies of the

sixteenth century shew that thou was in common

use then in speaking to the lower orders ; and even

to inferiors, who were above them. When Bernard

Gilpin begged Bishop Tonstal to allow that he

would resign either his rectory or archdeaconry,

that excellent bishop replied, Have I not told thee

beforehand, that thou wilt be a beggar. I found
them, combined, and combined I will leave tltem.

And among Gilpin's numberless acts of benevo-

lence, it is related that, in one of his rides, seeing

a man much cast down by the loss of a horse

that had just fallen dead, he told the man he

should have the one on which his servant was

mounted. Ah master, said the countryman, my
pocket will not reach such a beast as that. Come,

come ! answered Gilpin; take him, take him ; and

when I demand my money, then thou shalt pay me.
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If so many examples of this usage are from dying

words, it is because such words have been more

carefully recorded, as precious and sacred memo-

rials.

This use of a different pronoun in speaking to

the lower orders was in some measure analogous to

that of er, which still prevails, and was more ge-

neral a few years since, in Germany : where it was

long thought unbecoming for a gentleman to hold

any direct personal communication with a boor, or

to speak to him otherwise than as if he were

a third person. We on the other hand consider

it illbred to use he or she in speaking of any one

present.

Hence, as the use of er to a gentleman in Ger-

many is deemed a gross offense, which is often to

be expiated with blood, so was the use of thoit in

England. This was one of the disgraceful insults

to which Coke had recourse, when argument and

evidence failed him, at Raleigh's trial. All that

Lord Cobham did, he cried, was at thy instigation,

thou viper : for I thou thee, thou traitor. And again,

when he had been completely baffled, he exclaimed :

Thou art the most vile and execrable traitor that ever

lined. I want icords sufficient to express thy viper-

ous treasons. When Sir Toby Belch is urging Sir

Andrew Aguecheek to send a challenge to Viola,

he says, If thou thoust him some thrice, it shall not

be amiss : in which words the commentators have

needlessly sought an allusion to Raleigh's trial.

There is not a syllable in the context to point the
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allusion, or to remind the hearer either of Ealeigh or

of Coke. They merely shew, as Coke's behaviour

also shews, that to thou a man was a grievous in-

sult : and that it was so, George Fox and his

followers some time after found to their great cost.

This, it is well known, is still the shibboleth

of Quakerism, the only one probably among their

founder's tenets which has always been held in-

violate and inviolable by every member of the

sect. For all sects cling the longest to that which

is outward and formal in their peculiar creed, and

often the more tenaciously, the more their origi-

nal spirit has evaporated; among other reasons,

because by so doing alone can they preserve their

sectarian existence. In George Fox himself the

determination to thou all men was not a piece

of capricious trifling. It flowed from the principle

which pervaded his whole conduct, the desire of

piercing through the husk and coating of forms in

which men's hearts and souls were wrapt up, and

of dragging them out from their lurking-places into

the open light of day : although, as extremes are

ever begetting one another, it has come to pass

that no sect is so enslaved, so bound hand and

foot by forms, as they who started by crying out

against and casting away all forms. Thus Nature

ever avenges herself, and reestablishes the balance

which man had overweeningly disturbed.

It was at the very beginning of his preaching,

that he who set out on the glorious enterprise of

converting all men into friends, tells us in his
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Journal :
" When the Lord sent me forth into

the world, I was required to Thee and Thou all

men and women, without any respect to rich or

poor, great or small. But oh ! the rage that then

was in the priests, magistrates, professors, and

people of all sorts, but especially in priests and

professors. For though thou to a single person

was according to their own learning, their acci-

dence and grammar rules, and according to the

Bible, yet they could not bear to hear it." This

was in 1648: but his practice continued to give

offense for many years after. In 1661, he says,
" the book called the Battledoor came forth, written

to shew that in all languages thou and thee is the

proper and usual form of speech to a single person,

and you to more than one. This was set forth

in examples taken out of the Scriptures, and out

of books of teaching in about thirty languages.

When the book was finisht, some of them were

presented to the King and his council, to the

Bishops of Canterbury and London (Juxon and

Sheldon), and to the two universities one apiece.

The King said, it was the proper language of all

nations : and the Bishop of Canterbury, being askt

what he thought of it, was so at a stand that he

could not tell what to say. For it did so inform

and convince people, that few afterward were so

rugged toward us for saying thou and thee to a

single person, which before they were exceeding

fierce against us for. For this thou and thee was

a sore cut to proud flesh, and them that sought
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self-honour ; who, though they would say it to God

and Christ, would not endure to have it said to

themselves. So that we were often beaten and

abused, and sometimes in danger of our lives, for

using those words to some proud men, who would

say, What, you illbred clown, do you thou me !

as though there lay breeding in saying you to one,

which is contrary to all their grammars."

In all this there is no slight admixture of igno-

rance and of presumption ; as there is mostly in

the vehement opposers and defiers of such customs

as are not plainly and radically immoral. Of the

ignorance one should have no right to complain,

were it not for the presumption that thrusts it

forward. But the whole proceeding was direct-

ly contrary to that Christian wisdom, which com-

mands us to avoid giving needless offense, and not

to contend against the ordinances and usages of

men, except when they are at variance with the

law of God, either directly or implicitly. By
these absurdities simple honest George Fox sadly

maimed his own strength, and lessened the good

he might else have effected. So far indeed he was

right, that in a regenerate world the bars and

bolts, which sever and estrange man from man,

would burst, like the doors of Paul's prison at

Philippi, and that every man's bands would be

loost. Something of the kind may be seen even

now in the openhearted confidence and affec-

tion which prevails almost at sight among such as

find themselves united to each other by the love
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of a common Saviour, a confidence and affection

foreshewing the blessed Communion of Saints.

But this is likelier to be retarded than promoted

by efforts to change the outward form, so long

as the spirit is unchanged. The very habit of

using words, which belong to a higher state of

feeling than we ourselves have attained to, deadens

the sense of truth, and causes a dismal rent in

the soul. I am speaking only of such things as

are not contrary to good manners. Whatever is,

must be quelled, before the inward change can

be wrought. But that which is indifferent, or

solely valuable as the expression of some inward

state of feeling, should be left to spring spon-

taneously from the source, without which it is

worthless.

How must Charles the Second have laught in

his sleeve, when he acknowledged that thou and

thee
" was the proper language of all nations !"

Perhaps it was out of hostility to Quakerism and

Puritanism, of which thou was deemed the watch-

word, that it fell so entirely into disuse, as it

seems to have done among all ranks in the latter

half of the seventeenth century. Our poets in-

deed still bring it forward now and then, for the

sake of distinguishing their language from that of

prose : but they are not guided by any determi-

nate principle, nor even by any clear perception

of the occasions when it may be appropriate. It

is perhaps a singular phenomenon in a cultivated

language, that scarcely a writer seems to know

M
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when he ought to use such words as thou, you,

and yc. Even the Quakers, at least of late years,

as they have been gradually paring away the other

tokens of their sect, their coats and hats and

bonnets, generally soften the fullmouthed thou in-

to thce : whereby moreover they gain the advan-

tage of a twofold offense against grammar. For

this seems to be one of the ways in which an

Englishman delights to display his love of free-

dom, by his rejection of grammatical rules. A
Quaker will now say, Do thee wish for this ?

Witt thee come to me ? thus getting rid of what

in our language is felt to be such an incum-

brance, one of our few remaining grammatical in-

flexions. Perhaps our aversion to using the second

person of the verb may not have been inoperative

in expelling thou from our speech. And in truth

it is by no means so apt a word for express-

ing the personality of another symbolically, as tit-

and dtt- ; by which the lips are protruded toward

the person we are addressing, pointing to him,

and almost shaping themselves for a kiss ; as

though they belonged to a world in which all

mankind were brethren. You in this respect has

the better of thou.

As George Foxes attempt to thou and fraternize

all mankind was coincident with the outbreak of

our Rebellion, so at the beginning of the French

Revolution it became the fashion to fraternize and

tittoyer everybody. At first this may strike us

as another of the thousand and one examples of
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extremes meeting. But frequent as such meet-

ings are, the general formule which embraces,

does not explain them : and though there were

great and glaring differences between the Jacobins

and the early Quakers, there were also several

points of resemblance, They had the same eager

dislike of every existing institution, on the mere

ground of its existing, the same unhesitating

trust in their own impulses, whether regarded as

the dictates of the spirit, or of reason : they both

cherisht the same delusive notion, that by pruning

and lopping they should regenerate mankind.

The practice of thouing belonged to them both :

the refusal of respect to authority and rank be-

longed to them both : both indulged in a dream

of universal peace. The Jacobinical metonomatosis

of the months, and of the days of the week, might be

lookt upon as a parody of the quakerian : only their

hatred of all religion extended even to these relics

of polytheism : and it was an act suited to the

vermin that were then breeding and crawling

about the mouldering carcase of European society,

to revive the notion, which has been ascribed to

Pythagoras, that number is the only god.

It is cheering to observe, how even in these

things patient endurance is far mightier than

violence, feeble as the one, powerful as the other

may appear at the moment. Whatever is good
strikes root : Nature and Time delight to lister

it : so long as its spirit lasts, they preserve it ;

and often long after. But evil they rejeci and
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vomit up. George Foxes institution still subsists

after the lapse of near two centuries : that of the

Jacobins soon past away ; though not without

leaving a trace behind it.
" Le tutoiement (says

Bonald, Pensees, p. 29) s'est retranche dans la

famille ; et apres avoir tutoye tout le monde, on

ne tutoie plus que ses pere et mere. Get usage

met toute la maison a 1'aise : il dispense les parens

d'autorite, et les enfans de respect." A similar

change seems to be going on in Germany, to judge

from some recent works of fiction, in which for-

ward petulant children say du in speaking to their

parents, while the modest and wellbred still shew

their respect by using sie.

This substitution of the plural you for the sin-

gular thou is only one among many devices which

have been adopted for the sake of veiling over

the plainspeaking familiarity of the latter. The

Germans call you they ; the Italians she and her,

which may be regarded as a type of their national

effeminacy. In the Malay languages, we are told

by Marsden, a variety of substitutes for the first

and second pronoun are in use, by which the

speaker betokens his own inferiority, or the supe-

riority of the person he is addressing. This seems

to be common in Oriental languages, and answers

to what we often find in the Bible ; for instance

in 2 Samuel, c. xix. In Asia man seems hardly

to have found out either his own personality, or

that of others. u.
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After all, they are strange and mighty words,

these two little pronouns 7 and Thou, the mightiest

perhaps in the whole compass of language. The

name pronoun indeed is not quite strictly appro-

priate to them : for, as the great master of the phi-

losophy of language, William Humboldt, observes,

"they are not mere substitutes for the names of

the persons for whom they stand, but involve the

personality of the speaker, and of the person spoken

to, and the relation between them." I is the word

which man has in common with God, the eter-

nal self-existing 7 AM. Thou is the word with

which God and his conscience speak to man, the

word with which man speaks and communes with

God and his neighbour. All other words, with-

out these two, would belong to things : 7 and

Thou are inseparable from personality, and bestow

personality on whatever they are applied to. They
are the two primary elements and conditions of

all speech, which implies a speaker, and a person

spoken to : and they are the indispensable com-

plements, each to the other ; so that neither idea

could have been called forth in man without the

help of its mate.

This is why it was not good for man to be alone.

What in truth would Adam have been, if Eve had

never been created ? What was he before her

creation ? A solitary 7, without a tliou. Can there

be such a being ? Can the human mind be awa-

kened, except by the touch of a kindred mind ?
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Can the spark of consciousness be elicited, except

by collision ? Or are we to believe that his com-

munion with God was intimate enough to supply

the place of communion with beings of his own

kind ?

The indispensableness of an object to arouse the

sitlject is finely set before us in Troilus and

Cressida, in the dialogue between Ulysses and

Achilles.

Ulysses. A strange fellow here

AY rites me that man, how dearly ever parted,

Tlow much in having, or without, or in,

Cannot make boast to have that which he hath,

Nor feels not what he owes, but by reflexion :

As when his virtues shining upon others

Heat them, and they retort that heat again

To the first giver.

Achilles. This is not strange, Ulysses.

The beauty that is borne here in the face

The bearer knows not, but commends itself

To others eyes : nor doth the eye itself,

That most pure spirit of sense, behold itself,

Kot going from itself : but eye to eye opposed

Salutes each other with each other's form.

For speculation turns not to itself,

Till it hath traveld, and is married there

V\ here it may see itself.

Hence it is only by the reciprocal action of

these two ideas, the continual play and weaving
of them one into the other, that a true system

of philosophy can be constructed. In a logical

vacuum indeed / may dream that it can stand

alone : and then it will compass itself about with

a huge zero, an all-absorbing negation, summing
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up everything out of itself, as Fichte did, in the
'

most audacious word ever coined by man, Nicht-

ich, or Not-I. His system, a work of prodigious

energy and logical power, was the philosophical

counterpart to the political edifice which was set

up at the same time in France : and its main

fallacy was the very same, the confounding the

particular subjective mind with the eternal uni-

versal mind of the Allwise, the fancy that, as

God pours all truth out of himself, man may in

like manner draw all truth out of himself, and

the forgetting that, beside / and Not-I, there is

also a Thou in the world, our relations to whom,
in their manifold varieties, are the source of all our

affections, and of all our duties.

By the way, some persons may think that we

have cause to congratulate ourselves on the bare-

ness of our /, which is such that nothing can

adhere to it, inasmuch as it thereby forms a kind

of palisade around us, preserving us from the in-

roads of German philosophy. Nobody acquainted

with the various systems, which have sprung up
since Kant sowed the teeth of the serpent he had

slain, and which have been warring against each

other from that time forward, can fail to perceive

that in England they must all have been stillborn,

were it solely from the impossibility of forming any
derivatives or compounds from our 7. One can

hardly stir a step in those systems without such

words as Ichhcit, ichlieillich, ichlich, X/cht-ich.

But the genius of our language would never have
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allowed people to talk about Ihood, Ihoodly, Ily,

Not-L Like the sceptre of Achilles, our I, ovvore

(pvAAa *ai oov$ $U<T, frreidr] Trpcora TO/j.r]V fv opecnrt

And this, which is true of our pronoun, is also

true of that for which it stands. No old stick, no

iron bar, no bare / can be more unproductive and

barren than self, when cut off and isolated from

the tree on which it was set to grow. u.

Everybody has heard of one speech in Seneca's

Medea, small as may be the number of those

whose acquaintance with that poet has gone much

further. In truth the very conception of a tragedy

written by a Stoic is anything but inviting, and

may be deemed scarcely less incongruous than a

garden made of granite. Nor would this furnish

an unsuitable emblem of those tragedies : the

thoughts are about as hard and stiff; and the

characters have almost as much life in them.

Still there is one speech in them, which is suffi-

ciently notorious. When Medea's nurse exhorts

her to be patient, by urging the forlornness of her

situation, reminding her how

Abiere Colchi
; conjugis nulla est fides

;

Nihilque superest opibus e tantis tibi
;

she answers, Medea superest : and thus far her

answer is a fine one. But the rhetorician never

knew when to have done, in the accumulation

either of gold or of words. For truth and genius

are simple and brief: affectation and hypocrisy,
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whether moral or intellectual, are conscious that

their words are mere bubbles, and blow them till

they burst. What follows is wild nonsense :

Medea superest : hie mare et terras vides,

Ferrumque, et ignes, et deos, et fulmina.

Now how should one translate these two words,

Medea superest ? They are easy enough to

construe : but an English poet would hardly make

her say, Medea is left, or, Medea remains. The

question occurred to me the other day, when lis-

tening to a modern opera of little worth, except

for the opportunity it has afforded Madame Pasta

for putting forth her extraordinary tragic powers ;

powers to which, as there exhibited, I know not

what has been seen comparable in any actress,

since she who shed such splendour over the stage

in our younger days, welcomed her son back to

Rome. This, I believe, was the last part Mrs

Siddons ever played : at least it was the last

I saw her in: and well did it become her in

those days of her matronly dignity. Even now,

after near twenty years, I still seem to hear the

tone of exulting joy and motherly pride, bursting

through all her efforts to repress it, when, raising

her kneeling son, she cried,

Nay, my good soldier, up !

My gentle Marcius, worthy Caius, and

By deed-atchieving honour newly named . . .

What is it ? Coriolanus must I call thee 1

Nor will any one easily forget the exclamation

with which Medea repells Jason's question, Che mi
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resta ? the simple pronoun 7o. The situations

are somewhat unlike : but the passage is evidently

an imitation of that in Seneca's tragedy, or at

least has come from it at second or third hand.

For Corneille's celebrated moi, which the French

have extolled as though it had been the grandest

word in all poetry, must no doubt have been the

medium it past through, being itself merely a

prior copy of the same original. In the French

tragedy too a like change has been made from the

name to the pronoun : and one feels that this

change is imperatively required by the spirit of

modem times. An ancient poet could not have

used the pronoun : a modern poet in such a situa-

tion could hardly use the proper name.

But is not this at variance with what was said

before about the readiness of the ancients, and

the comparative reluctance in modern times, to

make use of the simple personal pronouns ? No :

for this very contrast arises from the objective

character of their minds, and the subjective cha-

racter of ours. They had less deep and wakeful

feelings connected with the personal pronoun, and

therefore used it more freely. But, from attach-

ing less importance to it, when they wanted to

speak emphatically, they had recourse to the pro-

per name. Above all was this the case among
the Romans, with whom names had a greater

power than with any other people ; owing mainly
to the political institutions, which gave the Ro-

man houses a vitality unexampled elsewhere ;
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so that the same names would shine in the

Fasti for century after century, encircled with

the honours of nearly twenty generations. Hence

a Roman prized and loved his name, almost as

something independent and out of himself, as a

kind of household god : and he could speak proudly

of it, without being withheld by the bashfulness of

vanity. Even the immortality which a Greek or

Roman lookt chiefly to, was the immortality of

his name.

We on the other hand have been taught that

there is something within us far more precious and

far more lasting than anything that is merely out-

ward. Hence the word / has a charm and a

power which it never had before, a power too

which has gone on growing, till of late years it

has almost swallowed up every other. Two ex-

amples of this were just now alluded to, Fichte's

egoical philosophy, and the French constitution, in

which everything was deduced from the rights of

man, without regard to the rights of men, or to

the necessities of things. The same usurpation

shews itself under a number of other phases, even

in religion. Catholic religion has well-nigh been

split up into personal, so that the very idea of

the former is almost lost ; and it is the avowed

principle of what is called the religious world, that

everybody's paramount engrossing duty is to take

care of his own soul. Of which principle the

philosophical caricature is, that selfishness is the

source of all morality, the ground of benevolence,
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and the only safe foundation for a state to build

on. Thus the awakening of our self-consciousness,

which was aroused, in order that, perceiving the

hollowness and rottenness of that self, we might
endeavour to stifle and get quit of it, has in many
respects rather tended to make us more its slaves

than ever. In truth it may be said of many a

man,, that he is impaled upon his /. This is as

it were the stake which is driven through the soul

of the spiritual suicide.

Still there are seasons, when, asserting its inde-

pendence of all outward things, an / may have

great stoical dignity and grandeur ; especially if it

rises from the midst of calamities, like a mast still

erect and unbending from a wreck. "
Frappe deux

fois de la foudre, says De Maistre (Soirees de

Saint Petersbourg, i. 11), alluding to the losses

and sufferings he had to endure in the Revo-

lution, je n'ai plus de droit a ce qu'on appelle

vulgairement bonheur. J'avoue meme qu'avant

de m'etre raffermi par de salutaires reflexions, il

m'est arrive trop souvent de me demander a moi-

meme,? Que me reste-t-il. Mais la conscience, a

force de me repondre Moi, m'a fait rougir de ma
foiblesse."

In a certain sense moreover, and that a most

awful one, the question Quid mperest ? concerns

us all. For to all a time will come, when we shall

be stript as bare of every outward thing, in which

we have been wont to trust, as Medea could ever

be. And one answer which we shall all have to
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make to that question, will be the same as hers.

When everything else has past away from me, /

shall still remain. But alas for those who will

have no other answer than this ! u.

No people, I remarkt just now, ever had so

lively a feeling of the power of names as the

Romans. This is a feature of that political in-

stinct, which characterizes them above every other

nation, of that instinct which seems to have taught

them from the very origin of their state, that their

calling and destiny was regere imperio popidos ;

and which endowed them with an almost unerring

sagacity for picking out and appropriating all such

institutions as were fitted to forward their two

great works, of conquering and of governing the

world.

In the East we seldom hear of any names, ex-

cept those of the soverains and their favorites : and

those of the latter often become extinct before the

natural close of their lives. In Greece the indi-

vidual comes forward on the ground of his own

character, without leaning on his ancestors for sup-

port. The descendants of Aristides, of Pericles,

of Brasidas, were scarcely distinguisht from their

fellowcitizens. But in Rome the name of the

house and family predominated over that of the

individual. It is at Rome that we first find

family names or surnames, names which do not

expire with their owners, but are transmitted

from generation to generation, carrying down the
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honours they have already earned, and continually

receiving fresh influxes of fame. Traces of a like

institution are indeed perceivable in other of the

old Italian nations, and even among the Greeks :

but it is among the Romans that we first become

familiar with it, and behold its political power.

By means of their names, political principles, poli-

tical duties, political affections were imprest on the

minds of the Romans from their birth. Every

member of a great house had a determinate course

markt out for him, the path in which his fore-

fathers had trod : his very name admonisht him of

what he owed to his country. The Valerii, the

Fabii, the Clauclii, the Cornelii, had special and

mighty motives to prompt them to patriotism :

and a twofold disgrace awaited them, if they

shrank from their post. Niebuhr (vol. ii. p 576)

has pointed out how the measures of eminent Ro-

man statesmen were often considered as heirlooms,

so as to be perfected or revived by namesakes of

their first proposers, even after the lapse of cen-

turies. And who can doubt that the younger

Cato's mind was stirred by the renown of the

elder? or that the example of the first Brutus

haunted the second, and whispered to him, that it

behoved him also, at whatsoever cost of personal

affection, to deliver his country from the tyrant ?

The same feeling, the same influence of names

manifests itself in the history of the Italian repub-

lics. Nor have the other nations of modern Europe
been without it. Only unfortunately the frivolous
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love of titles, and the petty ambition of mounting
from one step in the peerage to another have

stunted their power. How much greater and

brighter would the great names in our history

have been., the names of Howard, and Percy, and

Nevile, and Stanley, and Wentworth, and Russell ;

if so much of their glory had not been drawn off

upon other titles, which, though persons verst in

pedigrees know them to belong to the same blood,

are not associated with them in the minds of the

people ! This may be one of the reasons why our

nobility has produced so few great men. Great

men rise up into it ; and a title is put as an

extinguisher upon them. What is the most gor-

geous highnown title a soverain of France could

devise, even were it that of arch-grand-duke, com-

pared with the name of Montrnorency ? The

Spanish grandees shew a much truer aristocratical

feeling, in wearing their oldest titles, instead of

what are vulgarly deemed their highest.

For the true spirit of an aristocracy is not per-

sonal, but corporate. He who is animated by
that spirit, would rather be a branch of a great

tree, than a sucker from it. The demagogue's

aim and triumph is to be lifted up on the shoul-

ders of the mob ; and when thus borne aloft,

he exults, however unsteady his seat, however

rapidly he may be sure to fall. But the aristocrat

is content to abide within the body of his order,

and to derive his honour and influence from his

order, more than from himself. The glory of his
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ancestors is his. Another symptom of the all-

engulfing whirl with which the feeling of person-

ality has been swallowing up everything else for

the last century, is the stale flat ridicule lavisht

by every witling and dullard on those who take

pride in an illustrious ancestry. We had become

unable to understand any honour but that which

was personal, any merit or claim but personal.

We had dwindled and shrunk into a host of

bare 7s.

Even the way in which a Roman begins his

letter, heading it with his name at full length, was

significant. Wheras we skulk with ours into a

corner, and often pare it down to initials. u.

A rumpled rose-leaf lay in my path. There

was one little stain on it : but it was still very

sweet. Why was it to be trampled under foot, or

lookt on as food for swine ?

There is as much difference between good poetry

and fine verses, as between the smell of a flower-

garden and of a perfumer's shop.

When you see an action in itself noble, to

suspect the soundness of its motive is like sup-

posing everything high, mountains among the rest,

to be hollow. Yet how many unbelieving be-

lievers pride themselves on this uncharitable folly !

These are your silly vulgarwise, your shallow men

of penetration, who measure all things by their
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own littleness, and who, by professing to know

nothing else, seem to fancy they earn an exclusive

right to know human nature. Let none such be

trusted in their judgements upon any one, not even

on themselves always.

There are certain writers of works of fiction,

who seem to delight in playing at cup and ball

with vice and virtue. Is it right you thought you
saw ? you find it to be wrong : wrong ? presto !

it has become right. Their hero is a moral pro-

digy, mostly profligate, often murderous, not sel-

dom both; but, whether both or either, always

virtuous. Possessing, as they inform us, a fine un-

derstanding, anxious, as he is for ever assuring us,

in despite of all mankind to do right, he is per-

petually falling into actions atrocious and detesta-

ble ; not from the sinfulness of human nature ; not

from carelessness, or presumption, or rashly dally-

ing with temptation ; but because the world is a

moral labyrinth, every winding in which leads to

monstrous evil. Such an entanglement of circum-

stances is devised, as God never permits to occur,

except perhaps in extraordinary times to extra-

ordinary men. Into these the hero is thrown

headlong ; and every foul and bloody step he

takes, is ascribed to some amiable weakness, or

some noble impulse, deserving our sympathy and

admiration.

And what fruits do these eccentric geniuses

bring us from their wilderness of honours ? They
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seduce us into a pernicious belief that feeling and

duty are irreconcilable ; and thus they hypotheti-

cally suspend Providence, to necessitate and sanc-

tion crime.

Our poetry in the eighteenth century was prose ;

our prose in the seventeenth, poetry.

Taste appreciates pictures ; connoisseurship ap-

praises them. T.

We are always saying with anger or wonder,

that such and such a work of genius is unpopular.

Yet how can it be otherwise ? Surely it would be

a sort of contradiction, were the most extraor-

dinary books in a language the commonest ; at

least until they have been made so by fashion,

which, to say nothing of its capriciousness, is oli-

garchal.

Are you surprised that our friend Matthew has

married such a woman ? and surprised too, because

he is a man of genius ? That is the very reason

of his doing it. To be sure she comes to him

without a shift to her back : but his genius is rich

enough to deck her out in purple and fine linen.

So long as these last, all will go on comfortably.

But when they are worn out, and the stock ex-

hausted, alas poor wife ! shall I rather say ? or alas

poor Matthew !
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Jealousy is said to be the offspring of love.

Yet, unless the parent makes haste to strangle

the child, the child will not rest till it has poisoned

the parent. A.

Man has,

First, animal appetites ; and hence animal im-

pulses.

Secondly, moral cravings ; either unregulated by

reason, which are passions ; or regulated and con-

trolled by it, which are feelings : hence moral im-

pulses.

Thirdly, the power of weighing probabilities ;

and hence prudence.

Fourthly, the vis loyica, evolving consequences

from axioms, necessary deductions from certain

principles, whether they be mathematical, as in

the theorems of geometry, or moral, as of duty
from the idea of God : hence conscience, at once

the voice of duty speaking to the soul, and the

ear with which the soul hears the commands of

duty.

This idea, the idea of God, is, beyond all ques-

tion or comparison, the one great seminal principle ;

inasmuch as it combines and comprehends all the

faculties of our nature, converging in it as their

common centre ; brings the reason to sanction the

aspirations of the imagination; impregnates law

with the vitality and attractiveness of the affec-

tions ; and establishes the natural legitimate sub-

ordination of the body to the will, and of both to
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the vis logica or reason, by involving the necessary

and entire dependence of the created ori the Cre-

ator. But although this idea is the end and the

beginning, the ocean and the fountain-head, of all

duty, yet are there many contributory streams of

principle, to which men in all ages have been con-

tent to trust themselves. Such are the disposition

to do good for its own sake, patriotism, that earthly

religion of the ancients, obedience to law, reverence

for parents.

A few corroborative observations may be added.

First : passion is refined into feeling by being

brought under the controll of reason ; in other

words, by being in some degree tempered with the

idea of duty.

Secondly : a deliberate impulse appears to be a

contradiction in terms : yet must its existence be

admitted, if we deny the existence of principles.

For there are actions on record, which, although

the results of predetermination, possest all the self-

sacrifice of a momentary impulse. The conduct of

Manlius when challenged by the Gaul, contrasted

with that of his son on a like occasion, strikingly

illustrates the difference between principle and im-

pulse : of which difference moreover, to the unques-

tionable exclusion of prudence, the premeditated

self-devotion of Decius furnishes another instance.

Thirdly : the mind, when allowed its full and

free play, prefers moral good, however faintly, to

moral evil. Hence the old confession, Video meli-

ora proboque : and hence are we so much better
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judges in another's case than our own. In like

manner the philosophic apostle demonstrates the

existence of the law written in our hearts, from

the testimony borne by the conscience to our own

deeds, and the sentence of acquittal or condemna-

tion which we pass on each other. And although

this preference for good may in most cases be so

weak, as to require the subsidiary support of pro-

mises and threats, yet the auxiliary enactment is

not to be confounded with the primary principle.

For, in the Divine Law certainly, and, I believe,

in Human Law also, where it is not the arbitrary

decree of ignorance or injustice, the necessity and

consequent obligation to obedience must have ex-

isted, at least potentially, from all eternity ; Law

being an exposition, and not an origination of

duty : while punishment, a thing in its very na-

ture variable, is a subsequent appendage,
" because

of transgressions." Even the approval of con-

science, although coincident with the performance

of the act approved, must be as distinct from it as

effect from cause : not to insist on that approval's

not being confined to duty in its highest sense, but

being extended on fitting occasions both to moral

impulses and to prudence.

Fourthly : there are classes of words, such as

generous and base, good and bad, right and wrong,

which belong to the moral feelings and principles

contended for, and which have no meaning without

them : and their existence, not merely in the writ-

ings of philosophers, but in the mouths of the
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commonalty, should perhaps be deemed enough to

establish the facts, of which they profess to be the

expressions and exponents. Surely the trite prin-

ciple, Ex nihilo nihil
fit,

is applicable here also,

and may for once be enlisted in the service of the

good cause. But besides, the existence of duty, as

in itself an ultimate and satisfactory end, is notori-

ously a favorite topic with great orators; who, it

is evident, can only be great, because their more

vivid sensibility gives them a deeper practical in-

sight into the springs and workings of the human

heart ; and who, it is equally certain, would not

even be considered great, were their views of

humanity altogether and fundamentally untrue.

Without going back to Demosthenes, the most elo-

quent writers of our days have distinguisht them-

selves by attacks on the selfish system.

To the same purpose is the epitaph on Leonidas

and his Spartans : They fell in obedience to the

laics. Were not obedience taken here as a duty
in itself, without any reference to a penalty, this

famous epitaph would dwindle into an unintelli-

gible synonym for They died to escape whipping.

On the other hand, were not such obedience pos-

sible, the epitaph would be rank nonsense.

The fact is, if the doctrines of the selfish philo-

sophers, as I must call them, in compliance with

usage, and for lack of a more appropriate name,

though they themselves, were they consistent,

would shrink from the imputation of anything so
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fantastical and irrational as the love ofwisdom, and

would rather be styled systematic selfseekers, if,

I say, their doctrines are true, every book that was

ever written, in whatsoever language, on whatso-

ever subject, and of whatsoever kind, unless it be

a mere table of logarithms, ought forthwith to be

written afresh. For in their present state they

are all the spawn of falsehood cast upon the waters

of nonsense. Great need verily is there that this

school of exenterated rulemongers and eviscerated

logicians should set about rewriting every book,

ay, even their own. For, whatever they may
have thought, they have been fain to speak like

the rest of the world, with the single exception of

Mr Bentham; who, discerning the impossibility of

giving vent to his doctrines in any language hither-

to spoken by man, has with his peculiar judgement
coined a new gibberish of his own for his private

circulation. And yet one might wager one should

not read many pages, before even he would be

caught tripping.

Clumsy as this procedure may be, it is at all

events honester and more straightforward than the

course adopted by Hobbes ; who, instead of issuing

new tokens, such as everybody might recognize to

be his, chose to retain the terms in common use,

stamping their impress however on the base metal

of his own brain, and trying to palm this off as the

king's English. If any one wishes to see the ab-

solute incompatibility of the selfish doctrines with

the universal feelings of mankind, let him read the
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eighth and ninth chapters of Hobbeses Human

Nature, and remark how audaciously he perverts

and distorts the words he pretends to explain, as

the only means of keeping them from giving the lie

to his system. It is curious, to what shifts a man,

who is often a clear thinker, and mostly writes

with precision, is compelled to resort, when, hav-

ing mounted the great horse of philosophy with his

face tailward, he sets off on this a posteriori course,

shouting, Look ! how fast I am getting on ! It is

true, instead of coming to meet me, everything seems

to be running away : but this is only because I have

emancipated myselffrom the bondage of gravita*

tion, and can distinguish the motion of the earth as

it rolls under me ; while all other men are swept

blindly along with it.

When one looks merely at the style of Hobbes,

and at that of Mr Bentham's later works, it is

not easy to conceive two writers more different.

Yet they have much in common. Both have the

same shrewdness of practical observation, the same

clearness of view, so far as the spectacles they have

chosen to put on, allow them to see, the same

fondness for stringing everything on a single prin-

ciple. Both have the same arrogant, overweening,

contemptuous selfconceit. Both look with the same

vulgar scorn on all the wisdom of former times, and

of their own. Both deem they have a monopoly
of all truth, and that whatever is not of their own

manufacture is contraband. Both too seem to

have been men of regular moi-al habits, having
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naturally cold and calm temperaments, undisturbed

by lively affections, unruffled by emotions, with no

strong feelings except such as were kindled or

fanned by self-love. Thus they both reacht a

great age, exemplifying their systems, so far as

this is possible, in their own lives ; and they only

drew from themselves, while they fancied they

were representing human nature.

In knowledge indeed, especially in the variety

of his information, Mr Bentham was far superior

to the sophist of Malmsbury : although what made

him so confident in his knowledge, was that it was

only half-knowledge. He wanted the higher So-

cratic half, the knowledge of his own ignorance.

Hobbes, it is said, was wont to make it a boast,

that he had read so little; for that, if he had

read as much as other men, he should have been

as ignorant. What his ignorance in that case

might have been, we cannot well judge; but it

could not easily have been grosser than what he

is perpetually displaying. To appreciate the arro-

gance of his boast, we must remember that he was

the friend of Selden, who, while his learning em-

braced the whole field of knowledge, was no way
inferior to Hobbes in the vigour of his practical

understanding, and in sound sterling desophisti-

cating sense was far superior to him.

As to the difference in style between the two

chiefs of the selfish school, it answers to that

in their political opinions. For a creed, which

acknowledges no principles beyond the figments
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of the understanding, may accommodate itself to

any form of government ; not merely submitting to

it, as Christianity does, for conscience sake, but

setting it up as excellent in itself, and worshiping

it. Accordingly we find them diverging into op-

posite extremes. While Hobbes bowed to the

ground before the idol of absolute monarchy,, his

successor's leanings were all in favour of democracy.

The former, caring only about quiet, and the being

able to pursue his studies undisturbed, wisht to

leave everything as it was ; and thus in style too

conformed, so far as his doctrines allowed, to com-

mon usage. Mr Bentham on the other hand, as

he ever rejoiced to see society resolving into its

elements, seemed desirous to throw back language

also into a chaotic state. Unable to understand

organic unity and growth, he lookt upon a hyphen
as the only bond of union. u.

By a happy contradiction no system of philoso-

phy gives such a base view of human nature, as

that which is founded on self-love. So sure is

self-love to degrade whatever it touches. u.

There have indeed been minds overlaid by much

reading, men who have piled such a load of books

on their heads, their brains have seemed to be

squasht by them. This however was not the cha-

racter of the learned men in the age of Hobbes.

Though they did not all rise to a commanding

highth above the whole expanse of knowledge, like
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Scaliger, or like Niebuhr in our own times, so as

to survey it at once with a mighty darting glance,

discerning the proportions and bearings of all its

parts ; yet the scholars of those days had no slight

advantages, on the one hand in the comparative

narrowness and unity of the field of knowledge,

and on the other hand in the labour then required

to traverse it ; above all, in the discipline of a

positive education, and in having determinate

principles, according to which every fresh acces-

sion of information was to be judged and dis-

posed of. Their principles may have been mixt

up with a good deal of errour; but at all events

they were not at the mercy of the winds, to

veer round and round with every blast. Their

knowledge too was to be drawn, not at second

or third or tenth hand, from abstracts and abridge-

ments, and compilations and compendiums, and

tables of contents and indexes, but straight from

the original sources. Hence they had a firmer

footing. They often knew not how to make a

right use of their knowledge, and lackt critical dis-

crimination : but few of them felt their learning an

incumbrance, or were disabled by it from walking

steadily.

Whereas in Bacon himself, one may perceive

that many of the flaws, which here and there dis-

figure his writings, would have vanisht if he had

entertained less disparaging notions of his prede-

cessors, and not allowed himself to be dazzled by

the ambition of being in all things the reformer of
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philosophy. Even if learning were mere ballast,

a large and stout ship will bear a heavy load of it,

and sail all the better. But a wise man will make

use of his predecessors as rowers, who will waft

him along far more rapidly and safely, and over a

far wider range of waters, than he could cross in

any skiff of his own. Adopting Bacon's image,

that we see beyond antiquity, from standing upon

it, at all events we must take up our stand there,

and not kick it from under us : else we ourselves

fall along with it. True wisdom is always catholic,

yea, even when it is protesting the most loudly

and strongly. It knows that the real stars are

those which move on calmly and peacefully in

the midst of their heavenly brotherhood. Those

which rush out from thence, and disdain commu-

nion with them, are no stars, but fleeting perishable

meteors.

Even in poetry, he would be a bold man who

would assert that Milton's learning impaired his

genius. At times it may be obtrusive ; but it

more than makes amends for this at other times.

Or would Virgil, would Horace, would Gray, have

indeed been greater poets, had they been less fami-

liar with those who went before them ?

Desultory reading is indeed most mischievous,

by fostering habits of loose discontinuous thought,

by turning the memory into a common sewer for

rubbish of all sorts to float through, and by relax-

ing the power of attention, which of all our facul-

ties most needs care, and is most improved by it.
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But a well-regulated course of study will no more

weaken the mind than hard exercise will weaken

the body : nor will a strong mind be weighed down

by its knowledge, any more than an oak is by
its leaves, or than Sampson was by his locks. He

whose sinews are drained by his hair, must already

be a weakling. u.

We may keep the devil without the swine, but

not the swine without the devil.

The Christian religion may be lookt upon under

a twofold aspect ; as revealing and declaring a few

mysterious doctrines, beyond the grasp and reach

of our reason, and as confirming and establishing a

number of moral truths, which, from their near and

evident connexion with our social wants, might

enter into a scheme of religion, such as a human

legislator
would devise.

The divine origin of any system confining itself

to truths of the latter kind would be liable to

strong suspicions. For what a mere man is capa-

ble of deducing, will not rise high enough to have

flowed down from heaven. On the other hand a

system composed wholly of abstruse doctrines,

however it might feed the wonder of the vulgar,

could never have been the gift of God. A Being

who knows the extent of our wants, and the vio-

lence of our passions, all whose ordinary dispen-

sations moreover are fraught with usefulness, and

stampt with love, such a Being, our Maker, could
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never have sent us an unfruitful revelation of

strange truths, which left men in the condi-

tion it found them in, as selfish, as hardhearted,

as voluptuous. Accordingly, as Dr Whateley has

shewn in his Essays on some Peculiarities of the

Christian Religion, the practical character of a re-

velation, and its abstaining from questions of mere

curiosity, is an essential condition, or at least a

very probable mark, of its truth.

Christianity answers the anticipations of Philo-

sophy on both these important points. Its pre-

cepts are holy and imperative, its mysteries vast,

undiscoverable, unimaginable; and, what is still

worthier of consideration, these two limbs of our

religion are not severed, or even laxly joined, but,

after the workmanship of the God of Nature, so

" lock in with and overwrap one another," that

they cannot be torn asunder without rude force.

Every mystery is the genn of a duty : every duty
has its motive in a mystery. So that, if I may
speak of these things in the symbolical language of

ancient wisdom, every thing divine being circular,

every right thing human straight, the life of the

Christian may be compared to a chord, each end of

which is supported by the arc it proceeds from and

terminates in.

Were not the mysteries of antiquity, in their

practical effect, a sort of religious peerage, to em-

brace and absorb those persons whose inquiries

might endanger the establisht belief? If so, it is
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a strong presumption in favour of Christianity,

that it contains none j especially as it borrows no

aid from castes.

Even if the purportings of the Bible to be a reve-

lation were false, it would still have more truth

in it than any book that ever was written.

A use must have preceded an abuse, properly so

called.

Nobody has ever yet been able to change today
into tomorrow, or into yesterday : and yet every-

body, who has much energy of character, is per-

petually trying to do one or the other. u.

I could hardly feel much confidence in a man
who had never been imposed upon. u.

There are instances, a physician has told me, of

persons, who, having been crowded with others in

prisons so ill ventilated as to breed an infectious

fever, have yet escaped it, from the gradual adapta-

tion of their constitutions to the noxious atmo-

sphere they had generated. This avoids the infe-

rence so often drawn, as to the real harmlessness

of apparently mischievous doctrines, from the inno-

cent lives of the men with whom they originated.

To form a correct judgement concerning the ten-

dency of any doctrine, one should rather look at

the fruit it bears in the disciples, than in the
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teacher. For he only made it; they are made

by it.

La pobreza no es vileza, Poverty is no disgrace,

says the Biscayan proverb. Paupertas ridiculos

homines facit, says the Roman satirist. Is there

an Englishman, who, being askt which is the wiser

and better saying, would not instantly answer,

The first'? Yet how many are there, who half an

hour after would not quiz a poor gentleman's coat

or dinner, if the thought of it came across them ?

Be consistent, for shame, even in evil. But no !

still be inconsistent ; that your practice, thus glar-

ingly at variance with your principle, may sooner

fall to the ground.

Who wants to see a masquerade ? might be writ-

ten under a looking-glass. u.

Languages are the barometers of national thought

and character. Home Tooke, in attempting to fix

the quicksilver, for his own metaphysical ends,

acted much like a little playfellow of mine, at the

first school I was at, who screwed the master's

weatherglass up to fair, to make sure of a fine day
for a holiday.

Every age has a language of its own : and the

difference in the words is often far greater than in

the thoughts. The main employment of authors,

in their collective capacity, is to translate the
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discoveries of other ages into the language of their

own. Nor is this a useless or unimportant task :

for it is the only way of making knowledge either

fruitful or powerful.

Reviewers are for ever telling authors, they can't

understand them. True ! the author might often

reply: but that is not myfault. u.

The climate might perhaps have absorbed the

intellect of Greece,, instead of tempering it to a

love of beauty, but for the awakening and stirring

excitements of a national poem, barbaric wars, a

confined territory, republican institutions and the

activity they generate, the absence of any recluse

profession, and a form of worship in which art

predominated. The poets of such a people would

naturally be lyrical. But at Athens, Homer, the

Dionysiacs, and Pericles, by their united influence

fostered them into dramatists. The glories of their

country inspired them with enthusiastic patriotism :

and an aristocratical religion (which, until it was

supplanted by a vulgar philosophy, was revered, in

spite of all its errours,) gave them depth, and made

them solemn at least, if not terrible. Energy they

owed to their contests, and correctness to the prac-

tist ears of their audience.

On the other hand, the centurion's rod, the fo-

rum, the consulate, Hannibal, and in later times

the civil wars, pride, and the suppression of feel-

ing taught by pride, Epicureanism, which dwarft

o
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Lucretius, though it could not stifle him, the

overwhelming perfection of the great Greek models,

and the benumbing frost of a jealous despotism,

would not allow the Romans, except at rare inter-

vals, to be poets. Perhaps the greatest in their

language is Livy.

Such must be the opinion of the author of Gebir,

whose writings are more deeply impregnated, than

those of any Englishman of our times, with the

spirit of classical antiquity. In a note on that

singular poem, he goes so far as to compare Livy
with Shakspeare, and in one respect gives the

advantage to the Roman. "
Shakspeare, (he says,)

is the only writer that ever knew so intimately, or

ever described so accurately, the variations of the

human character. But Livy is always great."

The same too must have been the opinion of the

great historian, who seemed to have been raised

up, after the lapse of eighteen centuries, to revive

the glories of ancient Rome, and to teach us far

more about the Romans, than they ever knew

about themselves. Niebuhr agrees with Landor

in praising Livy's brilliant talent for the represen-

tation of human character ; while in another place

he justly complains of Virgil's inability to infuse

life into the shadowy names with which he has

swollen the muster-roll of his poem.

South's sentences are gems, hard and shining.

Voltaire's look like them, but are only French

paste.
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Some men so dislike the dust kickt up by the

generation they belong to, that, being unable to

pass, they lag behind it.

Half the failures in life arise from pulling in

one's horse as he is leaping. u.

How much better the world would go on, if

people could but do now and then, what Lord

Castlereagh used to deprecate, and turn their backs

upon themselves ! u.

The most mischievous liars are those who keep

on the verge of truth. u.

Hardly anything is so difficult in writing, as to

write with ease. u.

Contrast is a kind of relation.

Instead of watching the bird as it flies above

our heads, we chase his shadow along the ground ;

and finding we cannot grasp it, we conclude it to

be nothing.

There is something odd in the disposition of an

Englishman's senses. He sees with his fingers,

and hears with his toes. Enter a gallery of pic-

tures ; you find all the spectators longing to be-

come handlers. Go to hear an opera of Mozart's ;
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your next neighbour keeps all the while kicking

time ... as if he could not kill it without. u.

Excessive indulgence to others, especially to

children, is in fact only self-indulgence under an

alias. u.

Poverty breeds wealth ; and wealth in its turn

breeds poverty. The earth to form the mound, is

taken out of the ditch ; and whatever may be the

highth of the one, will be the depth of the other.

Pliny speaks of certain animals that will fat-

ten on smoke. How lucky it would be for sundry

eloquent statesmen, if they could get men to do

The great cry with everybody is, Get on ! get

on ! just as if the world were traveling post. How
astonisht people will be, when they arrive in hea-

ven, to find the angels, who are so much wiser

than they, laying no schemes to be made arch-

angels !

Is not every true lover a martyr? u.

Unitarianism has no root in the permanent prin-

ciples of human nature. In fact it is a religion of

accidents, depending for its reception on a particu-

lar turn of thought, a particular state of know-

ledge, and a particular situation in society. This

alone is a sufficient disproof of it.
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But moreover its postulates involve the absurd-

ity of coupling infinity with man. No wonder

that, beginning with raising him into a god, it has

ended with degrading him into a beast. In at-

tempting to erect a Babel on a foundation of a foot

square, the Socinians constructed a building which,

being top-heavy, overturned ; and its bricks, in-

stead of stopping at the ground, from the violence

of the fall struck into it.

Calvinism is not imaginative. To stand there-

fore, it should in some degree be scientific : whereas

no system of Christianity presents greater difficul-

ties to the understanding, none so great to the

moral sense. Heavy as these difficulties are, the

unbending faith of the Swiss Reformer would have

borne up under still heavier. But after a few

generations, when zeal subsides, such a weight is

found to be inconvenient ; and men loosen the

articles which press the hardest, until they slip off

one after another. Scepticism however, like other

things, is enlarged and pampered by indulgence :

as the current gets more sluggish, the water gets

thicker : and the dregs of Calvinism stagnate into

Socinianism.

A Christian is God Almighty's gentleman: a

gentleman, in the vulgar superficial way of under-

standing the word, is the Devil's Christian. But

to throw aside these polisht and too current coun-

terfeits for something valuable and sterling, the
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real gentleman should be gentle in everything, at

least in everything that depends on himself; in

carriage, temper, constructions, aims, desires. He

ought therefore to be mild, calm, quiet, even, tem-

perate ; not hasty in judgement, not exorbitant in

ambition, not overbearing, not proud, not rapa-

cious, not oppressive ; for these things are contrary

to gentleness. Many such gentlemen are to be

found, I trust ; and many more would be, were

the true meaning of the name borne in mind and

duly inculcated. But alas! we are misled by ety-

mology ; and because a gentleman was originally

homo gentilis, people seem to fancy they shall lose

caste unless they act as Gentiles.

To no kind of begging are people so averse, as to

begging pardon : that is, when there is any serious

ground for doing so. When there is none, this

phrase is as soon taken in vain, as other momen-

tous words are upon light occasions. On the other

hand there is a kind of begging which everybody is

forward enough at ; and that is, begging the ques-

tion. Yet surely a gentle-man should be as ready
to do the former, as a reasonable man should be

loth to do the latter. u.

What a proof it is that the carnal heart is en-

mity, to find that almost all our prejudices are

against others ! so much so indeed, that this has

become an integral part of the word : whatever is

to a man's prejudice, is to his hurt. Nay, I have
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sometimes found it hard to convince a person, that

it is possible to have a prejudice in favour of

another. It is only Christian love, that can be-

lieve all things, and hope all things, even of our

fellow-creatures.

But is there not a strange contradiction here ?

The carnal heart, which thinks so basely of its

neighbours, thinks haughtily of itself: while the

Christian, who knows and feels the evil of his own

nature, can yet look for good in his neighbours.

How is this to be solved ? Why, it is only when

blinded by selflove, that we can think proudly of

our nature. Take away that blind ; and in our

judgements of others we are quicksighted enough
to see there is very little in that 'nature to rely

on. Whereas the Christian can hope all things ;

because he grounds his hope not on man, but on

God, and trusts that the same power which has

wrought good in him, will also work good in his

neighbour. u.

Temporary madness may perhaps be necessary

in some cases, to cleanse and renovate the mind ;

just as a fit of illness is to carry off the humours of

the body.

A portrait has one advantage over its original :

it is unconscious : so you may admire, without

insulting it. I have seen portraits which have

more. u.
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A compliment is usually accompanied with a

bow, as if to beg pardon for paying it. A.

Thought is the wind, knowledge the sail, and

mankind the vessel.

Children always turn toward the light.

that grown-up people in this would become like

little children ! u.

Civilization takes the heart, and sticks it beside

the head, just where Spurzheim finds the organ of

acquisitiveness. No wonder she fancies she has

elevated man altogether, since she has thus raised

the most valuable part of him, and at the same

time has thus enlarged the highest.

Men have often been warned against old pre-

judices : I would rather warn them against new

conceits. The novelty of an opinion on any moral

question is a presumption against it. Generally

speaking, it is only the half-thinker, who, in

matters concerning the feelings and ancestral opi-

nions of men, stumbles on new conclusions. The

true philosopher searches out something else ; the

propriety of the feeling, the wisdom of the opinion,

the deep and living roots of whatever is fair or

enduring. For on such points, to use a happy

phrase of Dugald Stewart's,
" our first and third

thoughts will be found to coincide."

Burke was a fine specimen of a third-thovghted
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man. So in our own times, consciously and pro-

fessedly, was Coleridge ; who delighted in nothing

more than in the revival of a dormant truth, and

who ever lookt over the level of the present age

to the hills containing the sources and springs

whereby that level is watered. Let me cite an

instance of what I mean from the life of Jeremy

Taylor, by . . the title has, Reginald Heber. So

let me call him then. I only anticipate the affec-

tionate familiarity of future ages, in whose ears (as

a friend of mine well prophesies) the Bishop of

Calcutta will sound as strange, as the Bishop of

Down and Connor would in ours. The passage

I refer to is a defense of the good old institu-

tion of sizars, or poor scholars. Its length pre-

vents my quoting it entire ; but I cannot forbear

enriching my pages with some of the concluding

sentences. "It is easy to declaim against the

indecorum and illiberality of depressing the poorer

students into servants. But it would be more

candid, and more consistent with truth, to say

that our ancestors elevated their servants to the

rank of students ; softening, as much as possible,

every invidious distinction, and rendering the con-

venience of the wealthy the means of extending

the benefits of education to those whose poverty

must otherwise have shut them out from the

springs of knowledge. And the very distinction

of dress, which has so often been complained of,

the very nature of those duties, which have been

esteemed degrading, were of use in preventing the
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intrusion of the higher classes into situations in-

tended only for the benefit of the poor ; while, by

separating the last from the familiar society of the

wealthier students, they prevented that dangerous

emulation of expense, which in more modern times

has almost excluded them from the University."

(p. ix.)*

Was it superfluous to quote a passage, which my
readers were already acquainted with ? I rejoice

to hear it ; and wish I could believe they had as

good cause for objecting to the following extract

from Coleridge, containing a similar apology for a

practice dictated by natural feelings, but which

has often been severely condemned. "
It is no

less an errour in teachers, than a torment to the

poor children, to enforce the necessity of reading

as they would talk. In order to cure them of

singing, as it is called, the child is made to

* The foregoing page was just printed off, when the news

came that India had lost its good bishop. At the time when

I ventured on that passing mention of him, I was little dis-

turbed by the thought of its inadequateness ; knowing that

it would not offend him, if the passage ever chanced to meet

his eye. He would have deemed himself beholden to the

meanest stranger for an offering of honest admiration, and, I

doubted not, would accept any tribute of gratitude and affec-

tion with his wonted gentleness. And now . . . now that he

has been taken from us ... why should I not declare the

truth 1 though I should have rejoiced to speak of him wor-

thily, if God had given me the power to speak worthily of

such a man
; yet, being what I am, that I have said no more

does not pain me . . . perhaps because my heart seems to say

to me, that love and sorrow make all gifts equal.
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repeat the words from off the book; and then

indeed his tones resemble talking, as far as his

fears, tears, and trembling will permit. But as

soon as the eye is again directed to the printed

page, the spell begins anew : for an instinctive

sense tells the child, that to utter its own mo-

mentary thoughts, and to recite the written

thoughts of another, as of another, and a far

wiser than himself, are two widely different

things ; and as the two acts are accompanied

with widely different feelings, so must they

justify different modes of enunciation." (Biog.

Lit. Vol. ii. p. 60.

My introductory remarks however, I scarcely

need add, apply to ends only, not to means. For

means are variable, ends continue the same. The

road from London to Edinburgh may be improved,

horses may become swifter, carriages lighter : but

Edinburgh seems likely to stay pretty much in the

same spot where it is now.

The next best thing to a very good joke, is a

very bad joke : the next best thing to a very

good argument, is a very bad one. In wit and

reasoning, as in the streets of Paris, you must

beware of the old maxim, media tutissimus ibis.

In that city it would lead you into the gutter :

in your intellectual march it would sink you in

the dry sandy wastes of dulness. But the self-

same result, which a good joke or a good argument
attains to regularly and according to law, is now
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and then attained to by their misshapen brethren

per saltum, as a piece of luck.

Few trains of logic, however ingenious and fine,

have given me so much pleasure,, and yet a good

argument is of all dainties the daintiest, few,

very few, have so much pure truth in them, as

the exclamation,, How good it was of God to put

Sunday at one end of the week ! for, if he had

put it in the middle, he icould have made a broken

week of it. The feeling here is so true and so

strong, as to overpower all perception of the rugged

way along which it carries us. It gains its point ;

and that is all it cares for. It knows nothing
of doubt or faintheartedness, but goes to work

much like our sailors : everybody, who does not

know them, swears they must fail ; and they are

sure to succeed. He who is animated with such

a never hesitating, never questioning conviction

that every ordinance of God is for good, although

he may miss the actual good in the particular

instance, cannot go far wrong in the end.

There is a speech of a like character related in

Mr Turner's Tour in Normandy. He entered

one day into conversation with a Frenchman of

the lower orders, a religious man, whom he found

praying before a broken cross. They were sitting

in a ruined chapel.
" The devotee mourned over

its destruction, and over the state of the times

which could countenance such impiety ; and gra-

dually, as he turned over the leaves of the prayer-

book in his hand, he was led to read aloud the
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137th Psalm, commenting on every verse as he

proceeded, and weeping more and more bitterly,

when he came to the part commemorating the

ruin of Jerusalem, which he applied to the captive

state of France, exclaiming against Prussia as

cruel Babylon. Yet, we askt, how can you re*

concile with the spirit of Christianity the permission

given to the Jews by the Psalmist to take up her

little ones and dash them against the stones ? Ah !

you misunderstand the sense ; the Psalm does

not authorize cruelty : mats, attendez ! ce nest

pas ainsi : ces pierres-ld sont Saint Pierre ; et

heureux celui qui les attachera a, Saint Pierre;

qui montrera de I'attachement, de I'intrepidite pour

sa religion ! This is a specimen of the curious

perversions under which the Roman Catholic

faith does not scruple to take refuge." (Vol. i,

p. 120.)
"
Surely in other thoughts Contempt might die."

The question was at best very thoughtless and

illjudged : its purpose was to unsettle the poor

man's faith : it offered no solution of the doubts

it suggested : and no judicious person will so ad-

dress the uneducated. But it is cheering to see

how the Frenchman takes up the futile shaft, and

tosses it back again, and finds nothing but an occa-

sion to shew the entireness of his faith : and though

Mr Turner perhaps hardly thought it, there is much

more truth in the reply than in the question.

All that there is in the latter, is one of those

half-truths, which by setting up alone bankrupt
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themselves, and become falsehoods; while the

Frenchman begins in truth, and ends in truth,

taking a somewhat strange course indeed to get from

one point to the other. Still in him we perceive,

though in a low, and rude uncultivated state, that

wisdom of the heart, that esprit du cceur, or mens

cordis, which The Broad Stone of Honour incul-

cates so eloquently and so fervently, and which,

if it be severed from the wisdom of the head, is

far the more precious of the two; while in their

union it is like the odour which in some indescrib-

able way mingles with the hues of the flower,

softening its beauty into loveliness. No truly

wise man has ever been without it : but in few

has it ever been found in such purity and perfec-

tion, as in the author of that noble manual for

gentlemen, that volume which., had I a son, I

would place in his hands, charging him, though

such prompting would be needless, to love it next

to his Bible.

These words, written eleven years ago, were an

expression of ardent and affectionate admiration

for a book, which seemed to me fitted, above

almost all others, to inspire youthful minds

with the feelings befitting a Christian gentleman.

They refer to the second edition of the Broad

Stone of Honour, which came out in 1823. Since

that time the author has publisht another edition,

or rather another work under the same title : for

a very small portion of the new one is taken from

the old. To this new one, I regret to say, I
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cannot apply the same terms. Not that it is

inferior to the former in its peculiar excellencies.

On the contrary the author's style, both in lan-

guage and thought, has become more mature, and

still more beautiful : his reading has been con-

tinually widening its range ; and he pours forth

its precious stores still more prodigally : and the

religious spirit, which pervaded the former work,

hallows every page of the latter. The new Broad

Stone is still richer than the old one in magnani-

mous and holy thoughts, and in tales of honour

and of piety. If one sometimes thinks that the

author loses himself amid the throng of knightly

and saintly personages, whom he calls up before us,

it is with the feeling with which Milton must have

regarded the moon, when he likened her to "one

that had been led astray O'er the heaven's wide

pathless way." If he strays, it is
"

o'er the

heaven's wide pathless way :" if he loses him-

self, it is among the stars. In truth this is an

essential, and a very remarkable feature of his

catholic spirit. He identifies himself, as few

have ever done, with the good, and great, and

heroic, and holy, in former times, and ever rejoices

in passing out of himself into them : he loves to

utter his thoughts and feelings in their words,

rather than his own: and the saints and philo-

sophers and warriors of old join in swelling the

sacred consort which rises heavenward from his

pages.

Nevertheless the new Broad Stone of Honour
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is not a book which can be recommended without

hesitation to the young. The very charm, which

it is sure to exercise over them, hightens one's

scruples about doing so. For in it the author

has come forward as a convert and champion of

the Romish Church, and as the implacable enemy
of Protestantism. This polemical spirit is the one

great blemish which disfigures this, and still more

his later work, the Ages of Faith. The object he

sets himself is, to shew that all good, and hardly

anything but good, is to be found in the bosom of

the Romish Church ; and that all evil, and hardly

anything but evil, is the growth of Protestantism.

These propositions he maintains by what in any
other writer one should call a twofold sophism.

But Achilles himself was not more incapable of

sophistry, than the author of the Broad Stone

of Honour. No word ever dropt from his pen,

which he did not thoroughly believe ; difficult as

to us doubleminded men it may seem at times to

conceive this. Therefore, instead of a twofold

sophism, I must call it a twofold delusion, a

twofold Einseitigkeit, as the more appropriate

German word is. He culls the choicest and

noblest stories out of fifteen centuries, and not

merely out of history, but out of poetry and

romance, and the purest and sublimest morsels

of the great religious writers between the time of

the apostles and the Reformation : and this mag-
nificent spiritual hierarchy he sets before us as a

living and trustworthy picture of what the Ages
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of Faith, as he terms them, actually were. On
the other hand, shutting his eyes to what is great

and holy in later times, he picks out divers indi-

cations of baseness, unbelief, pusillanimity, and

worldlymindedness, as portraying what Europe has

become, owing to the dissolution of the unity of

the Church. Thus, in speaking of the worthies of

the Reformed Churches, he himself not seldom

falls into the same strain, which he most justly

reprehends in the ordinary protestant accounts of

the middle ages. Alas ! whithersoever one looks

throughout Christendom,

evff avffJiOL TTVfiova-i 8vo Kparfpijs VTT* dvayKijs,

KOL TVTTOS aVTlTVTTOy, Kdl TTTJp.' 67TI OTJ/iaTl KetTtU.

But it grieves one to the heart to see those

blowing the bellows, who ought to be extinguish-

ing the flame. For though wrath is denounced

against those who cry Peace, Peace ! when there

is no peace, against those who would patch up
the rent in the Church by daubing it over with

untempered mortar, who think that indifference

to all principle is the best cement of union, and

that to let the bricks lie at sixes and sevens is

the surest way of building up a house of them ;

it must never be forgotten on the other hand that

a blessing waits upon the peacemakers, that they
are the true children of God, and that the most

hopeful method of restoring the unity of the Church

is, while we unflinchingly and uncompromisingly

uphold every essential principle, to maintain all

p
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possible candour and indulgence with regard to

whatever is accidental or personal.

This is the main difference between the old

Broad Stone of Honour and the new one. The

former breathed a fervent longing for the reunion

of the Catholic Church : the latter is tinged with

the anticatholic spirit so common among those who

would monopolize the name of catholics, and is

ever breaking forth into hostility against Protestant-

ism. The historical views too of the former were

more correct. For the evidence, which was ample
to vindicate the middle ages from unconditional

reprobation, cannot avail to establish that their

character was without spot or blemish. Nor does

that which is erroneous and perverse in modern

times, though well fitted to humble our super-

cilious pride, prove that we are a mere mass of

corruption. An apology is a different thing from

a eulogy ; and even a eulogy should have its

limits. Nor are hatred and scorn for his own age

likely to qualify a man for acting upon it and

bettering it.

These remarks will be taken, I hope, as they
are meant. I could not suffer my former sentence

about the Broad 8tone of Honour to stand with-

out explanation. Yet it goes against one's heart

to retract praise, where love and admiration are

undiminisht. I trust that nothing I have said will

hurt the feelings of one, who fulfills, as very few

men have fulfilled, the idea his writings give of

their author, and whom I esteem it a blessed
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privilege to be allowed to number among my
friends. u.

Every one who knows anything of Horace or

of logic, has heard of the accumulating sophism :

Do twelve grains make a heap ? do eighteen ? do

twenty ? do twenty-four ? Twenty-four grains

make a heap ! oh no ! they make a pennyweight.

The reply was well enough for that particular

case : but, as a general rule, it is safest to answer

such captious questions by a comparative, the only

elastic and nicely graduated expression of degree

which common language furnishes. Do twelve

grains of sand make a heap ? a greater than

eleven. Are a hundred yards far for a healthy

man to walk ? further than ninety-nine.

There is another mode of defense however,

which some may think sufficient, and for which

I must refer my readers to Aristotle's Treatise on

Irony. Don't be alarmed at those grains of sand,

said a philosopher to a young man who appeared

sadly graveled by the accumulating sophism.

The sophist is only playing the part of the East-

i&ind in the comedy. But you dislike such a

quantity of dust blown or thrown so palpably into

your eyes ? Then put on a veil.

Friendship closes its eyes, rather than see the

moon eclipst ; while malice denies that it is ever

at the full.
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If we could but so divide ourselves as to stay at

home at the same time, traveling would be one of

the greatest pleasures, and one of the most instruct-

ive employments in life. As it is, we often lose

both ways, more than we gain. u.

Many men spend their lives in gazing at their

own shadows, and so dwindle away into shadows

thereof. u.

Not a few writers seem to look upon their pre-

decessors as Egyptians, whom they have full

licence to spoil of their jewels : a permission, by
the by, which, the Jews must have thought, was

not confined to a particular occasion and people,

but went along with them whithersoever they

went, and has never quite expired. And as the

jewels taken from the Egyptians were employed
in making the golden calf, which the Israelites

worshipt as their god, in like manner has it some-

times happened, that the poetical plagiary has been

so dazzled by his own patchwork, as to forget

whereof it was made, and to set it up as an idol

in the temple of his self-love.

When we read that the Israelites, at the sight

of the calf, which they had seen molten in the

wilderness, and the materials for which they had

themselves supplied, cried out, These are thy gods,

Israel, which brought thee up out of the land

of Egypt I we can hardly refrain from giving

vent to our indignation at such reckless folly.
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Yet how many are there fully entitled to wear

the same triple cap ! I do not mean misers

merely : these are not the sole idolaters of the

golden calf nowadays. All who worship means,

of whatsoever kind, material or intellectual, all,

for instance, who think, like the able Historian of

the War in the Peninsula, that it was wholly

by the strength and discipline of our armies, and

by the skill of our general, that we overthrew the

imperial despotism of France, all who forget that

it is still the Lord of Hosts, who breaketh the

bow, and knappeth the spear in sunder, and

burneth the chariots in the fire, all who are

heedless of that vox populi, which, when it

bursts from the heaving depths of a nation's heart,

is in truth vox Dei, all who take no account of

that moral power, without which intellectual abi-

lity dwindles into petty cunning, and the mightiest

armies, as history has often shewn, become like

those armed figures in romance, which look formi-

dable at a distance, but which fall to pieces at

a blow, and display their hollowness, all who

conceive that the wellbeing of a people depends

upon its wealth, all the doters on steamengines,

and cottonmills, and spinningjennies, and railroads,

on exports and imports, on commerce and manu-

factures, all who dream that mankind may be

ennobled and regenerated by being taught to

read, all these, and millions more, who are be-

sotted by analogous delusions in the lesser circles

of society, and who fancy that happinessmay be
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attained by riches,, or by luxury, or by fame, or

by learning, or by science, one and all may be

numbered among the idolaters of the golden calf:

one and all cry to their idol, Thou art my god .'

Thou Jtast brought us out of the Egypt of darkness

and misery : thou tcilt lead tis to the Canaan of

light andjoy. Verily I would as soon fall down

before the golden calf itself, as worship the great

idol of the day, the great public instructor, as it

is called, the newspaper press. The calf could not

even low a He : and only when the words of the

wise are written upon it, can paper be worth more

than gold.

And how is it with those who flatter themselves

that their own good deeds have brought them out

of Egypt ? those good deeds which God has com-

manded them to wrest as spoils from the land of sin.

How is it with those who blindly trust that their

good deeds will go before them, and lead them to

heaven ? Are they not also to be reckoned among
the worshipers of the golden calf ? of an idol,

which their own hands have wrought and set up ;

of an idol the very materials of which would never

have been theirs, except through God's command,

and the strength his command brings with it.

Surely, whether it be for the past, or the future,

we need a better leader than any we can either

manufacture or mentefacture for ourselves. u.

One evening, as I was walking by a leafy hedge,
a light glanced through it across my eyes. At
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first I tried to fix it, but vainly ; till, recollecting

that the hedge was the medium of sight, instead of

peering directly toward the spot, I searcht among
the leaves for a gap. As soon as I found one, I

discovered a bright star glimmering on me, which

I then stood watching at my ease.

A mystic in my situation would have wearied

himself with hunting for the light in the place

where he caught the first glance of it ; and would

not have got beyond an incommunicable assur-

ance that he had seen a vision from heaven, of

a nature rather to be dreamt of than described.

A materialist would have asserted the light to be

visible only in the gap, because through that alone

could it be seen distinctly ; and thence would have

inferred the light to be the gap, or (if more acute

and logical than common) at any rate to be pro-

duced by it.

I have often thought that the beautiful pas-

sage, in which our Saviour compares himself to a

hen gathering her chickens under her wings^ and

the sublime one in Deuteronomy, where Jehovah's

care and guardianship of the Jewish nation is

likened to an eagle stirring up her nest, fluttering

over her young, spreading abroad her wings, bear-

ing them on her wings, and making them ride

on the high places of the earth, may be regarded

as symbolical of the peculiar character of the two

dispensations. The earlier was the manifestation

of the power of God, and shews him forth in his

p 4
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kingly majesty : the latter is the revelation of the

love of God, full of all gentleness, and household

tenderness, and more than fatherly or motherly

kindness. fl-

it has been deemed a great paradox in Chris-

tianity, that it makes Humility the avenue to

Glory. Yet what other avenue is there to Wis-

dom ? or even to Knowledge ? Would you pick

up precious truths, you must bend down and look

for them. Everywhere the pearl of great price lies

bedded in a shell which has no form or comeliness.

It is so in physical science. Bacon has declared

it : Natura non nisi parendo vincitur : and the

triumphs of Science since his days have proved how

willing Nature is to be conquered by those who

will obey her. It is so in moral speculation.

Wordsworth has told us the law of his own mind,

the fulfilment of which has enabled him to reveal

a new world of poetry : Wisdom is oft-times nearer

when tee stoop, Than when ice soar. That it is so

likewise in religion, we are assured by those most

comfortable words, Except ye become as little chil-

dren, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.

Moreover the whole intercourse between man
and man may be seen, if we look at it closely,

to be guided and regulated by the same allper-

vading principle : and that it ought to be so, is

generally recognized, instinctively at least, if not

consciously. As I have often heard it exprest by

him, who, among all the persons I have converst
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with to the edification of my understanding, had

the keenest practical insight into human nature,

and best knew the art of controlling and governing

men, and winning them over to their good, the

moment anybody is satisfied with himself, every-

body else becomes dissatisfied with him ; whenever

a person thinks much of himself, all other people

give over thinking about him. Thus it is not only

in the parable, that he who takes the highest

room, is turned down with shame to the lowest ;

while he who sits down in the lowest room, is

bid to go up higher. u.

Strange feelings start up and come forward out

of the innermost chambers of Memory, when one is

employed, after the lapse of ten or a dozen years,

in revising a work like the present, which from its

nature must needs be so rich in associations of all

kinds, so intimately connected with the thoughts

and feelings and visions and purposes of former

days, and with the old familiar faces, now hidden

from the outward eye, the very sight of which was

wont to inspire joy and confidence and strength.

What would be the heart of an old weatherbeaten

hollow stump, if the leaves and blossoms of its

youth were suddenly to spring up out of the

mould around it, and to remind it how bright

and blissful summer was in the years of its prime !

That which has died within us, is often the sad-

dest portion of what death has taken away, sad

to all, sad above measure to those in whom no
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higher life has been awakened. The heavy

thought is the thought of what we were, of what

we hoped and purpost to have been, of what we

ought to have been, of what but for ourselves we

might have been, set by the side of what we are ;

as though we were haunted by the ghost of our own

youth. This is a thought the crushing weight of

which nothing but a strength not our own can

lighten. Else, if our hearts do but keep fresh,

we may still love those who are gone, and may
still find happiness in loving them.

During the last few pages I seem to have been

walking through a churchyard, strewn with the

graves of those whom it was my delight to

love and revere, of those from whom I learnt with

what wonderful gifts and powers the spirit of man

is sometimes endowed. The death of India's ex-

cellent bishop, Reginald Heber, in whom what-

soever things are lovely were found, has already

been spoken of. Coleridge, who is mentioned

along with him, has since followed him. The

light of his eye also is quencht : none shall listen

any more to the sweet music of his voice : none

shall feel their souls teem and burst, as beneath the

breath of spring, while the lifegiving words of the

poet-philosopher flow over them. Niebuhr too

has past from the earth, carrying away a richer

treasure of knowledge than was ever before lockt

up in the breast of a single man. And the illus-

trious friend, to whom I alluded just now, he

who was always so kind, always so generous,
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always so indulgent to the weaknesses of others,

while he was always endeavouring to make them

better than they were, he who was unwearied

in acts of benevolence, ever aiming at the greatest,

but never thinking the least below his notice,

who could descend, without feeling that he sank,

from the command of armies and the government
of an empire, to become a peacemaker in village-

brawls, he in whom dignity was so gentle, and

wisdom so playful, and whose laureled head was girt

with a chaplet of all the domestic affections. the

soldier, statesman, patriot, Sir John Malcolm, he

too is gathered to his fathers. It is a sorry

amends, that death allows us to give utterance

to that admiration, which, so long as its object

was living, delicacy commanded us to suppress.

A better consolation lies in the thought, that,

blessed as it is to have friends on earth, it is still

more blessed to have friends in heaven.

But in truth through the whole of this work I

have been holding converse with him who was

once the partner in it, as he was in all my
thoughts and feelings, from the earliest dawn of

both. He too is gone. But is he lost to me ?

no ! He whose heart was ever pouring forth

a stream of love, the purity and inexhaustible-

ness of which betokened its heavenly origin, as

he was ever striving to lift me above myself, is

still at my side, pointing my gaze upward : only

the love, Avhich was then hidden within him, has

now overflowed and transfigured his whole being ;
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and his earthly form is turned into that of an angel

of light.

Thou takest not away, O Death !

Thou strikest : Absence perisheth ;

Indifference is no more.

The future brightens on the sight ;

For on the past has fallen a light,

That tempts us to adore. u.

The Romans used to say of an argument or

opinion, which spreads rapidly, that it takes the

popular mind. I should rather say, that the popu-
lar mind takes the argument or opinion. Takes

it ? Yes ; as one takes infection : catches it

rather, as one catches a fever. For truth, like

health, is not easily communicated ; but diseases

and errours are contagious.

This being so, how much to be deplored are

democratical elements in a constitution ! Not

unless the people are the head of the state : and

I have always fancied them the heart; a heart

which at times may beat too fast, and perhaps

feel too warmly ; but which by its pulsations

evinces and preserves the life and vigour of the

social body.

What use are forms of, seeing that at times they

are empty ? Of the same use as barrels, which at

times are empty too.

Men of the world hold that it is impossible to do

a disinterested action, except from an interested
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motive; for the sake of admiration, if for no grosser

more tangible gain. Doubtless they are also con-

vinced, that, when the sun is showering light from

the sky, he is only standing there to be stared

at. u.

Everybody is impatient for the time when he

shall be his own master. And if coming of age

were to make one so, if years could indeed "
bring

the philosophic mind," it would rightly be a day of

rejoicing to a whole household and neighbourhood.

But too often he who is impatient to become his

own master, when the outward checks are re-

moved, merely becomes his own slave, the slave of

a master in the insolent flush of youth, headstrong,

wayward, and tyrannical. Had he really become

his own master, the first act of his dominion over

himself would have been to put himself under the

dominion of a higher master and a wiser. u.

By the ancients courage was regarded as practi-

cally the main part of virtue : by us, though I

hope we are not less brave, purity is so regarded

now. The former is evidently the animal ex-

cellence, a thing not to be left out when balancing

the one against the other. Still the following con-

siderations weigh more with me. Courage, when

not an instinct, is the creation of society, depend-

ing for occasions of action (which is essential to it)

on outward circumstances, and deriving much both

of its character and its motives from popular
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opinion and esteem. But purity is inward, secret,

selfsufficing, harmless,, and, to crown all, thorough-

ly and intimately personal. It is indeed a nature,

rather than a virtue ; and, like other natures,

when most perfect, is least conscious of itself and

its perfection. In a word, courage, however

kindled, is fanned by the breath of man : purity

lives and derives its life solely from the spirit of

God.

The distinction just noticed has also been point-

ed out by Landor. "
Effeminacy and wickedness

(he says, Imay. Conv. Vol. i. p. 296) were corre-

lative terms both in Greek and Latin, as were

courage and virtue. With us softness and folly,

virtue and purity. Let others determine on which

side lies the indication of the more quiet, delicate,

and reflecting people." At the same time there

is much truth m De Maistre's remark :

" Ce fut

avec une profonde sagesse que les Remains appe-

lerent du meme nom la force et la vertu. II n'y

a en effet point de vertu proprement dite, sans

victoire sur nous-memes ; et tout ce qui ne nous

coute rien, ne vaut rien." (Soirees de St Peters-

bourg, Vol. i. p. 246.) Though mere bravery was

the etymological groundwork of the name, moral

energy became the main element in the idea, and,

in its Stoic form, absorbed all the rest of it.

Much has been written of late years about the

spiritual genius of modern times, as contrasted with

the predominance of the animal and sensuous
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life in the classical nations of antiquity. And
no doubt such a distinction exists. With the

ancients the soul was the vital and motive princi-

ple of the body : among the moderns the tendency

has rather been to regard the body as merely the

veil or garment of the soul. This becomes easily

discernible, when, as in the Tribune at Florence,

we see one of Raphael'^ heavenly Madonnas be-

side one of those Venuses in which the Spirit of

the Earth has put forth all the fascination of its

beauty. In the latter we look at the limbs ; in the

former we contemplate the feelings. Before the one

we might perhaps break out into the exclamation

of the Bedouin, Blessed be God, who has made

beautiful women ! unless even that thought stray

too far from the immediate object before us. In

the other the sight does not pause at the outward

lineaments, but pierces through to the soul ; and

we behold the meekness of the handmaiden, the

purity of the virgin, the fervent, humble, adoring

love of the mother who sees her God in her child.

But when the source of this main difference

between the two great periods in the history of

man has been sought after, the seekers have gone

far astray. They have bewildered themselves in

the mazy forest of natural causes, where, as the

old saying has it, one can't see the wood for the

trees. One set have talkt about the influence of

climate : as if the sky and soil of Italy had un-

dergone some wonderful change between the days

of Augustus and those when Dante sang and
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Giotto painted. Others have taken their stand

among the Northern nations, echoing Montes-

quieu's celebrated remark, that this fine system
was found in the woods : as though mead and

beer could not intoxicate as well as wine ; as

though Walhalla with its blood and its skull-cups

were less sensual than the Elysian Islands of the

Blest. A third party have gone a journey into the

East : as if it were possible for the human spirit

to be more imbruted, more bemired by sensuality,

than amid the voluptuousness and the macera-

tions of Oriental religions. The praise is not of

man, but of God. It is only by his light, that we

see light. If we are at all better than those first

men, who were of the earth, earthy, it is because

the second man was the Lord from Heaven.

Here let me take up the thread of the foregoing

remark on the two notions concerning the primary

constituent of virtue. Courage may be considered

as purity in outward action ; purity as courage in

the inner man, in the more appalling struggles

which are waged within our own hearts. The

ancients, as was to be expected, lookt to the

former : the moderns have rather fixt their atten-

tion on the latter. This does not result however,

as seems to be hinted in the first of the passages

quoted above, from our superior delicacy and re-

flexion. At least the same question would recur :

whence comes this superiority of ours in delicacy

and reflexion ? The cause is to be found in Chris-

tianity, and in Christianity alone. Heathen poets
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and philosophers may now and then have caught

fleeting glimpses of the principle which has wrought
this change : but as the foundation of all morality,

the one paramount maxim, it was first proclaimed

in the Sermon on the Mount.

This leads me to notice a further advantage

which the modern principle has over the ancient ;

that courage is much oftener found without purity,

than purity without courage. For although in the

physical world one may frequently see causes,

without their wonted and natural effects, such

barren causes have no place in the moral

world. The concatenation there is far more indis-

soluble, the circulation far more rapid and certain.

On the other hand the effect, or something like it,

is not seldom seen without the cause. Not only

is there the animal instinct, which impurity does

not immediately extinguish : there is also a

bastard and ostentatious courage, generated and

fed by the opinion of the world. But they who

are pure in heart, they who know what is pro-

mist to such purity, they who shall see God, what

can they fear ?

The chevalier sans peur was also the chevalier

fans reproche. And it is with perfect truth that

our moral poet has represented his Una as " of

nought afraid :

"
for she was also

"
pure and inno-

cent as that same lamb." u.

Truth endues man's purposes with somewhat of

immutability.
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" Hell (a wise man has said) is paved with good

intentions." Pluck up the stones, ye sluggards,

and break the devil's head with them. A.

Pouvoir c'est vouloir. u.

To refer all pleasures to association, is to ac-

knowledge no sound but echo.

Material evil tends to self-annihilation ; good to

increase.

Graeculus esuriens in coelum, jusseris, ibit.

Alas ! the command has gone forth to the whole

world ; but not even the hungry Greek will obey

it. u.

We often live under a cloud ; and it is well for

us that we should do so. Uninterrupted sunshine

would parch our hearts : we want shade and rain to

cool and refresh them. Only it behoves us to take

care, that, whatever cloud may be spread over us,

it should be a cloud of witnesses. And every

cloud may be such, if we can only look through it

to the sunshine that broods behind it. u.

Forms and regularity of proceeding, if they are

not justice, partake much of the nature of justice,

which, in its highest sense, is the spirit of dis-

tributive order.
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Purity is the feminine, Truth the masculine, of

Honour.

He who wishes to know how a people thrives

under a groveling aristocracy, should examine how

vigorous and thick the blades of grass are under a

plantain.

Open evil at all events does this good : it keeps

good on the alert. When there is no likelihood of

an enemy's approaching, the garrison are apt to

slumber on their post. u.

The English constitution being continually pro-

gressive, its perfection consists in its acknowledged

imperfection.

In times of public dissatisfaction add readily, to

gratify men's wishes. So the change be made

without trepidation, there is no contingent danger

in the changing. But it is difficult to diminish

safely, except in times of perfect quiet. The first

is giving ; the last is giving up. It would have

been well for England, if her ministers in 1831

had thought of this distinction.

Much of this world's wisdom is still acquired by

necromancy ; by consulting the oracular dead. u.

Principled men, from acting independently of

instinct, when they do wrong, are likely to do
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great wrong. The chains of flesh are not formed

of hooks and eyes, to be fastened and loost at

will. We are not like the dervise in the Eastern

story, that, having left our own body to ani-

mate another, we can return to it when we

please. Much less can we be for ever acting

a double transmigration between the supernatural

and the natural, wandering to and fro between

the intellectual and animal states, first unmanning
and then remanning ourselves, each to serve a

turn. Humanity, once put off, is put off for worse,

as well as for better. If we take not good heed

to live angelically afterward, we must count on

becoming devilish.

Men are most struck with form and character,

women with intellect ; perhaps I should have said,

with attainments. But happily after marriage

sense comes in to make weight for us.

A youth's love is the more passionate : virgin

love is the more idolatrous.

When will talkers refrain from evil-speaking ?

When listeners refrain from evil-hearing. At pre-

sent there are many so credulous of evil, they

will receive suspicions and impressions against

persons whom they don't know, from a person

whom they do know . . in authority to be good

for nothing.
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Charity begins at home. This is one of the

sayings with which selfishness tries to mask its

own deformity. The name of charity is in such

repute, to be without it is to be ill spoken of.

What then can the selfridden do ? except pervert

the name, so that selfishness may seem to be a

branch of it.

The charity which begins at home, is pretty sure

to end there. It has such ample work within

doors, it flags and grows faint the moment it gets

out of them. We see this from what happens
in the cases, where even such as reject the prior

claim in its ordinary sense, are almost all dis-

posed to maintain it. Very few are there, who
do not at least act according to the maxim, that

charity begins at home, when it is to be shewn to

faults or vices, unless indeed they are imaginary or

trifling : and few, very few are truly charitable to

the failings of others, except those who are severe

to their own. For indifference is not charity, but

the stone which the man of the world gives to his

neighbour in place of bread. u*

Some persons take reproof goodhumouredly

enough, unless you are so unlucky as to hit

a sore place. Then they wince, and writhe, and

start up, and knock you down for your imperti-

nence, or wish you good morning. u.

Proprium humani ingenii est odisse quern laese-

ris. Such is the devil's hatred of God : and so
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fiendish is the nature of hatred, it is seldom very

violent, and never implacable and irreconcilable,

except when it is unjust and groundless. In

truth what we hate is the image of our own

wrong set before us in him whom we have in-

jured : and here as everywhere our past sins are

the fuel which make our passions burn the fierce-

liest. u.

We look to our last sickness for repentance,

unmindful that it is during a recovery men re-

pent, not during a sickness. For sickness, by the

time we feel it to be such, has its own trials,

its own selfishness : and to bear the one, and

overcome the other, is at such a season occupation

more than enough for any who have not been

trained to it by previous discipline and practice.

The same may be said of old age ; perhaps with

still more justice, since old age has no beginning.

The feeling is often the deeper truth, the opinion

the more superficial one.

I suspect we have internal senses. The mind's

eye, since Shakspeare's time, has been proverbial :

and we have also a mind's ear. To say nothing

of dreams, one certainly can listen to one's own

thoughts, and hear them, or believe that one hears

them ; the strongest argument adducible in favour

of our hearing anything.
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Many objects are made venerable by extraneous

circumstances. The moss, ivy, lichens, and wea-

therstains on that old ruin, picturesque and sooth-

ing as they are, fonned no part in the conception

of the architect, nor in the work or purpose of

the builder ; but are the subsequent adaptations of

Time, which with regard to such things is in some

sort an agent, bringing them under the influences

of Nature. And what should follow ? Only that

in obeying the perceptions of the intellect, and dis-

tinguishing logically between accidents and pro-

perties, we turn not frowardly from the dictates of

the heart, nor cease to feel, because we have ascer-

tained the composite nature of our feelings ; just

as though it were impossible to contemplate the

parts in a living whole, and there were no other

analysis than dissection. Only this ; and thank-

fulness for that which has enabled us so to vene-

rate ; and wisdom to preserve the modifying tints,

which have coloured the object to the tone of our

imaginations.

The difference between those whom the world

esteems as good, and those whom it condemns as

bad, is in many cases little else than that the

former have been better sheltered from tempta-

tion, u.

Political economists tell us that selflove is the

bond of society. Strange then must be the con-

struction of what is called society, when it is
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cemented by the strongest and most eating of all

solvents. For selflove not only dissolves all har-

monious fellowship between man and man, but

even among the various powers and faculties with-

in the breast of the same man, which, when under

its sway, can never work together, so as to pro-

duce an orderly organical whole. Can it be, that

society has fed so long upon poisons, that they
have become, not merely harmless, but, as this

opinion would make them, the only wholesome

nourishing diet ? u.

Ghosts never work miracles : nor do they ever

come to life again. When they appear, it is to

beg to be buried, or to beg to be revenged, with-

out which they cannot rest. Both ways their

object is to lie in peace. This should be borne

in mind by political and philosophical ghostseers,

ghostlovers, and ghostmongers. The past is past,

and must pass through the present, not hop over it,

into the future. u.

What are those teeth for, grandmamma ? said

little Red-Ridinghood to the Wolf. What are

those laws for ? might many a simple man ask

in like manner of his rulers and governors. And
in sundry instances, I am afraid, the Wolf's an-

swer would not be far from the truth. u.

It is a mistake to suppose the poet does not

know Truth by sight quite as well as the
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philosopher. He must ; for he is ever seeing her

in the mirror of Nature. The difference between

them is, that the poet is satisfied with worshiping

her reflected image ; while the philosopher traces

her out, and follows her to her remote abode be-

tween cause and consequence, and there impregnates

her. The one loves and makes love to Truth ; the

other esteems and weds her. In simpler ages the

two things went together ; and then poetry and

philosophy were united. But that universal sol-

vent, Civilization, which pulverizes to cement, and

splits to faggot, have divided them ; and they are

now far as the Poles asunder.

The imagination and the feelings have each

their truths, as well as the reason. The absorp-

tion of the three, so as to concentrate them in the

same point, is one of the universalities requisite

in a true religion.

Man's voluntary works are shadows of objects

perceived either by his senses or imagination.

The inferiority of the copies to their originals in

the former class of works is evident. Man can

no more string dewdrops on a gossamer thread, than

he can pile up a Mont Blanc, or scoop out an

ocean. How passing excellent may we then hope

to find the realities, from which the offspring of

his imagination are the shadows ! seeing that off-

spring, all shadowy as they are, will often be

fairer than any sensible existence.
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In a mist the bights can for the most part see

each other ; but the vallies cannot.

Mountains never shake hands. Their roots may
touch : they may keep together some way up :

but at length they part company, and rise into

individual insulated peaks. So is it with great

men. As mountains mostly run in chains and

clusters, crossing the plain at wider or narrower

intervals, in like manner are there epochs in his-

tory when great men appear in clusters also. At

first too they grow up together, seeming to be

animated by the same spirit, to have the same

desires and antipathies, the same purposes and

ends. But after a while the genius of each begins

to know itself, and to follow its own bent : they

separate and diverge more and more : and those

who, when young, were working in consort, stand

alone in their old age.

But if mountains do not shake hands, neither do

they kick each other. Their human counterparts

unfortunately are more pugnacious. Although

they break out of the throng, and strive to soar

in solitary eminence, they cannot bear that their

neighbours should do the same, but complain that

they impede the view, and often try to overthrow

them, especially if they are higher. u.

Are we really more enlightened than our an-

cestors? Or is it merely the flaring up of the
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candle that has burnt down to the socket, and is

consuming that socket, as a prelude to its own

extinction ? Such at least has mostly been the

character of those former ages of the world, which

have prided themselves on being the most enlight-

ened, u.

What way of circumventing a man can be so

easy and suitable as a period ? The name should

be enough to put us on our guard : the experience

of every age is not.

I suspect the soul is never so hampered by its

enthralment within the body, as when it loves.

Pluck the feathers out of a bird's wings ; and, be it

ever so young, its youth will not save it from

suffering by the loss, when instinct urges it to

attempt flying. Unless indeed there be no such

thing as instinct ; and flying real kites is, like

flying paper kites, a mere matter of education :

which reminds me to ask why, knowing there are

instincts of the body, we are to assume there

are no instincts of the mind ? To refer whatever

we at first sight should take for such to the

eliciting power of circumstances, is idle. Circum-

stances do indeed call them out at the particu-

lar moment when they try their tendencies and

strength ; but no more create, or rather (since

creating is out of the question) no more produce

them, except as pulling the end of a roll of string
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produces it, that is, producit or draws it out,

than flying is produced or given by the need of

locomotion.

To return to the soul : if, and I believe the

fact to be undeniable, human nature, until it has

been hardened by much exposure to passion, and

become used to the public eye, is fond of veiling

love with silence and concealment, while it makes

little or no scruple of exhibiting the kindred senti-

ment of friendship ; I see no good way of account-

ing for this, except by referring such shamefastness

of the soul to its sensitive recoil from a form of

affection in which, as nature whispers, its best and

purest feelings are combined and kneaded up with

body.

The bashfulness which hides affection, from a

dread that the avowal will be ill-received, the

fear of bringing one's judgement in question by
what some may deem a misplaced choice, the con-

sciousness that all choice is invidious, from involv-

ing postponement as well as preference, all these

feelings and motives, I am aware, have often con-

siderable weight. But they must weigh nearly as

much in the case of friendship. Friendship indeed

may be indulged in boyhood, while love is a boon

reserved for our maturity ; and hence doubtless

frequently during youth a fear of being thought

presumptuous, if discovered fancying ourselves

grown old enough to love. But this can never

furnish the right key to a reserve, which is neither

limited to youth, nor directly acted on by time,
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which varies in different countries with their

degree of moral cultivation, and in individuals

appears to proportion its intensity to the depth

and purity of the heart in which it cowers.

The body, the body is the root of it. But these

days of adultery are much too delicate to allow of

handling the subject further.

Everybody is ready to declare, that Cesar's wife

ought to be above suspicion ; and many, while

saying this, will dream that Cesar must be of

their kin. Yet most people, and among them her

husband, would be slow to acknowledge, what

would seem to follow a fortiori, that Cesar him-

self ought to be so too. Or does a splash of

mud defile a man more than a mortifying ulcer ?

Among the numberless contradictions in our

nature, hardly any is more glaring than this, be-

tween our sensitiveness to the slightest disgrace

which we fancy cast upon us from without, and

our callousness to the grossest which we bring

down on ourselves. In truth they who are the

most sensitive to the one, are often the most callous

to the other. u.

The wise man will always be able to find an

end in the means ; though bearing in mind at the

same time that they are means to a higher end.

And this is according to God's working, every

member of whose universe is at once a part and

a whole. The unwise man, on the other hand,
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he whom the Psalmist calls the fool, can never

see anything but means in the end. Doing good

is with him the means of going to heaven ; and

going to heaven is the means of getting to do

nothing. For this is what the vulgar notion of

heaven amounts to, that it will be a very comfort-

able sinecure. u.

What if we live many and various lives ? each

providing us its peculiar opportunities, of acquiring

some new good, and casting away the slough of

some old evil ; so that the course of our existence

should include a series of lessons, and the world be

indeed a stage on which every man fills many parts.

If the doctrine of transmigration has never been

taught in this form, such is perhaps the idea em-

bodied in the p.v6os.

Impromptus in recluse men are likely to be a

loisir ; and presence of mind in thinking men is

likely to be recollection. Cesar indeed says it

is so generally. "Titurius, uti qui nihil ante

providisset, trepidare, concursare, cohortesque dis-

ponere ; haec tamen ipsa timide, atque ut eum

omnia deficere viderentur : quod plerumque iis

accidere consuevit, qui in ipso negotio consilium

capere coguntur. At Cotta, qui cogitasset haec

posse in itinere accidere, . . . nulla in re communi

saluti deerat." B. G. v. 33.

Much to the same purpose is Livy's explanation

of Philopemen's readiness in decision, when he
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suddenly found himself in the presence of a hostile

force: xxxv. 28. It is pleasant to see theoretical

and practical intellects thus jumping together.

"
Napoleon (says Tiedge) improvisoed his whole

life." He was Fortune's football, which she kickt

from throne to throne., until at length by a sudden

rebound he fell into the middle of the Atlantic.

Whereas a truly great man's actions are works

of art. Nothing with him is extemporized or

improvisoed. They involve their consequences^,

and develope themselves along with the events

they give birth to. u.

He must be a thorough fool, who can learn

nothing from his own folly. u.

Is not man the only automaton upon earth ?

The things usually called so are in fact hetero-

matons. u.

Were nothing else to be learnt from the Rhetoric

and Ethics of Aristotle, they should be studied by

every educated Englishman as the best of com-

mentaries on Shakspeare.

No poet comes near Shakspeare in the number

of bosom lines, of lines that we may cherish in

our bosoms, and that seem almost as if they

had grown there, of lines that, like bosom friends,

are ever at hand to comfort, counsel, and gladden
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us, under all the vicissitudes of life, of lines

that, according to Bacon's expression,
" come home

to our business and bosoms," and open the door for

us to look into them, and to see what is lurking

and nestling there. u.

How many Englishmen admire Shakspeare ?

Doubtless all who understand him : and, it is to

be hoped, a few more. For how many English-

men understand Shakspeare ? Were Diogenes to

set out on his search through the land, I trust

he would bring home many hundreds, not to say

thousands, for every one I should put up. To

judge from what has been written about him,

the Englishmen who understand Shakspeare, are

hardly more numerous than those who under-

stand the language spoken in Paradise. You will

now and then meet with ingenious remarks on

particular passages, and even on particular cha-

racters, or rather on particular features in them.

But these remarks are mostly as incomplete and

unsatisfactory, as the description of a hand or foot

would be, unless viewed with reference to the

whole body. He who wishes to trace the march

and to scan the operations of this most mar-

vellous genius, and to discern the mysterious

organization of his wonderful works, will find

little help but what comes from beyond the Ger-

man Ocean.

It is scarcely worth while asking the third

question : Would Shakspeare have chosen rather
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to be admired, or to be understood? Not how-

ever that any one could understand without ad-

miring, though many may admire without under-

standing him. Birds are fond of cherries, yet know

little about vegetable physiology.

Some years ago indeed there seemed to be

ground for hoping that the want here spoken

of might be supplied by the publication of Cole-

ridge's Lectures on Shakspeare. For though

Coleridge, as he himself says of Warburton, is

often hindered from seeing the thoughts of others

by
" the mist-working swarm," or rather by the

radiant flood of his own, though often, like the

sun, when looking at the planets, he only beholds

his own image in the objects of his gaze, and

often, when his eye darts on a cloud, will turn

it into a rainbow, yet he had a livelier percep-

tion, than any other Englishman., of the two

cardinal ideas of all criticism, that every work of

genius is at once an organic whole in itself, and

the part and member of a living organic universe,

of that poetical world in which the spirit of man

manifests itself by successive avatars. These, the

two main ideas which have been brought to light

and unfolded by the philosophical criticism of Ger-

many since the days ofWinckelmann and Lessing,

he united with that moral, political, and practical

discernment, which are the highest endowments

of the English mind, and which give our great

writers a dignity almost unparalleled elsewhere,

from their ever-wakeful consciousness that man
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is a moral, as well as a sentient and percipient

and thinking and knowing being, and that his re-

lations as a moral being are of all the most momen-

tous and the highest. Coleridge's own imagination

too enabled him to accompany all other poets in

their boldest flights, and then to feel most truly

in his element. Nor could anything be too pro-

found or too subtile for his psychological analysis.

In truth his chief failing as a critic was his fond-

ness for seeking depth below depth, and knot

within knot : and he would now and then try to

dive, when the water did not come up to his

ancles. Above all, for understanding Shakspeare,

he had the two powers, which are scarcely less

mighty in our intellectual than in our moral and

spiritual life, faith and love, a boundless faith

in Shakspeare's truth, and a love for him, akin to

that with which philosophers study the works of

Nature, shrinking from no labour for the sake of

getting at a satisfactory solution, and always dis-

trusting themselves until they have found one, in

a firm confidence that Wisdom will infallibly be

justified of her children. It is quite touching

to see how humbly this great thinker and poet

hints his doubts, when the propriety of any pas-

sage in Shakspeare appears questionable to his

understanding : and most cheering is it to read

his assurance, that " in many instances he has

ripened into a perception of beauties, where he had

before descried faults ;" and that throughout his life,

"
at every new accession of information, after every
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successful exercise ofmeditation, and every fresh pre-

sentation of experience, he had unfailingly discovered

a proportionate inci'ease of wisdom and intuition in

Shakspeare." See his Literary Remains, Vol. ii.

pp. 52, 115, 139. The same truth is enforced by
Mr De Quincy in his admirable remarks on the

Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth. For in the

study of poetry, as in yet higher studies, it is

often necessary that we should believe, before we

can understand : and through the energy, patience,

and perseverance, which faith alone can inspire, do

we mount to the understanding of what we have

already believed in. How, for instance, should we

ever have discerned the excellences of the Greek

drama, without a previous faith in its excellence,

strong enougli not to shrink from the manifold

difficulties which would else have repelled us ?

Who would be at the trouble of cracking a nut,

if he did not believe there was a kernel within

it ? A study pursued in this spirit of faith is sure

of being continually rewarded by new7 influxes of

knowledge ; not only on account of the spring

which such a spirit gives to our faculties ; but

also because it delivers them from most of the

prejudices, which make our minds the thralls of

the present. Common men, on the other hand, are

prone to look clown on whatever passes their com-

prehension, thus betraying the natural affinity

between ignorance and contempt.

Unfortunately Coleridge's Lectures are among
the treasures which the waves of forgetfulness
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have swallowed up. Precious fragments of them

however have been preserved ; and these, like

almost all his writings, are rich in thoughts

fitted to awaken reflexion, and to guide it. And
that there are writers amongst us, who under-

stand Shakspeare, and might teach others to

understand him, is proved by the remarks on

Macbeth just referred to, as well as by the very

acute and judicious Observations on Shakspeare's

Romeo as compared with the. Romeo acted on the

stage. Much delicacy of observation too and

elegance of taste is shewn in the Characteristics

of Shakspeare's Women, one of the happiest

subjects on which a female pen was ever em-

ployed, u.

" The German writers (Coleridge is reported to

have said) have acquired an elegance of thought

and of mind, just as we have attained a style

and smartness of composition: so that, if you
were to read an ordinary German author as an

English one, you would say, This man has some-

thing in him; this man thinks: whereas it is

merely a method acquired by them, as we have

acquired a style." (Letters and Conversations of
S. T. C. Vol. ii. p. 4.)

Such pieces of tabletalk are not legitimate

objects of criticism : because we can never feel

sure how far the report is an accurate one, or

how far the opinion uttered may have been modi-

fied, either expressly by words, or implicitly by the
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occasion which prompted it. What is here said

is quite true, provided it be not understood dis-

paragingly. The peculiar value of modern Ger-

man literature does not arise, except in certain

instances, from the superior genius of the writers,

so much as from their being better trained and

disciplined in the principles and method of know-

ledge. For this advantage they are indebted to

their philosophical education. Fifty years ago the

common run of German writers were as superficial

and immethodical as those of the rest of Europe.

The love of system, which has always character-

ized the nation, only prevented any gleam of light

from breaking through the cloud of dulness in

which they wrapt themselves. But now, as in

most of the better writers of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries we may discern the influ-

ence of the scholastic logic, in which they were

trained, so one can hardly look into a German

work of the present century, on whatever sub^

ject of inquiry, without perceiving that it is

written by a countryman of Kant and Fichte

and Schelling. And surely this is the highest

reward which can fall to the lot of any human

intellect, to be thus diffused through and amalga-
mated with the intellect of a whole people, to live

in their minds, not merely when they are thinking

of you, and talking of you, but even when they
are totally unconscious of your personal existence.

Nay, what but this is the ground of the supe-

riority of civilized nations to savages ? Their
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minds are better moulded and disciplined, more

or less, by the various processes of education. In

fact training, if it does not impart strength, fosters

and increases it, and renders it serviceable, and

prevents its running waste : so that, assuming
the quantity of ability allotted by nature to two

nations to be the same, that which has the better

system of moral and intellectual culture, will bring

up the greater number of able men.

It is true, the forms of philosophical thought,

when generally prevalent, so as to become fashion-

able in a literature, will be used by many without

discernment of their value and power. Many
are sure to fancy that the possession of a few

phrases is enough to open the gates of all

knowledge to them, and to carry them at once

beyond the wisdom of former ages, without any

necessity for personal research or meditation :

and imbecility, selfcomplacently mouthing big

phrases, is more than usually offensive. Perhaps

too it is impossible to devise any scheme of

education, which can be reckoned upon for pro-

moting the development of poetical genius. This

is implied in the saying, Poeta nascitur, non
fit.

Nor is genius in philosophy, or in art, though

more dependent on foregoing circumstances than

in poetry, to be elicited with certainty by any

system. But for the talents employed in the

various inquiries of philology and science, a great

deal may be done by appropriate stimulants and

instruction., by putting them in the right way,
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and setting before them the mark they are to

aim at. Hence whenever a man of genius plants

a colony in an unexplored region of thought, he

finds followers ready to join him in effecting what

his own unassisted arm could only partially have

accomplisht : and though stray pieces of ore may
be pickt up without exciting much notice, if a mine

of truth has once been successfully opened, it is

mostly workt on until it is exhausted.

Soon after reading the remark of Coleridge's just

cited, I happened to open a German periodical

work containing a dissertation on the Amphitryon
of Plautus. That play, the writer observes, differs

from all the other Roman comedies in having a

mythological subject, which occasions essential

differences in its treatment ; so that it forms a

distinct species : and he proposes to examine the

nature of this peculiar form of comedy, according

to its external and internal character ; not to ex-

plain the poetical composition of the Amphitryon,

considered as an individual work of art, but merely

to determine the place it is to hold in the history

of the Roman drama. Now this, which is ex-

actly the plan any other intelligent German writer

would have taken in treating the same subject,

may exemplify the quality in German litera-

ture spoken of by Coleridge. Here too one should

say, This man k/wtcs what he is talking about :

and one should say so with good reason. For

in criticism, as in every other branch of know-

ledge, prudens quaestio dimidium scientiae est.
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He who has got the clue, may thread the maze.

Yet the method of investigation here is totally

different from what an English scholar would have

pursued. The notion of regarding the Amphitryon
as a distinct species of ancient comedy, and of

considering that species in its relation to the rest

of the Roman drama,, the distinction drawn be-

tween this historical view of it, and the esthetical

analysis of it taken by itself, these are thoughts
which would never have entered the head of an

English critic, unless he had been inoculated with

them either directly or indirectly from Germany.

Deluged as we are with criticism in every shape,

quarterly, monthly, weekly, and daily, many
thousands of pages as are written on criticism

in England every year, we hardly ever find

the glimmering of a suspicion that there is

anything essential in the form of a poem, or that

there are any principles and laws to determine

it, or that a poet has anything to do, except to

get an interesting story, and to describe interest-

ing characters, and to deck out his pages with as

many fine thoughts and pretty images as he can

muster. No wonder that our criticism is so

worthless and unprofitable ! that it is of no man-

ner of use, either in teaching our writers how to

write, or our readers how to read !

Let me allude to another instance. Works

containing criticisms on all Shakspeare's plays

have been publisht of late years, by Hazlitt

in England, and by Francis Horn in Germany.
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Nobody can doubt that Hazlitt by nature had the

acuter and stronger understanding of the two : he

had cultivated it by metaphysical studies : he had

a passionate love for poetry, and yielded to no

man in his admiration for Shakspeare. By his

early intercourse with Coleridge too he had been

led to perceive, more clearly than most English-

men, that poetry is not an arbitrary and chanceful

thing, that it has a reason of its own, and that,

when genuine, it springs from a vital idea, which

is at once constitutive and regulative, and which

manifests itself, not in a technical apparatus, but

in the free symmetry of a living form. Yet, from

the want of a proper intellectual discipline and

method, his perception of this truth never be-

came an intuition, nor coalesced with the rest

of his knowledge : and owing to this want, and

no doubt to that woful deficiency of moral disci-

pline and principle, through which his talents went

to rack, Hazlitt's work on Shakspeare, though
often clever and sparkling, and sometimes ingeni-

ous in pointing out latent beauties in particular

passages, is vastly inferior to Horn's as an ana-

lytical exposition of the principles and structure of

Shakspeare's plays, tracing and elucidating the

hidden labyrinthine workings of his all-vivifying,

all-unifying genius. u.

When a subtile critic has detected some re-

condite beauty in Shakspeare, the vulgar are fain

to cry, that Shakspeare did not mean it. Well !
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what of that ? If it be there, his genius meant

it. This is the very mark whereby to know a

true poet. There will always be a number of

beauties in his works, which he never meant to

put into them.

This is one of the resemblances between the

works of genius and those of Nature, a resem-

blance betokening that the powers which produce

them are akin. Each, beside its immediate appa-

rent purpose, is ever connected by certain delicate

and almost imperceptible fibres, by numberless

ties of union and communion, and the sweet inter-

course of giving and receiving, with the universe

of which it forms a part. Hereby the poet shews

that he is not a mere "
child of Time, But off-

spring of the Eternal Prime." His works are not

narrowed to the climes and seasons, the manners

and thoughts that gave birth to them, but spread

out their invisible arms through time and space,

and, when generations and empires, and even

religions have past away, still stand in unwaning
freshness and truth. They have a living assimi-

lative power. As man changes, they disclose new

features and aspects, and ever look him in the

face with the reflexion of his own image, and

speak to him with the voice of his own heart ;

so that after thousands of years we still welcome

them as we would a brother.

This too is the great analogy between genius

and goodness, that, unconscious of its own ex-

cellences, it works, not so much by an intelligent,
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reflective, prospective impulse of the will, as by
the prompting of a higher spirit, breathing in it

and through it, coming one knows not whence,

and going one knows not whither ; under the

sway of which spirit, whenever it lifts up its head

and shakes its locks, it scatters light and splen-

dour around. The question therefore, whether a

great poet meant such a particular beauty, comes

to much the same thing as the question, whether

the sun means that his light should enter into

such or such a flower. He who works in unison

with Nature and Truth, is sure to be far mightier

and wiser than himself. u.

The poet sees things as they look. Is this

having a faculty the less ? or a sense the more ?

Some hearts are like a melting peach, but with

a larger, coarser, harder stone.

I like the smell of a dunged field, and the

tumult of a popular election.

Almost every rational man can shew nearly the

same number of moral virtues. Only in the good

man the active and beneficent virtues look out-

ward, the passive and parsimonious inward. In

the bad man it is just the contrary. His fore-

thought, his generosity, his longsuffering, is for

himself; his severity and temperance and frugality

are for others. But the religious virtues belong
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solely to the religious. God hides himself from

the wicked : or at least the wicked blinds himself

to God. If he practically acknowledge any, which

is only now and then, it is one whose non-exist-

ence is certain, whose fabulousness is evident to

him . . the Devil.

We like slipping, but not falling : our real

anxiety is to be tempted enough.

The man who will share his wealth with a

woman, has some love for her : the man who

can resolve to share his poverty with her, has

more . . of course supposing him to be a man, and

not a child, or a beast.

Our statequacks of late years have thought

fit to style themselves radical reformers : and

though the title involves an absurdity, it is not

on that account less fitted for the sages who have

assumed it ; many of whom moreover may have

no very clear notion what the epithet they give

themselves means. For what can a radical re-

former be ? Is he a reformer of the roots of

things ? But these Nature buries out of sight,

and will not allow man to tamper with them,

assigning him the task of training and pruning

the stem and branches. Or is a radical reformer

one who tears up a tree by the roots, and reforms

it by laying it prostrate ? If so, our reformers
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may indeed put in a claim to the title, and might

fairly contest it with the hunicane of last au-

tumn. But what can be the good or comfort of

a reformation, which is only another name for

destruction ?

The word is perhaps borrowed from medicine,

in which we speak of a radical cure. This how-

ever is a metaphor implying the extirpation,

or complete uprooting of the disease, after which

the sanative powers of nature will restore the con-

stitution to health. But there is no such sana-

tive power in a state ; where the mere removal of

abuses does not avail to set any vital faculties

in action. In truth this is only another form of

the errour, by which man, ever quicker at de-

stroying than at producing, has confounded repent-

ance with reformation, /ifra/xeAa with p-frdvoia.

Whereas the true reformer is he who creates new

institutions, and gives them life and energy, and

trusts to them for throwing off such evil humours

as may be lying in the body politic. The true

reformer is the seminal reformer, not the radical.

And this is the way the Sower, who went forth

to sow his seed, did really reform the world, with-

out making any open assault to uproot what was

already existing. u.

Nature is mighty. Art is mighty. Artifice

is weak. For Nature is the work of a mightier

power than man. Art is the work of man under
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the guidance and inspiration of a mightier power.

Artifice is the work of mere man in the imbecility

of his mimic understanding. u.

What is the use of it ? is the first question

askt in England by almost everybody about

almost everything. When foreiners, who have

learnt English from our older writers, come

amongst us, hearing such frequent inquiries after

use, they must fancy they have fallen in with a

set of usurers. No wonder so many of them have

applied for loans. The only wonder, as we are

not usurers, is how they got them.

Still there are a few things, a husband for

one's daughter, a Rubens, four horses, a cure of

souls, the use of which is never askt ; probably

because it is so evident. In these cases the first

question, ninety-nine times out of a hundred, is

ic/tat are they icorlh ? The worth of a cure of

souls ! miserable money-loving people ! whose

very language is prostituted to avarice. Wealth

is money : fortune is money : worth is money :

and, had not God for once been beforehand with

the world, providence would have been money too.

The worth of a cure of souls is Heaven or Hell,

according as he who is appointed to it does his

duty or neglects it.

You want to double your riches, and without

gambling or stockjobbing. Share it. Whether it

be material or intellectual, its rapid increase will
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amaze you. What would the sun have been,

had he folded himself up in darkness ? Surely he

would have gone out. So too would Socrates.

This road to wealth seems to have been dis-

covered some three thousand years ago. At least

it was known to Hesiod, and has been recom-

mended by him in the one precious line he has left

us. But even he complains of the fools, who did

not know that half is more than the whole. And
ever since, though mankind have always been in

full chase after riches, though they have not feared

to- follow Columbus and Gama in chase of it,

though they have waded through blood, and crept

through falsehood, and trampled on their own

hearts, and been ready to ride on a broomstick,

in chase of it, very few have ever taken this road,

albeit the easiest, the shortest, and the surest, u.

One of the first things a soldier has to do, is

to harden himself against heat and cold. He must

enure himself to bear sudden and violent changes.

In like manner they who enter into public life,

should begin by dulling their sensitiveness to

praise and blame. He who cannot turn his back

on the one, and face the other, will probably be

beguiled by his favorite, into letting his enemy
come behind him, and wound him when off his

guard. Let him keep a firm footing, and beware

of being lifted up, remembering that this is the

commonest trick by which wrestlers throw their

antagonists. c.
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Gratification is distinct from happiness in the

common apprehension of mankind ; and so is

selfishness from wisdom. But passion in its

blindness disregards the first distinction, or rather

speaks as if it disregarded it ; and sophists, taking

advantage of this, confound the last. Their con-

fusion however is worse confounded. For it is

not every gratification that is selfish, in the

ordinary acceptation of the term, which implies

blame and sin ; but such only as is undue or

inordinate, whether in kind or degree. Never

was a man called selfish for quenching his thirst

with water, where water was not scarce ; many
a man has been justly, for drinking Champagne.
The argument then, if unraveled into a syllogism,

would hang together thus :

Some gratifications are selfish ;

No gratification is happiness :

therefore,

All happiness is selfish.

I am not surprised that these gentlemen speak

ill of logic.

The principle gives birth to the rule : the

motive may justify the exception.

When the Parisians set up a naked prostitute

as the goddess of Reason, they can hardly have

been aware what an apt type she afforded of their

reason, and indeed of all reason, if that divine

title be not forfeited by such a traitorous act,
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which turns away its face from heaven, and

throws off its allegiance to the truth as it is in

God. When reason has done this, it is stark

naked, and ready to prostitute itself to every ca-

pricious lust, whether of the flesh, or of the spirit.

One can never repeat too often, that reason, as it

exists in man, is only our intellectual eye, and

that, like the eye, to see, it needs light, to see

clearly and far, it needs the light of heaven. u.

Entireness, illimitableness is indispensable to

faith. What we believe, we must believe wholly,

and without reserve : wherefore the only perfect

and satisfying object of faith is God. A faith that

sets bounds to itself, that will believe so much and

no more, that will trust thus far and no further, is

none. It is only doubt taking a nap in an elbow

chair. The husband, whose scepticism is prurient

enough to contemplate the possibility of his wife's

proving false, richly deserves that she should

do so. u.

Never put much confidence in such as put
no confidence in others. A man prone to sus-

pect evil is mostly looking in his neighbour for

what he sees in himself. As to the pure all things

are pure, even so to the impure all things are

impure. u

Do you wish to find out a person's weak points ?

Note the failings he has the quickest eye for in
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others. They may not be the very failings he is

himself conscious of; but they will be their next-

door neighbours. No man keeps such a jealous

look-out as a rival. u.

In reading the apostolical epistles, we should

bear in mind that they are not scientific treatises,

armed at all points against carpers and miscon-

ceivers, but occasional letters, addrest to disciples

who, as the writer knew, were both able and in-

clined to make due allowance for the latitude of

epistolary expression.

But is not this what the Socinians contend

for?

If it were, I should have nothing to say against

them. What I object to in them is, their mak-

ing, not due allowances, but undue ; allowances

discountenanced by the plainest passages as well

as the uniform tenour of the sacred writings, by
the whole analogy, and, so far as we dare judge

of them, the prompting principles of revelation.

But how shall we discern the due from the

undue ?

As we discern everything else : by the honest

use of a cultivated understanding. If we have

not banisht the Holy Spirit by slights and ex-

cesses, if we have fed his lamp in our hearts

with prayer, if we have improved and strength-

ened our faculties by education and exercise, and

then sit down to study the Bible with inquiring

and teachable minds, we need not doubt of
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discovering its meaning : not indeed purely ; for

where find an intellect so colourless as never to

tinge the light that falls upon it ? not wholly : for

how fathom the ocean of God's word ? but with

such accuracy, and in such degree, as shall suffice

for the uses of our spiritual life. If we have

neglected this previous discipline, if we take up
the book with stupid or ignorant, lazy or negligent,

arrogant or unclean and do-no-good hands ;
we

shall in running through its pages stumble on

many things dark and startling, on many things

which, aggravated by presumptuous heedlessness,

might prove destructively offensive.

What then are the poor to do ?

They must avail themselves of oral instruction,

have recourse, so far as may be, to written helps,

and follow the guidance of God's priesthood.

But suitable faculties seem indispensable. Let

a man be ever so pious and sincere, if blind he

could not see the book, nor if unlettered read, nor

if ignorant of English know the meaning of the

words, nor if halfwitted comprehend the sen-

tences. Why suppose that the intellectual hin-

drances to mastering the book end here ? especially

when we allow the existence of moral hindrances,

and are aware that they combine with the in-

tellectual in unascertainable and indefinite pro-

portions ; if they do not rather form their essence,

or at least their germ. You grant that careless-

ness and impatience may hide the meaning of the

book from us : you should be sure stupidity does
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not spring from carelessness, nor bad logic from

impatience, before you decide so confidently that

stupidity and bad logic cannot.

Search the Scriptures, said Christ.
" Non dixit

legite, sed scrutamini, (as Chrysostom, quoted by

Jeremy Taylor, On the Minister s Duty, Serm. II.

Vol. vi. p. 520, observes on this text,) quia oportet

profundius effodere, ut quae alte delitescant inve-

nire possimus. The Jews have a saying : qui non

advertit quod supra et infra in Scriptoribus legitur,

is pervertit verba Dei viventis. He that will un-

derstand God's meaning, must look above and

below, and round about." Now to look at things

below the surface, we must dig down to them.

They who omit this, from whatever cause, be it the

sluggishness of their will, or merely the bluntness

of their instrument, for this question, though im-

portant in judging of the workman, cannot affect

the accomplishment of the work, will never gain

the buried treasure. Those on the other hand

who dig as they are taught to do, will reach it in

time, if they faint not. The number of demi-semi-

Christians in the world no more establishes the

contrary, than the number of drunkards in the

world establishes the impossibility of keeping

sober.

But, as Taylor remarks in the same Sermon

(p. 509),
"
though many precious things are re-

served for them who dig deep and search wisely,

medicinal plants, and corn and grass, things fit

for food and physic, are to be had in every field."
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The great duties of a Christian are so plainly

exprest, that they who run may read, and that

all who listen may understand them : convenient

expounders of doctrine are appointed in the

Church : and in every case, to every one who

truly seeks, sufficient will be given for his own

salvation.

How deeply rooted must unbelief be in our

hearts, when we are surprised to find our prayers

answered ! instead of feeling sure that they will

be so, if they are only offered up in faith, and are

in accord with the will of God. a.

Moses, when the battle was raging, held up his

arms to heaven, with the rod of God in his hand :

and thus Israel overcame Amalek. Hence a

notion got abroad through the world, that in

times of difficulty or danger the mightiest weapon
man can make use of is prayer. But Moseses

arms grew heavy ; and he was forced to call in

Aaron and Hur to hold them up. In like manner

do we all too readily weary of prayer, and feel

it become a burthen, and let our hands drop ;

and then Amalek prevails.

Here however the wisdom of the eighteenth

century has devised a substitute, at least for one

of the cases in which our ancestors used to hold

up their arms to heaven. Franklin has taught

us to hold up iron bars to heaven, which have

the advantage of never growing weary, and under
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the guard of which we may feel sure that the

storm will pass over without harming us. Besides

they allow us to employ our hands to better pur-

pose, in working, or eating, or fighting.

Still there are sundry kinds of dangers, from

which Franklin's conductors will not secure us :

and against these, till the time when matter shall

have utterly choked and stifled spirit, we still

need the help of prayer. And as our flesh is so

Aveak, that our prayers soon droop and become

faint, unless they are upheld, Christ and the

Holy Spirit vouchsafe to uphold our prayers, and

to breathe the power of faith into them, so that

they may mount heavenward, and to bear them

up to the very throne of grace. u.

All religions, for absolute pantheism is none,

must of necessity be anthropomorphic. The idea

of God must be adapted to the capacities of the

human imagination. Christianity differs from all

other religions in this, that its anthropomorphism

is theopneustic. u.

A weak mind sinks under prosperity, as well

as under adversity. A strong and deep one has

two highest tides, when the moon is at the full,

and when there is no moon. u.

What a pity it is that there are so many
words ! Whenever one wants to say anything,

three or four ways of saying it run into ones
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head together ; and one can't tell which to

choose. It is as troublesome and puzzling as

choosing a ribbon ... or a husband.

Now on a question of millinery, or of man-

millinery, I should be slow to venture an opi-

nion. But style is a far less intricate matter ;

and with regard to the choice of words a clear and

simple rule may be laid down, which can hardly

be followed too punctually or too assiduously.

First however, as it is a lady I am addressing, let

me advise you to lessen your perplexities by re-

stricting yourself to home manufactures. You

may perhaps think it looks pretty to garnish your
letters with such phrases as de tout mon cceur.

Now tcith all my heart is really better English :

the only advantage on the side of the other ex-

pression is its being less sincere. Whatever may
be the superiority of French silks, or French lace,

English words sound far best from English lips :

and, notwithstanding the example of Desdemona,

one can seldom look with perfect complacency on

the woman who gives up her heart to the son of

another people. Man may leave country, as well

as father and mother : for action and thought find

their objects everywhere. But must not feelings

needs pine and droop, when cut off from the home

and speech of their childhood ?

As a general maxim however, when you come

to a crossroad, you can hardly do better than go

right onward. You would do so involuntarily in

speaking : do so likewise in writing. When you
s -i
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doubt between two words, choose the plainest, the

commonest, the most idiomatic. Eschew fine

words, as you would rouge : love simple ones, as

you would native roses on your cheeks. Act as

you might be disposed to do on your estate :

employ such words as have the largest families ;

keeping clear of foundlings, and of those of which

nobody can tell whence they come, unless he

happens to be a scholar.

This is just the advice which Ovid gives :

Munda, sed e medio, consuetaque verba, puellae

Scribite : sermonis publica forma placet.

To the same effect is the praise which Chaucer

bestows on his Virginia :

Though she were wise as Pallas, dare I sain

Her faconde eke full womanly and plain.

No contrefeted termes hadde she

To semen wise : but after her degree

She spake ;
and all her wordes more or less

Sounding in virtue and in gentillesse.

Exquisite examples of this true mother English

are to be found in the speeches put by Shakspeare

into the mouth of his female characters. " No
fountain from its rocky cave E'er tript with foot

so free :" never were its waters clearer, more

transparent, or more musical. This indeed is the

peculiar beauty f a feminine style, munda verba,

scd e medio, consuetaque, choice and elegant words,

but such as are familiar in wellbred conversation ;

words not used scientifically, or technically, or

etymologically, but acording to their customary

meaning. It is from being guided wholly by
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usage, undisturbed by extraneous considerations,

and from their characteristic fineness of discern-

ment with regard to what is fit and appropriate,

as well as from their being much less \)lown about

by the vanity of writing cleverly or sententiously,

that sensible educated women have a simple grace

of style very rarely attainable by men ; whose

minds are ever and anon caught and entangled in

briary thickets of hotcs, and hotc-fars, and whys,

and -ichy-nbts ; and who often think much less

what they have to say, than in what manner they

are to say it. For it is in writing, as in painting

and sculpture : let the artist adapt the attitudes

of his figures to the feeling or action he wishes to

express ; and, if his mind has been duly impreg-

nated with the idea of the human form, without

his intending it they will be graceful : whereas,

if his first object be to make them graceful, they

are sure to be affected.

When women however sally out of their proper

sphere into that of objective reflective authorship,

for which they are disqualified, not merely by
their education and habits, but by the subjective

character of their minds, by the predominance of

their feelings over their intellect, and by their

proneness to view everything in the light of their

affections, they often lose the simple graces of

style, which within their own element belong to

them. Here too may it be said, that " the woman

wrho deliberates is lost." Going right, not from

reflexion,, not from calculating the reasons and
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consequences of each particular step, but from im-

pulse, whether instinctive, or derivative from

habit, or from principle, when a woman distrusts

her impulses, and appeals to her understanding,

she is not unlikely to stray ; among other grounds,

because this seldom happens, except when some

wrong impulse is pulling hard against the right

one, and when she only wants an excuse for yield-

ing to it, Men, in speech, as in action, may now

and then forsake usage ; having previously ex-

plored the principles and laws, of which usage is an

inadequate exponent. But no woman can safely

defy usage, unless it be at the imperious mo-

mentary call of some overpowering affection, the

voice of which is its own sanction, and one with

the voice of duty. When a woman deviates from

usage, to comply with some rule which she supposes

to run counter to it, she is very apt to misapply the

rule, from ignorance of its grounds and of its limits.

For rules, though useful mementoes to such as

understand their principles, have no light in them-

selves, and are mostly so framed as to fail us

at the very moment of need. Clear enough when

all is clear, they grow dim and go out when it

is dark.

The one which has just been proposed, of follow-

ing your tongue when you are speaking, is a less

sure guide for men than for women. Men's minds

have so often crawled forth, more or less, like a

snail stretching out of its shell, from the region

of impulse into that of reflexion, that they may
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need a secondary movement to resume their na-

tural state, and replace the shell on their heads.

With them what is nearest is often furthest off;

and what is furthest is nearest. The word which

comes uppermost with them will frequently be the

book-word, not the word of common speech ; espe-

cially if they are in the habit of public speaking,

in which there is a strong temptation to make up
for emptiness by sound, to give commonplace ob-

servations an uncommon look by swelling them

out with bloated diction, to tack a string of con-

ventional phrases to the tail of every proposition,

in the hope that this will enable it to fly, and to

take care that the buckram thoughts, in whatever

respects they may resemble Falstaff's men, shall

at least have plenty of buckram to strut in.

Therefore a man, when writing, may often find

occasion to substitute a plainer word for that

which had first occurred to him. But with him

too the rule holds good, that the plainest word,

by which he can express his meaning, is the best.

The beginning of Plato's Republic is said to have

been found in his tablets written over and over

in a variety of ways : yet after all, the words, as

they now stand, and the order of their arrange-

ment, are the simplest he could have chosen ;

and one can hardly conceive how they could have

been other than they are. This is the secret of the

matchless transparency of his style, through which

we look at the thoughts exprest in it, standing as

in the lucid distinctness given by a southern
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atmosphere : so that only by a subsequent act of

reflexion do we discern the exceeding beauty of

the medium. Whereas in most writers the words

scarce let the thoughts peer dimly through ; or

at best deck them out in gorgeous hues, and

draw attention to themselves, veiling what they

ought to reveal.

The principle I have been urging coincides with

that of Cobbett's great rule :
" Never think of

mending what you write : let it go : no patching.

As your pen moves, bear constantly in mind that

it is making strokes which are to remain for ever."

The power of habit, he rightly observes, is in such

things quite wonderful : and assuredly it is not

merely our style that would be improved, if we

bore constantly in mind that what we do is to

last for ever. Did we but keep this conviction

steadily before us, with regard to all our thoughts

and feelings and words and purposes and deeds,

then might we sooner learn to think and feel

and speak and resolve and act as becomes the

heirs of eternity. One of the main seats of our

weakness lies in this very notion, that what we

do at the moment cannot matter much ; for that

we shall be able to alter and mend and patch

it just as we like by and by. Cobbett's own

writings are a proof of the excellency of his rule :

for what they may want in elegance, they more

than make up for in strength. His indeed was

a case in which it was more especially applicable.

Springing out of the lower orders, and living in
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familiar intercourse with them, he knew their lan-

guage : he knew the words which have power over

the English people : he knew how those words

must be wielded to strike home on their under-

standings and their hearts. His mind had never

been tainted with the jargon of men of letters :

he had no frippery to throw off ere he could appear

in his naked strength : he scorned flourishes and

manouvres, and marcht straight with all his forces

to the onset.

In some measure akin to Cobbett's writings in

style, though with differences resulting both from

personal and national character, are those of the

honest and hearty German patriot, Arndt, which

did such good service in kindling and feeding the

enthusiasm during the war with France. He
too was a child of the people, a peasant boy
who used to feed his father's cows ; and his

wings had not been dipt in the schools. So was

Luther ;
whom one can no more conceive re-

calling and correcting a word, than one can con-

ceive the sun recalling and correcting one of his

rays, or the sea one of its waves. He who has a

full quiver does not pick up his arrows. If the

first misses, he sends another and another after it.

Forgetting what is behind, he presses onward.

It is only in going through ones exercise that

one retraces a false movement and begins anew.

To do so in battle would be to lose it.

Yet there is said to be a manuscript of

Luther's version of the first Psalm with a great
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number of interlineations and corrections. This

however was a translation : and it is only when

a man's thoughts issue from his own head and

heart, that they can come forth ready clad in the

fittest words. A translator's aim is more com-

plicated ; and all he can hope is to approximate

nearer and nearer to it. For no language can

ever be the complete counterpart of another :

indeed no single word in any language can be

the complete counterpart to a word in another

language, so as to have exactly the same shades

and varieties of meaning, and to be invested with

the same associations. Hence a conscientious

translator is perpetually drawn in opposite direc-

tions, from the wish to accomplish two incom-

patible objects, to give a full representation of his

original, and at the same time to make that

representation an idiomatic one. Difficult as it

often must needs be to express ones own mean-

ing to ones Avish, it is incomparably more difficult

to express another man's, without making him say

more or less than he intended. u.

Cesar's maxim, that you are to avoid an un-

usual word, as you would a rock, is often quoted,

especially by those who are just purposing to

violate it. For this is one of the strange dis-

tortions of vanity, which loves to magnify the

understanding, at the cost of the will, that peo-

ple, when they are doing wrong, are fond of boast-

ing that they know it to be so. Cesar himself
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however was a scrupulous observer of his own

rule. A like straightforward plainness of speech

characterizes the English Cesar of our age ; and is

found, with an admixture of philosophical sweet-

ness, in Xenophon. In truth simplicity is the

soldierly style. The most manly of men coincide

in this point with the most womanly of women.

The latter think of the feelings they are to ex-

press ; the former, of the thoughts and purposes

and actions ; neither, of the words.

Not however that new words are altogether to

be outlawed. What would language have been,

had this principle been acted on from the first ? It

must have been dwarft in its cradle. Did thoughts

remain stationary, so might language : but they

cannot be progressive without it. The only

way in which a conception can become national

property, is by being named. Hereby it is incor-

porated with the body of popular thought. Either

a word already in use may have a more determi-

nate meaning assigned to it : or a new word may
be formed, according to the analogies of the lan-

guage, by derivation or composition : or in a

language, in which the generative power is nearly

extinct, a word may be adopted from some forein

tongue, which has already supplied it with simi-

lar terms. Only such words should be intelligible

at sight to the readers they are designed for. This

is one great objection to the new Greek words

which Mr Bentham scatters over his pages, side

by side with his amorphous, tumble -to-pieces
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English ones, like Columbine dancing with Panta-

loon. They nearly all want a note to explain

what they are meant to mean ; and are just

such lifeless things as might be expected from

a man who grinds them out of his lexicon, such

dry chips as may drop from a writer whose mind

is a dead hedge of abstractions ; whose chief talent

moreover is that of a hedge, to intersect and

partition off the field of knowledge. When words

are thus brought in with a commentary at their

heels, it is much as if a musician were to stop

in the middle of a tune, and tell you what notes

he is playing.

To the last of the three classes just mentioned

belongs the terminology of science, which is almost

wholly Greek. No language was ever so full of

life as the Greek in its prime : and, as there have

been instances of seeds which seemed to have re-

tained their vital power for centuries, the embers

of life still linger about it ; so that two thousand

years after, and a thousand miles off, we find it

easier to grow Greek words than English. The

plastic character of the language, affording un-

limited facilities for composition, and in such

wise that its words really coalesce, and are not

merely tackt together, fit it for expressing the

innumerable combinations, which it is the busi-

ness of science to detect. And as science is al-

together a cosmopolite, less connected than any
other mode of intellectual action with the pecu-

liarities of national character, wherefore the
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eighteenth century, which confounded science with

knowledge, set up the theory of cosmopolitism,

it is well that the vocabulary of science should be

common to all the nations that come and worship

at its shrine.

Of all words however the least vivacious are those

coined by science. It is only poetry, and not phi-

losophy, that can make a Juliet. It is poetry, the

imagination in one or other of its forms, that pro-

duces what has life in it. Eschylus, Shakspeare,

Milton, are wordmakers. So are most humorists,

Aristophanes, Rabelais, Swift, Sterne, Charles

Lamb, Richter : only many of their words are

merely fashioned sportively for a particular occa-

sion, after some amusing analogy, without any

thought of their becoming a permanent part of

the language. The true criterion of the worth of

a new word is its having such a familiar look,

and bearing its meaning and the features of its

kindred so visible in its face, that we hardly know

whether it is not an old acquaintance. Then more

especially is it likely to be genuine, when its

author himself is scarcely conscious of its novelty.

At all events it should not seem to be the fruit of

study, but to spring spontaneously from the in-

spiration of the moment.

The corruption of style does not lie in a writer's

occasionally using an uncommon or a new word.

On the contrary a masculine writer, who has been

led to adopt a plain simple style, not, like women,

by an instinctive delicacy of taste, but by a reflex

T
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act of judgement, and who has taken pleasure in

visiting the sources of his native language, and in

tracing its streams, will feel desirous at times to

throw his seed also upon the waters : and he is

the very person whose studies will best fit him

for doing so. Even Cowper, whose letters are the

pattern of pure graceful idiomatic English, does

not hesitate to coin new words now and then.

Such are, extraforaneous, which, though he is so

fond of it as to desire that it should be inserted in

Johnson's Dictionary, and to use it more than once

(Vol. iv. p. 76, vi. 153, of Southey's Edition),

is for common purposes a cumbrous substitute for

out-of-doors, a subscalarian,
" a man that sleeps

under the stairs" (vi. 286), an archdeaconism

(iv. 228), syttablemongers (v. 23), a joltation

(v. 55), calftess (v. 61), secondhanded (v. 87),

a word inaccurately formed, as according to ana-

logy it should mean, not at second hand, but

having a second hand, authorly (v. 96), ex-

sputory (v. 102), returnable, likely to return

(v. 102), translatorsidp (v. 253), poetship

(v. 313), a midshipmanship ("there's a word

for you!" he exclaims, vi. 263), man-merchan-

dise (vi. 127), Homer-Conners (vi. 268), walk-

able (vi. 13), seldomcy (vi. 228). I know not

that any of these words is of much value. The

last is suggested by an erroneous analogy.
"

I

hope none of my correspondents (he says) will

measure my regard for them by the frequency,

or rather seldomcy, of my epistles." A Latin
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termination is here subjoined to a Saxon word,

which such a termination very rarely fits : and

two consonants are brought into juxtaposition,

from which in our language they revolt.

Some of these words may perhaps have been

already in use, at least in speech, if not in writing.

It would be both entertaining and instructive,

were any one to collect the words in English

invented by particular authors, and to explain the

reasons which may either have occasioned or hin-

dered their being incorporated with the body of the

language. In some cases no want of the word has

been felt : in others the formation has been in-

correct, or unsupported by any familiar analogy.

Learning of itself indeed will never avail to make

words : but in ages when the formative instinct

is no longer vivid, judgement and knowledge are

requisite to guide it. For the best and ablest

writers are apt to err on this score, as we saw

just now in the instance of seldomcy. Thus even

Landor {Imaginary Confers, ii. 278) recommends

the adoption of anidiomatical as an English word ;

though our language does not acknowledge the

Greek negative prefix, except in words like anar-

chy, introduced in their compound state, so that an-

idiomatical would exemplify itself; and though un-

idiomatic would clearly be a preferable form, which

few writers would scruple to use, whether au-

thorized by precedent or no. Nor, I trust, will

Coleridge's favorite word, esemplastic (Biograpkia

Literaria i. 157), to express the atoning or
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unifying power of the imagination, ever become

current : for, like other of his Greek compounds,
it violates the analogies of that language : had

such a word existed, it would be compounded of

els ev irXarreiv, not, as he intended, of (is fv TrXdrrtiv.

On the other hand his word, to desynonymize

(Bioff. Lit. i. 87), is a truly valuable one, as

designating a process very common in the history

of language, and bringing a new thought into

general circulation. A Latin preposition is indeed

prefixt to a Greek theme : but such mixtures

are inevitable in a composite language ; and this

is sanctioned by the words dephlegmate and de-

pldogisticute : after the analogy of which I have

ventured above (p. 185) to frame the word deso-

phisticating.

On investigation, I believe, it would appear,

that few eminent writers have not done more or

less toward enriching their native tongue. Some-

times too an author's bequests to his countrymen
do not stay quietly at home, but travel from

nation to nation, and become a permanent part

of the language of mankind. What a loss would

it be to the languages of modern Europe, if Plato's

word, idea, and Pythagorases, philosophy, with

their families, were suddenly struck out of them !

It would be like striking out an eye ; and we

should hardly know how to grope our way

through the realms of thought without them.

Various instances of like pregnant words, in

which great authors have embodied the results of
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their speculations, of words " which assert a

principle, while they appear merely to indicate a

transient notion, preserving as well as expressing

truths," are pointed out in the great History of
the Inductive Sciences, in which one of Bacon's

worthiest and most enlightened disciples has lately

been tracing the progress of scientific discovery

throughout the whole world of nature.

A far worse fault than that of occasionally in-

troducing a new word, which is not only allow-

able, but often necessary, as new thoughts keep

continually rising above the national horizon, is

that of writing throughout in words alien from the

speech of the people. Few writers are apter to

fall into this fault, than those who deem it their

post to watch and set up a bark at the first

approach of a stranger. The gods in Homer now

and then use a word different from that of ordi-

nary men : but he who thinks to speak the

language of the gods, by speaking one altogether

remote from that of ordinary men, will only speak

the language of the goblins. He is not a mystic,

but a mystifier. u.

There are three genial and generative periods in

the history of language.

The first, and far the most important, is that

in which the great elementary processes are gone

through ; when the laws and form of the lan-

guage are determined, and the body of the

national thoughts, whether arising out of the
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depths of its own character, or awakened by the

object around it, fashion and find their appro-

priate utterance. This is a period of which little

notice can be preserved. We are seldom able

to watch the processes while they are working.

In a primitive homogeneous language that work-

ing is over, before it comes forward in a sub-

stantial permanent shape, and takes its seat in

the halls of literature : and even in a compo-
site language, like our own, arising out of the

confluence and fusion of two, we have scanty

means for observing their mutual action upon
each other. We see them flowing for a while

side by side : then both vanish like the Rhine

at Laufenburg : and anon the mingled streams

start into sight again, though perhaps not quite

thoroughly blended, but each in a manner pre-

serving a distinct current for a time, as the Rhone

and Saone do at their junction. In this stage

a language is rich in expressions for outward

objects, and for simple feelings and actions, but

contains few abstract terms, and not many com-

pound words, except such as denote obvious com-

binations of frequent occurrence. The laws and

principles of such compositions however are al-

ready establish! : and here and there instances

are found of some of the simplest abstract terms ;

after the analogy of which others are subsequently

framed, according to the growing demands of re-

flexion. Such is the state of our own language

in the age of Chaucer : such is that of the
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German in the Nibelungen-Lay ; and that of the

Greek in Hesiod and in Homer : in the latter

of whom however we already hear the snorting of

the horses that are drawing on the car of Apollo,,

and see the sparks that flash up beneath their feet,

as they rush along the pavement of heaven.

Thus far a language has very little that is

arbitrary in it, very little betokening the con-

scious power and action of man. It owes its

origin, not to the thoughts and the will of indi-

viduals, but to an instinct actuating a whole

people : it expresses what is common to them

all : it has grown out of their universal wants,

and lives in their hearts. But after a while an

intellectual aristocracy spring up, and frame a

new language of their own. The pjinces and

lords of thought shoot forth their winged words

into regions beyond the scan of the people. They

require a gold coinage, in addition to the common

currency. The imagination, finding out its powers

and its office, and feeling its freedom, begins to

fashion and mould and combine things according

to its own laws. It is no longer content to re-

flect the outward world and its forms just as

it has received them, with such modifications and

associations alone as have been bestowed on them

in the national mythology. It seizes the ele-

ments both of outward nature and of human,

and mixes them up in its crucible,, and bakes them

anew in its furnace. It discerns within itself, that

there are other shapes and visions of grandeur
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and beauty, beside those which roll before the eye,

that there are other sympathies, and deeper har-

monies and discords : and for this its new creation

it endeavours to devise fitting symbols in words.

This is the age of genial power in poetry, and

of a luxuriant richness in language ; the age of

Eschylus and Aristophanes ; the age of Ennius

and Lucretius, who however must be measured

by the Roman scale ; the age of Shakspeare and

Milton. It may be termed the heroic age of lan-

guage, coming after its golden age, during which,

from the unbroken unity of life, there was no call

or room for heroes. Custom has not yet markt

out the limits within which the plastic powers

of the language must be restrained : and they who

feel their own strength, and that of their weapon,

fancy there is nothing they may not achieve with

it. Of the new words formed in this age, many
find an echo long after amid the hights of lite-

rature : some are so peculiar, they can fit no place

except the one they were made for: many fall

to the ground and are forgotten, when the sithe

of summer mows off the rich bloom of spring.

The third great period in the history of a

language is the period of its development as an

instrument of reason and reflexion. This is

the age of verbal substantives, and of abstract

derivatives from adjectives, formed, in a homo-

geneous language, after the analogy of earlier ex-

amples, but multiplied far beyond what had

sufficed for a simpler, less speculative generation.
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The dawn of this age we see struggling through

the darkness, in Thucydides ; the difficulties of

whose style arise in great measure from his efforts

to express thoughts so profound and farstretching

in a language scarcely adapted as yet to such

purposes. For, though potentially it had an in-

definite wealth in general terms, that wealth was

still lying for the most part in the mine : and the

simple epical accumulation of sentences, by means

of connective particles, was only beginning to

give way to a compacter, more logical structure,

by the particles of causality and modality. In

England, as indeed throughout the whole of mo-

dern Europe, the order assigned by nature for the

successive unfolding of the various intellectual

powers, in nations as well as individuals,

an order which, unless disturbed by extraneous

causes, would needs be much more perceptible, as

all general laws are, in an aggregate than in a sin-

gle unit, was in some degree altered by the influx

of the traditional knowledge amast by former

ages. That knowledge, acting more powerfully,

and with more certain benefit, on the reason-

ing faculties than on the imaginative, accelerated

the growth of the former, and brought them to an

earlier maturity ; a result owing mainly to the

existence of a large class, who, being the chief

depositaries of knowledge, were specially led by
their profession, and by the critical and stirring

circumstances of the times, to a diligent pursuit of

all studies concerning the moral and spiritual
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nature of man. Hence the philosophical cultiva-

tion of our language coincided with its poetical

cultivation : and this prematurity was the more

easily attainable, inasmuch as the mass of our

philosophical words were not of home growth, but

imported ready grown from abroad ; so that, like

oranges, they might be in season along with

primroses and violets. Yet the natural order

was so far upheld, that, while the great age of

our poetry is comprised in the . last quarter of

the sixteenth, and the first quarter of the seven-

teenth century, the great age of our philosophy

and theology reaches down till near the close

of the latter. Milton stands alone, and forms a

link between the two.

When a nation reaches its noon however, the

colours of objects lose much of their brightness ;

and even their forms and masses stand out less

boldly and strikingly. It occupies itself rather

in examining and analysing their details. Find-

ing itself already rich, it lives on its capital,

instead of making any fresh ventures to increase

it, and boasts that this is the only rational gentle-

manly way of living. The superabundant ac-

tivity, which it will not employ in anything

positive, finds a vent in negativeness, in deny-

ing that any previous state of society was com-

parable to its own, and in issuing peremptory

vetos against all who would try to raise it higher.

This is the age when an academy will lay down

its laws dictatorially, and proclaim what may be
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said, and what must not, what may be thought,

and what must not ; the age when men will scoff

at the madness of Xerxes, yet themselves try to

fling their chains over the ever-rolling irrepressible

ocean of thought. Nay, they will scoop out a

mimic sea in their pleasure-ground, and make it

ripple and bubble, and spout up prettily into the

air, and then fancy that they are taming the

Atlantic ; which however keeps advancing upon

them, until it sweeps them away with their toys.

The interdict against every new word or expres-

sion during the century previous to the Revolution

in France was only one chapter of the interdict

which society then enacted against everything

genial : and here too that restlessness, which can

never be wholly allayed, became negative ; and

all that was genial was in sin. The dull flat of

the Henriade abutted on the foaming hellpool of

the Pucelle.

The futility of all attempts to check the growth

of a language, so long at least as a nation con-

tinues to exercise any activity even in the lower

departments of thought, is proved by the succes-

sive editions of the Dictionary publisht by the

French Academy. Not content with crushing

and stifling freedom in the state, Richelieu's am-

bition aimed at becoming autocrat of the French

language. He would have had no word uttered

throughout the realm, until he had countersigned

it. But ancient usage, and the wants of pro-

gressive civilization were in this instance too
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mighty for him. Every time the Academy have

issued their Dictionary afresh, they have found

themselves compelled to admit a number of new

words into their censorial register : and in the

last fifty years more especially a vast influx has

taken place. If we look into their modern wri-

ters, even into those who, like Chateaubriand,

while they acknowledge the power of the pre-

sent, still retain a reverent allegiance to the past,

we find new words ever sprouting up : while the

popular literature oflajeune France, of those who

are the minions, deeming themselves the lords, of

the present, seems in language and style, as well

as in morals, to bear the character of slavery

that has burst its bonds, to be as it were an

insurrection of intellectual negroes, rioting in the

licentiousness of a lawless fetterless will.

That in writing Latin no word should be used,

unless sanctioned by the authority of Cicero, or of

the Augustan age, is, I believe, a purely modern

notion ; and an utterly absurd one, if extended to

anything else than a scholastic exercise. For

Cicero first taught Philosophy to talk with ele-

gance in Latin ; and in doing so he often went

round the mark, rather than straight at it :

whereas the fitting a language to be an instru-

ment of reflective and speculative thought must

be the work of many minds, and of more than

one generation. A number of new ideas were

drawn out by the discipline of adversity during

the first century of the empire. Repelled from
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outward objects, which till then had been all in

all to the Romans, men turned their eyes inward,

and explored the depths of their own nature, if

so be they might discover something there that

would stand firm against the shock and amid the

ruin of the world ; while all forms of evil were

shooting up in loathsome enormity on every side.

Hence the writers in the days of Nero, and those

in the days of Trajan, had much to say, and said

much, that had never entered into the minds of

their forefathers. In the latter ages of Roman

literature attempts were made to revive many
antiquated words : but no life could be restored

to them ; and they merely lie like the bones of

the dead around a decaying body. For the re-

generation of a language can never be genuine

and lasting, except so far as it goes along with

a regeneration of the national mind : whereas the

Roman mind was dying away, and had no longer

the power of incorporating the new regions of

thought thrown open to it. A flood of barba-

risms rusht in : Christianity came, with its host

of spiritualities : all the mysteries of man's nature

were to find utterance in Latin, which had always

been better fitted for the forum than for the

schools. It became the language of the learned,

when learning was unfortunately cut off from com-

munion with actual life, and when the past

merely lay as a huge shapeless shadow spread

out over the germs of the future. Yet, so in-

dispensable is the power of producing new words
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to a language, when it is applied to any practical

use, Latin, even after it had ceast to be spoken,

still retained a sort of life, like that which lingers

in the bark of a hollow tree long after its core has

mouldered away ; and still for centuries it kept

on putting forth a few fresh leaves. u.

A sort of English has been very prevalent

during the last hundred years, in which the sen-

tences have a meaning, but the words have little

or none. As in a middling landscape the general

outlines may be correct, and the forms distinguish-

able, while the details are hazy and indefinite and

confused ; so here the abstract proposition designed

to be exprest is so ; but hardly a word is used for

which half a dozen synonyms might not have

stood equally well: whereas the test of a good

style, as Coleridge observes (Biog. Lit. ii. 160),

is
"

its untranslatableness in words of the same

language, without injury to the meaning." This

may be called Scotch English ; not as being ex-

clusively the property of our northern brethren ;

but because the celebrated Scotch writers of the

last century are in the first rank of those who

have emboweled the substantial, roast-beef and

plum-pudding English of our forefathers. Their

precedence in this respect is intimately connected

with their having been our principal writers on

metaphysical subjects since the days of Locke and

Shaftesbury and Thomas Burnet and Berkeley and

Butler. For metaphysical writers, especially when
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they belong to a school, and draw their principles

from their master's cistern through conduit after

conduit,, instead of going to the well of Nature, are

very apt to give us vapid water instead of fresh.

Attaching little importance to anything but abs-

tractions, and being almost without an eye, except

for colourless shadows, they merge whatever is

individual in that which is merely generic, and

let this living universe of infinite variety drop out

of sight in the menstruum of a technical phrase-

ology. They lose the sent in the cry, but keep

on yelping without finding out their loss : not a

few too join in the cry, without having ever caught

the sent. How far this will go, may be seen

in the dead language of the schoolmen, who often

deal with their words just as if they were so many
counters, the rust having eaten away every atom

of the original impress. In like manner, when

the dry rot gets into the house of a German

philosopher, his disciples pick up handfuls of the

dust, and fancy it will serve instead of timbers.

Even Greek, notwithstanding the vivacity both of

the people and the language, lost much of its life

and grace in the hands of the later philosophers.

Accordingly this Scotch English is the usual style

of our writers on speculative subjects.

Opposite to this, and almost the converse of it,

is Irish English : in which every word taken by

itself means, or is meant to mean something : but

he who looks for any meaning in a sentence, might

as well look for a mountain in St Gileses. Every
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Irishman, the saying goes, has a potato in his

head : many, I think, must have a whole crop of

them. At least the words of their orators are

wont to roll out just like so many potatoes from

the mouth of a sack, round, and knobby, and

rumbling, and pothering, and incoherent. This

style too is common nowadays, especially that less

kindly, and therefore less Irish modification of it,

where the potatoes become prickly, and every

word must be smart, and every syllable must

have its point, if not its sting. No style is so

well suited to scriblers for magazines and journals,

and other like manufacturers of squibs which are

to explode at once, and which, if they did not

crack and flash, would vanish without anybody's

heeding them.

What then is English English ? It is the com-

bination of the two ; not that vulgar combination

in which they would neutralize, but that in which

they strengthen and give effect to each other;

where the unity of the whole is not disturbed by
the elaborate thrusting forward of the parts, as

that of a Dutch picture is often by a herring

or an onion, a silk-gown or a rut ; nor is the

canvas daubed over with slovenly haste to fill

up the outline, as in many French and later

Italian and Flemish pictures ; but where, as in

the works of Raphael and Claude, and of their

common mistress, Nature, well-defined and beau-

tiful parts unite to make up a well-defined and

beautiful whole. This, like all good things, all
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such good things at least as are the products of

human labour and thought, is rare : but it is

still to be found amongst us. The exquisite

purity of Wordsworth's English has often been

acknowledged. An author in whose pages the

combination is almost always realized, and many
of whose sentences are like crystals, each separate

word in them being itself a lucid crystal, has been

quoted more than once above. And everybody

has seen the writings of another, who may con-

vince the most desponding worshiper of bygone

excellence, that our language has not yet been so

diluted and enervated, but Swift, were he living in

these days, would still find plain words to talk

plain sense in. Nor do they stand alone. In

this at least we may boast with Sthenelus, that

we are better than our fathers : only they who

indulge in such a boast, should remind themselves

of their duty by following it up with Hector's

prayer, that our children may be much better

than we are. Southey's writings in style, as in

other respects, have almost every merit except the

highest. Arnold's style is worthy of his manly

understanding, and the noble simplicity of his

character. And the new History of Greece is the

antipode to its predecessor in this quality, no less

than in every other. u.

A word which, has no precise meaning, can

but poorly fulfill its office of being a sign and

guide of thought : and if it be connected with
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matters interesting to the feelings, or of practical

moment, it may easily become mischievous.

Now in a language like ours, in which the ab-

stract terms are mostly imported from abroad, such

terms, when they get into general circulation, are

especially liable to be misunderstood and per-

verted ; inasmuch as few can have any distinct

conception what their meaning really is, or how

they came by it. Having neither taproots, nor

lateral roots, they are easily shaken and driven

out of line ; and one gust may blow them on one

side, another on another side. Hence arises a con-

fusion of tongues, even within the pale of the same

language ; and this breeds a confusion of thoughts.

Of all classes of paralogisms the most copious is

that in which a word, used in one sense in the

premises, slips another sense into the conclusion.

For instance, no small part of the blunders made

by modern theorizers on education may be traced

to their ignorance or forgetfulness that education

is something more than instruction, and that in-

struction is only the most prominent part of it ;

but the part which requires the least care, the

least thought, and is practically of the least

importance. Nor is this errour confined to theo-

rizers, but has crept into every family. Most

parents, of whatsoever rank or condition, fancy

they have done all they need do for the edu-

cation of their children, when they have had

them taught such things as custom requires that

persons of their class should learn : although with
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a view to the formation of character, the main end

and object of education, it would be almost as

reasonable to read a treatise on botany to a flower-

bed, under a notion of making the plants grow and

blossom. Nay, even those who set themselves to

instruct youth, too often forget that their aim

should be to unfold and discipline and strengthen

the minds of their pupils, to inspire them with a

love of knowledge, and to improve their faculties

for acquiring it, and not merely to load and stuff

them with a certain ready-made quantity of know-

ledge ; which is only power when it is living,

firmly grounded, reproducible, and expansive.

So again there is a tribe of errours, both specu-

lative and practical, which have arisen from the

mistaking of administration for government, and

the confounding the provinces and functions of the

two. In our own country the ministry have long

been vulgarly termed the government; and the

prime minister is strangely misnamed the head of

the government ; although they have no constitu-

tional existence, and are therefore removable at

the pleasure of a soverain or a parliament : so

that, were they indeed the government, and not

merely the creatures and agents of a more per-

manent body, we should be the sport of chance

and caprice, as has ever happened to a people

when fallen under a doulocracy. Yet, as they

have usurpt the name, so have they in great

measure the executive part of the office. Thus

it has come to pass that, from the Land's End to
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John of Groat's House, scarce a man any longer

remembers that the business of governors is to

govern. Above all have those who call them-

selves the government forgotten this, persuading

themselves that their duty is to be the servants,

or rather the slaves, of circumstances and of public

opinion. The divine exhortation, He that would

be chief among you, let him be your servant, that

is, by his own will and deed, whereby we are

called to follow the example of Him who came

not to be ministered to, but to minister, is

popularly misread after the Jewish fashion,

Make him your servant, yea your slave, and give

him the slave's punishment of the cross. The cen-

tralizing tendency, which rightly belongs to govern-

ment, and which has been extended during the

last half century to all branches of administration,

both on the Continent, and latterly, after an ex-

ample rather to have been shunned than followed,

in England, is another instance of the same per-

version. As a government is one, and should

embrace all its subjects with its protecting arms,

it has been thought expedient that the rule of

uniformity, the understanding's substitute for the

principle of unity, should be carried through all

parts of the state, and that the administration

should have a hand, or at least a finger, in every

man's business. In speculation too this leads to

very erroneous judgements concerning countries

and times in wrhich juster views on the distinc-

tive nature of government and administration
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prevailed. It must be owing to this general con-

fusion, that in the recent ingenious and thought-

ful essay on the attributes of a Statesman, though

by a writer who mostly evinces the clearness of

his understanding by the correctness of his lan-

guage, the statesman's real characteristics and

duties are scarcely toucht upon ; and he who

ought to be the man of the state, whose eyes

should be fixt on the state, and whose mind and

heart should be full of it, shrinks up into the

holder of a ministerial office.

No less general, and far more mischievous, is

another delusion, by which the same word, minis-

try, is confounded with the Church. He who enters

into the ministry of the Church, is said to go into

the Church, as though he were not in it before :

and the body of the ministers, the clergy, are

commonly called the Church ; and by a very un-

fortunate, but inevitable consequence, are frequently

lookt upon as forming, not merely a part, but the

whole Church. Hence politically the interests of

the Church are considered separate from those of

the state ; and the Church is accounted a por-

tion of the state : whereas it should be co-

extensive and coincident with it ; nay, should be

the state itself spiritualized, under a higher rela-

tion, and in a higher power. Hence too in ordi-

nary life the still greater evil, that the more pecu-

liar duties of the Christian profession, as distinct

from those enjoined by human ethics, are held

to be incumbent on the clergy alone. Whereby
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their labours are deprived of help which they

might otherwise receive,, and which they greatly

need. Indeed they themselves are at times too

ready to monopolize their office, and to regard

all interference of the laity in spiritual or eccle-

siastical matters as an impertinent intrusion.

On the other hand the laity, instead of being in-

vited and encouraged to deem themselves integral

members of the Church, and sharers in all the

blessed duties of Christian fellowship, are led to

fancy that these are things in which they have no

concern, that all they have to do with the Church

is to go on a Sunday to the building which bears

its name ; and that, if they only bring them-

selves to listen, they may leave it to the preacher

to follow his own exhortations.

I am not contending that in any of these in-

stances the perversion in the meaning of the words

has been the sole, or even the main source of the

corresponding practical errour. Rather has the

practical errour given birth to the verbal. It is

the heart that misleads the head in the first in-

stance nine times, for once that the head misleads

the heart. Still errour, as well as truth, when

it is stampt in words, gains currency, and diffuses

and propagates itself, and becomes inveterate, and

almost ineradicable. All that large and better-

meaning class, who swell the train of public

opinion, and who, without energy to do right

on their own bottom, would often be loth to

do what they recognized to be wrong, are apt
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to be the lackies of words, and will follow the

blind more readily than the seeing.

On the other hand,, in proportion as every word

is the distinct determinate sign of the conception

it stands for, does that conception form part and

parcel of the nation's knowledge. Now a lan-

guage will often be wiser, not merely than the

vulgar, but even than the wisest of those who

speak it. Being like amber in its efficacy to cir-

culate the electric spirit of truth, it is also like

amber in embalming and preserving the relics of

ancient wisdom, although one is not seldom puz-

zled to decipher its contents. Sometimes it locks

up truths, which were once well known, but

which in the course of ages have past out of sight and

been forgotten. In other cases it holds the germs

of truths, of which, though they were never plainly

discerned, the genius of its framers caught a glimpse

in a happy moment of divination. A meditative

man cannot refrain from wonder, when he digs

down to the deep thought lying at the root of

many a metaphorical term, employed for the de-

signation of spiritual things, even of those with

regard to which professing philosophers have

blundered grossly : and often it would seem as

though rays of truths, which were still below the

intellectual horizon, had dawned upon the imagi-

nation as it was looking up to heaven. Hence

they who feel an inward call to teach and en-

lighten their countrymen, should deem it an im-

portant part of their duty to draw out the stores
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of thought which are already latent in their native

language, to purify it from the corruptions which

Time brings upon all things, and from which

language has no exemption, and to endeavour to

give distinctness and precision to whatever in it is

confused, or obscure, or dimly seen.

And they who have been studious thus to purify

their native tongue, may also try to enrich it.

When there is any new conception standing out so

broadly and singly as to render it desirable that

there should be a special sign to denote it, if no

word for the purpose can be found in the extant

vocabulary of the language, no old word which, if

a slight dinamen be given to its meaning, will

answer the purpose, they may frame a new one.

But he who does not know how to prize the in-

heritance his ancestors have bequeathed to him,

will hardly better or enlarge it. A man should

love and venerate his native language, as the first

of his benefactors, as the awakener and stirrer

of all his thoughts, the frame and mould and

rule of his spiritual being, as the great bond and

medium of intercourse with his fellows, as the

mirror in which he sees his own nature, and

without which he could not even commune with

himself, as the image in which the wisdom of God

has chosen to reveal itself to him. He who thus

thinks of his native language will never approach

it without reverence. Yet his reverence will not

withhold, but rather encourage him, to do what he

can to purify and improve it. Of this duty no
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Englishman of our times has shewn himself so

well aware as Coleridge : which of itself is a proof

that he possest some of the most important ele-

ments of the philosophical mind. Nor were his

exertions in this way unsuccessful. Several words

that he revived, some that he coined, are now

become current, at least among writers on specu-

lative subjects : and many are the terms in our

philosophical vocabulary, which a while back were

scattered about promiscuously, as if they all stood

for pretty much the same thing, but which he has

stampt afresh, so that people begin to have some

notion of their meaning. Valuable contributions

toward the same object are also to be found in the

writings ofMr De Quincy ; whose clear and subtile

understanding, combined as it is with extensive and

accurate learning, fits him above other men for

such investigations. u.

A statesman, we are told, should follow public

opinion. Doubtless ... as a coachman follows his

horses ; having firm hold of the reins, and guiding

them.

Suppose ones horse runs away, what is one to

do?

Fling the bridle on his neck, to be sure ; and

then you will be fit to be prime minister of Eng-

land.

But the horse might throw me.

That too would be mob-like. They are fond of
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trampling on those who have bent and dinged to

them. u.

Ours till lately was a government of maxims,

and perhaps is so in great measure still. The

economists want to substitute a despotism of sys-

tems. But who, until the coming of Christ's king-

dom, can hope to see a government of principles ?

When a ship has run aground, the boats take

her in tow. Is not this pretty much the state

of our government, perhaps of most governments

nowadays ? The art of governing, even in the

sense of steering a state, will soon be reckoned

among the lost arts, along with architecture, sacred

music, sculpture, historical painting, and epic and

dramatic poetry. u.

If a government is to stand a, storm, it should

have a strong anchorage ; and that is only to be

found in the past. Custom attaches men in the

long run, even more than personal affection, and

far more than the clearest conviction ; as we see,

among many other proofs, in the difficulty of

breaking off a bad habit, however bad we may
acknowledge and deeply feel it to be.

The power of ancestral institutions has been

strikingly manifested of late, on the one hand, in

the unwillingness which the main body even of our

reformers, in spite of party zeal, in spite of the

charms of rashness and presumption, in spite of
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the fascination exercised by the love of destroying,

and of rebuilding a new edifice of our own creation,

in spite of the delusions of false theories, have

shewn to assail the fundamental principles of the

constitution. And on the other hand the same

power has been evinced by the rapidity with

which the feeling of the nation has been resuming
its old level, notwithstanding what has been done

to shake and pervert it, not merely by temporary

excitements, but by the enormous changes in the

distribution of wealth, and by the hordes of human

beings that have swarmed wherever Commerce has

sounded her bell.

Does any one wish to see the converse, how

soon the births of yesterday grow rotten, and send

up a stench in the nostrils of a whole people ?

There is no necessity to cast our eyes back on

the ghastly pantomime exhibited in France, when

constitution followed constitution, each gaudier and

flimsier and more applauded and more detested

than its predecessors. Alas ! we are witnesses

of a similar spectacle at home, where friend

and foe are uniting in condemning and reviling

what a couple of years back was cried up as

a marvellous structure of political wisdom, that

was to be the glory and the bulwark of England
for ages. This is the curse which waits on man's

wilfulness. Of our own works we soon grow

weary : today we worship, tomorrow we loathe

them. The laws we have imposed on ourselves,

knowing how baseless and strengthless they are,
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we are impatient to throw off: and then we are

glad to bow even to a yoke of iron, if it will but

deliver us from the misery of being our own

masters. u.

Thrift is the best means of thriving. This is

one of the truths that force themselves on the

understanding of very early ages, when it is al-

most the only means : and few truths are such

favorites with that selfish housewifely shrewdness,

which has ever been the chief parent and retailer

of proverbs. Hence there is no lack of such say-

ings as, A pin a-day is a groat a-year. Take

care of the pence ; and the pounds will take care of
themselves.

Perhaps the former of these saws, which bears

such strongly markt features of homelier times,

may be out of date in these days of inordinate

gains, and still more inordinate desires ; when

it seems as though nobody could be satisfied, until

he has dug up the earth, and drunk up the sea,

and outgallopt the sun. Many now are so insen-

sible to the inestimable value of a regular increase,

however slow, that they would probably cry out

scornfully, What ! only a groat ! And would you
have me be at the trouble ofpicking up and laying

l>y
a pin a-day, for the sake of being a groat the

richer at the end of the year ?

Still both these maxims, taken in their true

spirit, are admirable prudential rules for the whole

of our housekeeping through life. Nor is their
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usefulness limited to the purse. That still more

valuable portion of our property, our time, stands

equally in need of good husbandry. It is only by

making much of our minutes, that we can make

much of our days and years. Every stitch that is

let down may force us to unravel a score.

Moreover, in the intercourse of social life, it is

by little acts of watchful kindness, recurring daily

and hourly, and opportunities ofdoing kindnesses,

if sought for, are for ever starting up, it is by

words, by tones, by gestures, by looks, that affec-

tion is won and preserved. He who neglects these

trifles, yet boasts that, whenever a great sacrifice

is called for, he shall be ready to make it, will

rarely be loved. The likelihood is, he will

not make it : and if he does, it will be much

rather for his own sake than for his neighbour's.

Many persons indeed are said to be penny-wise

and pound-foolish : but they who are penny-
foolish will hardly be pound-wise ; although selfish

vanity may now and then for a moment get the

better of selfish indolence. For Wisdom will al-

ways have a microscope in her hand.

But these sayings are still more. They are

among the highest maxims of the highest prudence,

that which superintends the housekeeping of our

souls. The reason why people so ill know how to

do their duty on great occasions, is, that they will

not be diligent in doing their duty on little occa-

sions. Here too let us only take care of the pence ;

and the pounds will take care of themselves : for
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God will be the paymaster. But how will he pay
us ? In kind doubtless : by supplying us with

greater occasions, and enabling us to act worthily

of them.

On the other hand, as there is a law of con-

tinuity, whereby in ascending we can only mount

step by step, so is there a law of continuity, where-

by they who descend must needs sink, and that

too with an ever increasing velocity. No propaga-

tion or multiplication is more rapid than that of

evil, unless it be checkt ; no growth more certain.

He who is in for a penny, to take another ex-

pression belonging to the same family, if he does

not resolutely ny, will find he is in for a pound, u.

Few do all that is demanded of them. Few

hands are steady enough to hold out a full cup,

without spilling the wine. It is well therefore to

have a cup that will contain something beyond
the exact measure, to require more than is

absolutely necessary for the end we have in

view. A.

One of the most important, but one of the most

difficult things for a powerful mind, is, to be its own

master. Minerva should always be at hand, to

restrain it from blindly following its impulses and

appetites, even those that are moral and intellec-

tual, as well as those that are animal and sensual.

A pond may lie quiet in a plain ; but a lake wants

mountains to compass and hold it in. u.
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Is it from distrusting our reason, that we are

always so anxious to have some outward confirma-

tion of its verdicts ? Or is it that we are such

slaves to our senses, we cannot lift, up our minds

to recognize the certainty of any truths, but those

which come to us through our eyes and ears ? that,

though we are willing to look up to the sky now

and then, we want the solid ground to stand and

lie on ? u.

I was surprised just now to see a cobweb

round a knocker : for it was not on the gate of

heaven. u.

We are apt to confound the potential mood

with the optative. What we wish to do, we

think we can do : but when we don't wish a

thing, it becomes impossible.

Many a man's vices have at first been nothing

worse than good qualities run wild. u.

Examples would indeed be excellent things,

were not people so modest that none will set, and

so vain that none will follow them.

Surely half the world must be blind : they can

see nothing, unless it glitters.

A person who had been up in a balloon, was

askt whether he did not find it very hot, when he
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got so near the sun. This is the vulgar notion of

greatness. People fancy they shall get near the

sun, if they can but discover or devise some trick

to lift them from the ground. Nor would it be

difficult to point out sundry analogies between

these bladders from the wind-vaults of Eolus, and

the means and implements by which men attempt to

raise themselves. All however that can be effected

in this way is most happily altogether insignificant.

The further we are borne above the plain of com-

mon humanity, the colder it grows : we swell out

till we are nigh to bursting : and manifold expe-

rience teaches us, that our human strength, like

that of Anteus, becomes weakness, as soon as we

are severed from the refreshing and renovating

breast of our mighty mother.

On the other hand, it is in the lowly valley that

the sun's warmth is truly genial ; unless indeed

there are mountains so close and abrupt as to over-

shadow it. Then ; it is true, noisome vapours may
be bred there : but otherwise in the valley may we

behold the meaning of the wonderful blessing be-

stowed upon the meek, that they shall inherit the

earth. It is theirs for this very reason, because

they do not seek it. They do not exalt their

heads like icebergs, which by the by are driven

away from the earth, and cluster, or rather jostle,

around the Pole ; but they flow through the earth

humbly and silently, and, wherever they flow,

they bless it ; and so all its beauty and all its
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richness is reflected in their pure calm peaceful

bosoms. u.

The inheritance of the earth is promist to the

godly. How inseparably is this promise bound

up with the command to love our neighbours as

ourselves ! For what is it to inherit land ? To

possess it ; to enjoy it ; to have it as our own.

Now if we did love our fellow-men as ourselves,

if their interests, their joys, their good were as

dear to us as our own, then would all their pro-

perty be ours. We should have the same en-

joyment from it as if it were called by our name.

We can feel the truth of this in the case of a dear

friend, of a brother; still more in that of a hus-

band and wife, who, though two persons, are in

every interest one. Were this love extended to

all, it would once more make all mankind one

people and one family. To this end the first

Christians sought to have all things in common :

neither said any of them that aught of the things

which he jiossest teas /tfs own (Acts iv. 52). In

proportion as we grow to think and feel that the

concerns of others are no less important to us than

our own, in proportion as we learn to share their

pleasures and their sorrows, to rejoice with them

when they rejoice, and to suffer and mourn with

them when they suffer and mourn, in the selfsame

measure do we taste the blessedness of the promise

that we shall inherit the earth. It is not the

x
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narrow span of our own garden, of our own field,

that we then enjoy. Our own prosperity does not

bound our happiness. That happiness is infinitely

multiplied, as we take interest in all that befalls

our neighbours, and find an ever-flowing source

of fresh joy in every blessing bestowed on every

soul around us. a.

To Adam Paradise was home. To the good

among his descendants home is Paradise.

This is the great blessing of marriage, that it

delivers us from the tyranny of Meum and Tuum.

Converting each into the other, it endears them

both, and turns a slavish deadening drudgery into

a free and joyous service. And by bringing

home to every one's heart, that he is something
better than a mere self, that he is the part of

a higher and more precious whole, it becomes a

type of the union between the Church and her

Lord. u.

God's first gift to man was religion, and a

glimpse of personal liberty : his second was love,

and a home, and therein the seeds of civilization.

His two great institutions are two great charters,

bestowed on every creature that labours, and on

women. Had they been respected as they ought,

no poor folks would ever have been driven to their

work like oxen, and trampled down into mere

creeping things ; nor would any females have
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been degraded into brute instruments for glutting

the casual passions of the male.

In giving us sisters, God gave us the best of

earthly moral antiseptics ; that affinity, in its

habitual, intimate, domestic, desensualized inter-

course of affection, presenting us with the ideal of

love in sexual separation ; as marriage, or total

identification, does with the ideal of love in sexual

union.

Indeed it bears the same relation to love, that

love bears to human nature ; being designed to dis-

entangle love from sense, which is love's selfishness,

just as love is to disentangle men from selfishness

under all its forms. Yet God again has conse-

crated sense in marriage ; so that its delights are

only called in to be purified and minted by religion.

If they are forbidden to the appetite, it is to raise

their character, and to endow it with a blessing ;

that, being thus elevated, enricht, and hallowed,

they may prove the worthier gift to the chastened

and subjected imagination.

Here let me cite a passage from one of the

wisest and most delightful works of modern times,

which, though its author is sometimes over-fanciful,

and not seldom blinded by his Romish prejudices,

is full of high and holy thoughts on the loftiest

subjects of speculation.
" La passion la plus

effrenee et la plus chere a la nature humaine verse

seule plus de maux sur la terre que tous les autres

vices ensemble. Nous avons horreur du meurtre :
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mais que sont tous les meurtres reunis, et la guerre

meme, compares au vice, qui est commele mauvais

principe, homicide des le commencement, qui agit

sur le possible,, tue ce qui n'existe point encore^ et

ne cesse de veiller sur les sources de la vie pour

les appauvrir ou les souiller? Comme il doit

toujours y avoir dans le monde, en vertu de sa con-

stitution actuelle, une conspiration immense pour

justifier, pour embellir, j'ai presque dit, pour con-

sacrer ce vice, il n'y en a pas sur lequel les saintes

pages aient accumule plus d'anathemes temporels.

Le sage nous denonce les suites funestes des nuits

coupables (iv. 6) ; et si nous regardons autour de

nous, rien ne nous empeche d'observer 1'incon-

testable accomplissement de ces anathemes. La

reproduction de 1'homme, qui d'un cote le rapproche

de la brute, 1'eleve de 1'autre jusqu'a la pure in-

telligence, par les lois qui environnent ce grand

mystere de la nature, et par la sublime participa-

tion accordee a celui qui s'en est rcndu digne.

Mais que la sanction de ccs lois est terrible ! Si

nous pouvions apercevoir tous les maux qui re-

sultent des innombrables profanations de la pre-

miere loi du monde, nous reculerions d'horreur.

Nos enfans porteront la peine de nos fautes : nos

peres les ont venges d'avance. Voila pourquoi la

seule religion vraie est aussi la seule qui, sans pou-

voir tout dire a l'homme, se soit neanmoins em-

paree du mariage, et 1'ait soumis a de saintes

ordonnances. Je crois meme que sa legislation sur

ce point doit etre mise au rang des preuves les
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plus sensibles de sa divinite. (De Maistre, Soirees

de Saint-Pctersboury, i. 59 61.)

There are persons who would have us love, or

rather obey God, chiefly because he outbids the

devil.

I was told once of a man, who lighted a bon-

fire in liis park, and walkt through it, to get a

foretaste of hell, and try what it felt like. Surely

he who could do this must often have been present

at scenes which would have furnisht him with a

far better likeness. u.

Some men treat the God of their fathers as they

treat their father's friend. They do not deny him ;

by no means : they only deny themselves to him,

when he is good enough to call upon them.

Truth, when witty, is the wittiest of all things.

Ridentem dicere verum Quid vetat ? In the

first place, all the sour faces in the world, stiffen-

ing into a yet more rigid asperity at the least

glimpse of a smile. I have seen faces too, which,

so long as you let them lie in their sleepy torpour

unshaken and unstirred, have a creamy softness

and smoothness, and might beguile you into sus-

pecting their owners of being gentle : but, if they

catch the sound of a laugh, it acts on them like

thunder, and they also turn sour. Nay, strange
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as it may seem, there have been such incarnate

paradoxes as would rather see their fellowcreatures

cry than smile.

But is not this in exact accordance with the

spirit which pronounces a blessing on the weeper,

and a woe on the laugher ?

Not in the persons I have in view. That

blessing and woe are pronounced in the know-

ledge how apt the course of this world is to run

counter to the kingdom of God. They who weep
are declared to be blessed, not because they weep,

but because they shall laugh : and the woe threat-

ened to the laughers is in like manner, that they

shall mourn and weep. Therefore they who have

this spirit in them will endeavour to forward the

blessing, and to avert the woe. They will try to

comfort the mourner, so as to lead him to rejoice :

and they will warn the laugher, that he may
be preserved from the mourning and weeping, and

may exchange his passing for lasting joy. But

there are many persons who merely indulge in the

antipathy, without opening their hearts to the

sympathy. Such is the spirit found in those who

have cast off the bonds of the lower earthly affec-

tions, without having risen as yet into the freedom

of heavenly love ; in those who have stopt short

in the state of transition between the two lives,

like so many skeletons, stript of their earthly, and

not yet clothed with a heavenly body. It is the

spirit of Stoicism, for instance, in philosophy, and

of vulgar Calvinism, which in so many things
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answers to Stoicism, in religion. They who feel

the harm they have received from worldly plea-

sures, are prone at first to quarrel with pleasure

of every kind altogether : and it is one of the

strange perversities of our selfwill to entertain

anger, instead of pity, toward those whom we

fancy to judge or act less wisely than our-

selves. This however is only while the scaffold-

ing is still standing round the edifice of their

Christian life, so that they cannot see clearly out

of the windows, and their view is broken up into

disjointed parts. When the scaffolding is re-

moved, and they look out without hindrance,

they are readier than any to delight in all the

beauty and true pleasure around them. They
feel that it is their blessed calling, not only

to rejoice always themselves, but likewise to re-

joice with all who do rejoice in innocence of heart.

They feel that this must be well-pleasing to Him

who has filled his universe with ever-bubbling

springs of gladness ; so that, whithersoever we turn

our eyes, through earth and sky as well as sea,

we behold the dviipi6p.ov yeXao-^a of Nature. On

the other hand, it is the harshness of an irre-

ligious temper, clothing itself in religious zeal,

and not seldom exhibiting symptoms of mental

disorganization, that looks scowlingly on every

indication of happiness and mirth.

Moreover there is a large class of people, who

deem the business of life far too weighty and

momentous to be made light of; who would leave
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merriment to children, and laughter to idiots ; and

who hold that a joke would be as much out of

place on their lips, as on a gravestone, or in a

ledger. Wit and Wisdom being sisters, not only

are they afraid of being indited for bigamy were

they to wed them both ; but they shudder at such

a union as incestuous. So, to keep clear of temp-

tation, and to preserve their faith where they

have plighted it, they turn the younger out of

doors ; and if they see or hear of anybody taking

her in, they are positive he can know nothing of

the elder. They would not be witty for the

world, Now to escape being so is not very diffi-

cult for those whom nature has so favoured that

wit with them is always at zero, or below it.

And as to their wisdom, since they are careful

never to overfeed her, she jogs leisurely along the

turnpike-road, with lank and meagre carcase, dis-

playing all her bones, and never getting out of her

own dust. She feels no inclination to be frisky ;

but, if a coach or a waggon passes her, is glad, like

her rider, to run behind a thing so big. Now all

these people take grievous offense, if any one

comes near them better mounted ; and they are

in a tremour lest the neighing and snorting and

prancing should be contagious.

Surely, however, ridicule implies contempt : and

so the feeling must be condemnable, subversive

of gentleness, incompatible with kindness?

Not necessarily so, or universally : far from it.

The word ridicule, it is true, has a narrow
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onesided meaning. From our proneness to mix up

personal feelings with those which are more purely

objective and intellectual, we have in great mea-

sure restricted the meaning of ridicule, which

would properly extend over the whole region of

the ridiculous, the laughable, where we may dis-

port ourselves innocently, without any evil emo-

tion ; and we have narrowed it so that in common

usage it mostly corresponds to derision, which

does indeed involve personal and offensive feelings.

As the great business of Wisdom in her speculative

office is to detect and reveal the hidden harmonies

of things, those h/irmonies which are the sources

and the everflowing emanations of Law, the dealings

of Wit, on the other hand, are with incongruities.

And it is the perception of incongruity, flash-

ing upon vis, when unaccompanied, as Aristotle

observes (Poet. c. v), by pain, or by any predomi-

nant moral disgust, that provokes laughter, and

excites the feeling of the ridiculous. But it no

more follows that the perception of such an incon-

gruity must breed or foster haughtiness or disdain,

than that the perception of anything else that may
be erroneous or wrong should do so. You might

as well argue, that a man must be proud and

scornful, because he sees that there is such a

thing as sin, or such a thing as folly in the

world. Yet, unless we blind our eyes, and gag

our ears, and hoodwink our minds, we shall

seldom pass through a day, without having some

form of evil brought in one way or other before
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us. Besides the perception of incongruity may
exist, and may awaken laughter, without the

slightest reprobation of the object laught at. We
laugh at a pun, surely without a shade of con-

tempt either for the words punned upon or for the

punster : and if a very bad pun be the next best

thing to a very good one, this is not from its

flattering any feeling of superiority in us, but

because the incongruity is broader and more glar-

ing. Nor, when we laugh at a droll combination

of imagery, do we feel any contempt, but often

admiration, at the ingenuity shewn in it, and

an almost affectionate thankfulness toward the

person by whom we have been amused, such as

is rarely excited by any other display of intellec-

tual power : as those who have ever enjoyed the

delight of Professor Sedgwick's society will bear

witness.

It is true, an exclusive attention to the ridicu-

lous side of things is hurtful to the character, and

destructive of earnestness and gravity. But no

less mischievous is it to fix our attention exclu-

sively, or even mainly, on the vices and other

follies of mankind. Such contemplations, unless

counteracted by wholesomer thoughts, harden or

rot the heart, deaden the moral principle, and

make us hopeless and reckless. The objects to-

ward which we should turn our minds habitually,

are those which are great and good and pure, the

throne of Virtue, and she who sits upon it, the

majesty of Truth, the beauty of Holiness. This is
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the spiritual sky through which we should strive

to mount,
"

springing from crystal step to crystal

step," and bathing our souls in its living life-

giving ether. These are the thoughts by which

we should whet and polish our swords for the

warfare against evil, that the vapours of the earth

may not rust them. But in a warfare against

evil, under one or other of its forms, we are all

of us called to engage : and it is a childish dream

to fancy that we can walk about among mankind

without perpetual necessity of remarking that the

world is full of many worse incongruities, beside

those which make us laugh.

Nor do I deny that a laugher may often be

a scoffer and a scorner. Some jesters are fools of a

worse breed than those who used to wear the cap.

Sneering is commonly found along with a bitter

splenetic misanthropy : or it may be a man's

mockery at his own hollow heart, venting itself

in mockery at others. Cruelty will try to season,

or to palliate its atrocities by derision. The hyena

grins in its den ; most wild beasts over their prey.

But, though a certain kind of wit, like other in-

tellectual gifts, may coexist with moral depravity,

there has often been a playfulness in the best and

greatest men, in Phocion, in Socrates, in Sir

Thomas More, which, as it were, adds a bloom

to the severer graces of their character, shining

forth with amaranthine brightness when storms

assail them, and springing up in fresh blossoms

under the axe of the executioner. How much is
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our affection for Hector increast by his tossing his

boy in his arms, and laughing at his childish fears !

Smiles are the language of love : they betoken the

complacency and delight of the heart in the object

of its contemplation. Why are we to assume that

there must needs be bitterness or contempt in

them, when they enforce a truth, or reprove an

errour ? On the contrary, some of those who have

been richest in wit and humour, have been among
the simplest and kindest-hearted of men. I will

only instance Fuller, Lafontaine, Matthes Claudius,

Charles Lamb. " Le mechant n'est jamais co-

mique," is wisely remarkt by De Maistre, when

canvassing the pretensions of Voltaire (Soirees, i.

273) : and the converse is equally true : le co~

mique, le vrai comique, n'estjamais mechant. A

laugh, to be joyous, must flow from a joyous

heart ; but without kindness there can be no true

joy. And what a dull, plodding, tramping, clank-

ing, would the ordinary intercourse of society be,

without wit to enliven and brighten it ! When
two men meet, they seem to be as it were kept

at bay through the estranging effects of absence,

until some sportive sally opens their hearts to each

other. Nor does anything spread cheerfulness so

rapidly over a whole party, or an assembly of peo-

ple, however large. Reason expands the soul of

the philosopher : Imagination glorifies the poet,

and breathes a breath of spring through the young

and genial : but, if we take into account the num-

berless glances and gleams whereby Wit lightens
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our everyday life, I hardly know what power
ministers so bountifully to the innocent pleasures

of mankind.

Surely too it cannot be requisite to a man's

being in earnest, that he should wear a perpetual

frown. Or is there less of sincerity in Nature

during her gambols in spring, than during the

stiffness and harshness of her wintry gloom ?

Does not the bird's blithe caroling come from the

heart, quite as much as the quadruped's monoto-

nous cry ? And is it then altogether impossible

to take up ones abode with Truth, and to let all

sweet homely feelings grow about it and cluster

around it, and to smile upon it as on a kind father

or mother, and to sport with it and hold light

and merry talk with it as^with a loved brother or

sister, and to fondle it and play with it as with

a child ? Yet no otherwise did Socrates and Plato

commune with Truth ; no otherwise Cervantes

and Shakspeare. This playfulness of Truth is

beautifully represented by Landor (Imag. Conv.

ii. 613 616), in an allegory which has the voice

and the spirit of Plato. On the other hand the

outcries of those who exclaim against every sound

more lively than a bray or a bleat, as derogatory

to Truth, are often prompted, not so much by

their deep feeling of the dignity of the truth in

question, as of the dignity of the person by whom

that truth is maintained. It is our vanity, our

self-conceit, that makes us so sore and irritable. To

a grave argument we may reply gravely, and fancy
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that we have the best of it : but he who is too dull

or too angry to smile, cannot answer a smile, ex-

cept by fretting and fuming ? Olivia lets us into

the secret of Malvolio's distaste for the Clown.

For the full expansion of the intellect moreover,

to preserve it from that narrowness and partial

warp, which our proneness to give ourselves up to

the sway of the moment is apt to produce, its

various faculties, however opposite, should grow
and be trained up side by side, should twine their

arms together, and strengthen each other by love-

wrestles. Thus will it be best fitted for discern-

ing and acting upon the multiplicity of things

which the world sets before it. Thus too will

something like a balance and order be upheld, and

our minds be preserved from that exaggeration on

the one side, and depreciation on the other side,

which are the sure results of exclusiveness. A

poet for instance should have much of the philo-

sopher in him ; not indeed thrusting itself forward

at the surface, this would only make a monster

of his work, like the Siamese twins, neither one

thing, nor two, but latent within : the spindle

should be out of sight ; but the web should be

spun by the Fates. A philosopher on the other

hand should have much of the poet in him. A
historian cannot be great, without combining the

elements of the two minds. A statesman ought

to unite those of all the three. A great religi-

ous teacher, such as Socrates, Bernard, Luther,

Schleiermacher, needs the statesman's practical
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power of dealing with men and things, as well

as the historian's insight into their growth and

purpose : he needs the philosopher's ideas, im-

pregnated and impersonated by the imagination of

the poet. In like manner our graver faculties and

thoughts are much chastened and bettered by a

blending and interfusion of the lighter, so that " the

sable cloud" may
" turn forth her silver lining on

the night :" while our lighter thoughts require the

graver to substantiate them and keep them from

evaporating. Thus Socrates is said in Plato's

Banquet to have maintained that a great tragic

poet ought likewise to be a great comic poet : an

observation the more remarkable, because the ten-

dency of the Greek mind, as at once manifested in

their polytheism, and fostered by it, was to insu-

late all its ideas, and as it were to split up the

intellectual world into a host of Cyclades ; where-

as the appetite of union and fusion, often leading

to confusion, is the characteristic of modern times.

The combination however was realized in himself,

and in his great pupil ; and may perhaps have

been so to a certain extent in Eschylus, if we

may judge from the fame of his satyric dramas.

At all events the assertion, as has been remarkt

more than once, is a wonderful prophetical in-

tuition, which has received its fulfilment in Shak-

speare. No heart would have been strong enough

to hold the woe of Lear and Othello, except that

which had the unquenchable elasticity of Falstaff

and the Midsummer Night's Dream. He too is
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an example that the perception of the ridiculous

does not necessarily imply bitterness and scorn.

Along with his intense humour,, and his equally

intense piercing insight into the darkest most fear-

ful depths of human nature, there is still a spirit

of universal kindness, as well as universal justice,

pervading his works : and Ben Jonson has left us

a precious memorial of him, where he calls him
" My gentle Shakspeare." This one epithet sheds

a beautiful light on his character : its truth is

attested by his wisdom ; which could never have

been so perfect, unless it had been harmonized by
the gentleness of the dove. A similar union of the

graver and lighter powers is found in several of

Shakspeare's contemporaries, and in many others

among the greatest poets of the modern world ; in

Boccaccio, in Cervantes, in Chaucer, in Goethe, in

Tieck : so was it in Walter Scott.

But He who came to set us an example how we

ought to walk, never indulged in wit or ridicule,

and thereby shewed that such levities are un-

becoming in any who profess to follow him.

I have heard this argument alleged, but could

never feel its force. Jesus did indeed set us

an example, which it behoves us to follow in

all things : we cannot follow it too closely,

too constantly. It is the spirit of his example,

however, that we are to follow, not the letter.

We are to endeavour that the principles of our

actions may be the same which he manifested in

his, but not to cleave servilely to the outward
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form. For, as he did many things, which we
cannot do, as he had a power and a wisdom,

which lie altogether beyond our reach, so are

there many things which beseem us in our hu-

man earthly relations, but which it did not enter

into his purpose to sanction by his express ex-

ample. Else on the selfsame grounds it might be

contended, that it does not befit a Christian to be a

husband or a father, seeing that Jesus has set us no

example of these two sacred relations. It might be

contended Avith equal justice, that there ought to be

no statesmen, no soldiers, no lawyers, no merchants ;

that no one should write a book ; that poetry,

history, philosophy, science, ought all to be thrown

overboard, and banisht for ever from the field of

lawful human occupations. As rationally might
it be argued, that, because there are no trees or

houses in the sky, it is therefore profane and

sinful to plant trees and build houses on the earth.

Jeremy Taylor, in his Exhortation to the Imitation

of the Life of Christ, when speaking of the things

which Christ did, but which are not " imitable by

us," touches on this very point (Vol. ii. p. LXVII):
" We never read (he says) that Jesus laught, and

but once that he rejoiced in spirit : but the declen-

sions of our natures cannot bear the weight of a

perpetual grave deportment, without the intervals

of refreshment and free alacrity."

In fact the aim and end of all our Lord's teach-

ing, to draw men away from sin to the know-

ledge and love of God, was such, that wit and

Y
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ridicule, even had they been compatible with the

pure heavenliness of his spirit, could have found

no place in it. For the dealings of wit are with

incongruities, regarded intellectually, rather than

morally ; with absurdities and follies, rather than

with vices and sins : and when it attacks the latter,

it tries chiefly to point out their absurdity and

folly, the moral feeling being for the time kept half

in abeyance. But though there is no recorded in-

stance of our Lord's making use of any of the wea-

pons of wit, nor is it conceivable that he ever did

so, a severe taunting irony is sanctioned by the

example of the Hebrew prophets, as in Isaiah's sub-

lime invective against idolatry, and in Elijah's

controversy with the priests of Baal. And one

may say with Milton, in his Animadversions on

the Remonstrant, that "
this vein of laughing hath

ofttimes a strong and sinewy force in teaching and

confuting ;" and that,
"

if it be harmful to be

angry, and withal to cast a lowering smile, when

the properest object calls for both, it will be long

enough ere any be able to say, why those two

most rational faculties of human intellect, anger

and laughter, were first seated in the breast of

man." In like manner Schleiermacher, who was

gifted with the keenest wit, and who was the

greatest master of irony since Plato, deemed it

justifiable and right to make use of these powers,

as Pascal did, in his polemical Avritings. Yet all

who knew him well declare that the basis of his

character, the keynote of his whole being, was
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love; and so, when I had the happiness of see-

ing him, I felt it to be ; a love which delighted

in pouring out the boundless riches of his spirit for

the edifying of such as came near him, and strove

with unweariable zeal to make them partakers of

all that he had. This was what kept his heart

fresh through the unceasing and often turbulent

activity of his life, so that the subtilty of his un-

derstanding had no power to corrode it ; but, when

he died, he was still, as one of his friends said of

him, ein fiirtf-und-sechzigjahriyer Jiingllng. To

complain of his wit and irony, as some do, is like

complaining of a sword for being too sharp, So

long as eiTOur and evil passions lift up their heads

in literature, the soldiers of Truth must go forth

against them : and seldom will it be practicable

to fulfill the task imposed upon Shylock, and cut

out a noxious opinion, especially where there is an

inflammable habit, without shedding a drop of

blood. In truth would it not be something like

a mockery, when we deem it our duty to wage

battle, were we to shrink from using the weapons

which God has placed in our hands ? Only we

must use them fairly, lawfully, for our cause, not

for display, still less in mangling or wantonly

wounding our adversaries.

After all however I allow that the feeling of

the ridiculous can only belong to the imperfect

condition and relations of humanity. Hence I

have always felt a shock of pain, almost of dis-

gust, at reading that passage in Paradise Lost,
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where, in reply to Adam's questions about the

stars, Raphael says,

the Great Architect

Did wisely to conceal, and not divulge

His secrets, to be scanned by them who ought
Rather admire

; or, if they list to try

Conjecture, he his fabric of the heavens

Hath left to their disputes, perhaps to move

His laughter at their quaint opinions wide

Hereafter ; when they come to model heaven,

And calculate the stars, how they will wield

The mighty frame, how build, unbuild, contrive

To save appearances ;
how gird the sphere

With centric and eccentric scribbled o'er,

Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb,

Already by thy reasoning this I guess.

Milton might indeed appeal to certain passages in

the Old Testament, such as Psalm ii. 4, Prov. i.

26 : but the bold and terrible anthropopathy of

those passages can nowise justify a Christian in

attributing such a feeling to God ; least of all

as excited by a matter of purely speculative sci-

ence, without any moral pravity. For in the

sight of God the only folly is wickedness. The

errours of his creatures, so far as they are merely

errours of the understanding, are nothing else than

the refraction of the light, from the atmosphere in

which he has placed them. Even we can perceive

and acknowledge how the aberrations of Science

are necessary stages in her progress : and an astro-

nomer nowadays would only shew his own igno-

rance, and his incapacity of looking beyond what

he sees around him, if he were to mock at the
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Ptolemaic system, or could not discern how in its

main principles it was the indispensable prelude to

the Copernican. While the battle is pending, we

may attack an inveterate errour with the missiles of

ridicule, as well as in close fight, reason to reason :

but, when the battle is won, we are bound to do

justice to the truth which lay at its heart, and

which was the source of its power. In either case

it is a sort of blasphemy to attribute our puny

feelings to Him, before whom the difference be-

tween the most ignorant man and the least igno-

rant is only that the latter has learnt a few more

letters in the alphabet of knowledge. Above all

is it offensive to represent the Creator as purposely

throwing an appearance of confusion over his

works, that he may enjoy the amusement of

laughing at the impotent attempts of his crea-

tures to understand them. u.

Nobody who is afraid of laughing, and heartily

too, at his friend, can be said to have a true and

thorough love for him : and on the other hand it

would betray a sorry want of faith, to distrust

a friend because he laughs at you. Few persons,

I believe, are much worth loving, in whom there

is not something well worth laughing at. That

frailty, without some symptoms of which man has

never been found, and which in the bad forms the

gangrene for their vices to rankle and fester in,

shews itself also in the best men, and attaches

itself even to their virtues. Only in them it
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appears mainly in occasional awkwardnesses and

waywardnesses, in their falling short or stepping

aside now and then, rather than in their absolute

abandonment of the path of duty. It is the

earthly particle which tints the colourless ray, and

without which that ray is no object of human

vision. It is what gives them their determinate

features and characteristic expression, constituting

them real persons, instead of mere personified

ideas. This too is the very thing that enables

us to sympathize with them as with our brethren,

under deeper and gentler feelings than those of a

stargazing wonder. Now this incongruity and

incompleteness, this contrast between the pure

spiritual principle and the manner and form of

its actual manifestation, contain the essence of the

ridiculous. The discord, coming athwart the tune,

and blending with it, when not harsh enough to

be painful, is ludicrous.

At times too the very majesty of a principle

will make, what in another case would scarcely

have attracted notice, appear extravagant. The

higher a tree rises, the wider is the range of its

oscillations : and thus it comes to pass that there

is but one step from the sublime to the ridiculous.

Nor is it merely that the effect is deepened by the

contrast. There is ever a Socratic playfulness in

true magnanimity; so that, feeling the inadequate-

ness of all earthly raiment. finding too that, even

when it comes to its home, it must come as a

stranger and an alien, it is not unwilling to
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clothe itself, like the godlike Ulysses, in rags. At

nothing else can one laugh with such goodwill, and

at the same time with such innocence and good-

humour. Nor can any laugh be freer from that

contempt, which has so erroneously been supposed

to be involved in the feeling of the ridiculous.

The stedfast assurance and unshakable loyalty of

love are evinced, not in blinking and looking aside

from the object we profess to regard, and leering

on some imaginary counterfeit, some puppet of our

own fancies, trickt out in such excellencies as our

gracious caprice may bestow on it ; but in gazing

fixedly at our friend such as he is, admiring what

is great in him, approving what is good, delighting

in what is amiable, and retaining our admiration

and approbation and delight unsullied and unim-

paired, at the very moment when we are vividly

conscious that he is still but a man, and has some-

thing in him of human weakness, something of

whimsical peculiarity, or something of dispropor-

tionate enthusiasm. u.

Every age has its besetting sins ; every con-

dition its attendant evils ; every state of society

its diseases, that it is especially liable to be attackt

by. One of the pests which dog Civilization, the

more so the further it advances, is the fear of ridi-

cule : and seldom has the contagion been so noxi-

ous as in England at this day. Is there anybody

living, among the upper classes at least, who has

not often been laught out of what he ought to have
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done, and laught into what he ought not to have

done ? Who has not sinned ? who has not been a

runagate from duty ? who has not stifled his best

feelings ? who has not mortified his noblest de-

sires ? solely to escape being laught at ? and not

once merely ; but time after time ; until that

which has so often been cheekt, becomes stunted,

and no longer dares lift up its head. And then,

after having been laught down ourselves, we too

join the pack who go about laughing down others.

The robbers and monsters of the olden times no

longer infest the world : but the race of scoffers

have jumpt into their shoes. Your silver and

gold you may carry about you securely : of your

genius and virtue the best part must be lockt up
out of sight. For the man of the world is the

Procrustes, who lays down his bed across the high-

road, and binds all passers-by to it. To fall short

of it indeed is scarcely possible ; and so none need

fear being pulled out : but whatever transgresses

its limits is cut off without mercy. One of these

beds, of a newly invented kind, set up mainly for

authors, has blue curtains with yellow trimmings ;

the drapery of a second is of a dingy watery

mud-colour : for in this respect Procrustes has

grown more refined with the age : his bed has

got curtains. Unfortunately there is no Theseus

to rid us of him : and the hearts of the rabble are

with him, and lift up a shout as every new victim

falls into his clutches. Nor do the direct outrages

committed by such men make up the whole of
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their mischief. Their baneful influence spreads far

more widely. Doing no good to those whom they

attack, but merely maiming or irritating them,

they at the same time check and frighten others ;

and delude and warp the judgement, while they

pamper the malignant passions of the multitude.

But do not these evils amply justify a sentence

of transportation for life against jesting and ridi-

cule ? and would it not be well if we could banish

our wits to grin amuck with savages and mon-

kies ?

By no means. If people would discern and dis-

tinguish, instead of confusing and confounding, they

would see that the best way of putting down the

abuse of a thing, is to make it useful. Would you lop

off everybody's hands, because they might be turned

to picking and stealing ? Neither is the intellect

to be shorn of any of its members ; seeing that,

though they may all be perverted, they may all

minister to good. The busy have no time to

be fidgety. He who is following his plough,

will not be breaking windows with the mob.

Little is gained by overthrowing and sweeping

away an idol, unless you restore the idea of which

it is the shell and sediment. Nor will you

find any plan so effective for keeping folks from

doing harm, as teaching them to employ their

faculties in doing good, and giving them plenty of

good work to do. u.

No one stumbles so readily as the blind : no
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one is so easily scandalized as the ignorant ; or

at least as the half-knowing, as those who have

just taken a bite at the apple of knowledge, and

got a smattering of evil, without an inkling of

good.

But are we not to beware lest we offend any of
these little ones 9

Assuredly : we are to beware of it from

love ; or, if love cannot constrain us, from fear.

No wise man, as was remarkt above (p. 205),

will offend the weak, in that which pertains to

their faith. For this is a portion of the offense

condemned in the Gospel : it is offending the little

ones who believe in Christ. In the whole too

of his direct intercourse with others, the wise

man's principle will be the same : for he will be

desirous of instructing, not of imposing, and, that

he may be able to teach, will try to conciliate.

Thus will he act, after the example of him, in

whom, above all men, we behold the conscious

self-abasement and reasonable self-sacrifice of the

loftiest and mightiest intellect, the apostle Paul.

Like St Paul, every wise man will to the weak

become as weak, that he may gain the weak : like

him he will be made all things to all men ; not

in that worldly spirit which is made all things

to all men for its own ends, but in order that he

may by whatsoever means benefit some. He who

wishes to edify, does not erect a column, as it

were a gigantic I, a huge mark of admiration at

himself, within which none can find shelter, and
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which contains nothing beyond a stair to mount

through it. He will build the lowly cottage for

the lowly, as well as the lordly castle for the

lordly, and the princely palace for the princely,

and the holy church for the holy. Or, if to effect

all this surpass the feebleness of a single indi-

vidual, he will do what he can. He will lay out

and garnish such a banquet as his means enable

him to provide ; taking care indeed that no dish,

which in itself is poisonous or unwholesome, be set

on his table : and so long as he does not invite

those who are likely to be disgusted or made sick,

he is nowise to blame, if they choose to intrude

among his guests, and to disgust themselves.

When they find themselves out of their places,

let them withdraw : the meek will. A man's

servants complained of his feeding them on sal-

mon and venison : the inhabitants of Terra del

Fuego did not like bread or wine : reason enough

for not forcing what they disliked down their

throats : but no reason at all for not giving bread

and wine to a European ; or for not placing salmon

and venison before such as relish them.

They who would have no milk for babes, are in

the wrong. They who would have no strong

meat for strong men, are not in the right. u.

Neither the ascetics, nor the intolerant anti-

ascetics, seem to be aware that the austere Bap-

tist and social Jesus are merely opposite sides of

the same tapestry.
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It is a strange way of shewing our humble re-

verence and love for the Creator, to be perpetually

condemning and reviling everything that he has

created. Were you to tell a poet that his poems
are detestable, would he thank you for the com-

pliment ? The evil on which it behoves us to

fix our eyes, is that within ourselves, of our own

begetting ; the good without. The half religious

are apt just to reverse this. u.

If the Bible be, what it professes, a publisht

code of duty, conventional morality at best con-

sists only of man's conjectural emendations. Gene-

rally they are mere fingermarks.

The difference between man's law and God's

law is, that, whereas we may reach the highest

standard set before us by the former, the more

we advance in striving to fulfill the latter, the

higher it keeps on rising above us. a.

When a man is told that the whole of religion

and morality is summed up in the two command-

ments, to love God, and to love our neighbour, he

is ready to cry, like Charoba in Gebir, at the first

sight of the sea, Is this tJte mighty ocean ? is this

all ? Yes ! all : but how small a part of it do

your eyes survey ! Only trust yom-self to it ;

launch out upon it ; sail abroad over it : you will

find it has no end : it will carry you round the

world. u.
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He who looks upon religion as an antidote, may
soon grow to deem it an anodyne : and then

he will not have far to sink, before he takes to

swallowing it as an opiate, or, it may be, to

swilling it as a dram. u.

The only way of setting the will free is to

deliver it from wilfulness. u.

Nothing in the world is lawless, except a

slave.

What hypocrites we seem to be, whenever we

talk of ourselves ! Our words sound so humble,

while our hearts are so proud. a.

Many men are fond of displaying their fortitude

in bearing pain. But I never saw any one courting

blame, to shew how well he can stand it. They
who do speak ill of themselves, do so mostly as

the surest way of proving how modest and can-

did they are. u.

There are persons who would lie prostrate on

the ground, if their vanity or their pride did not

hold them up. u.

How coarse is our use of words ! of such at

least as belong to spiritual matters. Pride and

vanity are for ever spoken of side by side ; and

many suppose that they are merely different
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shades of the same feeling. Yet so far are they

from being akin, they can hardly find room in

the same breast. A proud man will not stoop

to be vain : a vain man is so busy in bowing and

wriggling to catch fair words from others, that he

can never lift up his head into pride. u.

Pride in former ages may have been held in too

good repute : vanity is so now. Pride, which is the

fault of greatness and strength, is sneered at and

abhorred : to vanity, the froth and consummation

of weakness, every indulgence is shewn. For

pride stands aloof by itself; and that we are too

mob-like to bear : vanity is unable to stand, ex-

cept by leaning on others, and is careful therefore

of giving offense ; nay, is ready to fawn on those

by whom it hopes to be fed. This is one of the

main errours in Miss Edgeworth's views on educa-

tion, that she is not only indulgent to vanity, but

almost encourages and fosters it : and this errour

renders her books for children mischievous, not-

withstanding her strong sense, and her familiarity

with their habits and thoughts. Indeed this is

the tendency of all our modern education. Of old

it was deemed the first business of education to

inculcate humility and obedience : nowadays its

effect, and not seldom its avowed object, is to

inspire selfconceit and selfwill. u.

In the Bible the body is said to be more than

raiment. But many people still read the Bible
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Hebrew-iwise, backward : and thus the general

conviction now is that raiment is more than the

body. There is so much to gaze and stare at

in the dress, one's eyes are quite dazzled and

weary, and can hardly pierce through to that

which is clothed upon. So too is it with the

mind and heart, scarcely less than with the

body. a.

A newborn child may be like a person carried

into a forein land, where everything is strange to

him, manners, customs, sentiments, language.

Such a person, however old, would have all these

things to learn, just like a child.

The religious are often charged with judging un-

charitably of others : and perhaps the charge may
at times be deserved. With our narrow partial

views, it is very difficult to feel the evil of an

errour strongly, and yet to think kindly of him in

whom we see it. a.

Man's first word is Yes ; his second, No ; his

third and last, Yes. Most stop short at the first :

very few get to the last. u.

Who are the most godlike of men ? The ques-

tion might be a puzzling one, unless our language

answered it for us : the godliest. u.

What is the use of the lower orders ?
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To plough . . and to dig in ones garden . . and to

rub down ones horses . . and to feed ones pigs . .

and to black ones shoes . . and to wait upon
one.

Nothing else ?

yes ! to be laught at in a novel, or in a

droll Dutch picture . . and to be cried at in Wilkie,

or in a sentimental story.

Is that all ?

Why ! yes . . no . . what else can they be good

for ? except to go to church.

Ay ! that is well thought of. That must be

the meaning of the words, Blessed are the poor :

for theirs is the kingdom of God. u.

At first sight there seems to be a discrepancy

between the two statements of the first beatitude

given by St Matthew and by St Luke (v. 3. vi.

20). But the experience of missionaries in all ages

and countries has reconciled them, and has shewn

that the kingdom of heaven is indeed the kingdom
both of the poor in spirit and of the poor. u.

Religion presents few difficulties to the humble,

many to the proud, insuperable ones to the

There are two worlds, that of the telescope,

and that of the microscope ; neither of which can

we see with the unassisted natural eye. o. L.
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Surely Shakspeare must have had a prophetic
vision of the nineteenth century, when he threw

off that exquisite description of "
purblind Argus,

all eyes, and no sight." u.

Some people seem to look upon priests as

smuglers, who bring in contraband goods from

heaven : and so a company, who call themselves

philosophers, go out on the preventive service, u.

Ajax ought to be the hero of all philosophers.

His prayer should be theirs : *Ev 8e (pan KO!

oXecrcroj/.

It has been a matter of argument, whether

poetry or history is the truer.

Has it ? Who could ever feel a doubt on the

point ? History tells us everything that has

really happened : whereas poetry deals only with

fictions, as they are called ; that is, in plain

English, with lies.

Gently ! gently ! Very few histories tell us

what has really happened. They tell us what

somebody or other once conceived to have hap-

pened, somebody liable to all the infirmities, phy-

sical, intellectual, and moral, by which man's

judgement is distorted. Even this seldom comes

to us except at third or fourth, or, it may be, at

twentieth hand ; and a tale, we know, is sure to

get a new coat of paint from every successive

tenant. Often too they merely tell us what the

z
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writer is pleased to think about such a tale, or

about half a dozen or a dozen of them that pull

each other to pieces.

Then all histories must be good for nothing.

Softly again ! There is no better sport than

jumping at a conclusion : but it is prudent to look

a while before you leap ; for the ground has a

trick of giving way. Many histories, or, if you
like a bigger word, we will say most, are worth

very little. Some are only fagots of dry sticks,

chopt from trees of divers kinds, and bundled up

together. Others are baskets of fruit, over-ripe

and half-ripe, chiefly windfalls, crammed in with-

out a leaf to part them, and pressing against and

mashing one another. Others again are mere bags

of soot, swept down from the chimney through

which the fire of human action once blazed. Still

there are histories the worth of which is beyond
estimation. Almost all autobiographies have a

value scarcely inferior to their interest ; not only

where the author has Stilling's simple naivety, or

Goethe's clearsighted socratic irony, and power of

representing every object with the hues and spirit

of life ; but even where his vanity stings him to

make himself out a prodigy of talents, like Cellini,

or a prodigy of worthlessness, like Rousseau.

Other biographies, in proportion as they approach

to the character of autobiography, when they are

written by those who loved and were familiar

with their subjects, who had an eye for the tokens

of individual character, and could pick up the
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words as they dropt from their lips, are wholesome

and nourishing reading. There is much that is

beautiful in Walton's Lives, though mixt with

a good deal of gossip : and few books so refresh

and lift up ones heart, as the Life of Oberlin, and

Roper's of Sir Thomas More. Memoirs too, such

as Xenophon's and Cesar's, those of Frederic the

Great, of Sir W. Temple, and many others, in

which the author relates the part he himself took

in public life, and the affairs he was directly con-

cerned in, contain much instructive information,

more especially for those who follow a like

calling. The richness of the French in memoirs,

arising from their social spirit, has tended much

to foster and cultivate that spirit ; and schooled

and trained them to that diplomatic skill, for

which they have so long been celebrated. Still

more precious is the story of his own time re-

corded by a statesman, who has trod the field of

political action, and has stood near the source of

events, and lookt into it, when he has indeed a

statesman's discernment, and knows how men act,

and why. Such are the great works of Clarendon,

of Tacitus, of Polybius, above all of Thucydides.

The latter has hitherto been, and is likely to con-

tinue unequaled. For the sphere of history since

his time has been so manifoldly enlarged, it is

scarcely possible now for any one mind to circum-

navigate it. Besides the more fastidious nicety of

modern manners shrinks from that naked exposure

of the character as well as of the limbs, which the
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ruder ancients took no offense at : and machinery
is scarcely doing less toward superseding personal

energy in politics and war, than in our manu-

factures ; so that history may come ere long to be

written without mention of a name. In Thucy-
dides too, and in him alone, there is that union

of the poet with the philosopher, which is essential

to form a perfect historian. He has the imagina-

tive plastic power, which makes events pass in

living array before us, combined with a profound

reflective insight into their causes and laws : and

all his other faculties are under the dominion of

the most penetrative practical understanding.

Well then ! good history after all is truer than

that lying . . .

I must again stop you, recommending you in

future, when the wind changes, to tack like a

skilful seaman, not to veer round like a weather-

cock. The latter is too commonly the practice

of those who are beginning to generalize. They
are determined to point at something, and care

little at what. When you have more experi-

ence, you will find out that general propositions,

like the wind, are very useful to those who

trim their sails by them, but of no use at all to

those who point at them : the former go on ; the

latter go round. Thucydides, true and profound

as he is, cannot be truer or profounder than his

contemporary, Sophocles ; whom as well in these

qualities, as in the whole tone of his genius and

even of his style, he strongly resembles : he cannot
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de truer or more profound than Shakspeare. So

Herodotus is not more true than Homer, and

scarcely less : nor would Froissart yield the palm
to Chaucer ; nor take it from him. You might

fairly match Euripides against Xenophon, barring

his Anabasis : and Livy, like Virgil, would be

distanced, were truth to be the winning-post : at

least if he came in first, it would be as the better

poet. To draw nearer home, Goldsmith's poems,

even without reckoning the best of them, his in-

imitable Vicar, are far truer than his Histories :

so, beyond comparison, are Smollett's novels than

his ; and Walter Scott's than his ; and Vol-

taire's tales than his. Nothing, I grant, can

well be truer than Defoe's History of the Plague ;

unless it be his Robinson Crusoe. Machiavel

indeed found better play for his serpentine

wisdom in the intrigues of public than of pri-

vate life ; just as one would rather see a boa

coil round a tiger than round a cat. But while

Schiller's Walleustcin carries us amid the real

struggle of the Thirty Years War, in his History it

is more like a shamfight at a review. As to your

favorite, Hume, he wrote no novels or tales that

I know of, except his Essays ; and full of fiction

and truthless as they are, they are hardly more so

than his History.

What do you mean ? History, good history at

least, Thucydides, if you choose, tells us facts : and

nothing can be so true as a fact.

Did you never hear a story told two ways ?
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Yes, a score of ways.

Were they all true ?

Probably not one of them.

There may be accounts of facts then, which are

not true.

To be sure, when people tell lies.

Often, very often, without. There is not half

the falsehood in the world that the falsehearted

fancy ; much as there may be ; and greatly as the

quantity is increast by suspicion, scratching, as it

always does, round every sore place. Three

fourths of the mistatements and misrepresenta-

tions that we hear, have a different origin. In

a number, perhaps the majority of instances, the

feelings of the relater give a tinge to what he sees,

which his understanding is not free and self-

possest enough to rub off. Manifold discrepancies

will arise from differences in the perceptive powers

of the organs by which the object was observed ;

whether those differences be natural, or result from

cultivation, or from peculiar habits of thought.

Very often people cannot help seeing diversely,

because they are not looking from the same point

of view. One man may see a full face ; another,

a profile ; another, merely the back of the head :

let each describe what he has seen : the accounts

will differ entirely : are they therefore false ?

The cloud which Hamlet, in bitter mockery at

his own weakness and vacillation, points out to

Polonius, is at one moment a camel, the next a

weasel, the third a whale : just so is it with those
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vapoury, cloudlike, changeface things, which we
call facts. The selfsame action may to one man's

eyes appear patient and beneficent, to another man

crafty and selfish, to a third stupid and porpoise-

like. Nay, the same man may often find his

view of it alter, as he beholds it in a fainter or

fuller light, displaying less or more of its motives

and character. But would you not like to take

another turn round ? Every fact, you say, if cor-

rectly stated, is a truth.

Of course : it is only another word for the same

thing.

Rather would I assert that a fact cannot be a

truth.

You will not easily persuade me of that.

I do not want to persuade you of anything, ex-

cept to follow the legitimate dictates of your own

reason. I would convince you, or rather help you
to convince yourself, that a fact is merely the out-

ward form and sign of a truth, its visible image

and body ; and that, of itself and by itself, it can

no more be a truth, than a body by itself is a

man : although common opinion in the former

case, and common parlance in the latter, has trod-

den down the distinction.

I will not dispute this. But in the account of

a fact or an action I include a full exposition of its

causes and motives.

It has been said of some books richly garnisht

with notes, that the sauce is worth more than

the fish : which with regard to the Pursuits of
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Literature may be true, yet the sauce be insipid

enough. In like manner would your stuffing seem

to be worth a good deal more than your bird.

This is the very point where I wish to see you.

A historian then has something else to do beside

relating naked facts : a file of newspapers would

not be a history. He has to unfold the origin of

events, and their connexion,, to shew how they
hook and are linkt into the "never-ending still-

beginning" chain of causes and consequences, and

to carry them home to their birthplace among the

ever-multiplying family of fate. It was the con-

sciousness of this that led the father of history to

preface his account of the wars between the Greeks

and Persians with the fables of the reciprocal out-

rages committed by the Asiatics and Europeans in

the mythical ages ; and to begin his continuous

narrative with the attack of the Lydians on the

lonians. Moreover, as the theme of history is

human actions, for physical occurrences, except

so far as they exercise an influence on man, be-

long to natural history or to science ; the events,

I say, which a historian has to relate, being

brought about by the agency of man, he has not

merely to represent them in their maturity and

completion, as actually taking place, but as growing

in great measure out of the character of the actors,

and having their form and complexion determined

thereby. So that human character, as modifying

and modified by circumstances, man controlling

and controlled by events, must be the historian's
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ultimate object. Having to represent the actions

of men, he can only do this
effectively,, and so as

to awaken an interest and fellowfeeling, by repre-

senting men in action. Now this is the first ob-

ject of the poet : he starts, where the historian

ends.

But the historian's facts are true ; the poet's

are acknowledgedly fictitious. When I have read

Herodotus, I know for certain that Xerxes invaded

Greece : after reading Homer, I am left in doubt

whether Agamemnon ever sailed against Troy.

And what are you the wiser for being certain of

the former fact ? or what the less wise for being

left in doubt as to the latter ? Your mind may
be more or less complete as a chronological table :

but that is all. The human, the truly philosophi-

cal interest in the two stories is much the same,

whether the swords were actually drawn, and the

blood shed, or no. Or do you think you should be

wiser still, could you tell who forged the swords,

and from what mine the metal came, and who dug
it up ? and then again, who made the spades used

in the digging, and so on ? or how many ounces of

blood were shed, and how many corpses were

strewn on the plain, and what crops they fattened,

and by what birds they were devoured, and by what

winds their bones were bleacht ? Much informa-

tion at all events you learn from Homer, of the

most trustworthy and valuable kind, the know-

ledge of his age, of its manners, arts, institu-

tions, habits, its feelings, its spirit, and its faith.
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Indeed with few ages are we equally familiar:

where we are, we must draw our familiarity

from other sources beside history. Nay, as-

sume that the facts of the Iliad never took place,

that Agamemnon and Achilles and Ajax and

Ulysses and Diomede and Helen were never born

of woman, nor ever lived a life of flesh and blood,

yet assuredly they did live a higher and more

enduring and mightier life in the hearts and minds

of their countrymen. So it has been questioned of

late years whether William Tell actually did

shoot the apple on his boy's head ; because a simi-

lar story is found among the fables of other coun-

tries. I cannot now examine the grounds on

which that doubt has been raised : but be they
what they may, travel through Switzerland, and

you will see that the story of Tell is true ; for it

lives in the heart of every Swiss, high and low,

young and old, learned and simple. A represen-

tation of it is to be found, or was so till lately,

in every marketplace, almost in every house : and

many a boy has had the love of his country, and

the resolution to live and die for her freedom, kindled

in him by the thought of T ell's boy; many a father,

when his eyes were resting on his own children,

has blest him who delivered them from the yoke
of the stranger, and from the possibility of being

exposed to such a fearful trial, and has said to

himself, Yes . . I too would do as he did. The

true knowledge to be learnt, whether from poetry

or from history, the knowledge of real importance
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to man for the study of his own nature, the

knowledge which may give him an insight into the

sources of his weakness and of his strength, and

which may teach him how to act upon him-

self and upon others, is the knowledge of the

principles and the passions by which men in vari-

ous ages have been agitated and swayed, and by
which events have been brought about ; or by
which they might have been brought about, if they

were not. Thus in other sciences it matters little

whether any particular phenomena were witnest

on such a day at such a place ; provided we have

made out the principles they result from, and the

laws that regulate them.

Yet how can a poet teach us this with anything

like the same certainty as a historian ?

Just as a chemist may illustrate the operations

of nature by an experiment of his own devising,

with greater clearness and precision than any out-

ward appearances will allow of. The poet has

his principles of human nature, which he is to

embody and impersonate ; for to deny his having

a mind stored with such principles, is to deny his

being a poet. The historian on the other hand

has his facts, which he is to set in order and to

animate. The first has the foot to measure and

make a shoe for : the latter has a readymade

shoe, and must hunt for a foot to put into it.

Which shoe is the likeliest to fit well ?

That made on purpose for the foot, if the fellow

knows anything of his craft.
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Doubtless. But in so saying you have yielded

the very point we have been arguing ? You have

even admitted more than the equality I plead-

ed for : you say, the poet is more likely to bring

his works into harmony with the principles of

human nature, than the historian. I believe

you are right. An illustration from a kindred art

may throw some light on our path. A portrait-

painter has all the advantages a historian can have,

with a task incomparably less arduous; his sub-

ject being so definite, and of such narrow compass :

whereas a poet is in much the same condition with

a person drawing a head for what is not very aptly

termed a historical picture : the adjective ideal,

or imaginative, or poetical, would more suitably

describe it. In the former case the artist has the

features set before him, and is to breathe life and

characteristic expression into them ; a life which

shall have the calm of permanence, not the fitful

flush of the moment ; an expression which shall

exhibit the entire and enduring character, not the

casual predominance of any one temporary feeling.

Hereby, as well as by the absence of that com-

placency with which people are wont to contem-

plate their own features, and of the effort to put

on their sweetest faces, which is not unnatural

when their own eyes are to feast on them, ought

a portrait to be distinguish^ from an image
in a glass. Yet, notwithstanding the facilities

which the portrait-painter has, when compared

with a historian, or even a biographer, how few
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have accomplish! anything like what I have been

speaking of ! in how few of their works have the

very best painters come quite up to it ! Raphael
indeed has always; Holbein, Velasquez, Rubens,

Rembrandt, often ; and a few others of the greatest

painters now and then. But a head, which is at

once an ideal and a real head, that is, in which

the features, while they have the vividness and

distinctness of actual life, are at the same time

correct exponents and symbols of character, will

more frequently be met with in a poetical picture.

As to a historical picture, rightly deserving of that

name, a picture representing a historical event,

with the persons who actually took part in it,

such a work seems almost to have been regarded

as hopeless. When anything of the sort has been

attempted, it has been rather as a historical docu-

ment, than for any purpose of art : and the result

has been little else than a collection of portraits ;

which is no more a historical picture, than a bio-

graphical dictionary is a history.

Is it not notorious however, that historical, or

poetical painters, as you call them, are for ever

introducing living persons ?

Yes : the greatest have done so. Raphael,

whose heart was the home of every gentle affec-

tion, has left many records of his love for his

master, and for his friend Pinturicchio, by painting

himself along with them among the subordinate

characters or lookers-on. The Fornarina too seems

to have furnisht the type for the head of the
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mother in the Transfiguration, and perhaps for

other heads in other pictures. When he makes

use of a living head however, in representing one

of his dramatical or poetical personages, he does

not set it on the canvas, as Rubens through

poverty of imagination is wont to do, in its bare

outward reality, but idealizes it. He takes its

general form and outlines, and animates it with

the character and feelings which he wishes to ex-

press, purifying it from whatever is at variance

with them. Or rather perhaps, when he was em-

bodying his idea, he almost unconsciously drew a

likeness of the features on which he loved to

gaze. In fact no painter, however great his

genius or inventive power may be, will neglect the

study of living subjects, and content himself with

poring over the phantoms of his imagination or the

puppets of his theory ; any more than a poet will

turn away from the world of history and of actual

life. For the painter's business is not to produce a

new creature ofhis own, but to reproduce that which

Nature produces now and then in her happiest

moments, to give permanence to the rapture of

transient inspiration, and unity and entireness to

what in real life is always more or less disturbed

by marks of earthly frailty, and by the intrusion

of extraneous, if not uncongenial and contradictory

elements. You know the story of Leonardo,

who himself wrote a theoretical treatise on paint-

ing, how he is said to have sat in the market-

place at Milan, looking out for heads to bring
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into his picture of the Last Supper. Hence, as

Goethe observes (Vol. xxxix. p. 124), we may
understand how he might be sixteen years at his

work, yet neither finish the Saviour nor the trai-

tor. For it is a difficulty., which presses on all

such as have ever made a venture into the higher

regions of thought, to discover anything like an-

swerable realities,, to atone their ideas with their

perceptions : and the difficulty is much enhanced,

when we are not allowed to deal freely with such

materials as our senses supply, but have to bring

down our thoughts to a kind of forced wedlock

with some one thing just as it is. This is the

meaning of what Raphael says with such delight-

ful simplicity in his letter to Castiglione : Essendo

carestia di belle donne, io mi servo di certa idea

eke mi viene alia mentc.

There is something too in the immediate pre-

sence of an outward reality, which in a manner

overawes the mind, so as to hinder the free play

of its speculative and imaginative powers. We
cannot at such a moment separate that which is

essential in an object, from that which is merely

accidental, the permanent from the transitory :

nor, as we were made for action far more than for

contemplation, is it desirable that we should do so.

That which strikes us at sight must needs be that

which comes forward the most prominently : this

however can by no means be relied on as charac-

teristic ; least of all in the actions of men, who

have learnt the arts of clothing and masking their
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souls as well as their bodies. Besides we may
easily be too near a thing to see it in its unity

and totality : and unless we see it as a whole, we

cannot discern the proportion and importance and

purpose of its parts. Yet there before us the ob-

ject stands : the spell of reality is upon us : it is,

we know not what : we only know that it is, and

that there is something in it which to us is a

mystery. We cannot enter into it, to look what

is stirring and working at its heart : we cannot

unfold and anatomize it : our senses, like leading-

strings, half uphold and guide, half check and pull

in our understandings. If what we see were only

different from what it is, then we could understand

it. But it is obstinate, stubborn, changeless, and

will not bend to our will. So we are fain to let it

remain as it is, half-felt, half-understood, with

roots diving down out of sight, and branches losing

themselves among the tops of the neighbouring

trees. Thus, whenever reality comes athwart our

minds, they are sure to suffer more or less of an

eclipse. We must get out of the shadow of an

object, to see it : we must recede from it, to com-

prehend it : we must compare the present with all

our past impressions, to make out the truth com-

mon to them all. When one calls to mind how

hard it is, to think oneself into a thing, and to

think its central thought out of it, one is little

surprised that Lavater, who on such a point must

be allowed to have a voice, should say in a letter

to Jacobi,
"

I hold it to be quite impossible for any
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man of originality to be painted : I am a lover of

portraits ; and yet there is nothing I hate so much
as portraits."

You cannot need that I should point out to you
how all these difficulties are magnified and multi-

plied in history. The field of operation is so vast

and unsurveyable ; so much of it lies wrapt up in

thick impenetrable darkness, while other portions

are obscured by the mists which the passions of

men have spread over them, and a spot here and

there shines out dazzlingly, throwing the adjacent

parts into the shade ; the events are so inextrica-

bly intertwisted and conglomerated, sometimes

thrown together in a heap, often rushing on-

ward and spreading out like the Rhine, until

they lose themselves in a morass, and now
and then, after having disappeared, rising up

again, as was fabled of the Alpheus, in a distant

region, which they reach through an unseen chan-

nel ; the peaks, which first meet our eyes, are

mostly so barren, while the fertilizing waters

flow secretly through the vallies ; the statements

of events, as we have already seen, are so per-

petually at variance, and not seldom irreconcilably

contradictory ; the actors on the evershifting stage

are so numerous and promiscuous ; so many indis-

tinguishable passions, so many tangled opinions, so

many mazy prejudices, are ever at work, rolling and

tossing to and fro in a sleepless conflict, in which

every man's hand and heart seem to be against

his neighbour, and often against himself; it is so

2 A
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impossible to discern and separate the effects

brought about by man's will and energy, from

those which are the result of outward causes, of

circumstances, of conjunctures, of all the myste-
rious agencies summed up under the name of

chance ; and it requires so much faith, as well as

wisdom, to trace anything like a pervading over-

ruling law through the chaos of human affairs, and

to perceive how the banner which God has set up,

is still borne pauselessly onward, even while the

multitudinous host seems to be straggling way-

wardly, busied in petty bickerings and personal

squabbles ; that a perfect consummate history of

the world may not unreasonably be deemed the

loftiest achievement that the mind of man can con-

template ; although no one able to take the mea-

sure of his own spiritual stature will dream that

it could ever be accomplisht, except by an in-

tellect far more penetrative and comprehensive

than man's. No mortal eye can embrace the

whole earth, or more than a very small part of it.

Indeed how could it be otherwise ? Seeing that

the history of the world is one of God's own great

poems, how can any man aspire to do more than

recite a few brief passages from it ? This is what

man's poems are, the best of them. The same

principles and laws, which sway the destinies of

nations, and of the whole human race, are ex-

hibited in them on a lower scale, and within a

narrower sphere ; where their influence is more

easily discernible, and may be brought out more
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singly and palpably. This too is what man's

histories would be, could other men write history

in the same vivid speaking characters in which

Shakspeare has placed so many of our kings in

imperishable individuality before us. Only look

at his King John : look at any historian's.

Which gives you the liveliest, faithfullest repre-

sentation of that prince, and of his age ? the poet ?

or the historians ? Which most powerfully ex-

poses his vices, and awakens the greatest horrour

at them ? Yet in Shakspeare he is still a

man, and, as such, comes within the range of

our sympathy : we can pity, even while we

shudder at him : and our horrour moves us

to look inward, into the awful depths of the

nature which we share with him, instead of curd-

ling into dead hatred and disgust. In the his

torians he is a sheer monster, the object of

cold contemptuous loathing, a poisonous reptile

whom we could crush to death with as little re-

morse as a viper. Or do you wish to gain an

insight into the state and spirit of society in

the latter half of the last century, during that

period of bloated torpour out of which Europe

was startled by the feverfit of the Revolution ?

I hardly know in what historian you will find

more than a register of dates and a bulletin of

facts. There are a number of Memoirs indeed,

which shew us what a swarm of malignant pas-

sions were gathered round the heart of society,

and how out of that heart did in truth proceed
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evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murders,

thefts, covetousness, malice, deceit, lasciviousness,

an evil eye, blasphemy, pride, foolishness. Nay,
as our Lord's words have often been misinter-

preted, so many of those Memoirs might tempt
us to fancy, that these are the only fruits which

the heart of man can bring forth. Would you
understand the true character of that age however,

its better side as well as its worse, its craving

for good as well as its voracity for evil ? would

you watch the powers in their living fermentation,

instead of dabbling in their dregs ? In Goethe's

novels, and in some of his dramas, will you most

clearly perceive how homeless and anchorless and

restless mankind had become, from the decay of

every ancestral feeling, and the undermining of

every positive institution ; how they drifted about

before the winds, and prided themselves on their

drifting, and mockt at the rocks for standing so

fast. In them you will see how the heart, when

it had cast out faith, was mere emptiness, a yawn-

ing gulf, sucking in all things, yet never the fuller ;

how love, when the sanctity of marriage had faded

away, was fain to seek a sanctity in itself, and

threw itself into the arms of Nature, and could

not tear itself from her grasp save by death ;

how men, when the bonds of society and law

had lost their force, were still led by their social

instinct to enter into secret unions, and nominally

for good purposes, but such as flattered and fos-

tered personal vanity, disburthening them from
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that yoke, which we are always eager to cast

off, in the delusive imagination of
asserting our

freedom, but which alone can make us truly free,

as it alone can make us truly happy, when we
bear it readily and willingly, the yoke of duty.

Here, as in so many other cases, while the his-

torians give you the carcase of history, it is in the

poet that you must seek for its spirit.

But surely it is part of a historian's office to

explain by what principles and passions the persons

in his history were actuated.

Undoubtedly : so far as he can. Sundry diffi-

culties however impede him in doing this, which

do not stand in the way of the poet. A historian

has to confine himself to certain individuals, not

such as he himself would have selected to exem-

plify the character of the age, but those who from

their station happened to act the most prominent

part in it. Now these in monarchal states will

often be insignificant. Hence modern historians

are under a great disadvantage, when compared

with those of Greece and Rome ; where the fore-

most men could hardly be without some personal

claims to distinction. Even Cleon and Clodius

were not so : they belong to the picture of their

age, as Thersites does to that of the Iliad ; and

they are important as samples of the spirit that

was hastening the ruin of their country. Nor can

a historian place his persons in such situations, and

make them so speak and act, as to set off their

characters. He must keep to those circumstances
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and actions which have chanced to gain the most

notoriety, and for which he can produce the best

evidence. This is one of the reasons which led

Aristotle to declare that poetry is a more excellent

and philosophical thing than history : because, as

he says, the business of poetry is with general

truth, that of history with particulars. Or, if you
will take up that volume, you will find the same

thing well exprest by Davenant in the preface to

Gondibcrt. There is the passage.
" Truth nar-

rative and past is the idol of historians, who

worship a dead thing ; and Truth operative, and

by effects continually alive, is the mistress of

poets, who hath not her existence in matter, but

in reason." That is, the poet may choose such

characters, and may bring them forward in such

situations, as shall be typical of the truths which

he wishes to embody : whereas the historian is

tied down to particular actions, most of them per-

formed officially, and rarely such as display much

of character, unless in moments of exaggerated

vehemence. Indeed many histories give you little

else than a narrative of military affairs, marches

and countermarches, skirmishes and battles :

which, except during some great crisis of a truly

national war, afford about as complete a picture

of a nation's life, as an account of the doses of

physic a man may have taken, and the surgical

operations he may have undergone, would of the

life of an individual. Moreover a historian has to

proceed analytically, in detecting the motives and
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impulses of the persons whose actions he has to

relate. He is to make out what they were, from

what they are recorded to have done. Afterward,

it is true, he ouglit to invert the process, and to

give a synthetical unity to the features he has

made out in detail. But very few historians have

had this twofold power. This may be one of the

reasons why, among the hundreds of characters

in Walter Scott's novels, hardly one has not far

more life and reality than his portrait of Bona-

parte. The former spring freshly from his genius :

the latter is put together, like a huge mammoth,
of fragments pickt up here and there, many of

which ill fit into the others ; and is scarcely

more than a skeleton with a gaudy chintz dress-

ing-gown thrown round him. As historians have

themselves had to go behind the scenes to ex-

amine what was doing there, they are fond of

taking and keeping us behind them also, and bid

us mark how the actors are rouged, and what

tawdry tinsel they wear, and by what pullies the

machinery is workt. Poets on the other hand

would have you watch and listen to the perform-

ance. Suppose it were a drama by any human

poet, from which position would you best under-

stand its meaning and purpose ?

From the latter : there cannot be a doubt.

The same position will best enable you to dis-

cern the meaning and purpose of the Almighty

Poet ; in other words, to know truth. Were

you to live inside of a watch, you could neither
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use it, nor know its use. Were our sight fixt on

the inner workings of our bodies, as that of per-

sons in a magnetic trance is said to be, we should

have no conception what a man is, or does, or was

made for. Sorry too would be the notion of the

earth pickt up at the bottom of a .mine. In like

manner, to understand men's characters, one must

contemplate them as living wholes, in their energy

of action or of suffering, not creep maggotlike into

them, and crawl about from one rotten motive to

another, turning that rotten with our touch, which

is not so already.

Yet in this respect you surely cannot deny that

history is much truer than poetry. For when

reading poetry, you may at times be beguiled into

fancying that there are people who will act nobly

and generously and disinterestedly : whereas from

history you learn to look askance upon every man
with prudent suspicion and jealousy. Almost all

the historians I ever read concur in shewing that

the world is wholly swayed by the love of money
and of power ; and that nobody ever did a good

deed, unless it slipt from him by mistake, except

because he could not just then do a bad deed, or

wanted to gain a purchase for doing a bad deed

with less risk and more profit at some future

time.

Did you never act rightly yourself, meaning so

to act, without any evil design, or any thought of

what you were to gain ?
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Do you mean to insult me ? I hope I do so

always.

Are all your friends a pack of heartless, worth-

less knaves ?

Good morning, sir ! I have no friend who is

not an honest man ; and civility and courtesy are

among their estimable qualities.

Wait a few moments. I congratulate you on

your good fortune, and only wish you not to sup-

pose that you stand alone in it. I would have

you judge of others, as you would have them judge

of you. I would have you believe that there are

other honest men in the world, beside yourself and

your friends.

But how can I believe it, when every historian

teaches me the contrary ?

How can you believe that you and your friends

are so totally different from the rest of mankind ?

I don't know. This used to puzzle me : but,

as I could not clear it up, I left off troubling my
head about it.

Let me give you a piece of useful advice.

When your feelings tell you anything, and your

understanding contradicts them, more especially

should your understanding be merely echoing the

verdict of another man's, be not overhasty in

sacrificing what you feel to what you fancy you

understand. You cannot do it in real life, as you

proved just now : a running stream is not to be

gagged with paper. But beware also of doing it in
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speculation : for, though erroneous opinions do not

exercise an absolute sway over the heart and con-

duct, any more than the knowledge of truth does,

still each has no slight influence, and errour the

most ; inasmuch as it stifles all efforts and aspira-

tions after anything better, which truth would

kindle and foster. Endeavour to reconcile the dis-

putants where you can. As the speediest and

surest means of effecting this, try to get to the

bottom of the difference, to make out its origin and

extent : try not only to understand your feelings,

but your understanding : for the latter is every

whit as likely to stray, and to lead you astray.

You have just been touching on the very point in

common history which is the falsest. On this

ground above all would I assert that, on which-

ever side the preponderance of truth may lie, with

regard to untruth and falsehood there is no sort

of comparison.

Of course none. History is all true ; and poe-

try is all false.

Alack ! this is just the usual course of an argu-

ment. After an hour's discussion, carried on un-

der the notion that some progress has been made,

and some convictions establisht, we find we have

only been running round a ring, and must start

anew : the original position is reasserted as stoutly

as ever. Well ! you remember the old way of

settling a dispute, by throwing a sword into the

scale : let me throw in Frederic the Great's pen,

which is almost as trenchant, and to which his
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sword lends some of its power. Look at the

words with which he opens his History :
" La

plupart des histoires que nous avons sont des

compilations de mensonges meles de quelques

verites." I do not mean to stand up for the

strict justice of this censure. But he is a histo-

rian of your own school, an asserter and exposer

of the profligacy of mankind. Thus much too is

most certain, that circumstantial accuracy with

regard to facts is a very ticklish matter; as will

be acknowledged by every one who has tried to

investigate an occurrence even of yesterday, and

in his own neighbourhood, when interests and

passions have been pulling opposite ways. In

this sense too may we say, as Raleigh says in

a different sense, that,
"

if we follow truth too near

the heels, it may haply strike out our eyes."

Therefore, in comparing the truthfulness of history

and poetry, it appears that history will inevita-

bly have to record many facts as true, which

are not true; while the facts in poetry, being

allowedly fictitious, are not false. On the other

hand, in the representation of character, poetry

portrays men in their composite individuality,

mixt up of evil and good, as they are in real

life : whereas historians too often anatomize men ;

and then, being unable to descry the workings of

life, which has past away, busy themselves in

pointing out the more perceptible operations of dis-

ease. Hence it comes that they give us such false

representations of human character : one of their
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chief defects is, that they very seldom have enough
of the poet in them.

You would have them conjure away all the

persons that have really existed, and call up a

fantasmagoria of imaginary ideals in their stead.

I would have them animate the dry bones of

history, that they may rise up as living beings.

Goethe calls the memoirs of his life ~Dichtung und

Wain-licit, Imagination and Truth ; not meaning

thereby that any of the events narrated are ficti-

tious, but that they are related imaginatively, as

seen by a poet's eye, and felt by a poet's heart.

Indeed so far are they from being fictions, that

through this very process they come forward in

their highest, completest reality : so that Jacobi, in

a letter to Dohm, when speaking of this very book,

says :

"
I was a party to many of the events re-

lated, and can bear witness that the accounts of

them are truer than the truth itself."

How is that possible ? how can anything be

truer than the truth itself?

Did you ever hear of Coleridge's remark on

Chantrey's admirable bust ofWordsworth, "that

it is more like Wordsworth, than Wordsworth

himself is." This, we found just now, a por-

trait or bust ought always to be. It ought to

represent a man in his permanent character, in his

true self; not, as we mostly see people, with that

self encumbered and obscured by trivial momen-

tary feelings, and other frippery and rubbish.

Now, as it requires a poet's imagination to draw
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forth a man's character from its lurking-place, and
to bring out the central principle in which all his

faculties and feelings unite ; so is the same power
needed to seize and arrange the crowd of incidents

that go to the making up of an event, and to exhibit

them vividly and distinctly, yet in such wise that

each shall only take its due station, according to

its dramatic importance, as member of a greater

whole. Even for the representation of events, as

well as of characters, ought a historian to be

much of a poet: else his narrative will be flat,

fragmentary, and confused. Look at a landscape
on a chill cloudy day : it seems dotted or patcht

with objects : the parts do not blend, but stand

sulkily or frowningly alone. Look at the same

landscape under a clear bright sunshine : the hills,

rocks, woods, cornfields, meadows, will be just the

same : and yet how different will they be !

When bathed in light, their latent beauties come

out : each separate object too becomes more dis-

tinct ; and at the same time a harmonizing smile

spreads over them all. This exactly illustrates

the workings of the imagination, which are in like

manner at once individualizing and atoning ; and

which, like the sunshine, brings out the real essen-

tial truth of its objects more palpably than it

would be perceptible by the sunless unimaginative

eye. The sunshine does indeed give much to the

landscape; yet what it gives belongs to the objects

themselves : just as joy and love awaken the dor-

mant energies of a man's heart, and make him feel
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he has much within him that he never dreamt of

before. Sunshine, poetry, love, joy, enrich us infi-

nitely : but what makes their riches so precious,

is, that what they give us is our own : it is our

own spirit that they free from its bondage, that

they rouse out of its torpour. They give us our-

selves. Hence, because the true nature both of

events and characters cannot even be discerned,

much less portrayed, without a poet's eye, is it of

such importance that a historian should be not

scantily endowed with imaginative power ; not

indeed with an imagination like Walter Scott's,

which would lead him to represent the whole pan-
tomime of life ; but with an imagination more

akin to Shakspeare's, so that he may perceive and

embody the powers which have striven and strug-

gled in the drama of life. If historians had oftener

been gifted with this truthseeing faculty, we should

find many more characters in history to admire

and love, and fewer to hate and despise. Often

too, when forced to condemn, we should still see

much to move our pity.

After all, what you say amounts to this, that a

historian wants imagination, to varnish over men's

vices.

He wants imagination to conceive a man's cha-

racter, without which it is impossible to compre-

hend his conduct. We are all prone, you know,

to accuse or excuse one another, a proneness

which is so far valuable, as it is a witness of our

moral nature : but unhappily we shew it much
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oftener by accusing than by excusing. From our

tendency to generalize all our conclusions, a ten-

dency which also is valuable, as a witness that we
are made for the discernment of law, we are

wont to try every one that ever lived by our own
standard of right and wrong. Now that standard

is an exceedingly proper one to try the only per-

sons we never try by it . . ourselves. But to

others it cannot justly be applied, without being

modified more or less by a reference to their out-

ward circumstances and condition, to their educa-

tion and habits, nay, to the inward bent and

force of their feelings and passions. No reason-

able man will demand the same virtues from a

heathen as from a Christian, or quarrel with

Marcus Aurelius because he was not St Louis.

Nor will he look for the same qualities in Alcibi-

ades as in Socrates, or for the same in Alexander

as in Aristotle. Nor again would it be fair to

condemn Themistocles, because he did not act like

Aristides ; or Luther, because he differed from Me-

lanchthon. Only when we have caught sight of

the central principle of a man's character, when

we have ascertained the purpose he set himself,

when we have carefully weighed the difficulties

he had to contend against, within his own heart as

well as without, can we be qualified for passing

judgement on his conduct : and they who are thus

qualified will mostly refrain from pronouncing a

peremptory sentence. To attain to such an insight

however requires imagination ; it requires candour ;
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it requires charity : it requires a mind in which

the main ingredients of wisdom are duly combined

and balanced.

Whereas historians are apt to write mainly from

the understanding, and therefore presumptuously

and narrowmindedly. Dwelling amid abstractions,

the understanding has no eye for the rich varieties

of real life, but only sees its own forms and fictions.

Hence no faculty is more monotonous : a Jew's

harp itself is scarcely more so ; while the ima-

gination embraces and comprehends the full,

perfect, magnificent diapason of Nature. The un-

derstanding draws a circle around itself, and fences

itself in with rules ; and every other circle it pro-

nounces to be awry ; whatever lies without those

rules, it declares to be wrong. Above all is it

perverse and delusive in its chase after motives.

Beholding all things under the category of cause

and effect, it lays down as its prime axiom, that

every action must have a motive. Then, as its

dealings are almost wholly with outward things,

it determines that the motive of every action must

lie in something external. NowA since all actions,

inasmuch as they manifest themselves in time and

space, must needs come under the category of

causation, there is little difficulty in tracing them

to such a motive, and none in insisting that it

must be the only one. But the outward motive

of an action, when it stands alone, must always be

imperfect : it can only receive a higher sanction

from an inward spiritual principle : very often too
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it will be corrupt. So that this source will mostly
be impure : or if it be too pure and clear, nothing
is easier than to trouble it : you have only to tear

up a flower from the brink, and to throw it in.

Every good deed does good even to the doer : this

is Gfod's law. It does him good, not merely by

confirming and strengthening the better principle

within him, by purifying and refreshing his spirit,

and unsealing the fountains of joy and peace : it

is also fraught more or less, according to the laws

of the universe, with outward blessings ; with

health, security, honour, esteem, confidence, and

at times even with some of the lower elements of

worldly prosperity. Every doer of good is worthy

of admiration and praise and trust : this is man's

instinctive way of realizing and fulfilling God's

law. No good deed is done, except for the sake

of the good the doer is to get from it : this is

man's intelligent way of blaspheming, and, so

far as in him lies, annulling God's law. This is

the lesson which the school of selfish philosophers

have learnt from their father and prototype, who

prided himself on his craft, when he askt that

searching question, Does Job fear Godfor nought ?

You, my young friend, know that it is other-

wise with you. Your conscience, enlightened by

your reason, commands you to uphold that no

action can be good, except such as you perform

without a thought ofany benefit accruing to yourself

from it. You conceive, and rightly, I doubt not,

that you sometimes act thus yourself. You are

2 B
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confident that your friends do. Hold fast that

confidence : cleave to it : preserve and cherish it,

as you would your honour, that sacred palladium

of your soul. Do more : extend it to all : enlarge

it, until, as the rainbow embraces the earth, it

embraces all those whom God has made in his

image. Cast away that dastardly prudential

maxim, that you are to trust no one until you
have tried him. Let this be your comfortable

and hopeful watchword, never to distrust any

one, until you have tried him and found him fail.

Nay, after he has failed, trust him again, even

until seven times, even until seventy times seven :

so peradventure may your good thoughts of him

win him to entertain better thoughts of himself.

And be assured that in this respect, above all

others, Poetry knows far more of God's world ;

with whatever justice History may brag of know-

ing the most about the Devil's world. u.
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ALSO, TO ACCOMPANY THE LATIN AND GREEK SERIES,

THE LONDON LATIN GRAMMAR. J2mo, .... 2s.<xl.

THE LONDON GREEK GRAMMAR. 12mo, . . .3*. fid.
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LOGARITHMS (TABLES OF) COMMON AND TRIGONOME-
TRICAL, TO FIVE PLACES. Under the Superinten-
dence of the Societyfor the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
Fcp. 8vo, sewed ..... 3s.

LONDON UNIVERSITY CALENDAR FOR 1832. 12mo. 4s.

LONDON LATIN GRAMMAR. Ninth Edition. 12mo. 2*. 6d.

LONDON GREEK GRAMMAR. Fourth Edition. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

MALDEN (HENRY). ON THE ORIGIN OF UNIVERSITIES
AND ACADEMICAL DEGREES. Fcp. 8vo . 3s. 6d.

MANUFACTURES IN METAL (A TREATISE ON). 3 vols.

fcp. 8vo ...... 18s.

MAPS. OUTLINE MAPS. Mercator Europe British Isles. Three

Maps, folio, stitched in cover, 1*. Single Maps 4rf. each.

GEOGRAPHICAL PROJECTIONS. Mercator Europe British Isles.

Three Maps, folio, stitched in cover Is. Single Maps4rf. each.

TEACHING MAPS. England, Wales, and part of Scotland.

I. Rivers, Mountains, &c. price . . . 6d.

II. Towns . . . . . . Gd.

MERLET (PROFESSOR). FRENCH GRAMMAR, divided into

three Parts; the PRONUNCIATION, the ACCIDENCE, and the

SYNTAX. New Edition. 12uio, bound . . 5s. 6d.

PRONUNCIATION AND ACCIDENCE, in ] vol.

12mo, hound . . . . .3s. Gd,

SYNTAX. 12mo, bound . . 3s. 6rf.

KEY TO THE FRENCH GRAMMAR. 12mo,
hound ...... 3s. Gd.

LE TRADUCTEUR ; or, Historical, Dramatic, and

Miscellaneous Selections, from the best French Writers
; on

a plan calculated to render Reading and Translation peculiarly
serviceable in acquiring the Speaking and Writing of the French

Language ; accompanied by explanatory Notes
;

a Selection of

Idioms, and concise Tables of the Parts of Speech and of Verbs.

New Edition, 12mo, bound . . . 5s. Gd.

PETIT TABLEAU LTTTERAIRE DE LA FRANCE,
containing an Essay on French Literature, with Specimens of

the best Authors, from the earliest period to the present time ;

comprising the higher departments of Literature, and forming
a Sequel to

" Le Traducteur." 12mo, bound . . 6s.
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MERLET (PROFESSOR) A DICTIONARY OF DIFFICULTIES,
or Appendix to the French Grammar. Second Edition, con-

taining the following improvements,

I CONSIDERABLE ADDITIONS TO EVERY FORMER PART.

2 FREE EXERCISES, gradually increasing in difficulty.

3 MERCANTILE EXPRESSIONS, PHRASES AND LETTERS.

4 ELEMENTS OF FRENCH COMPOSITION, exemplified by Notes,
Letters, and different subjects, to he amplified according to

the progress of the pupil. 12mo, bound . . 4s.

SYNOPSIS OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE. 12mo.
doth . . . . . . 2s. Gd.

TABLE OF ALL THE FRENCH PARTS OF
SPEECH AND ALL THE VERBS. Printed on a Card. 6d.

MOORE (THOMAS). HISTORY OF IRELAND. Yols. Land
II. Fcp. 8vo. Each . . . . 6s.

MORTON (THOMAS) THE SURGICAL ANATOMY OF
THE PERINEUM, with Lithographic Plates and Wood
Engravings. Royal 8vo, plain . . . 6s.

The same Work, coloured . . . 7s. Gd.

THE SURGICAL ANATOMY OF THE GROIN,
FEMORAL AND POPLITEAL REGIONS. Illustrated

by numerous Lithographic Plates and Wood Engravings. Royal
8vo, plain ..... . 9s.

The same Work Coloured .... 13s.

*, * A few Copies are published with the plates, in 4to, sold Coloured

only, price 1.",.?.

INGUINAL HERNIA, THE AXILLA, AND BEND
OF THE ELBOW, THE HEAD & NECK. (Preparing.)

MUHLENFELS' INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN LITERA-
TURE. 8vo ..... 7s.

MANUAL OF GERMAN PROSE. Fcp.8vo,5*.
- POETRY. Fcp. 8vo, 5s.

MULLER'S PHYSIOLOGY OF MAN. Translated from the

German by W. BALY, M.D., Graduate in Medicine of the Uni-

versity of Berlin. Illustrated with Steel Plates and numerous

Woodcuts.
Parti. Containing General Physiology ;

The Blood and Cir-

culating System ; The Lymph and Lymphatic System ; Res-

piration ;
Nutrition ; Growth ;

and Reproduction . 9s.
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MULLER'S PHYSIOLOGY OF MAN.
Part II. Containing Secretion ; Digestion ; Functions of

the Glands without the different Ducts
;
and Excretion 3s. 6d.

Part III. Containing the Nervous System . 4s. Grf.

*** If the Work be bound in Two Volumes, these parts complete Vol. I,

which may be had in cloth, price 17s.

Part IV. Containing Ciliary Motion
; Muscular and Allied

Motion
;
Voice and Speech .... 4*.

Part V. Containing the Senses . . .4*. 6d.

** Part VI..completing the AVork, will be published as soon as possi-

ble after its appearance in Germany.

NICOLAS (Sm HARRIS) CHRONOLOGY OF HISTORY.
Fcp. 8vo . . . . .6s.

NIEBUHR. HISTORY OF ROME. Translated by JULIUS C.

HARE, M.A., and CONNOPTHIRLWALL, M. A., Fellows of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Vol. I. Third Edition revised, 8vo,

with a Map . . . . . .1 6s.

. Vol. II. Third Edition, 8vo . .16s.
*** Vol. III. is preparing.

. Vindication of, from the charges of the Quarterly Review.

By the Rev. J. C. HARE, M.A., 8vo. sewed . 2s. 6rf.

NUMISMATIC CHRONICLE. Conducted by J. Y. AKKRMAN,

Esq., F.S.A. Nos. 1 to 5. each . . 3*-. 6d.

(Continued Quarterly.)

PANIZZI (Dr.) EXTRACTS FROM ITALIAN PROSE
WRITERS. One thick volume, post 12ino . 10*. 6f/.

AN ELEMENTARY ITALIAN GRAMMAR, second

edition corrected, l'2mo .... 3*.

PHARMACOPEIA IN USUM NOSOCOMII ACADEMIC
LONDINENSIS. ]2mo . . . . Is. Grf.

PHILLIPS (PROFESSOR). A TREATISE ON GEOLOGY.
2 vols. fcp. 8vo ..... 12s.

PLATO. APOLOGY OF SOCRATES AND CRITO; with Notes

from Stallbanm in English, Sclilciermaclier's Introductions, and

a Life of Socrates. Edited by William Smith, University

College London, 12mo.

PORCELAIN AND GLASS, A Treatise on the Manufactures in.

Fcp. 8vo . . . . . . Cs.

POWELL (BADEN). HISTORY OF NATURAL PHILOSO-
PHY. Fcp. I'vo . . . . . Cs.
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PRIVATE DIARY. Arranged, printed, and ruled, for receiving an
Account of every Day's Employment for the space of one Year,
with an Index and Appendix. Post 8vo. half-bound . 4s. Qd.

QUAIN (Da.). ELEMENTS OF ANATOMY, FOR THE USE
OF STUDENTS. Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged.
Illustrated by 140 Engravings on Wood, and Four Steel
Plates. One thick volume 8vo . . . ]/. 2s.-
(DR.) THE MUSCLES OF THE HUMAN BODY, in a

series of Plates in Lithography ; with Referencesand Physiological
Comments. Edited by JONES Q CAIN, M. I). One volume, royal
folio, containing Fifty-one Plates, cloth, lettered . '21. 16s.- The same with the plates full coloured, cloth lettered, 51. 5s.

-- %* Tlie above may be had in parts, plain, each . 2s.- THE VESSELS OF THE HUMAX BODY, in a series of
Plates in Lithography; with References and Physiological
Comments. Edited by JONES QUAIN, M. D. and W. J. ERASMUS
WILSON. One volume, royal folio, containing Fifty Plates,
cloth, lettered . . . . . 21. 14s.- The same with the plates coloured, cloth lettered . 31. 18s.- %* The above may be had in parts, plain, each 2s.

or coloured ...... 3s.

- THE NERVES OF THE HUMAN BODY, including the

Brain and Spinal Marrow, and Organs of Sense. One volume-

royal folio, containing Thirty Eight plates, cloth lettered, 11. 4s.- The same with the plates full coloured, cloth lettered, 4/. Is.- The above may be had in parts, plain, each 2s.

or full coloured ..... 4s.- THE ORGANS OF DIGESTION, RESPIRATION, AND
SECRETION. Fasciculi 1 to 4. (Continued Monthly), each

plain 2s., or full coloured. .... 4s.

To Follow :

THE BONES AND LIGAMENTS.

REINER (CHARLES). LESSONS ON FORM: or an Intro-

duction to Geometry. 12mo. with 260 woodcuts . 6s.-- BOX OF SOLIDS to illustrate the same . . 9s.-- LESSONS ON NUMBER, in two parts.

Part I. The Master's Manual, 12mo
Part II. The Scholar's Praxis, 12mo
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RITCHIE (REV. DR.). PRINCIPLES OF GEOMETRY, familiarly

illustrated, and applied to a variety of useful purposes. Designed
for the Instruction of Young Persons. Second Edition, revised

and enlarged. 12mo, with 150 Wood Cuts . 3s. 6d.

RITCHIE (REV. DR.) PRINCIPLES OF THE DIFFERENTIAL
AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS, familiarly illustrated, and

applied to a variety of Useful Purposes. Designed for the Instruc-

tion of Young Persons. With wood Cuts. 12mo . 4s. 6rf.

ROME, HISTORY OF. 2 vols. fcp. Svo] . . . 12s.

ROSEN (DR.). RIG VEDjE SPECIMEN. 4to . . 5s.

ROSCOE (II.). LIVES OF BRITISH LAWYERS. Fcp.Svo. 6s.

SCHLEIERMACIIER. CRITICAL ESSAY ON THE GOSPEL
OF ST. LUKE. oVo .... 13s.

SCHOOL JOURNAL, arranged for receiving an account of every -

Day's Employment for One Year. Post 8vo. roan . 3s.

SCOTT (Sin WALTER). HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo ..... 12s.

SILK MANUFACTURE, A TREATISE ON. Fcp. 8vo . 6s

SINGING-MASTER (THK). Second Edition, revised and corrected.

1 vol. Ovo, cloth, lettered . . . . 10s. Grf.

CONTENTS.

No. 1. First Lessons in Singing and the Notation of Music 2s. Orf.

2. Rudiments of the Science of Harmony . . . 1*. 6d.

n. First Class Tune Book 1s.6(i.

4. Second Class Tune Book . . . . .2s. Gd.

5. Hymn Tune Book 2s. 6d.

** Any part may be had separately.

The Vocal Exercises, Moral Songs, and Hymns, with the Music,

may also be had, printed on cards, price 2d. each card, or Twenty-five
for 3s. as follows :

1 Introductory (Notation of Music). 13 We all Love one another; and
2 Vocal Exercises.

3 Ditto.

4 Ditto (Canons.)
5 Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.

6 Welcome to School.

7 Come and See how Happily.
8 Perseverance ; or, Try Again.
9 Improve the Passing Hours.

10 Multiplication Table First Part.

11 The Pence Table; and Procrasti-

nation.

12 The Peace Maker.

We'll go to our Places.

14 How the Wind is Blowing ; and

Early to Bed and Early to Rise.

15 Over the Water from England to

France.

1C The Nursery Jest
; and the

Alphabet.
17 Tit for Tat ;

and Hot Cross Buns.
18 Play- 1 lours.

If) The Kind Heart.

>0 Come let us Sing ;
and The Chat-

ter-box.
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21 The Linnet. 47
22 The Harmonious Blackbird. 4H

23 The Praise of Spring. 49

24 The Sluggard. 50

25 Neatness and Cleanliness ; and 51

Work away. 52

26 Time for Rest ; and Good Night. 53

27 Sunrise. 54
2 Bel Is Ringing. 55

29 The Love of Truth ; and For Age 56

and Want.
30 In the Cottage. 5"

31 The Cricket Song. 58

32 Absent Friends ; and When we go 59

out together. 60
33 Ere Around, the Huge Oak ; and 61

Harvest Home.
'

G2

34 March and lift up your Voices ; |

P3

and Idleness and Knavery. |

64

.15 Lullaby; and The Hour is Cornel 65

of Twilight Grey.
|

06

36 The Stormy Winds. I 67

37 Our Native Land.
38 The Labourers' Song. j

63

39 Home, Home; and Rejoice.Rejoice.
|

69

40 If
you get into Debt. I 7<

41 Britons, Arise
;
and The Golden

|

71

Rule. 72
42 Rule, Britannia!
43 The National Anthem ; and Now 7-'i

let Notes of Joy Ascending. ;

74

44 Farewell.
j

75

Hymn and Psalm Tunes, irith Words
'

-
c

suitable for Sunday Schools.

43 Sicilian Mariners ; and Warwick. /(!

46 Devizes ; and Stonefield, or Dovers- 79
dale. (jo

Evening Hymn ; and Hanover.

Stephens : and the German Hymn.
Grove

; and Cranbrook.
Falcon Street ; and Deritend.
Martin's Lane

; and Staughton.
Hart's ; and Job.

Melbourn Port
; and Matthias.

Rousseau's Dream ; and Irish.

Sandgate ; and Contemplation.
Ilaweis, or Mount Calvary ; and
Auburn.

Eaton ; and Carey's.
Adoration.

Ciabricl New; and Prospect.
Lowel ; and Fairseat.

Lonsdale ; and Calvary.*

Lydia ; and Sutton Colefield.

Arabia ; and Old Hundredth.
Peru ; and Condescension.

Ilorslcy ; and Compassion.
Suffolk; and Hephzibah.
Bradley Church ; and Portugal
New.

Piety ; and Knaresborough.
Wigan ; and The 1'assing Bell.

Newport; and Easter Hymn.
Vesper ;

and Admiration.
Judo's Doxology; and Miles's

Lane.

ITelmsley ; and Evans.

Nativity; and Monmouth.

Westbury Leigh ; and New Vic-

tory, or Wimpole.
Hallelujah, Amen : and Triumph.
Refuge.
Calcutta

;
and Shirland.

Portsmouth New ; and Joyful.

Tucker's, or Leigh ;
and Repose.

THE USE OF SINGING AS A PART OF THE MORAL
DISCIPLINE OF SCHOOLS. A Lecture, by W. E.

HICKSON. 8vo .... l^d.

SISMONDI (J. C. L.). HISTORY OF THE ITALIAN RE-
PUBLICS. Frp. 8vo . . . .6*.

HISTORY OF THE FALL OF THE ROMAN
EMPIRE, 2 vols. fcp. 8vo .... 12s.

SMITH (WILLIAM). LATIN EXERCISES FOR BEGIN-
NERS. 12mo . . . . .3*.

%* Part II. Ls preparing.
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SMITH (WILLIAM). LATIN READER FOR BEGINNERS.
12mo. (In the press.)

SOUTHEY (ROBERT). LIVES OF BRITISH NAVAL COM-
MANDERS. Vols. I. to IV. fcp. 8vo . . each6*.

STEBBIXG (REV. H.). HISTORY OF THE CHURCH, 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo ...... 12s.

HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION, 2 vols. fcp.

Bvo ...... 12s.

STUDENT'S JOURNAL, Arranged, Printed, and Ruled, for receiving
an Account of every Day's Km ploymen t for the space of one Year.

With an Index and Appendix, post 8vo. half-bound 4*. 6rf.

SWAINSON (WILLIAM). PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE ON
THE STUDY OF NATURAL HISTORY. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

ON THE GEOGRAPHY AND CLASSIFICATION
OF ANIMALS. Fcp. 8v<>. with numerous illustrations 6s.

_ NATURAL HISTORY & CLASSIFICATION OF
QUADRUPEDS. Fcp. 8vo., ivith numerous illustrations. 6s.

-ANIMALS IN MENAGERIES. Fcp. 8vo, with nu-

merous illustrations. ..... 6s.

NATURAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICATION
OF BIRDS. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo, with numerous illustrations. 12s.

-NATURAL HISTORY OF FISHES, AMPHIBIANS,
AND REPTILES. With numerous illustrations, 2 vols. fcp.

8vo ...... 12s.

SWITZERLAND, HISTORY OF, to 1830. Fcp. 8vo . 6s.

SYMMONS. AGAMEMNON OF JESCIIYLUS. Translated into

English Verse. 8vo. ... .8s.

TACITUS. THE AGRICOLA, GERMANIA, AND FIRST
BOOK OF THE ANNALS. With Notes in English from

RUPERTI, PASSOW, and WALCH, a View of the Life and Writings
of TACITUS, and BOTTICHER'S Remarks on his Style. Edited

by WILLIAM SMITH, University College, London. 12mo.

(In the Press.)

TAYLER (REV. CHARLES)- -AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
ART OF COMPOSING GREEK IAMBICS, IN IMI-
TATION OF THE GREEK TRAGEDIANS. 12mo 2s. 6rf.

TAYLOR (JAMES). VIEW OF THE MONEY SYSTEM OF
ENGLAND, FROM THE CONQUEST; with Proposals
for establishing a secure and equitable Credit Currency. 8vo, Cs.
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TAYLOR (JOHN). CATECHISMS OF THE CURRENCYAND
EXCHANGES. A new Edition enlarged ; to which is pre-

fixed, THE CASE OF THE INDUSTRIOUS CLASSES
BRIEFLY STATED. 1 vol. fcp. cloth lettered . 4s.

CATECHISM OF THE CURRENCY, 3rd

edition, fcp. 8vo. . . . . .15. 6d.

. OF FOREIGN EXCHANGES. Fcp.8vo,2s.

ESSAY ON MONEY, ITS ORIGIN AND USE. 2nd

edition, enlarged, 8vo, sewed . . .3*. 6d.

-STANDARD AND MEASURE OF VALUE, 2nd

edition, 8vo, sewed .... 2s. Gd.

THIRLWALL (REV. C.) HISTORY OF GREECE. Vols.

I. to VI. Fcp. 8vo .... each 6s.

THOMSON (DR. A. T.) DISEASES OF THE SKIN: illus-

trated by Actual Cases, with Coloured Drawings, and Com-

mentaries, containing the Opinions of the Best Writers. To

appear in Quarterly Parts, each containing one Genus complete
in itself. Folio.

TIEDEMANN'S NEW WORK ON THE ARTERIES ; a Sup-

plement to his great work, representing the more important
varieties in the distribution of Arteries. It will consist of

eighteen coloured lithographic plates, imperial folio, and will

be published by subscription ;
the price of the entire work to

subscribers, about 21. 15s. to be paid on delivery ;
to noil-

subscribers one-third more.

TRIGLOTT EVANGELISTS, Greek, Latin, and English Interlinear.

Consisting of the original Greek from the Text of GRIESBACH ;

the Latin taken from MONTANUS, BEZA, and the VULGATE, and

the English of the Authorised Version, accommodated to the

Greek Idiom. With Grammatical and Historical Notes.

1 vol. 8vu. cloth. . . . .11. 8s.

The Same, with a Grammar to the New Testament. 8vo.

cloth. . . . . 11. Us. 6d.

Either Gospel may be had separately :

ST MATTHEW . . !).. cloth. ST. LUKE !).. cloth

ST. MARK. ... 5*. - ST. JOHN *.

GREEK GRAMMAR OF THE NEW TESTAMENT, 4*. &/. cloth.

TURNER (DR.) ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY : including

the recent Discoveries and Doctrines of the Science. Sixth

Edition, enlarged and revised, by Professor LIEBIG, and Dr.

WILTON G. TURNER. Part 1. 8vo . . Is.

Part II. 8vo. . 5s. Part III. No. 1. . 3s. Gd.
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TURNER, A MEMOIR OF THE LATE DR., by Professor

CHRISTISON, M.D. 8vo . . . .Is.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, HISTORY OF. 2 vols.

fcp. STO ...... 12*.

VIRGIL'S yENEID, Books!, to VI., with an Interpaged Translation,

line for line, and numerous notes. Second Edition, 12mo
6s. 6d.

WALKER (JOHN). PRINCIPLES OF OPHTHALMIC SUR-
GERY

; being an Introduction to a Knowledge of the Struc-

ture, Functions, and Diseases of the Eye ; embracing New
Views of the Physiology of the Orgau of Vision. Fcp. 8vo.

5s. 6d.

WARINGTON (R). A SERIES OF CHEMICAL TABLES,
arranged for the use of the Chemical Student. Oblong, folded

for the pocket . . . . . 3s.

WATKINS' POPULAR INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMEN-
TAL CHEMISTRY. 12mo . . .2s. 6d.

WIGHT (DR . ROBERT) AND G. A. WALKER ARNOTT.
PRODROMUS FLORAE PENINSULA INDITE ORIEN-
TALIS: Containing abridged Descriptions of the Plants

found in the Peninsula of British India, arranged according to

the Natural System. Vol. I. 8vo . . . 16s.

WIGHT (Da. ROBERT). ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN
BOTANY; OR FIGURES ILLUSTRATIVE OF EACH
OF THE NATURAL ORDERS OF INDIAN PLANTS,
DESCRIBED IN THE ABOVE. Parts 1 to 6. 4 to, 21. 2s.

TCONKS PLANTARUM INDITE OR1ENTALIS, OR

FIGURES OF INDIAN PLANTS, Parts 1 to 3. 4to 15s.

-CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BOTANY OF INDIA,
8vo . . . . . Is. Gd.

WITTICII (W.) GERMAN FOR BEGINNERS. OR PROGRES-
SIVE EXERCISES IN THE GERMAN LANGUAGE.
12mo. 2nd Edition, much enlarged . . .5s.

WOOD (REV. S.) A GRAMMAR OF ELOCUTION, in which

the Five Accidents of Speech are Explained and Illustrated.

2nd Edition, 12mo .... 3s. 6d.

XENOPIION'S ANABASIS. Edited by GFPRGE LONG, Esq. A.M.

'2nd Edition, with a short summary, and un Index of Proper

Names, 12mo . . . o*.
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YEHRING. VOICE OF NATURE
;
a Theoretical and Practical

System of Pronunciation for the Continental Languages. 16mo.
sewed . . . . . . 2s.

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS, Parts 1 to 6. I6mo. each 2*.

Part I. containing the Rose, with a free and literal Trans-

lation into German.

Part II. Die Rose, with a free and literal Translation into

English.

Part III. La Rose, with a free and literal Translation into

English.

Part IV. The Rose, with a free and literal Translation

into French.

Part V. Show and Use, with a free and literal Translation

into German.

Part VI. Die Sclmi und der Nutzen, with a free and
literal Translation into English.

YOUNG'S NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. A New Edition, com-

pleted to the present time, (under the superintendence of the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge). 1 vol. 8vo.

(Preparing.)

. ntrairur.t0rn

SESSION 1828 29.

DR. CONOLLY ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF
DISEASES . . . . . .1*.

PROFESSOR GALIANO ON THE SPANISH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE . . . . ]s.

DR. GRANT ON COMPARATIVE ANATOMY AND ZOO-
LOGY . . . . . .Is.

PROFESSOR LONG ON THE CREEK LANGUAGE, LITER-
ATURE AND ANTIQUITIES.... 1.

DR. MUHLENFKLS ON THE GERMAN AND NORTHERN
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE . . Is.

DR. SMITH ON MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE . 1*.
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SESSION 1829 30.

PROFESSOR AMOS ON ENGLISH LAW . . . l.v.

DR. MALKIN ON HISTORY . . . .Is.

SESSION 183031.

PROFESSOR BENNET ON ANATOMY . . . Is.

PROFESSOR DE MORGAN OV MATHEMATICS, NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY, AND CHEMISTRY . . Is.

PROFESSOR THOMSON ON MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE Is.

PROFESSOR AMOS ON ENGLISH LAW . . Is.

SESSIONS 103134.

PROFESSOR VAUGHAN ON HISTORY . .Is. 6d.

DR. GRANT ON MEDICAL EDUCATION . . . Is.

PROFESSOR MALDEN ON THE GREEK AND LATIN LAN-
GUAGES . . . . . .Is.

DR.QUAINON ANATOMY . . . .Is.

SESSION 1837 38.

PROFESSOR DE MORGAN ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. . . . Is.

SESSION 183839.

PROFESSOR KIDD ON THE NATURE AND STRUCTURE
OF THE CHINESE LANGUAGE . . Is. Grf.

PROFESSOR MALDEN ON THE INTRODUCTION OF THE
NATURAL SCIENCES INTO GENERAL EDUCA-
TION . . . . . .Is.

PROFESSOR PEPOLI ON THE LANGUAGE AND LITERA-
TURE OF ITALY . . . . .Is.

PROFESSOR CAREY ON THE STUDY OF ENGLISH
LAW . . . . . . Is. Crf.

TEBS, WIIITEFRIARS.
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